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ABSTRACT

After the Cultural Revolution officially ended in 1977, China began its

reforms from 1978. Although the initial goal of the reforms was to improve the

nation's economy, changes soon took place across other fields ranging from politics to

culture, from society to the legal system. These changes throughout the 1980s and

1990s had a significant impact on the development of Chinese film. Contemporary

Chinese films reflect these changes either directly or indirectly.

This thesis studies the development of film in post-Cultural Revolution China

to the mid-1990s. The thesis argues that Chinese film experienced a shift of cultural

identiry from being subject to Chinese tradition to submiuing to transnational

globalism. The causes of this shift were a combination of China's o\rm reform

process and international cultural and financial involvement in the Chinese film

industry.

In light of some Westem cultural theories, such as stnrcturalism, post-

structuralism (including deconstruction). psycho-analysis and postmodernism, this

thesis examines a series of acclaimed Chinese directors and films. Many of these

directors and films are internationally well known either for their cinematic

achievements or for the political conffoversies about their films. They are seen as

representative, especially when contemporary Chinese film is assessed from a cross-

cultural, global perspective.

In a new millennium Chinese cultural policies on film production and

censorship are changing. This thesis summarizes how the Chinese film industry in the

last two decades has responded to, and lrom time to time accelerated the counfry's

modernizati on. commercial izati on and i nternati onal i sation.
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0.1

IrvrnooucrroN

To be or not to be, that is the question.

William Shakespeare Flamlet Itr i

Preamble

China's fint feature film was made with Western fihn stock and technolory in

1905 when China was still under imperial rule by the Qing court.r The People's Republic

of China was relatively isolated by the West from its establishment in 1949 and then by

most of countries of the former Eastem Bloc from the late 1950s, so China's film indusry

was accordingly also isolated However, during the first seventeen years of Communist

rule, Chinese film underwent considerable development, strove to confine its products to

the Party policies and served millions of Chinese audiences. In the first fouryears (1966-

1969) of the Cultural Revolution, there was virn:ally no feature production in China. In

the following tbree years (1970-1972), only eight documentaries of operatic performances

were made under the instructions of Mao Zedong's (1893-1976) wife Jiang Qing (1914-

l99l). About twenty features were made between 1973 and 1976, the last forn years of

the Cultural Revolution. Because of the lack of artistic exchange and the pressure of

srict political control, films made from 1949 to 1976 demonstratehigh political

awareness in their content and a popular and dramatized nanative nadition, despite the

Russian formalist influences in some films in the 1950s. tn the WesL the nvo best

circulated books on Chinese film history about this period are Jay Leyda's Dtanying,

I Dinglun Slun (1905) was an episode from a Peking opera
always been considered as a gerue of feahrre film in China.
particular 2.3.

Documentaries of operatic performance have

See my dirussion in Chapter Two, in
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which records the industry's development in China from the beginning of the nryentieth

cenhlry to the outbreak of the Cultural Revolution, and Paul Clark's Chinese Cinema,

which focuses on the industrv under communist rule between 1949 and 1984.2

The contemporary Chinese fibn industry after 1977 and the Cultural Revolution

has developed in a socio-political environment different from Chinese history until then.

Especially after the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Cental Committee of Chinese

Commmist Party in December 1978, more rela,red political and economic measures

started to emerge in China with the implementation of the opendoor poticy. Drning

1977 and 1978, the Chinese film industry focused on recovery of its production and

audience's confidence (in the Communist government and Chinese films). After the

Third Plenum, the industry began to more rationally assess the tragedies and damage

done by various political campaigns during the first twenty-seven years of Communist

nrle. At the same time, the importation of Hong Kong films and a small amount of films

from other developed countries stimulated a wide range of imitations of popular

commercial films. Until 1983, the groups subsequently labelled the third and fourth

generations were the only active filmmakers in China

Third-generation filmmakers began their independent filmmaking as early as in

the 1950s.3 Fourth-generation directors were tained before the Cultural Revolution and

only had oppornrnities to work rndependently after the Cultural Revolution Both

Jay Leyd4 Diurying: Art Accouttt of Films taui the Film,lndience in Chitu,(Cambridge, LiS: MIT
Press, 197?). Paul Clark. Chinese Cinema; Culfire cnrl lblitic.s.rince /9J9, (Nerv Yoik: Cambridge
University Press. I 987).

The first generation refers to the earliest film workers from mid-1900s to 1920s. They were the pioneers
of Chinese film industry. The second generation refers to filrnmakers engaged in the industry from 1930s
to 1949. Many of thern were left wing and self-conscious- Their works frequently expose the social
problems in China under the KMT govemment or the Japanese ocorpation. China also staned to produce
films with soundtracks during this generation from the mid-1930s.
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generations contributed to the recovery, and to a certain extent rebuilding, of the Chinese

film industy which had been heavily damaged duringthe Cultural Revolution. Many

successful films were made between 1978 and 1983. However, bound to their personal

backgrounds and the socio-political environment in China at the time, their works

stopped short of creating a stunning new cinema in China. Fifth-generation filmmakers,

who graduated from the BeijingFilm Academy in 1982, formed the youngest force in the

industry at the time. Most of them were sent to work in the nral areas during the Culnral

Revolution and admitted to the Academy after passing the entrance examinations in

1978, which had been the first open examinations since the Cultural Revolution and

arguably the toughest in history. These young people had lived most of their matgring

teenage years during the Cultural Revolution. They were also the frst university students

in China who were allowed to almost freely explore Westem cinema and film theories.

when the open-door policy started to bear fruit in 1983 and 1984, these young

filmmakers were also well equipped to begin their unparalleled careers. Eventually, their

films became the most noticeable Chinese films both in China and overseas in the 1980s.

To many international audiences, fifth-generation films could be all they know about

Chinese cinema.

There have been debates on whether a sixth generation has emerged subsequently

in China. After the fifth generation, it has been hard to identif, any new groups of

filmmakers who share similar experiences and make films with some sort of similar

themes or styles. On the other hand, since the late 1980s, the generational boundaries

have become bluned. Many filmmakers from earlier generations moved to be close to

the fifth generation from both the cinematic and contextual points of view. As time goes
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by, fifth-generation films have also become more conscious ofthe box-office. As a

result these films include more and more commercial appeals.

0.2 Objectives

Chinese film made some historic achievements from the late 1970s to the mid-

1990s during the post-Culnual Revolution era- Many stud.ies on Chinese films and filrn

development during the period have been canied out by scholars in China and abroad-

Works by Chinese critics made the greatest confibutions to the field and often provide

some fint-hand details. Partly due to these critics' own cultural backgrounds, partly

because of the political atmosphere in China, these works do not always cover all fi1ns

and directors required for a comprehensive study and cannot elaborate freely in all

aspects. Many studies on specific Chinese filrns and directon are published as essays in

film joumals such u Contemporary Film (Dangdai diarwing) and, Film and TV Stulies

(D iany ing dians h i y i s hu yary iu). F i I m Rev i ew (D iany ing p ingl ie) reprints many

influential articles first published in newspapers and otherjournals. Most books on

Chinese film published in China focus on specific directors and films, films in a

particular year or collection of works by a specific critic.a There are also books on film

theories showing specific focus on Chinese culnre and social cond.itions such as Luo

Yijun's C.hinese Film arul Chinese Culture and Dai Jinhua's A Harulbook of Film

' For example. books on specific directors such as Zhongguo dianying chubanshe Zhong-suo dianying yisfru
bianjishi ed. Lun Zlwtg Yimou (On Ztwtg Yimcn), (Beijing: Zhongguo dianyrng chuU-irshe, Sgq: on
specific films such as Chen Kaiyan d,.. Huaglnro Huang rudi (Tatkng ahant Ttn y"tbt,Doth), (Beijin*e:
Zhongguo dianyrng chubanshe. 1986): to cover noted films in a panicular year such as Zrongguo
dianyingiiaxiehuied., Zhonpprodknryingjirlijiorywenji,diwrjie, t983(Cottectecl. rticiisonthe
Third Golden Rnster Film Awwrh /9S3), (Beijing: Zhongguo dia"yurg chubanshe, 1985) and Dimyng
pinglun ruan - gushipior 1978-1980 (selected Film Revisvys - Feature Fitms 1978-1980), @eiiing:
Zhongguo dianytng chubanshq 1987); colleaion of a specific a critic zuch as Ni ZherL Tarrstio ie wrumt
(Cinematic kplorations), @eijing: Zhongguo dianying chubanshe, I 994).
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Theories and criticism.s Though many of these works provide us with useful

information on Chinese film developmen! they could hardly give a comprehensive

account of the development because of the absence of discussions of films banned by the

Chinese government.

There are some systematic studies of Chinese film overseas, especially after the

intemational success of the fifth generation in mid and late 1980s. Westem critics

(including some Chinese ethnics residing overseas) carried out their studies and made

their comments more freely, especially on politically sensitive issues. Major works on

post{ulhral Revolution Chinese films in the West include

(l) Individual Essays and Collections of Articles: These work normally do not

examine issues of Chinese film in a clearly consistent way, although collections

of essavs are frequently successful in ananging them into a kind of systematic

order. while individual essays appear in journals, books on broadertopics,

internet publications and film festival publications, collections of articles are

always, no mafier how tightly or loosely, bound to special topics in Chinese film

studies. Chns Berry edited Perspectives on Chinese Cinema and Nick Browne

edited New chinese Cinema.6 They all take mainland china" Hong Kong and

Taiwan as a greater Chinese speaking region and include various topics on films

and film developments in this region. George Semsel edited and co-edited at least

Luo Yiju4 Zlon2ga diawing w Zlnnggat wenlnn (Chinese Film md Chinese Cuhure), (Beijing:
Beijing Guan-ebo Xueyuan chubanshe. 1995). Dai Jinhua Diany-ing titut yt piping shouce (A Handbrck
of Film Theories md Criticism). @eijing: Kerue jishu wenxian chubanshe. 1993). Also edited by Luo
Yijrn Zhonggro diuryting lifun wetwuctn (Chinese Film Theory: An Antholog) 2 vols.. (Beijing:
Werhua yishu chubanshe. 1992).

Ckis Berry ed., Perspecrives on ('hinese Cinemq, (London: British Film lnstitue, l99l). Nick Browne
and others d., New Chinese Cinemas - Form.s, Identities, Politics, (New York: Cambridge University
Press. 1994).
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three books on Chinese film and contributed essays in these books are

predominately on film theories, including some written by Chinese theoreticians

and translated into English.T Shelden Hsiao-peng Lu edited Trarunational

Chinese Cinemas and most articles in it focus on cross-cultr:ral snrdies of Chinese

films.8

(2) Boola in English by Individtral Scholars: Contents of some of these books are

entirely on Chinese fihn fiom one or more perspectives, for example, Rey Chow's

Primitive Pan,sion.e While Chow's work studies Chinese cinema from a cultural

and gender point of view, works by other scholars frequently took films as part of

their broader studies of literature, arts and culture. Examples are Xudong Zhang's

Chinese Modernism in the Era of Rejbrms, Yinjin Zhang's The Cit,v in Modern

Chinese Literature aru| Film and Ellen Widnrer and David Der-wei Wang's From

Mov Fourth to Jtme Fourth.'o Books like Bonnie S. McDougall'sThe yellow

Earth are also very helpful in studying specific filmmakers and films.lr

(3) Literature on Chinese Films in Chinese Language by Scholars from outside

Mainland China: Many articles in joumals and books in Hong Kong and Taiwan

George Stephen Semsel ed,., Chinese Film - The Sate of the Art in the People's Repfilic, (New York:
Praeger, 1987); Gmrge S. Sernsel and others d.,Chiney Film Tleory, (New York: Praeger, 1990); urd
George S. Sernsel and others ed., Film in Contemporuy Chiru - Cnticat Debates, t979-lg8g,
(Westport: Praeger, 1993)

Sheldon Hsiao-peng Lu ed.. Trowutional Chiney Cinemas - I&ntry. Naiontwfl. Geder,(tlonolulu:
Univenity ofHawai'i Press, 1997).

Rey Chow. Pimitive Passion - l'isaality, Sexaality, Etlnogrqhy, oxlCmtemprt-v Chiney Cirema,
(New York. Columbia University Press, 1995).

Xudong Zhang Chtuex Mdemim in the Era of Reforms: Culnral Fever, Atwt4sde Fiction od the
Nev' Chinese Cinema, (Durham: Duke University Press, 1997). Yidin Zhang The City in Mdenr
Chinev Literdture qul Film: Confgtrations of Spce, Time oat Genler, (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1996). Ellen Widmer and David Der-wei Wang From Mcy Founh n June Farth: Fiction oal
Film in Twentieth{entury chim, (carnbridge us: Flarvard University press, 1993).

Bonnie S. McDougall, The Yellau futh - A Film hy Chen Kaige with a Complete Translation of the
Filmscnpt, (Hong Kong: The Chinese Universiry Press, l99l).

ll
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study Chinese film from a point of view combining both the scholars' Chinese

culnual heritage and strong Western influences. They sometimes can bridge the

significant differences in analyzing a specific film or development benrveen

mainland Chinese and Westem critics. Articles and reposts in the Hong Kong

fifm magazine Ciry Entertainment (Dianying shuang:houkan) and Taiwan film

joumals Imagekeeper Monthly (Yingxiang) and Appreciation Journal (Dianying

xinshang) are very useful for studies on Chinese film.

My thesis aims to present a comprehensive tracing of how post-Cultural

Revolution Chinese film transformed its identity with the efforts both by filmmakers and

audiences. The transformation of Chinese film from radition to globalism in the last

twenty some years both was attributed to and contributed to the modemization and

postmodernization ofthe country. Because ofthe special historical background of China

in the 1980s and 1990s, Chinese film could no longer be accuratell'analyzed solely from

a Chinese point of view. Globalization of Chinese film followingthe international

triumph of the fifth generation in the 1980s has put Chinese film inro a larger,

multicultural and postrnodem scope.

Films are cultural products. They represent and reflect the culture in which they

were made. They mav also re-evaluate and reconstruct a cultwe either from a viewpoint

within the culture, or sometimes from a viewpoint of another culture or cultures. What

films represent and reflect certainly contribute to the study of a particular culture,

whereas what viewpoint a film akes should never be overlooked when analyzing a film

from a cultural aspect. The cultural viewpoint of a film subjects the film to a particular

culture and is the cultural identity ofthe film. Since China undenvent significant socio-

economic fansformation from the late 1970s, Chinese culture also went through a
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transitional period. This cultural transition was represented and reflected in

contemporary Chinese films. From time to time, films also went ahead ofthe socio'

cultural transition in China. Some of these culnral pioneers (films and filmmakers) took

a Western cultural viewpoint in presenting Chinese culture thanks to mass media and

other modern communications which had connected and tansformed the world into a

global village.

The transformation of cultural identity, especially when Chinese film sometimes

went ahead of socio-economic changes actually taking place in the country, is greatly

attributed to the affempts at marketing cultural products in the international market. For

films, therefore, the audiences' understanding and expectations are always seriously

considered by the filmmakers. Indigenous tradition is normally beyond tanslation and

thus less likel-v- to be understood by audiences from a different culnral background.

Those "understandable" culhral elements by foreign audiences either are deliberately

presented in a foreign way or risk being misread. Wluchever category they fall irq these

cultural elements form the cross-culflral signification in a globalized film market. These

elements are the signs of globalism in all national cinemas that actively participate in the

global culture.

Teshome H. Gabriel's "Towards a Critical Theory of Third World Films" is

primarily based on film developments up to the mid-1980s in Afrrca and South America,

though it includes a brief discussion on Chinese photography and film. In the essay, he

divided the development of Third World films into three phases which I quote at length

here:

Phase l- The unqualified assimilation

Tlze indtr-strv: Identification with the Westem Holhrood film industy....

I
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The theme: Hollywood thematic concems of 'entertainment' predominate. Most

of the feature films of the Third World in this phase escapist themes of romance,

musicals, comedies etc. The sole purpose of such industries is to rurn out

entertainment products which will generate profits....

lThel Style: The emphasis on formal properties of cinema, technical brilliance

and visual wizardry, overrides subject matter. The aim here is simply to create a

'spectacle'....

Phase tr - The remembrance phase

The rnduxr,u^: Indigenisatron and control of talents, production, exhrbition and

distribution. Many Third World films production companies are in this stage....

The theme', Retum of exile to the Third World's resource of strength, i.e. culture

and history. The predominance of filmic themes such as the clash benveen rural

and urban life, naditional versus modern value systems, folklore and myholory,

identifies this level.

The style: Some attempts to indigeruse film style are manifest. Although the

dominant stylistic conventions of the first phase still predominate here, there

appears to be a growing tendency to create a film stvle appropriate to the changed

thematic concerns. In this aspect, the growrng insistence on spatial representation

rather then temporal manipulation tvpifies the films in this phrase. The sense of a

spatial orientation in cinema in the Third World arises out ofthe experience of an

'endless' world of the large Thrrd World mass. This nostalgia for the vastness of

nature projecs itself into the film form, resulting in long takes and long or wide

shorts. This is often done to constitute part of an overall symbolisation of a Third

World thematic orientatioq i.e. the landscape depicted ceases to be mere land or

soil and acquires a phenomenal quality which integrates humans with the general

drama of existence itself

Phase Itr - The combative phase

The incht:;try: Film-making as a public service institution. The industr"v in this

phase is not only owned by the nation and/or the government, it is also managed,

operated and run for and by the people. It can also be called a cinema ofmass

participation,. ,.
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The theme'. Lives and struggles of Third World peoples. This phase signals the

maturity of the film-maker and is distinguishable from either Phase I or Phase II

by its insistence on viewing fihn in its ideological ramifications....

The Style. Film is an ideological tool. Here film is equate or recognised as an

ideologrcal instrument. This parucular phase also constitutes a framework of

agreement between the public (or the indigenous institution of cinema) and the

film-maker. A Phase III film-maker is one who is perceptive of and

knowledgeable about the pulse of the Third World masses. Such a film-maker is

tuly in search of a Third World cinema - a cinema that has respect for the Third

World peoples....rz

Gabriel's classification aims to give a general descripion of Third World

cinemas. Gabriel wrote on an earlier occasion, "the principal characteristic of Third

Cinema is really not so much where it is made, or even who makes it, but rather, the

ideology it espouses and the consciousness it displays."l3 However, to make this

classification applicable to contemporary Chinese film developments, we need at least to

add a Phase Zero. PhaseZero can best describe the Chinese film industrv and fihmmaker

from 1950 to 1976

Phase Zero- The imaginary phase

The In&ntry: The film industry is nationalized according to Communist (or any

authoritarian) theory. It makes no direct reference to any foreign cinemas, especially

Western cinemas including Hollywood. It creates, or otherwise restricts itself to a self-

sufficient and self-contained film market.

Teshome H. Gabriel, "Towards a Critical Theory ofThird World Films", in Jim Pines and Paul Willernen
d., Questtons of Third Circma, (London: BFI Publishing 1989), pp. 3l-34.

Teshome H. Gabirel, Third Cinema in the Third lYorld. (Atvr Arbor, M: IJMI Research Press, 1982), p.
t

10

t2

t3
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The theme: Propaganda and political education are the main, if not sole, objectives of

films. As for genres, comedies, tagedies, musical or indigenous narrative forms are all

desirable as long as they comply with political requirements.

The Style. Because this is a closed market, the style emphasizes what is familiar to

audiences, such as traditional literary styles and folklore. Because of the films'political

objectives, they are normally made to be understood by the mass audiences. Therefore,

styles unfamiliar to mass audiences are not encouraged or allowed.

Despite Phase Zero in China referring to the 1950s to 1976, such characteristics

were still commonly found among Chinese films and filmmakers until the early 1980s.

Films belong to this phase are subject to the indigenous cultural tadition both

aesthetically and contextually (in contrast to the attempt to indigenise as in Phase II),

Though Chinese films from 1950s to 1976 shared some similarities with Gabriel's Phase

III, the Chinese film industry then certainly did not meet one crucial criterion stated by

Gabriel - to be "managed, operated and run for and by the people". While Chinese

cinema went through, rather than completed" all of the four phases during the nventy-plus

years from 1977,it is noteworthy that the cultural identity (or identities) of Chinese film

also changed while these characteristics of the film industry, films and filmmakers

changed- At the same time, the influences of Western culture on contemporary Chinese

films and these films' contributions to the world culture need to be exarnined. Both the

nearly thirty years of closeddoor history (either willingly or forced) and the 5000 years

history of culnue and literanre in China make contemporary Chinese film developments

from traditional to global a unique case in the age of postnodemity when the whole

world became a global village as a result of transnational, late-capitalist development.
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0.3 Methodology

This thesis is divided into ten chapters. Chapter One concenhates on theoretical

establishment of the concept of cultural identity of films. Chapter Two gives the

background theories and an overview of Chinese cinema during the fint phrase of the

post-CulturalRevolution era from 1978 to the mid-I980s. Close analyses on how

taditional Chinese values and aesthetics dominated films in this phase are presented with

example directors and films in Chapters Three and Four. Chapter Three discusses

exemplary works by the third-generation directors Xie Jin and Ling Zifengin the post-

Cultural Revolution era. Chapter Four examines the contribution of the fourth generation

both in reaffirming traditional values and helping and embracing a global-focused

development wlth films by Wu Tianming, Wu Yigong and Huang Shuqin as examples.

Chapter Five provides an overview of the second phase of Chinese film

development from mid-1980s in the post-Cultural Revolution era and the background

theories for examining films in this phase in a global scope. Chapten Sirl' Seven and

Eight focus on the contributions to Chinese filrn industy by three fifth-generation masters

Chen Kaige,Zhang Yimou and Tian Zfuiangthnng respectively. They all directly

contributed to the globalization of Chinese film though they achieved in different ways

and wrth different tactics. Chapter Nine discusses two well-known sixth-generation

directors Zhang Yuan and Guan Hu. While their films are seen more directly refening to

Western values, the definition of the sixth generation is highly arguable.

Most discussed directors in this thesis are arranged into chapters (Tltee, Four and

Six to Nine) according to the generations to which they belong, which also conespond to

a chronological order of the cornmencements of their careers. Chapter Ten is an

12
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exception, in which the focused film examples are mainly from the 1990s. Chapter Ten

analyzes films by three directors Huang Jianxin, Sun Zhou and Jiang Weq who are all

relatively young but fit less well into any existing generations. They seem fully aware

and ready to tackle the contemporary conflict between Chinese hadition and Western

culnue in modernizing (and postnodernizing) 1990s China.

The theories most frequently referred to in this thesis include Metz's discussrons

on "What is film?", Freud and Lacan's theories on psycho-analysis and sexurality, and

Jameson and Baudrillard's theories and hypotheses on postnodernity. MeE questioned

the natrue and identity of film at a rather general and cinematic level from a French post-

structuralist point of view This lays a good foundation and provides a starting point for

studies ofthe cultural identity (or identities) of a specific national cinema. Freudian

theories on sexuality and psycho-analysis focus on the issues at a rather personal level.

Lacan firther developed Freud's theories and applied them in elaborating on subjectiviry

in a post-stmcturalist context at a macroscopic level. Lacan's metaphysical theories

enable us to examine the formation of identiry of a person, a gender or a culfure and

society. Contemporary Chinese film developments are part of a new phase of world

development. From the late 1970s, and particularly through the 1980s, the majorit'of

humans, including Chinese, experienced historic cultural hrbulence under the

postmodem condition. Jameson has studied the conditions of postrrodernity, though he

prefened to call it late-capitalist society. He also happened to analyze some

contemporary Chinese films using his postrnodernist arguments. Baudrillard's hypothesis

of simulation and simulacra is particularly helpfirl in understanding the cultural

simulative process Third World cinemas like contemporary Chinese film have

experienced.

13
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In the previous section,I cited Teshome H, Gabriel's three-phase division of

Third World cinemas. I also added a Phase Zero into his cla.ssification for discussing

post-Cultural Revolution Chinese film development. This thesis chooses to discuss

representative contemporary Chinese films and filmmaken from any of the four phases,

with the exception of those belong to Gabriel's Phase I. There are certainly many

examples of Chinese films and filmmaken in Phase I. Argrrably, they form the majority

of Chinese cinema even up to the present day. The huge number of kungfu and sword-

play films with historical sefings in the 1980s were a result of imiating Hong Kong films

of the same genre. Urban romances were another example of mimrckrng Taiwan and

Hollywood films. This thesis will not focw on Chinese films and directors ofPhase I,

because they shared some common cultural identities with their foreign counterparts

rather than establishing any genres with unique Chinese characteristics. The absence of

localness makes films of Phase I not typical products of globalism by theme, despite the

tbct that they could be well received in the international market. The focus of this thesis

will be on those post-Cultural Revolution Chinese films and directors who can be

described at least partially by Phases Zero, II and III.

Generational divisions have been widely used both in China and abroad in studies

of Chinese film history. Generational reference to films of the 1990s is less heard in

Chin4 though this is quite the opposite of the situation overseas. In the intemational

market, *the fifth generation" has become an alias for Chinese films, because fiffh-

generation filmmakers, Chen Kaige and Zhang Yimou in particular, were the first

Chinese film artists who won overwhelming overseas recognition. tn China critics

argued that the fifth generation died after Zhang Yimou directed his first film, Red

14
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Sorghttm,in l987.ta Because ofthe lack of influential, conrmon themes and styles,

whether there has been a sixth generation (or late-fifth generation) is highly debatable.

The discussion of filmmakers and films in Chapters Nine and Ten will attempt to prove

this. ln this thesis, however, generation will be used mainly to refer to the time a director

started fitmmaking independently. "The domestic fifth generation'and "the international

fifth generation" are used to describe two particular film geffes wtrich consist of most

successful fifth generation films. The definitions of the two terms are grven in Chapter

Sil 6.1. Third foufih and fifttr-generation films certaurly each share some significant

similanties in cinematrc consciousness and socio-cultural content when these generations

first emerged. Most filmmaken, nevertheless, have been updating their cinematic

techniques and strategres as well as their socio-cultural awareness with the times.

Therefore the generational significance is always clearer in films made during the

emergtng stage ofthe generation. As time goes by, even the most typical directors from a

certain generation will be influenced by the late comers. This is the main reason why this

thesis avoids using generations to classi! films and limits its use to loosely defining

directors.

0.4 Terminology

Commonly used film terminolory is applied in this thesis without further

reference or explanation. References or explanations are given whenever the thesis refers

to pre-1949 Chinese historical events, literature or figures. Post-1949 historical details

will only be explained when such details are relatively less known. Terms and argrrments

15
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related to psycho-analysis, postnodernism and other cultural and literary theories are

always cited with references to their primary sources.

"Contemporary Chinese film" and "post-Cultural Revolution Chinese film" are

two interchangeable terms that refer to the fiLn industry in the People's Republic of

China from 1977 onwards. Despite Mao Zedong's death and the arrest of the Gang of

Four (including Mao's wife Jiang Qing) in late 1976, the Cultural Revolution was only

officially announced as ending in1977. Though a nunber of films were made in1977,

most of them were either productions with scripts written during the Cultural Revolution,

or hasty propaganda films made to promote the government's policy of criticizing the

Gang of Four. Nineteen seventy-eight was the year that China adopted the more relaxe{

open-door policy. Therefore, this thesis chooses examples of films from 1978 onward, as

that year marked the beginning of a new era for both China and Chinese fihn. All filns

discussed in this thesis were made up to the mrd 1990s. when the transformation of

Chinese film identity from traditional to global closed an era and the international

reputation of Chinese film was well established.

When the term "Chinese fihn industry" is use4 it refen to all feature production

organizations in China except the censor unit. While most studios are directly owned and

operated by the same government departrnent which also practises the censorship, it is

sometimes hard to disfinguish between the two. From the late 1980s, foreign investors

(including those from Hong Kong and Taiwan) started to invest in films made by Chinese

arfists. Because the filming of these films has been normally done in China with support

from Chinese studios and production crews, they are also considered part of Chinese

cinema. (These include those films with postproduction completed overseas.)
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The term "market", especially "international film market", refers to the venue

where frade in Chinese films takes place. [t can be mainstream or art howe cinema It

also includes international film festivals where films are promoted and frequently sold.

There is, however, a difference between reaching the international fihn market and being

successful in the intemational film market. To reach the intemational market can be

indicated by an invitation to an intemational fihn festival or the actual sale of the film.

To be successful or not depends on the responses from viewers, including the box-office

revenue. Because Chinese films are normally made with relatively small budgets

(compared to Hollywood and other Western films), the selling achievement should not be

measured purely by the amount of box-office revenue, but by the relative profits aginst

costs. When a film wins major prizes in an intemational film festival, the significance of

the success depends on what prize and at which festival the film wins.

The year of pre-1949 films only indicate the date of completion. The year of

post-1949 films is given according to their date of release either in China or overse:ls,

whichever came first. Films totally banned by the Chrnese govemment for international

release will be dated by their first overseas pubtic screening. If a film has never been

publicly screened it will be dated by the year of completion. The circumstances will be

explained if a fihn was totally banne{ never publicly screened or significantly delayed

from being released.

All Chinese characters, including book and article titles, film titles, and names of

people and places in the People's Republic of China are romanized according to the

Flanyu Pinytn system. Where an early form of romanization is available or a different

spelling is commonly used, it will be given in brackets following the Hanyu Pinyin

version at the first appearance. Names of ethnic Chinese overseas, including ofthose

17
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from Hong Kong and Taiwan" are given as they are commonly addressed with the F{anyu

Pmyin venion in brackets at the fint appeafince. These ftlmes are frequenfly romanized

according to the wade4iles system, though many Hong Kong people's names are

hanscribed in Cantonese pronturciation. English given names are also cornmon among

ethnic Chinese overseas. Chinese people's rurmes are more frequently refened in full

instead of with the family name alone to avoid possible confirsion Chinese rulmes are

also given with family name first in respect to standard practice unless an altemative

preference of the person is evident (for example the name stated in a film credit list or as

an author of published materials). Chinese characters in films are refened with the name

they are most frequently addressed in the film. They may be referred to without family

Iurne, or always with family naxne, or simply by a nickname, entirely depending on the

film narratives.

18
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What Is ldentitv?

What's in a name? That which we call a rose

Bv any other word would smell as sweet.

William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, II i

1.1 Introduction

Before starting any discussion of the contemporary Chinese feature film

industry, we should ask a simple question - What are contemporary Chinese feature

films? This seems a very easy question, but nobody has yet come up with a clear and

convincing answer. With little doubt, we can name more than a dozen contemporary

Chinese feature films. We can find many to talk about, academically, artistically or in

whatever way suits us. By asking "What are contemporary Chinese feature films?" I

am not complicating a simple issue. In fact I found no difficulty in selecting a good

number of contemporary Chinese feature films for my current research. The criteria

of selecting these films have already been discussed in the Introduction of this thesis.

Nor was I confused by the huge variety of contemporary Chinese films in respect of

genre, style and qualit-v.

It is simple to supply a handful of examples of so-called contemporary

Chinese feature films. That is to say there is no lack of physical signified - the object,

the films - that we can refer to when we come to the sign contemporary Chinese

featurefilms which seems to possess a lot of abstract features. But what does this

sign really stand for in today's language? This question is asked in terms of

19
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conventional linguistics where a signifier is the superhcial, abstract and arbitrary

symbol of an object. For conventional linguists, language thus firnctions as

signtfier
srgn

object

According to poststructuralism and psycho-analysis, film - both the word itself and

the cinematic activity it refers to - is only a signifier which I wrll discuss in this

chapter.

I begin my thesis by presenting a hypothesis which I attempt to prove with

example films and directors in the later chapters: The dramatic success of

contemporary Chinese feature films in the international market indicates that there

was neither a simple progressive cinematographic improvement in the Chinese feanre

film industry nor a simple overwhelming business strategy in marketing the films.

There was, however, a significant change in the culrural identiw of these films.

While the culttual identity of any film cannot be described with a single term, the

cultural identity, or rather the cultural identities, of contemporary Chinese film have

many aspects. This can be attributed to the diversification of contemporary Chinese

films. It can also be attributed to the nature of film - that a director's signification is

always, however slightly or wildly, misread by viewers. The director's intention,

nevertheless, represents the director's anriery of influence, and a film is the director's

"poetic misreading', in Harold Bloom's term (tbr a definition of Bloom's term, see 1.3

below).
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What makes the identification of contemporary Chinese f,tlm more

complicated is its international success (though still few in number) since the mid-

1980s. While misreading (poetic or not) of a film, by the director and the viewers, is

already an inescapable feature, the misreading of a film outside the society the film is

made in or targeted for is always more significant and sometime striking. How

directors, especially contemporary Chinese directors, react to a less expected and

more creative identity as a result of misreading provided by these latter viewers who

are mainly from overseas is one of my focuses in the later chapters of this thesis.

Meanwhile, I will first examine in this chapter the identity which is more or less

director initiated, by looking at the identity issue lrom a director's point of view.

I will elaborate my discussion in the following aspects. I will begin, by using

Lacanian alienarion and Bloom's poetic misreading to highlight the difference in

understanding on the term film (in Chinese, diurwing) benveen Westemers and Chinese.

I will then discuss the relationship between film and language in light of Metz's relevant

writings. By doing so,I will highlight that film by nature is a form of multi-interpretable

signs. Through reading Lacan's discussion of Edger Allan Poe's "The Purloined

Letter',I will explain how film gains its cultural identity by being subjeaed to a certain

culture, or in the Lacanian term a certain "symbolic order" and how a shift of identity

can happen. These discussions will help us come to a multi-aspect identification of film.

1.2 Film vs. dianying

Identification is a complicated and multi-level process. Many works on

psycho-analysis, such as those by Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan, and other

cultural theories, such as those of Roland Barthes, Jean Baudrillard and Fredric
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Jameson, can help us to understand this process. Among all the factors affecting both

the process of identification and a particular identity, language, being both the root

and the tip of a particular culture, plays the dominant role. By calling language both

the root (ben inChinese) and tip (mo),I have already demonstrated the cross-cultural

nature of my research. Traditionally Chinese believe that language is only the tip -
the presentation of its root - and the root is the underlining meaning (vi). Especially

since Claude Levi-Strauss and other structuralists and poststnrcturalists (including

deconstructionists) took language as their primary resource in cultural studies,

Western thought has referred to language structure as the root of culrure. To see how

language plays a crucial role in identification, I choose the following definitions of

film and film related terms from various tiequentl-v- cited English and Chinese

dictionaries:

cinema l. n count, sing A cinema is a place where people go to watch films

for entertainment... 2. n uncounl Cinema is the business and art of makine

fiIms....

film 1 . n count A film is moving picfures shown on a screen, especially at a

cinema, that tell a story, or sometimes show a real situation or series of

events.... 5. n uncount, count The making of cinema films, considered as a

form of art or business, can be referred to as film or fiIms....

- Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary (1987)

motion picture n ( 1896) 1 . a series of pictures projected on a screen in rapid

succession with objects shown in successive positions slightly changed so as

to produce the optical effect of a continuous picture in which the objects move

2: a representation (as of a story) by means of motion pictures: MOVIE

movie n (1912) l: MOTION PICTLIRE 2 pl: a showing of a motion picture

3 pl: the motion-picture medium or industry

- Wehster's Ninth New Collegiale Dictionary (1983)
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dianying A kind of comprehensive art, using strong light to project fihned

images onto a screen continuouslv, seems like real moving images.

Moclern Chinese Dictionary (Xiandai Hanyu cidian,1995)l

dianying A kind of modem art which was developed from motion photography

combined with slide projection.. .. Dianying is a form of comprehensive art. It

has the means of richly representing life. Furthennore, films can be copied and

showed on a large scale, so it has wide popularity.

Sea of Expressions (Ci hai,lgTg)z

It is not a simple coincidence that in the two cited English dictionaries and

many others, film is identified as a business and industy. Although none of these

entries pafticularly denies the artistic value of film, being a form (of art or not) born,

developed in, and heavily relying on both industrial technology to operate and

industrialized societv as its market, film is fundamentally an industry from the

Western point of view. While for Chinese, at least since the establishment of the

People's Republic in 1949 till Western ideas widely spread into China again from the

early 1980s onwards under the open-door policy, f,rlm was always referred as an art.

AII forms of art, including film, were obliged to follow the direction set by the

government under the banner that "literature and art serve proletarian politics." After

the nationalization of all Chinese film srudios in February 1953 until the Cultural

Revolution officially ended in 1977, film arguably was not considered as a product of

industry and certainly was not sold and competing for profits in market conditions.

t 
Chinese original:

I+.F'| -ffisie.zfi' ffi 9&)t+Elaffi#1tr)*&effiwt1ffi.# t, a&***E#tft|fu.
( 4,,ft,XiFi-I4) (rees)

t 
Chinese original:

| fr.Ftl H itrrrFe ffi 

^ 
# A fi *I filnkEE € * 6! - trIE {t Z 

^ 
" ...... Eyt ft - ]GAZ'f-,

RH+H&,trr*tififrt+Fi , ffiE"frifrq Xt ftFiFrJ}InA , fi r-ft s0#+.Affi" ......
(#?8) (le7e)
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The volume devoted to film in The China Grand Encltclopaedia (Zhongguo da

baikequanshzr) published in 1991, chooses to cite Xia Yan's article of the same title as

the entry for dianying.-t ln the first part of the article "The Nature of Film" (dianying

de texing), Xia Yan briefly refers to film audiences as "consumerc" (xiaofei:he) and

calls film a spiritual work (Tlngshen chanpin) as well as a material product (wu:hi

chanpin). However, f,rlm as an art and its artistic value are the overwhelming themes

of Xia Yan's article. He further refers to film as a universal art.{ Ironically, this so-

called "universal art" may not have a universal language, as I will argue in the

following pages. In such a comprehensive and specialized encyclopaedia volume on

film of more than 600 A4-letter-size pages (excluding 48 pages of illustrations), there

is no entry for "film industry", nor "film distribution", nor any similar items among

the 1,466 entries. Film studios are under the subject heading "Film Organizations"

(dianyingligou), in the same category where the state censor, the Film Bureau,

Ministry of Radio, Film and Television is also found.S The narure of film as both an

art and a commodit-v was not recognized by the editorial committee made up of thirty

top Chinese film theoreticians. Film as "material products" is an empty term which

has no further reference either in Xia Yan's above mentioned article or in the whole

encyclopaedia. Although no one is denying the commercial narure of contemporary

Chinese flrlms in both China and the international market, it is worth highlighting the

Xa Yan was the chief editor of the film volume. His article, which as the first entry of the
encyclopaedia. consists of three sections and was written for the enc,yclopaedia in the 1980s.

Zhonguo da baileErnahu - diotying, @eijing: Zhongguo dabaikequanshu chubanshq l99l), pp. l-
2.

The tnnslation given by the anryclopaedia is "Administration of Filrn Industry, Ministry of Broadcast,
Filrn and Television. Nthough the word "industry" is used in this official translation, it is noted that
the official Chinese name of the government office. Dian,-ittg shiye grevtli ju, does not include the
word.
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absence of these commercial considerations in such an authoritative Chinese

encyclopaedia of fi1m.6

In China, the suffix for categorization used after hlm is shiye. Shiye refers to

either an activity with a strong cause, or a non-profit, normally state-funded entelprise

and thus to be distinguished from qiye (enterprise) to which industries belong. Socio-

economic sectors and working units (danv,ei) referred to as shiye in China include

fiIm (tliunying shiye), education Q iaoyu shiye), news agencies (xinwen shiye) and so

on, in contrast to those profit-counting enterprises and industries such as steel indusfry

(gangtie gongte) and motor industry (qiche gongte\. Film is not refened as gongle

(industry) and film studios are not refened as qiye (enterprises).

The above discussion, though seemingly not directly related to the definition

of identity, has laid a useful foundation for further discussion of cultural identity with

reference to Chinese film. What we have seen is that something is usually taken for

granted is not that simple. First, translation fails to give a parallel or equivalent

meaning in two languages: filmldiaryting is a good example. This is not because

language itself is the banier to meaning in translation, though one may well argue that

language can be a barrier to communication even within the same language.

Language has never been able to be separated from both politics and culture.

However, the Chinese understanding of film, as I will show in Chapter Two, can be

attributed much more to their cultural inheritance than to their political standpoint.

6 ZharyZuniang and Cheng Jihua ed.. Zlnnpgtt tliar4titrgdc cidian (Chiru Cinena Ercyclopedia),
(Shanghai: Shattghui cishu chubanshe, l9)5) is more compreheruive in all aspects compued to
Zhonggto da baikeEwaln - dianying. However, it only refers film as a kind of comprehensive art
and makes no improvement in recognizing film as an industry.
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Second, the different understanding of film/dianying is not an isolated instance

occurring between Chinese and English (along with other Western) languages. This

difference, however, destabilizes many other definitions, explanations, and theories

which are based on the application of the termfilmldiaryting. Therefore, writings on

film in Chinese and in English are not simplv in two different languages. Most

importantly, they are written in two connected but non-inter-translatable systems. If

we put film and dianying into the well-known overlapping circles of the subject and

the Other drawn by Lacan, we wrll find that the definitions of film/c/ranlting, though

seemingly overlapping, alienate each other. The overlap makes the two terms not

independent but inter-referral. As a result, the common understanding of

ftlmldianying. indicated by the overlapping area of the two circles, becomes neither

film nor dianying. For the same reasor; references to Chinese film or diaryting in

writings in English and in Chinese, including those by film critics, become the

coflrmon but alienated non-subject frlm/diaryting - or in Lacan's words, "a neither

one. nor the other." 
7

Lacan's Diagram of Alienation M-v Diagram of Film/Dianying
Translation

Jacques Lacan The Far Funlomental Concepts of Pry-cht>Atutlysis, (Harmondsworth: Penguin
Books, 

.|979). 
p. 3l l. Lacan's diagram of alienation above is also cited from the same page.
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Last but not least, we must question the universality of film. As we have seen,

even the understandings of such a simple term filmldiaryting are different between

English and Chinese. We should not simply believe, as many people have claimed,

that film is a universal art.8 Furthennore, we should even question the difference in

understandings of the very term "arlf. After all, language, which is both the root and

tip of our culture or cultures, gives an unmistakable slant to our writing.

t For o<ample, in the above mentioned article by )(a Yan and in Ctnistian Maz Film InWsge, (New
York: Odord University Press, 1974), p. 72. As I quote from Metz in the nort segtion his

understanding film as a universal an does not neces.sarily apply to cross-languagq cross.crdtural
conditions, but certainly implies a wide vuiation of the audiences' backgrounds.
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Dianying for Chinese is as different from its English countelpart film as

meigui is different from rose. What is more, meigui is also different ftom qiangwei-e

When we carry out cross-cultural film studies, this kind of typological analysis is

fundamental. Here the discussion between film and dianying is just a beginning. As

my writing proceeds, we are going to encounter more qvpological differences between

English (the language I am writing in, a widely used Western language in film

studies) and Chinese.

I must acknowledge the reason for using film rather than dianying when

referring to the products of the Chinese film industry Jay Leyda published his

version of modern Chinese film history with the book entitled Dianyting: An Account

of Films and the Film Audience in Chirn in 1972. Though his book contains a geat

amount of valuable information of modern Chinese cinema, he fails to justify his use

of dianying in his title. Indeed, he did not even bother to explain this phonetic

English version of the Chinese word. I chose the popular English word "film"

mindfuf of the above discussion. I avoid using dianving straight awav for fear that my

thesis is taken as simply a voice added to the pile of signs in the global symbolic order

under today's fashionable banner of multi-culturalism.

1.3 Filmicsignification

Film may or may not be a language system (or langue in semiotic terms), but

film certainly has its own language. Film language includes montage, focus, shots,

light, colour (and non'colour, including but not limited to black and white), scripts,

music, sound effects and many other cinematic factors. Scripts are only the most

e 
Qioqwei is the traditional Chinese name for rose, the flower, the plant. While meigd in traditional

Chinese means beautifirl stone or roclg s'tch as jade, it is more popularly used in modem Chinese to

refer to roses.
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outstanding part of film language which carry a strong colour of a certain culture.

Other parts of film language, though less obvious, frequently are more heavily

culturally coded. Being less obvious, they frequently create even richer dialogic

imagination (a Bakhtinian term)r0 for their cross-cultural viewers. No matter how

fantastic this dialogic imagination is, it is a misunderstanding. In this section, I will

examine how this misunderstanding contributes to the identity of a film in light of

Christian Metz's elaboration on filmic sisnification.

First, we must also distinguish this misunderstanding from poetic misreading

as suggested by Harold Bloom, though they share some common nature in addition to

creativity. When discussing the literary influence, Bloom described inThe Artriety of

Influence what he called poetic misreading:

Every poem is a misinterpretation of a parent poem. A poem is not an

overcoming of anxiety, but is that aruxietv. Poets' misinterpretations or poems

are more drastic than critics' misinterpretations or criticism, but this is only a

difference in degree and not at all in kind. There are no interpretations but

only misinterpretations, and so all criticism is prose poetry.rr

Bloom's misreading focuses on what is represented through writing. His argument

will be useful when we discuss the anxiet-v of influence of Chinese directors later in

this thesis. But for the moment, I am concentrating on the misreading of a film, or

with Bloom, the poetic misreading by viewers.

Poetic misreading by viewers always exists because of the nature of language

- the language, whether linguistic or cinematic, always generates "non-meanings", as

ll

Bakhtin discussed the dialogical nature ofnovel texts that generated discourses based on the autlor's
and the readers' culrural consciousness. See M.M. Bakhtin. Tlrc Dialogtc Imaglrution - Four Eswys,
(Austin: UniversityofTexasPress, 1981), esp. thelastessay"DscoursaintheNovef', pp.259422.

Harold Bloonr, The Awietyof InJhrcnce, (New York:Ordord Univasityhess. 1973), pp.94'95'
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elaborated by Lacan. Being a stnrcturalist, Christian Metz has argued from a semiotic

approach to film studies that film is not a language system (langue) but language

(langage) ln "The Cinema: Language or Language System", Metz denied film is a

language system because film lacks a paradigmatic syntax even though the image is

always speech Qtarole).

The image is therefore always speech, never a unit of language. It is not

surprising that the authors of "cinematographic grammars" have found

themselves at an impasse. They claimed to have written a syntax of film, but,

in fact, with their image-word, they had been thinking of something half way

between a lexicon and a morphology, something that does not exist in any

language. The cinema is something else....

There is a syntax of the cinema, but it remains to be made and could be done

only on a syntactical, and not a morphological, basis.... One should examine

the richness, exuberance even, of the syntagmatic arrangement possible in film

(which will bring one to see the problem of montage under a new light), and

contrast it to the surprising poverty of the paradigmatic resources of the

cinema.ll

Metz later adjusted his position by admitting that "the existence of several types of

image-order has the effect of creating (on the level of discourse) a specific

paradigmatic category."tl Metz wrote in the original text of "The Cinema: Language

or Language System", that "the cinema is not a language system, because it

contradicts three important characteristics of the linguistic fact: a language is a s.vstem

of signs used for intercommunication." Metz's judgment is still generally valid. I say

it is only generally valid because he was right to say that film is only partly a system

which uses only very few true signs.ra

t' M"t4 Film l-angugq pp.6758,

13 
See the footnote by the author to the 1974 English editior\ Maz Film l-orgnge,p. 68.

to Metr, Film Inrgnge, p. 75
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I do not agree, however, with Metz's assertion that cinema is only one-way

communication.rs In fact, being a work of art (though not always being able to

achieve this prestigrous status) and a commodit-v of industrial (and late-industrial)

society, film has always kept active intercommunication with its viewers. This

intercommunication is not always achieved solely by directors, but by film producers,

distributors and critics as well. Though it does not always happen, directors

frequently carry out significant and efficient dialogue with their audiences, sometimes

by responding through other media and sometimes through their subsequent films.

Maybe Metz would not classifl, this kind of delayed intercommunication as a

linguistic fact belonging to a language system. But what about the frequent gasps,

weeping, laughter, and even hand clapping we hear in the cinema? Do not these

signifiers made by audiences have similar effects as they have in a live theatre

(though a strict film critic may criticize such audiences for having mistaken cinema as

theatre)? I am sometimes using in my current research what was hard for Metz to

imagine. Computer technology today provides the possibility of simultaneous

intercommunication with a director, though usually just electronic icons and

hyperrealistic c-vber sites, through the internet while watching the film (on the internet

or via other sources) and/or manipulating the film (with control keys or a computer

mouse). Many filmmakers have their own web pages on the internet. Film

distributions are no longer limited to cinema and home video. Some films, or at least

particular film clips, are widely available on the internet as well. While viewing these

cyber screenings, viewers certainly can make simultaneous intercommunication with

filmmakers (either the real person through cyber space, or simply in a c,vber

programme).

31
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Whether film is a language system or not is less important for my argrrment

here. However, the fact of effective inter-communication between filmmaker and the

audiences becomes more important when I examine how Chinese directors began to

take films as commodities and pay more attention to the feedback from the viewers in

the late 1980s. At least most of us, including Metz, agree that film is language. I

have just tried to prove an even closer link between film and language systems. What

inspires me more is Metz's discussion of filming intellection (Metz's term). By

saying that "a film is always more or less understandable,"ru he hinted at the dilemma

of film being a seemingly universal language but without any actual signified. He

compared a language system with film. A given sentence, he claimed, contains

individual words that may or may not be recognized by the hearer. Thus, a fully

understood sentence will become a series of signified for the hearer rather than a mass

of signs. This nature of a language system is different from film.

But in the cinema the units - or rather, the elements - of signification that are

present together in the image are too numerous and too continuous: Even the

most intelligent viewer cannot discern them all. On the other hand it is

sufflrcient to have generally understand [understood] the main elements to

grasp the approximate, overall, and yet relevant meaning of the whole: Even

the dimmest spectator will have roughlv understood.rT

Despite being a structuralist, Metz certainly had too much faith in language systems

(langue) where signitiers are said to represent clearly their signified. With the help of

poststructuralism and deconstruction, we know this is questionable. The chain of

Metz.Film kwgng4p 72.

Mo4 Filn kory4uge, p. 73. It is interesting to see how Metz's discussion is limited by the Westem
language he was using. For a written Chinese user. the piaographic characters may appear more like a

filrn to its audience rather than a Westem language to its users. That is, even the unrecognized

characters may lead the reader to grasp their meanings approximately.
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signifiers may never lead us to the signified. This is the very root of misreading for

language. It is certainly the root of misreading for film, too.

The misreading of film is even wilder than that of language. As Meu pointed

out, film viewers are bombarded by too nurnerous and too continuous signifiers - the

images, the mise-en-scene and the sound tracks. The problem of reading all these

signifiers is neither the lack of ability of the most intelligent viewers to gasp them all,

nor the likely ease for the dimmest spectators to understand roughly the meaning of

the whole. The problem is not even whether there is any actual meaning behind these

signifiers, as the signified belongs only to fantasy.ls The real problem is that even the

director cannot fully master all these signifiers. When he or she provides the

oppornrnities for his viewers to misread - by supplying massive signifiers - he

himself has already been lost in the labyrinth of signifier. Although there is different

from what Bloom described, in fact it is a process of misreading. I call this directic

misreadingto contrast it with Bloom's poetic misreading. Its counterpart is view-

pointic mtsreading, which will appear later in this chapter. One may suggest that the

only way for a director to escape from this misreading is to produce a totally blank

film.

Metz's understanding of film as language (langage) rather than a language

s!'stem (langue), nevertheless, does help us to erplain a fundamental reason for film

misreadings. Film is not a language system - whether one believes Metz's claim

r8 Structuralism and post-structuralism (including deconstruction) argue that signifiers in our language do

not refer to the signified but to the differences between any particular signifier and the rest. Fetdinand

de Saussure said. 'Tust as the conceptual part [i.e. the signified] of the linguistic value is determined

solely by relations and differences with other signs in the language so the same is tnre of its material

part [i e. the signifier]." Ferdinand de Saussurq Course in General Lingt sfcs, (La Sa[e: Open Court,

1983), p. I 16. Further from de Saussre's idea Denida d€scribd language as "the chain to which

'differance' gets zubjeaed." See Jacques Derrida "Dfferance" n Speech nul Phenomern otd Other

Esvys ott Husserl's Theary of Siggs. (Evanston: Northw'estern Universit-v Press, 1973), pp. 129-160;

above quotation from p. 142.
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about the lack of syntax or not. It is because not many viewers will bother to learn the

language system anyway, even if establishing a film syntax is feasible. On the other

hand, film contains innumerable signifiers and speechQtarole), either verbal or visual

or audio. They have alt the superficial phenomena of language, that is to transfer

messages and to form significations. No wonder many people claim that film is a

universal art. However, any art, language or sign claimed to be universal will not

transfer precise and consistent messages as some people have hoped. Films only

provide plenty of oppornrnities (not chances, as misreading is due to circumstances

not to chance) for misreadine.

The question is not how much misreading affects communication (one-way or

interactive). Misreading is in the nature of any communication. The significance of

significations created by film is that, though enhancing a massive, wide range of

misreading, they seem more precise and more understandable for their viewers,

including Metz, than speech Qtorole) in literary text. This misreading of film is

massive and wild (as an untameable signifier) within the societv where the film is

made, or is targeted for. But the scale of misreading is even greater and much more

beyond imagination outside this original socier-'-. The laner (that is the non-original

societies) always provide a less expected but frequently more creative identitlt for the

film. The following chapters will examine how directors, especially contemporary

Chinese directors, react to this less expected and more creative identity. Meanwhile, I

will first examine here the identity which is more or less director initiated, that is look

at the identity issue from a director's point of view.
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1.4 Cultural identity vs. symbolic order

As Metz said, film is not a language system. For me, film is not a language

system because there is no universal language system. If we can imagine that film is

a language system, it will automatically be a universal one. The fact is that a

universal language system, at least up to this historical moment, is simply impossible

due to the variety of cultural systems. Film, at least at the present stage, however,

always attaches to a certain culture or cultures. To employ Lacan's terms here: film is

not a "symbolic order" itself - at least at the present moment it has not become one

and cultural conditions do not seem to allow it to become one - but film always

subjects itself to a certain symbolic order or orders.

Film has always been culturally coded. In spite of some universal phenomena,

film always presents a certain cultwal identity which can be attributed to the

director's conscious and unconscious cultural self-identification. The director is the

master creator of the cultural identity for a film, though not the only one. Like its

director. a film also needs to identifu itself by being subject to a certain symbolic

order - instead of being language, this symbolic order is based in a certain culture. In

represenring its culture and searching for an identity within that culture, film is most

similar to language. This makes it possible to use Lacanian theory of psycho-analysis

to analyze the cultural identity of films.re

When analyzing Edger Allan Poe's "The Purloined letter", Lacan revealed the

relationship between the subject and symbolic order most comprehensively. It also

highlights the tendency and condition of shifting of identity. We can apply his

t' For the Lacanian terms "symbolic orde/' or'Name-oFthe-Father' (including "A Father ). see Jacques

Laca+ Frits, (l,ondon: Tavistock Publications. 1985), esp. Chapter Six.
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findings to the study of film identity. Poe's short story tells how an intelligent

detective, Dupin, outdoes the police prefect and manages to steal a letter from the

person who stole the letter from a person in the royal boudoir (understandably the

Queen). Lacan divided the story into two major scenes.

The primary scene is in the royal boudoir where the Queen receives a letter.

When the King comes in, the Queen has no time to hide the letter. She can only leave

the letter on a table with its contents down and address up in the hope that the King

will not notice it. The King's knowing of the letter will jeopardize the Queen's

honour and safety. By this time a third person, Minister D- comes in and

recognises the handwriting of the address on the letter. Without the King noticing, he

erchanges the letter with one of his own with a similar appearance and purloins the

letter from under the Queen's nose. The Queen sees Minister D_ doing all this

purposely but can do nothing to stop him.

Bound by the limits of his imagination, the police prefect entrusted by the

Queen Monsieur G_ fails to recover the lener during two "secret searches" (for

which Minister D_ has been well prepared) of Minister D-'s premises.

Monsieur G_ comes to see Dupin for help. ln the second scene, Dupin visits

Minister D_'s premises. He finds the letter and successfully steals it from its

disguised but open hiding place by replacing it with another letter under Minister

D-'s nose.lu

to For Poe's original story, see Edger Allan Pog "The hrloined Letter" n The Tell-Tale Heffit axl Otfucr

Writings, (New Yort: Bantam Books, 1982), pp. 108-126. For Lacan's division and description ofthe
two scenes, see Jacques Lacan *Seminar on'The Purloined Letter"' nYale French Snulies vol 48,

(1972), pp.38-72.
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When analyzingthe story, Lacan used his famous and authoritative triad of

subjectivity which he developed from Freudian theories on sexuality, He saw that

Minister D_, in purloining the letter under the blind (though also blinding) eyes of

the King (A Father) and the helpless eyes of the Queen, actually undergoes a process

of feminization. He said, "For in playing the part of the one who hides, he is obliged

to don the role of the Queen, and even the attributes of femininity and shadow, so

propitious to the act of concealing."ll Thus, Minister D- is now succumbing to the

tetter as well as to the situation, because he, by purloining the letter, has shifted to the

second position of the subjectivity triad in which he was initially in the third. Dupin,

who purloins the letter from Minister D_'s office, follows the minister's suit and

dons the role of the Queen.

One may wonder how a purloined leffer becomes so seductive. Lacan

deliberately took advantage of the ambiguous meanings of the word "letter" as being

both epistle and typographical character. Thus the letter, under Lacan's analysis,

becomes a signifier which belongs to a certain symbolic order. He elaborated on it:

For the signifier is a unit in its very uniqueness, being by nature symbol only

of an absence. Which is why we cannot say of the purloined letter that, like

other objects, it must be or not be in a particular place but that unlike them it

will be and notbe where it is, wherever it goes.:2

These characteristics of the signifier of language, nevertheless, are exactly those of

the signifier of culture. Whereas the syntax for a culture is less graspable than that of

a language, cultural signifiers are open to much wider ranges of misreadings. These

misreadings can be within a certain culture or cross-culture; can be conscious though

Lacan, "Seminar", p. 6l.

LacarL "Seminar-', p. 54.
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more frequently unconscious; and can be lawful (legitimate) and more likely to be

seen as unlawful (illegitimate).

Some directors choose to be more conservative while others more or less

radical. No matter rvhat stand a director prefers. he or she always reflects himself or

herself in the mirror of the symbolic by "purloining the letter", that is, the signifiers of

a certain culture or certain cultures. Many have dreamed to affect the symbolic by

reananging the order of the symbolic or adding new signifiers into the symbolic. The

fact is that these efforts have only slight, if any. effects on a particular symbolic order.

This is because a successful reanangement of the order only proves the flexibility

already there within the order, whereas an unsuccessful attempt may never have been

noticed. Any new signifiers are meaningless without the identification by those

existing signifiers within the existing symbolic order. Of course, there are always

people who cannot overcome or redirect their Oedipal desire and try to challenge the

Father. But the power of the Father is always as strong as the ghost in Hamlet. It will

f,rnally succeed by manipulating other sons to condemn the bewildered son. (Here

who is the "real" or "illegitimate" son does not matter. Being in the symbolic order,

what really matters is which signifier occupies the place of the son.) Not only does

this manipulation assert the symbolic order (which includes but is not limited to social

order and culture), but it also justifies the status of the Father. This revenge or

reinstatement of the Father always succeeds except in one situation - when another

symbolic order gets involved. This was the cultural condition in China in the late

1980s, especially in film industry. I will further elaborate on this point in the chapters

when I discuss how the fifth-generation Chinese directors resolve, react and reuse the

Oedipus complex in their films.
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Lacan's elaboration on "The Purloined Letter", however, highlights the

temptation of the second position in the symbolic triad as well as how the symbolic

order feminizes and imprisons the subjects who choose to take the second position.

While donning the role of the Queen is a willing and exciting movement through

being subject to a symbolic order, thus gaining a new identit-v, to be feminized and

imprisoned since gaining the identity can be far beyond one's expectation and

imagination. Therefore to become internationally successful in the 1980s and 1990s,

some Chinese frlmmakers and films were unavoidably feminized and imprisoned by

the international symbolic order, namely the global culture. I will further discuss this

dilemma faced by some Chinese filmmakers and films in Chapters Five to Eight.

1.5 The cultural identity of film

We now come to the question of precisely what is the cultural identiry of a

film. This identity has two aspects: the identity given by the director (and his or her

associates) and the identity given by the viewers. A director (and his or her crew)

gives the identity to a film in an unconscious, or at least less conscious way. Viewers

in turn give the identity to a film in a more conscious as well as more conventional

way. Here we must distinguish between the terms conscious and unconscious in this

thesis and in many other critiques. These terms are used here under psycho-analytic

convention, in contrast to their common use as to describe the condition of awareness

of some physically tangible conditions. My terms refer to the complex of subject

formation at a metaphysical level. "Viewers" here refers to a much broader group

which consists of whoever, other than the filmmakers, view the film. The viewers

certainly include film critics, whether they are academic or commercial, professional

or amateur.
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When a director comes to direct his or her film, he needs to select a series of

signifiers: the story (if there is one), the narration (though some try to deny films

being or having to be narratives), the actors, the language (that is the actual dialogue),

the costumes, the settings, the lighting, the colours (and non-colour), the shots, and so

on. All these signifiers are culturally coded and the set of sigrufiers chosen by a

director is very much bound by the cultural environment he works in. These

signifiers, like the purloined letter, are encountered by the director by chance on the

one hand; on the other, it is the director's destiny to "purloin" them. A director

experiences the same shifting of positions from the third to the second in the

subjectivity triad as we have seen earlier in Lacan's analysis. For the director, this set

of signifiers are the entire signifiers in the cultural symbolic order that strikes him at

that particular moment when he believes that the possession of these signifiers will

strengthen his power. Where Minister D_'s (the letter robber) power lies on "the

robber's knowledge of the loser's knowledge of the robber,"23 a director's power

depends on his understanding of the viewers' understanding of his seizure of these

signifiers. If everything happens as a director wishes, his viewers will be, like the

Queen in the primal scene, or Minister D_ in the second scene of "The Purloined

Letter", left behind without their words (letters)but overpowered by the director's

seizure of the signifiers.

tn the real world the director's power is always challenged by his viewers

(though not all his viewers) who are originally in the third position of the subjectivity

triad (not in the second as the director has hoped) and wish to be in the second. Many

viewers cannot get into the second position because they fail to understand the

symbolic order, much as the police prefect in the story. Few manage to get into the

23 The words of Dupin the narrator in the story. See Poe, p I l0
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second position where they find themselves trapped. By getting into the second

position, these viewers, however, empower themselves to have "a say" in the identity

of the film. But their "say" is wordless. Like Minister D-, whose power lasts as

long as he holds the letter without revealing it, the viewer's power is really the power

of holding the position and being imprisoned by the position as well. The viewer's

position, however, provides a cultural identity to a film, which is sometimes different

from the one in which the film director is origrnally positioned. This happens when a

viewer displaces the signifiers in the film into a cultural symbolic order he or she is

familiar with. This displacement is like the letter being stolen away from on top the

Queen's table and placed into a pasteboard card-rack in Minister D-'s office. We

have seen earlier that the nature of signifiers in film provides good opportunities for

this kind of displacement, which we call viewers' creative misreading, or view-pointic

misreuding.

When discussing the identity of film, we must be aware of both sides of the

identity although one side of it is always less graspable. This is the director's side, of

course. A director's side of the identity, or aclirectic misreading of a film, is like the

purloined letter's envelope which has been rurned inside out, or Z under S in Roland

Barthes writing.2a By tryrng to gasp the precise identity of a film, especially that

which comes from the director's side, a viewer will only end up reducing a whole

cultural symbolic order, within which the film is produced, into a signifier, aview-

pointic mi.sreading. This misreading can belong to an alien cultural symbolic order

zo Barthes argued ttr,at the unconriousness (in psycho-attalyucal term) is like a mirror image that is

obviously related to but net/er the same as the object. He used S and Z, the mo alphebits of being

minor irnages to each other to illustrate his points. See Roland Bartheq S Z New Yorlq The Noonday

Press, 1974)
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with which the viewer is more familiar. A good example of this is the way many

Western viewers identifr some Chinese films as "Chinese films" or particularly

"successful Chinese fi lms".

This can be fortunate because it leads more Chinese films (either in Western

or Chinese eyes) to be known by Western viewers. This can also be unfortunate

because Chinese films could frequently be reduced to a signifier with which Western

viewers are familiar and to which standard other Chinese films are referred. In the

following chapters,I will examine how the identity of contemporary Chinese films

has been shifted both from Chinese tradition to globalism, and in between the two

through the process of what I call creative cultural misreading. I will always use the

term "to read" and "reading" mindful of my above discussion inspired by Harold

Bloom's theory of poetic misreading.
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Chinese Feature Films

Subject to the Traditional Chinese Symbolic Order

Tho:;e were the good old davs.

Origin tmlqtown

2.1 lntroduction

As I will elaborate in this chapter, Chinese film developed in a way that bears

very few similaritres with other national cinemas around the world due to the country's

self-reliant policy from the 1950s. This remained generally unchanged until the mid

1980s when the effects of the open-door policy started to be seen. The stong narrative

radition in Chinese culture certainly helped the development of a Chinese film style.

Moreover, Chinese film also served moral principles along the lines of taditional

Chinese values. Because both third- and Fourth-generation directors were fiained during

or before the 1960s, they obviously reflected the uaditional inJluences most through their

contemporary works. Despite the conclusion ot-the Cultural Revolution, third- and

fourth-generation films from 1977 to the mid-I980s were still firmly rooted in a

traditional Chinese symbolic order. This chapter focuses on some general characteristics

of films during this post-Cultural Revolution period, though discussions on cultural

tradition may span both recent and ancient Chinese history.

In this chapter, I will first argue that traditional Chinese values were not seriously

challenged until the mid 1980s, in spite of the Republican and Communist movements

from the 1900s to 1970s. I will then discuss how Chinese understood film as a modern
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version of Chinese opera and how they made films accordingly. Since film has been

taken by the Communist Party as a genre of literatwe and aG I will examine what major

firnctions film has been required to carry out. ln terms of style and strategy,I will

highlight how Chinese film has been improvised according to Chinese narrative radition

and operatic performances. Because films made in first three decades of the People's

Republic were fundamentally rooted in Chinese tradition, they were also aimed primarily

for the Chinese market. My arguments in this chapter will be reinforced by Chapters

Three and Four with examples of directors and films.

2.2 Traditional Chinese values in Communist China

Chinese experienced the Republican movement in the early twentieth century and

then Communism (later adjusted to be called socialism) from the mid-twentreth century.

Despite these changes, I would argue that traditional Chinese values remained

unchallenged in spirit until the early 1980s w-hen China proposed the opendoor policy

and when, at this particular time, the Western world was equipped with postndemity

and ready to confine the last gigantic pre-industrialized society to the global order.

People may argue that the Cultural Revolution (wenhua da geming) effectively detached

today's Chinese societ-v from its 5000-year tradition. I suggest, howevet, that it is naiVe to

think in this way. What the Cultural Revolution challenged was only the form of Chinese

tadition, not the spirit. On the contrary, the Cultural Revolution was in some respects an

historic success in reinforcing raditional Chinese values, which for the last 2000 years,

have been centred on Confucianism. Chairman Mao Zedong enjoyed ultimate power and

privilege in the country. Confucius (551-{79 B.C.) wished that the emperors of the

declining Zhou court (S4l-256 B.C.) could resume these power and privrlege but failed in

all his attempts. As we will see though my arguments in this chapter and examples of
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directors and films in the next two chapters, the assertion oftaditional values and

aesthetics, though sometimes under a different name, predominated in Chinese films until

the mid-1980s.

Following the death of Joseph Stalin (1879-1953), the People's Republic of China

fell into open theoretical argument with the Soviet Union ti'om the late l950s.r The post-

Stalin Soviet goverrunent was labelled as "revisionist". Many dictionaries take the

definition given by so-called orthodox Marxism to name revisionism "a theory of

socialism that is more moderate than orthodox Mandst theory" (Collins Cobuild,l987).

It is rather ironic since orthodox Mandsm proper has never been put into practice.

Neither the Soviet UniorU nor the People's Republic of China proved Marx's theory of

social development as neither of the two countries had reached the final stage of capitalist

society which was described as the precondition for a proletarian-led socialist uprising.

More ironically, the communist movement in china, from the founding of the

Communist Party in 1921 and its achieving power in 1949, has never been led by a

proletariat, because ofthe near absence of industry in China. The success ofthe peasant-

led'Communist movement" might have given Karl Marx a surprise but Chinese

historians certainly have a tbeling of d[jd vzr about this period of their history. Manr

might also have had the authority to call the Chinese Communist movement revisionism,

for instead of relying on uprisings in industrialized cities, the movement succeeded

through rural guenilla warfare.

' The Chinese Communist Parry (CCP) had effectivety tumed away &om the Soviet Bolshevik way of
Communism since the Long March of the Chinese Red Army between 1934 and 1936, particularty since

the Zunyi Meeting of the Central Committee of CCP in January 1935.
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I do not intend to examine the differences between Chinese revisionism and

orthodox Man<ism, nor those between Chinese and Soviet revisionisms. What t want to

pinpoint is that, in spite of the radical name given to the movement, the Chinese

Communist movement was similar in nature to many of the peasant uprisings in Chinese

history. To some extent, Mao Zedong repeated Liu Bang's (256-195 B.C.) tactics and

JiangJieshi (Chiang Kai-she( 1887-1975) of KMTz lost by following Xiang Yu's (232-

202 B.C.) stratery. Liu and Mao finally won their battles and subsequently established

their own dynasties - where Liu's was the Han dynasty (2068.C.-220A.D.) and Mao's

was the People's Republic of China (1949- ;.3 From the late nineteenth century to the

1980s, Chinese experienced social developments which were very familiarto Chinese in

a historical context and unparalleled in the rest of the world. The first democratic

presidential election (in a Western sense) in Chinese history did not take place until 1996.

The irony is that even such a "presidential" election was not nation-wide but only limited

to an island - Taiwan.

Contemporary Chinese artisb and intellectuals have been aware ofthe

continuities. The fifth-generation director Chen Kaige's (1952- ) first film The Yellow

Eurth (1984) received unprecedented praise oversei$ and drew significant attention in

KMT: Guomindang (Kuomintang) or the Nationalist Party of China.

The Republican movement first led by Dr. Sun Zhongshan (Sun Yat-sen 1867-1925), later by Jiang
Jieshi. originated in Southern China. It then took control of the major cities nonhward along the coast
and never extended its power further west than Sichuan. The Republic of China chose Nanjing (in Jiangsr
province) as its capital. Mao Zedong and the CCP started as a panner ofthe KMT from the south. After
the CCP broke with the KMT. Mao led his army to the northwest and settled in Shaanxi. Afterthe
Second World War, the Communist military swooped to the northeast and then turned to the south. Two
thousand years ago. )Gang Yu and Liu Bang marched to the north tom the State ofChu in Southern
China. Xiang moved straight north whereas Liu attacked the Qn court in the northwest. After the Qin
collapsed. Liu Bang took G.ranzhong (today's Shaarl\i) and )Gang Yu established his capital of Chu at
Pengcheng (today's Xuzhou in Jiangzu province). Liu Bang later defeated Xang Yu by fighting
easrward. The major diference between the two historical penods was the Japanese invasion which
inten'ened in the KMT - CCP civil war. For Xiang Yu, his defeat was because ofhis indulgence toward
Liu Bang even though he once had the power and opportunity to eliminated Liu Bang.
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China. There are two ceremonial scenes subtly placed toward the end of the film: a

waistdrum dance in Communist-ruled Yan'an and a rain prayer in KMT-ruled village,

both in 1939. Both scenes used hundreds of extras with energetic physical movements

and loud music and sounds. While the Yan'an scene certainly symbolizes life under the

Communist authorities (not yet a goverrrment at the time), the rain prayer symbolizes

traditional Chinese rural culture, as suggested by the setting. Despite the supposedly

different causes and afinospheres behind the two ceremonies, they share some significant

features: scale as suggested by the number of actors, enthusiasm presented through the

participants' devotion, and obedience that ensures so many people moving orderly.

While the two scenes symbolize a kind of similarities of lives under two regimes, they

also highlight the continuity of Chinese culture from the imperial past to the Communist

state.a While Chen Kaige's analysis of Chinese culnre is through fictional symbolisrn"

the six-pan television documentary series River Elegy (1938) written by Su Xiaokang

(1949- ) and Wang Luxiang (1956- ) discusses traditional Chinese culture and its

contemporary inJluence directly. For China's recent economic backwardness, Su and

Wang blamed Eaditional Chinese values established through agncultural activities.

Though apparently focused on the economy and national strength, they argued that the

foundation of Chinese culture and its value system had never been seriously challenged

Although the agriculture-based culture once helped china to develop through a

patriarchal imperial system5, the same value system had hindered China li'om developing

Chen Kaige explained and compared the rw'o scenes in an inteniew'. He noted that rain prayer was
normally staged either after a good han'est or when it was about to rain. The thanks-giving rain prayer,
according to Cherl was evident n The Batk of.$azgs The ceremony held before a rai4 said Chen, did
not necessariiy repres€nt the ignorance ofpeasants but was a form ofentertainment to a certain eKent.
Chen Kaiyaq p. 280. For detailed discussion on the filn\ see Chapter Six. 6.2{..1.

The Chinese word jiuluorg (family head) include both patriarchs and matriarchs, though men were most
fequently seen in power in Chinese history.
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into an industrialized and commercialized societv. By stressing the influence of taditron

to the present day, Su and Wang suggested the failure in ransforming Chinese nadition

into a modern (Westem style) value system by Chinese rulers in the past several hundred

years. These rulers include the Ming and Qing courts, the Nationalist government, as

well as the Communist government, at least up to the 1980s.

River Elegt was completed and screened twice on Chinese Cltal Television

(CCTV) in 1988. It triggered heated debate both in China and among overseas Chinese

immediately. It was banned and subsequently denounced following the Jrure Fourttr

incident in 1989. Both dtring the debate in 1988 and in the more politically oriented

criticisms of the television series after June Fourtlq one of the main counter arguments

was against its suggestion of total abandonment ofthe Chinese agriculnreoriented

Confucian tradition.6 Such criticism was the resistance effors of Chinese tadition

represented by Confucianism. It also proved the stong existence of such tadition even

in late 1980s China As Chen Fong+hing (Chen Fongjing) and Jin Guantao later pointed

out in theirbook published in 1997, "while the May Fourth Movement calls for cultural

renewal and social refornl Rwer Elegt calls for no less than a spirinral rebirth-"7 That is

to say, reforms, either called for by May Fourth Movement or carried out by the Chinese

government from the 1980s, did not necessarily upsetthe Chinese nadition. The serious

challenge to the tradition was only staged in the late 1980s when reform and opendoor

policies brought drastic socio-economic changes to China

Heslanry ruorynvryle sheme. (Beijing- Zhongguo guangbo dianshi chubanshe, 1990) is a collection of
critical articles by mainland Chinese. Woo Kok Yen (Hu Juren), Heshatg. Heslwrg. (Taipei: Yuanjing
chuban shiye 

-eongsi, 
1990) serves as an example of response to the telwision series from overseas

Chinese.

Chen Fong-ching and Jin Guantao, From Youthftl Muruscrips to River Elegt, (Hong Kong: The
Chinese University Press. 1997), p.222.
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Chinese film was born and developed in a traditional rather than radical socio-

political environment. Soon after the Chinese film industry was set up by first-generation

filmmakers, mainstream Chinese films became a vehicle for expressing social

consciousness and ideals through the hands ofthe second generation in the 1930s and

1940s. While the social content in second-generation films reflected the tadrtional

values of Chinese literati,s the aesthetics d.id not deviate from Chinese raditional

performing arts, despite the evidence of influence by some Hollywood genres. These

artists may have appeared as radicals and dissidents in the eyes of the rulers, but they only

strove to reform and thus to maintain the Chinese fadition. Although filr4 being a

Westem technology, does not seem always coordinated well with traditional Chinese

value systems, China had leamed since the Self-Strengthening Movement (1860s-1890s)

to use "Chinese learning for the foundation, Western leaming for practical application

(Zhongxue wei ti, xLrue wei vong).-e Film, as with many other technologies from the

West, had been required to serve the foundation of Chinese learning. Since traditional

Chinese values were not challenged at a fi.rndamental level (though they were questioned

on the surface during both the May Fourth Movement in 19l5-1930s and the Cultural

Revolution), Chinese film until the early 1980s managed to serve the cultural purpose

(that is, the Chinese learning) very well. This conception of priorities (Westem

technologies serve Chinese ffadition) was not challenged until Western values widely

spread into China thanks to the open-door policy established in 1978. Since then"

Westem values have not onJy altered the ordering of Chinese fadition and Western

I do not mean these artists evaluated Chinese society from a Confucian scholar's point of view. Rather, to
devote themselves and their works to the country's wellbeing represented their Confucian moral.

This idea first came from Feng Guifen (Feng Kuei-ferr, 1309-1874) nhs Protestfron tlre Chiaopin, w
lmmanuel C.Y. Hsii, The Nse of Mdem China,third ed., (Hong Kong: Ordord Unirersity Presq 1983),
p. 359. Current quotation is in Tan Sitong's (1865-1898) words. see H$1. p. 377.
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technologies, they have also interfered with the traditional Chinese symbolic order. I will

discuss in Chapter Five how Westem values have affected the raditional Chinese

symbolic order since the 1980s.

2.3 The revolutions did not take place

Why did Chinese culture theoreticians and artists call for a cultural rebirth in the

late 1980s? It was because the so-called revolutions - either the Communist movement

in the 1920s-1940s, or the Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976 - in pre-1980s Chinese

history were revolutions by taditional Chinese defurition A revolution in the Western

sense did not take place in China until the late 1980s and early 1990s when the social

system changed from socialism (with strong raditional Chinese colour as I will argue) to

market economy and the productivities were liberated through revolutionizing changes in

management

To see the differences in understanding the word "revolution" (and

"revolutionize"),I cite the entry of the word from a popularEnglish dictionary to

compare with ie Chinese equivalent *geming" in an authoritative modem Chinese

dictionary:

revolution l. n annt A revolution is a successful attempt by a large group of

people, often using violent methods, to change the political system of their

country.... 2. n uncotmt Revolution is a process which lv{andsts believe will

happen in all societies. In this process, the system by w'hich goods are made,

hugttt sol{ etc will change until it finally becomes a socialist system.... 3. n

count A revolution is also 3.1 an important change in a particular kind of human

activity, for example in the way goods are made or in education or in the way
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people spend their spare time.... 3.2 the movement that takes place when

something turns in a complete circle around a central point or line....

revolutionize v- o If someone or something revolutionize an activity, they make

great changes in the way that it is done....

- Collins Cobuild English Langwge Dictionary (1987)

geming l. Significant changes people carry out during their reform of nature and

society. fRevolutions] are great leaps of thinp [when changng] from an old

condition to a new one. Significant refonns of nature people carry out include

technical revolutio4 properly revolution, etc. The signrficant reform of society

that people carry out is social revolution. Social revolutions are the steam engine

[i.e. leading power] of the development of history. The deepest cause of them

fsocial revolutions] is the contadictions between relations of production and

productive forces [a Mandst term]. To judge whether a social change is a social

revolution or not, whether it liberates, protects and develops productive forces is

the main concern. In a class society, social revolution is the focal presentation of

class stnrggles. The proletarian revolution is the most fundamental and

comprehensive revolution in history. After the socialist qystem is establishe{ the

proletarian revolution strll needs to develop further. The revolutions during this

period are different from those before the system of exploitation is overthrown.

These revolutions are not realized through radical class conflicts, but carried out

under direction, step by step and in good order within the socialist system. 2. To

indicate the process of fi.rndamental changes ofthings, opposite of "evolution"

$inhw). 3. In the old days, it was believed that the king (or ruling queen) was

authorized by the heaven. Therefore, changing of the kings' surnames [i.e.

changing the royal familyl and dynasties are called changrng of authorization

$leming). Book of Change.s Chapter of Ge: "Emperor Tang and Emperor Wu

changed the authorizations. [These changes are called gemtngbecause] they were

the will ofboth heaven and persons." ge: change; ming. heaven's authorization.
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Sea of Expressions (Ci lui,l97g)to

The modern use of gening as the Chinese equivalent of revolution has a very

short history. Taking Sources of'Expressions (Ci yn4 1939), a dictionary published

during the Republican period as an example, the Westem revolution is only entered as an

extended meaning. In fact, many modern Chinese language dictionaries published in

Hong Kong and Taiwan do not even include gemingas it is a classical Chinese

expression and no longer commonly used in daily life in these areas. On the other hand,

Sea of Expressjon*s,like man dictionaries of modern Chinese language compiled and

published in mainland China states the meaning of Western revolution at the top of tlre

entry, without exception, forming the longest part of the entry. When reading this part of

the entry, one may feel that the explicit detailed explanation is quite clumsy. IVIany may

simply attribute this fact to the political situation in the People's Republic. However, to

explain such a "simple" everyday term at excessive length also indicates the

undentandable potential of not understanding or misunderstanding of the term.

There is a scene in the frlm The Birth of New China (1989): Some peasants from

Mao Zedong's native village come to visit him in Beijing shortly before the People's

Republic is formally proclaimed They treat Mao as the new emperor to whom they

to 
Chinese origlnat:

tHft I 1. /\{n&etG H nfiff€ti *+ ffi )t|1#t€tAs, Es*a,l.lHffiF{ffiFE!-tffi.
A{flltrE H ttffiEt{H. €fn^S6". Frllsft-+"  {fld[iE+t*filEtEH ' Eptt*+
6. tt+Fft Effi*_F.RVl,tS*" EfrlFtfi?rlfrf ffiiF , ffiEtFXX ffi+.F htrtfrE" E
tf +t *'gF€7FEsft , +.*ilieE,EtrWtyT +.F )t , ,f*+FfHEE T Er fi " lEFtr**.+t*
tr' +t e S ft- E Ff ,e+ + frf t + *]4,. Tc,f FJrgX# ftfttr { -|-ft tfi Al fr'tgtR t! + ft . & *t
Xf{JHtf tt!-,r- ' TEFpf*F.ftF'rEA&8. iIE{f'1,Hf{E#iH{f{t+ftEEsrxCff!+fzi
l":l' 6EEjJltr,TtfrlFJt4&ffffi**4,, mEiEi{?t*txfttlH+q, €fn+. E*W, EfR
tr!fi;t'r1" 2 ##+nffi&+ffiEitiE" 5 ")tlL" ffirf. 3 6{tX*AEft'Tx, trffE#
nfr*.' ff Sn&'{tt 'Fft'" " (E .H) , " ih'R+.ft, iln+XmD+^" " 9., fF,
db', xft',

(ffi&) (le7e)
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kneel down. They also beg Mao to appoint them in the new govemment and to grant

them titles as his relatives. tn the film, Mao declines their requests- In real life, Mao's

birth place, Shaoshan in Hunan province, had become a "holy shrine", where people

fravelled thousands of miles to worship. Mao became the son of heaven (tiarci) and

People's Republic of China was just another dyrasty to continue the history of the 5000-

vear-old Middle Kinedom.

There is another scene in the above-mentioned film: After seizing Beijing Mao

Zedong meets a group ofhigh rank Communist Parly officials atZhuDe's (1886-1976)

home one night.

Mao Zedong: Chen Yi, I would like you to be the mayor of Shanghai [when we

seize the city]. Tell me your policy on the local enfrepreneurs

there.

Chen Yi: Chairman [Mao], Liu fBocheng] and Deng fXiaopingl have

managedDabie Mountain thriftily since 1947. They have

experienced all kind of hardship. They deserve this big piece of

meat [Shanghai] in Eastern China. I wrll govem the Southwest [a

relatively poorer regron].

Mao Zedong: All right, we won't discuss the ruling of Shanghai today.

It is worth mentioning that in spite of this being in a featr.re film, the major events

(especially those involving the policies of Communist Party) are based on the historical

record What we can see here is a repetition of China's imperial history - to reward the

war heroes with offices in the goverrrment(da shang gongchen). Therefore, it is hardly

surpnsing when Mao Zedonglater destroyed many of these war heroes by withdrawing

their titles and took the second step first Chinese emperors of a dlnasty normally took
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after seizing national power firmly - rewarding the loyal ones (da shang:hongchen).rl ln

the above two examples, we can see, through the eyes of both ordinary Chinese and

Communist leaders, how the Communist revolution was identified with a change of

imperial house in Chinese history. Though Chinese have been widely using the terrr

geming in a modern sense for more than half a century, especially in the People's

Republic, their traditional understanding of the term remains firm in their minds.

China's socio-politrcal conditions did not change fundamentally until, if not in the

1990s, at least not until ttre partial truits of the opendoor policy was harvested in the mid-

1980s. Therefore, the Western sense of revolution did not take hold in China. It did not

take hold in and after 1949, nor did it occur during the ten rvears of the Cultural

Revolution. I would like to stress that the term "the Cultural Revolution" in my writing

represents my understanding of the political campaign, which is not a revolution in the

Westem sense. The Culrural Revolution, like the so-called People's Democratic

Revolution (renmin min:hu geming,a name given by the Communist Party forthe cMl

war between the CCP and KMT), was only a geming in the traditional Chinese sense.

That is, there was only a changing in auttrority and power, not a fundamental change in

the system, nor a fundamental change in traditions and more importantly, no flmdamental

change in the dominant agricultural culture. Here I avoid using feudalism to describe

China because again there are great differences between the understandings of feudalism

and its Chinese equivalentpngiiun =hidu.

If in a Western sense revolution did not take place during the Cultural Revolution,

then what did change to make China different from before? What changed is the style of

" Someofthe"loyalonei'wereindeedwarheroes,forexampleLinBiao(1907-1971). Themajorityof
therq including all four members of the Gang of Four. did not. or were too young to fight in the wars.
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ceremony, the signs of worship, not the syrnbolic order. In fact, even the form was not

changed completely during Mao's period: Chinese still whooped the same wish to Mao

Zedong as they did to emperors for thousands of years: "werLsuil" (Live for ten thousand

years!). But Chinese did update their style of ceremony dramatically. This made many

unable to recognize immediately the common nature of the modern Chinese ceremony

and its traditional version. What is more, Chinese used to wonhip the living emperor

differently from dead ones. They respected and obeyed the livrng ones as they normally

did their own father- (They must respect and obey their fathers.) They wonhipped the

dead emperors as gods. During Mao's period, he was both the living emperor and god.

He received a full range of respect and worship This wonhip gradually became a

Standard practice, a ceremony and Mao became the only one in the country who was

entitled to be worshipped. Because Mao was worshipped as both an emperor and god, no

one else deserved any worship - not any other individuals, not any ancestors, let along

any gods (or goddesses) in various religions.

During the Cultural Revolution, when the worship of Mao Zedong was at its

height, all Chinese people had to publicly pay respects in front of Mao's porfrait twice a

day in the moming and in the evening (:uo qingshi andwan huibao). They read aloud

Mao's sayings, then sang "The East Is Red" (Dongfang hong) and "Sailing the Seas We

Rely on the Helmsmari' (Dahui hung,-ring kuo duoshou). It was what imperial

government officials had done in the morning in the Forbidden City (:ao clno). It was

also similar to what ordinary people did in the temples, though they only did it few times

a year. Other new forms of ceremony included "loyalty dances" (:hong:i wz), raising the

pitch by an ottava alta (gao baclu) when singing "Chairman Mao", printing Mao's sayings

in bold font and quoting Mao's sayings everywhere. There was a time during the Cultural

Revolution when no one could start a public conversation without a Mao quotation.
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ln such a taditional agricultural society as China, the mass of the people did not

feel the worshipping ceremonies toward Mao strange before the Cultural Revolution and

most of them did not find these ceremonies unbearable dunng the Cultural Revolution

either. Therefore, at the end of the Cultural RevolutiorL people did not abandon their

traditional ceremonies but simply searched for a new (or sometimes a neo-classical)

object and updated ttreir style and forms. Hua Guofeng (1920- ) became the new but

shortlived emperor and god. His porrait was once hung in a pair with Mao's throughout

the country. When Hua was removed from the top position and the Cultural Revolution

was renarned as the Ten-Year Catastrophe (shiniun fuiojie) during the Third Plenum of

the Eleventh National Conference of CCP in 1978, people started to search for a style of

ceremony suitable in the new political environment. Many people, who had enjoyed a

couple ofyears of peaceful life shortly before ttre Cultural RevolutiorL were particularly

fond ofthe forms which had been already available before the Cultural Revolution.

Third- and fourth-generation directors also belonged to this majority and served the mass

audiences with the pre-1966 style modest ceremonies both they and their audiences knew

well. They and their films (especially those made in the late 1970s and 1980s) were

unavoidably subject to a fraditional Chinese symbolic order.

2.4 Film identified with traditional Chinese performing arts

Film in China has been identified with existing forms of Chinese art from its early

days. Film was initially calledyingxi in Chinese. Yingmeans shadow; xi means drama"

opera or sta-ue performance. Yingxi as a combined word was not new to Chinese either.

Pivingxi,or leather-shadow puppets, as seen in Zhang Yimou's film Ztr Live (1994),isa

raditional Chinese performing art. Dianyingis the more popular name for film in
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Chinese today and literally means "electric shadow". In contastyingri focuses on-ri. In

some dialects, -ri is still used to refer to films. For example,xi in Cantonese refers to

films, while daxi (grand-ri) refers to fiaditional Chinese opera. Intns Manual of

ShudowptayWriting(Yingxi juben:uofa,1925), Hou Yao (1902'1942) wrote,'Film

Qingxi)is a form of drama/opera(xyu). It has all the values of dramaiopera."ll This

understanding of film encourages most Chinese viewers to see film as a vehicle for

nanative because both drama and opera in China have been popular forms of story

telling.

To name film as yingrl not only established an identity for film for Chinese

viewers, but the nameying:ri also tansformed Western film (indusqv, entertainment

and/or art) into a Chinese form of art. It is not accidental that the Chinese film indutry

started with a series of documentaries of operatic arts. It is not a coincidence either that

the Chinese film industry reached a new height with documentaries of model operas

during the Culnral Revolution (though many may argue that this was the lowest point of

the Chinese film industry).

lt is noteworthy that throughout the twentieth century faditional Chinese operas

have not been quite like their Western counterparts in terms of audience. First of all,

"Chinese operas" is a plural noun since there are many different forms in variou dialects

or languages. By the early twentieth century Western opera had become a high art. Even

the "popular" Broadway musical performances would not bother entertaining people in

steets and market places. ln contrast, traditional Chinese operas have had a very large

rz Abstrract of Yingri gtben anfa fowd, in Luo Yijun, 7)nlgguo tliatyittg lilun wernan (1920s - 1980s),

pp.4745. Above quotation is from p. 49.
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audience in China. Chinese operas are both entertaining and ceremonial. Free

performances were everywhere from streets to markets during major festivals. It is safe

to say that Chinese were a people of opera before postmodernity hit China through its

opendoor policy in the 1980s. Therefore, taditionaloperas were the equivalent

entertainment genre to film in post-war Western societ-v, especially during the first thirty

years of the People's Republic when in the West film attracted the geatest audiences.

The first Chinese feahre film and all of the first eisht Chinese featwe films were

documentaries of operatic art. From 1905 to 1908, the Fengtar Photo Studio in Beding

made eight documentaries of operas: Dinglun luftruntain (Dinglzm Shan,1905),

Changban Slope (L-hangban Po, 1905), Black Rrck lv{ountain (Qingshi Shan,1906),

lvlansion of Sunshine (Yarytang Lrsu,1906\, The Leoparcl (,Iinqianhuo,1906), White

Water PoruI (Bctishui Tun,1907), Guurd the Border (Shou guan sheng,1907), Spin the

Cotttsn (Fung mianhua,l 908). ' 
i All of these films were of episodes or scenes ftom full-

length opeftN, or in Chinese :he:ai. ln fact their titles suggest this nature because they

are different from the titles of the full-length operas. The film episodes were said to

contain mainly physical or martial performances rather than sonp and speeches and were

thus particularly suitable for silent films. Since none of these films survived beyond

1957, details of these films are absent from records.l* For Westem readen, it may sound

strange to count these documentaries of operatic art (xtlupian) as feature films

(gushipiun). Actually, as a Chinese, I am using these "Western terms" not without

't Cheng Jihua ed.. Zlnnggrto dkorying.fazhan .rhi vol. l. @eijing: Zhongguo dianying chubanshg l98l) p,

-q 19.

| { According to Jay Leyda a copy of Ditrgjun S'laan zuMved after I 949, but had disappeared by the time the
Film Archive of China was organized in 1957. See Leyda p. 10.
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reluctance. In Chinese xijupian literally means opera film and gtshipian means story

film. When all raditional Chinese operas are story-telling narratives, it is not surprising

that Chinese classify documentaries of operatic art as a branch of feature film. In fact

these "documentaries" have always been a significant part of the total feature film

production in China. The number started to decline in the 1980s despite the total number

of features remained relatively stable. The main reason for this, which is not hard to

imagine, is the drastic increase in private ownership of television sets and video cassette

pla,vers in China Documentaries of operatic art are predominately filmed in simple stage

settings. The established music, lyrics and precise stage gestures provide very little room

for the filmmaken' creativity. The presumed audience-viewpoint shooting focuses on the

singing or acting roles normally in a range between full-figure and close-up. These make

television an ideal yet more economic medium for documentaries of operatic art than

film. The following table summarizes the lists of annual film production published in

C hina F ilm Yearbook (Zhongguo dianying niunj ian, volumes for 1 980- I 99 I ):

Proportion of Documentaries of Operatic Art in Total Feature Film Production 1979-1990
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Year Documentaries of
Opemtic Art

Total Number of
Featr.re Films

Operal Total Films

1979 12 63 1,9.05 %

1980 9 84 10.71%

l98r l0 105 9.52o/o

1982 ll ll5 9.57 o/o

1983 l5 127 l l.8l %

1984 il t43 7.69 %
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In the above table, only taditional Chinese operas (by form, not by content) are

included. Other stage performances, such as dance, Western style opera and dramas, are

not counted, though they are included in the total figures. In spite ofbeing in raditional

opera forms especially in terms of tunes and gestures, the contents of these operatic works

are not limited to historical (classical) stories. There are many stories focusing on

modern and contemporary Chinese lives. Ifte (irump'Man und His Stubborn Duughter-

in-Low (Jue gonggong, jiang xifl, 1985) and Don't Know to Lauglz or Cry (Ti-xiao jiefei,

1987) were two examples. Documentaries of operatic art are not the form of

contemporary Chinese film that I will further examine in this thesis. However,

pinpointing the historical connection of film and traditional Chinese op€ras is very

important in understanding how Chinese film can be subject to the naditional Chinese

symbolic order.

2.5 Films as a vehicle for doctrine

Whereas film has been understood by Chinese in line with other existing

perlorming arts, the contents of film have also imitated other Eaditional Chinese arts and

following Chinese tadition. This trend was never seriously challenged until the 1980s

1985 6 127 4.72%

1986 t2 150 8.00 %

t987 6 14t 4.2s %

1988 4 149 2.68%

1989 I 128 0.7896

1990 I 133 0.75 %
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when modemity and postnodernity finally spread into China. Though the wording may

have changed from dJmasty to dynasty, the fi.rnction of literature and art remained

unchallenged (and literature and art always had to be functional).

In early Chinese history, drama, opera and novel were not considered as serious

art but merely entertaining. The word for drama and opera (and film as well) in Chinese

comes from -ri which means "to play" or "playful" and the word for novel and stories

(these in Chinese were not limited to fiction)-riaoshut literally means "small or

unimportant talks". Wen was used to refer to all writings other than poetic works and it is

this wen which finally evolved into the modem Chinese understanding of literature -
wenrue. Like wenxue, which bears a strong colour of Western classification, yishu (art) is

used to cover a wide range of activities from painting, calligraphy to opera and all sorts of

stage performances.

Many Chinese intellectuals have discussed the content of literanre (wen)

throughout Chinese history. Among them, Han Yu Q68-824) of the Tang dynasfv (618-

907) was one of the most influential. Being a famous Confucianist both in his own time

and in Chinese history, Han Yu fought throughout his life for a plain and effective writing

form with orthodox and appropriate contens. For the writing form, he advocated the

Qin-Han (dynasries) prose slvle, which he believed to be the most straightforward without

unnecessary rhetoric. His preference for this writing form, nonetheless, was due to his

belief in Confucian doctrine, which was attributed to the Han dynast"v Emperor Wu's

(156-87B.C.) pro-Confucian policy. Studies of Confucianism were generally less

significant during the Wei and Jin d_wasties (220139) and North-South dynasties periods

(420-581) because of the unstable governments and the influence of Buddhism and

Daoism (Taoism). What Han Yu asserted for the contents of writing, however,
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influenced the Chinese literature radition at a very significant level. His assertion of

doctrine (<tao)beingthe fundamental element of writing inspiredZhouDunyi (1017-

1073), the father of Neo-Confucianism, in the Song dynasty (960-1279). Zhou Dunyt

summarized Ffun Yu's idea as "writing is a vehicle for doctrine" (wen yi :ai dao).ts

Year after year, dynasty after dynasty, people with different political and

ideological standpoints have defined and redefined the meaning of "doctrine" in both Flian

Yu's saying and Zhou Dunyi's slogan. Yet the assertion remains unchallenged that

writing is only a vehicle, and this vehicle serves both personal belief as well as the

wellbeing of the country. The popular slogans used by the Communist govemment in

China from 1949 to l979,"literature and arts serve prolearian politics" and "literature

and arts serve the need of workers, peasants and soldiers", are the modern versions of

Zhou Dunyi's'"writing is a vehicle for doctrine." That is, literature and arts, the modem

versions of writing in Zhou Dunyi's slogan, are required to serve as a vehicle for the

ruling party's docrine.

Following the adoption of the opendoor policy in 1978, the Communist

government also updated its slogans. At the Fourth National Writers and Artists Congress

(Quanguo werryi gtng:uo:he daibiao dahui) in 1979, Deng Xiaoping ( 1904-1997) in a

speech replaced the above mentioned then thirt_v-year-old slogans rvith "literatwe and ans

serve people and serve socialism" (werryi wei reruninfuwu, wei slrchui =huyifiwu).r6

Compared with the earlier slogans, the target reader gtoup of workers, peasants and

soldiers was extended to include intellectuals and offrcials (but not those labelled as

Quoted by Liu Dajie. ZhonSBpto wetmre.frchan .rhr vol, 2. (Hong Kon-e: Hock Lum Company Ltd.,
l9El), pp. 213-214.

Cited by Li Yizhong and Lu Xaoming d., Zlwnggn dimying juar, (Shanghai: Huadong Shifrn Da.rue

chubanshe 1993), p. 13
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counter-revolutionaries or other dissidents) and proletarian politics was specified as the

socialist system and ideolory. The new slogans were a contemporary revision of the

modern, post-Yan'an versions on the one hand. On the other, they were a re-assertion of

traditional Chinese principles of literature and arts summarized by Zhou Dunyi in his

"writing is the vehicle for doctrine."

With regard to these latest slogans, third- and fourth-generation Chinese film

directors have produced many popular films (especially for the domestic market) since

1979. Some most successful films made by these directors include Xie Jin's (1923- )

Legend of Tianym Mountain (1980), The Herds'man (1982\, Hibiscus Town (1986), Wu

Tianming's (1939- ) Old Well (1987), and Wu Yigong's (193& ) Evening Ratn (1980)

NdMyMemariesofOltlBetjirzg(1982).rt Boththesefilmsandtheirdirectorsdrew

considerable attention from Chinese and overseas film critics. These films, however,

could not compare with those made by directors known as the fifth generation in breaking

into the international film festivals and market. The contents of the fitms by third- and

fourth-generation directors, though well received by Chinese viewers, are not as attractive

to Western viewers as those films by fifth-generation directors. It is because the contents

of these third- and fourth-generation films are, generally speaking, subject to a fiaditional

Chinese symbolic order which is well known by theirChinese viewers (though few

Western viewers). In the next two chapters, will discuss some significant contemporary

films by third- and fourth-generation directors in detail.

tt 
See Chapter Three for detailed discussions of Xie Jin's filrns and Chapter Four for Wu Tianming and Wu
Yieon's.
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2.6 Chinese narrative tradition in contemporary Chinese films

We have seen the inheritance of Chinese traditions from perspectives bottr of

politics and of literahre and art. The general artistic style of Chinese film, as well as

other literary and artistic works, was also dominated by raditional style narration. China

has a long history of nanatives as well as a nanative form of history. Most importantly,

China has preserved all this narrative and history well enough for contemporary

generations to read, thanks to the unified and relatively stable language people have been

using for more than two thousand years. We should not over-generalize about the styles

of Chinese narratives, though Chinese have developed some unique and effective ways of

narration. For Westerners, the Chinese traditional style narration may not resemble any

of the particular styles or geffes from Western literary movements.

One of the most significant narratives in Chinese history is Sima Qian's RecorLls

of the Grarul Historiun (Shi ji, refened as Recortls below, older romanization of the

author's name is Ssu-ma Ch'ieq 145-86 B.C.). Sima's work was the fint historical

narrative which can be accrnately dated and the author undoubtedly identified.ls Sima

has been praised for establishing a practical and meticulous way of writing history which

was followed by Chinese historians for nearly two thousand years. The style of Records'

nanatives was regarded as a model of narrative writing by F{an Yu and others who

advocated the Prose Movement (guwen - undong) during and following the Tang dynasty

900 yean later. I will pinpoint one significant nature of Sima's narrative style, which not

tE Other significant narratives which appeared before Records <tf the Grand Historian were all destroyed

during the Qn dynasty Those versions we can read today were either restored at the beginning of the

Han dynasy relying on some eldedy scholars recailing fiom their early years' memory, or claimed to be

found in the wall of Confucius's former residence more than one hundred years later. The former is

certainlv to some degree a result of rewriting whereas the authenticity of the laner has long been doubted

bv scholars.
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only has influenced the style of Chinese historical writings, but also other nanatives and

storytelling, includingthose in feature films.

Claiming to be an honest historian, Sima Qian was bound to present all major

historical fac6. However, the biognphical stvle (jr-:huan /i) historical writing he

developed enabled him to place these facts in the most "appropriate" chapters according

to his moral and literary judgment. Most historical events involved more than one person

and quite frequently people involved in a single event may have their own individual

biographies. The same details of a certain event normally would only appear once in the

whole record to avoid repetition. To disribute the details of an event becomes a moral

and literary rather than historical decision for historians like Sim4 who are in favour

historical records being good nanative texts. The biographical sqvle presents history

through a series of biographies.tt Euery biographical chapter in the book is not only a

part of the historical narrative, but is also an individual biognphy. The authors ofthese

biographies, in the case of Recorclr, Sima the historiarU chose to write about each central

figure with a consistent personal character according to the author's moral preconception

and political awareness. While a historical figure is considered as a hero, the historical

fact revealing his or her wealc side would normally not be presented in his biography but

in other people's. This use of focus (in a literary sense) helps to create a more dramatized

slvle of nanation. Appendix I contains a short discussion of one example of focalization

in Sima's nanative.

The focalization used by Sima Qian became an important skill of dramatization in

Chinese narratives. Sima did it for his own literary and political reasons w'hereas others

ro Basic annals (benii) are biographies of the emperors and hereditary houses (stttjia) are biographies of
ministers. They are only other names of biographies of people which enjoyed cetrtain political privilege at

the time. Biogmphy (zlruot) was the term used for records of ordinary people.
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learnt the skill from him and applied it for both similar and different reasons. Many

scholars have thought that "the three emphases" (san tuchu) principle, which dominated

most literary and artistic creation during and immediately after the Cultural Revolution,

wzs very much a product of Communist propagandists. "The tluee emphases" principle

requires the artists "to emphasize the positive characters among all;to emphasize the

heroes among the positive characters; to emphasize the single most cenfral figure among

the heroes."l0 We could take the view that "the three emphases" principle was distilled

from traditional Chinese nanative skills. Neither Communist ideolory, nor any Western

concepts influenced this now denounced principle as significantly as ttre Chinese

narrative tadition. The Chinese films made under this principle's influence were

themselves subject to a raditional Chinese symbolic order.

In the early twentieth century, Chinese artists and intellectuals seriously tried to

abandon Chinese tradition from both cultural and aesthetic aspects. The May Fourth

Movement was the height of a series of such attempts. Like Chinese culture which was

only reformed rather than reborn during the movemeng literary aesthetics including

narrative soon returned to Chinese tradition as if it had never wandered away. In the

recently published The Literature of Chirn in the Twentieth Century, Bonnie S.

McDougall and Kam Louie argued that literary aesthetics, particularly in fiction and

dramq saw an overall retum to Chinese tradition from the 1930s to 1960s. The full

reasons for such a return were complicated and beyond my research here. The Japanese

invasion and KMT - CCP conflics were the two major reasons among many.tt In a

book-length study of the May Fourth literature, Between Tradition and Chunge, Mao

Cited by Luo Yijun Zlxnggo diolvitrgyt Zlxutggto wenlnu. p. 443.

Bonnie S. McDougall and Kam Louie, The Liprature of China in the Twentieth Cenntry, (New York

Columbia University Press, 1997), Chapters SL1 Seven and Nne, pp. 189-260 and 285-321.
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Chen summarized the famous literary debate in the 1960s between Jaroslav Prusek and

C.T. Hsia. Pnsek argued that May Fourth writers consciously employed traditional

forms and thus the May Fourth literature presenred tradition in demonstrable ways. By

emphasizing the personal and non-political elements, Flsia believed that the lvlay Fourth

literature was separate from but inferior to the traditional literature. Chen took Prusek's

argument as more scientific and noted its shortcomings in elaborating how tadition was

presenred in modern literature. Chen also attempted to prove the continuities benveen

traditional and the lvlav Fourth literarures in order to reinforce Pnxek's assertion.2?

As the narrative tradition had been the dominant aesthetics in modern Chinese

literature, a strong narrative influence can be found in almost all third- and fourth-

generation films. It can also be found in some films by fifttr-generation filmmakers.

Although early fifth generation such as Chen Kaige consciously distanced their films

from dramatic narrative stratery, Zbzng Yimou ( 1950- ) made a great comeback in

narrative when he directed Red Sorglum (1987) and several subsequent films.

Traditional narrative influences in these films will be furttrer analyzed in Chapters Three,

Four and Seven when these films are examined in detail. It is also noteworthy that

another influential literary traditiorL poetry, was also successfully applied in fihnmaking

by some fourth-generation directors. While Wu Yigong's Evening Rain and lvly

lv[emories of Old Betjing serve as good examples of such applicatiorl faditional poery

has never inJluenced Chinese film aesthetics as widelv as have traditional narratives.

12 Mao Chat Between Trdition aru! Ctwtge, (L"anham: University Press of Amcrica Inc., 1997), esp.

Chaper One and ConclusiorL pp. l-22 and I 13-122. Forthe original iuguments ofPrusek and Flsia see

Jaroslav Pruselq The Lyriml od tlu fuic, edited by Leo Or.r-fan Lee, @loominSon: Indiana Univenity
Press, 1980) and C.T. Ffsia I History of lulufunt Chnvs Fiction, (New Haven: Yale University Press,

leTl).
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Some people may argue that "the three emphases" principle applied in the

Cultural Revolution was simply an example of extreme leftist (jinto) influence in the

People's Republic's cultural policies. In contrast, "a combination of revolutionary

realism and revolutionary romanticism"', which was praised in the 1950s and is still

praised in today's China, is a typical case of the confident assertion of a narrative style in

modern and contemporary China. During a short period of imitating the Soviet socialist

realism during the first years of the People's Republic until 1956, the foreign styles

distacted both the audience and the poticy makers.r3 At the time policy makers

probably did not take the opinions of most film artists seriously due to their supposed

insignificant social status under Communist rule. They were always ranlied under

workers, peasants, soldiers and cadres by the CCP though always very influential in

society due to the Chinese literati radition. This was attributed to the naming of the CCP

uprising as a "proletarian-led" movement, despite the intellectuals' consistent and active

participation. Some self-conscious artists were certainly bored by the monotonous forms

and styles. Their disagreements with film developments up to 1956 canbe seen in their

short-lived criticism against the government policies on filmmaking. Many artists

expressed their opiruons openly under the Hundred Flowers policy (bui4ua qi fang),

though they were soon suppressed in the following Anti-Rightist Campaign (Fan-you

yurutong) in 1957.:a "A combination of revolutionar,v realism and revolutronary

romanticism" was the policy made to suit actual Chinese conditions, or in other words,

the Chinese film market at the time. Despite some references to the Soviet revolutionary

literature and art, the "combination" policy indeed had its own root in Chinese traditions

ClarL Chinev Cinema Chapter 3. esp. p. 58. Soviet socialist realism refers to the Soviet Union's
adaptation of European acadernic realism for its own political purposes.

Clark C&rre.!s Cinemq, pp.70-79.
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as I will elaborate in the coming paragraphs.tt The "combination'policy, nonetheless,

helped to produce many popular films during the nine years before the Cultural

Revolution started in 1966,26 and it was firmly restored soon after the Cultural Revolution

offrcially ceased in 1977.

In the slogan "a combination of revolutionary realism and revolutionary

romanticism", the word "revolutionary" (gemingrle) is used to emphasize the political

purposes ofliterature and art [n other words, the word "revolutionary" indicates the aim

rather than the actual stvle of the literary and artistic creation. Therefore the keyword

related to narrative style lies in "a combination of realism and romanticism". Leo Ou-fan

Lee argued that Chinese writers did not take Western realism as it was in the West.

Evident by those Westem writers who were Chinese favourites such as Sienkiewice

Tolstoy and Gork-v, Chinese understating of realism always includes some significant

romantic elements in the Western literary sense. This is because, Chinese have a very

strong romantic heritage.2T Therefore we should not simply seek the Westem equivalent

for "realism" (xian-rhi :huyi) and "romanticism" (angman :htyi, though langman is a

phonetic translation of "roman", as in romantic).

The "realism" and "romanticism" in the "combination" slogan should not be

regarded as equivalent to the Western terms. To stress a combination of both makes it

even clearer that the terms should not be mistaken. In art, even one plus one does not

Westem scholars gurerallv attribute Chinese revolutionar,v realism to Soviet socialist realism. As Maria
Galikowski argued, rwolutionary romanticism can also be traced back to Sovia theorists thougfi the

Chinese counterpan to a greirt e)ftent represents Mao Zedong's idea conceming srbjective idealism. See

Maria Galikowski tut and Politics in China I 949- I 984, (Hong Kong: The Chinese University Press,

1998). p. 100.

For the success of Chinese film industry during these years. see Clal}x Chinese Cinema, pp. 56-94.

Leo Ou-fan Ler-, The Romantic Ceneratiur of Malent Chinese Writers, (Cambridge US; F{arvard

Universiry Press. 1973), Chapter Fourteen pp 275-296
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equal nvo, "A combination of revolutionary realism and revolutionary romanticism" is

indeed an assertion of traditional Chinese narrative style well established since Sima Qian

and his Recucls, Serving the socialist doctrine, the "revolutionary" in the "combination"

slogan requires modern and cotemporary Chinese literature and art (including film) to be

positive and romantic on Communist nrle and success, and critical and realistic in

revealing the enemies and their evils.

2.7 Chinese operatic tradition and film

From an aesthetic point of view, the most significant contemponry version of the

nanative stvle combined both realism and romanticism is found widely in Chinese

operas, with which Chinese film has identified itself from the beginning. Unlike fiction

and other literary works which require literacy, Chinese operas historically managed to

appeal throughout Chinese society. Chinese operas certainly have the ideal function of

literature and art for part of what Mao Zedong required in his famous "Yan'an Talks" -
to reach the largest aud^ience, partrcular those foom the lowest classes.ls

ln traditional Chinese opeftN, historical stories are the most common narrahve

sources. These sources provide rich reulne.ss to the narrative of Chinese opera. This

realness is further enriched bv the historical sienificance of these events. I am not

suggesting that these narratives in Chinese operas are history. However, in a country

where history is the nation's pride, anything related to history is attributed with high

value. And the "realism" in the sloean is this realnes,s which bears the historical mission

28 Mao Tse-tung "Talks a the Yerun Forum on Literature and Art" n Setected Vuks of Mao Tx-Tung
vol. 3. (Peking: Foreign Language Press. 1965). pp. 69-98. Chinese original see Mao Zed,ong,'Zu
Yan'an wenyi zuotanhui shang de jianghva' in Mao Zedug ruanji 2nd ed. vol. 3, @eijing: Renmin

chubanshe. I 953). pp. 849-880.
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and significance. On the other hand, Chinese operas are a very abstact form of

performing art which requires the audiences to have an active imagination and prior

knowledge. Operas have the simplest setting, which leaves the audience room for

imagination. They have symbolic face make-up in which different colours represent the

different natues and values of characters. Chinese understand these abstract and

imaginative aspects as "romanticism".

Traditional Chinese operas have a more complicated and well-qualified language

system (langue) alongside the verbal language. Though this language system mainly

serves one-way communicatioru its synta,r is well known by both the performers and their

audience. The following are some examples: the size of the area of white make-up on the

face indicates a character's degree of w'ickedness: the whip in hand and its coloru

indicates the character riding a horse of the whip's colour; holding up the front of one's

garrnent and stepping means he or she is crossing a door; and swinging hair means the

character has a great grievance.

It is not surprising that filmmakers and cultural policy makers have attempted to

establish an equivalent language system for film w'ith a Chinese context, though in reality

with little success. The formula established by Jiang Qurg during her production of films

of the model operas was nonetheless a very brave attempt, in spite of being despised by

many critics. Jiang's formula regulates the treatnentof the enetny and ns in a film: for

field size "the enemy long and us close" (di-yuun wo-jin); for frame position "the enemy

at the sides and us in the cente" (li-pian wo-:heng); for the image "the enemy small and

us big" (di-xiao wo-tla); for shooting angle "the enemy high and us low'' (di-fit wo-yang);

for lighting "the enemy dark and us bright" (tti-unwo-ming); for colour "the enemy cool
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and us warm" (dt-hanwo-nuan).le lt is not difficult to see the considerable similarities

betw-een the language system used in the non-verbal part of Chinese operas and the film

language system proposed by Jiang. Regardless of Jiang's political standpoint, she in

effect led Chinese film to maintain the traditional way of narrative, subject to a typical

taditional Chinese symbolic order. Even the most praised fifth-generation director Chen

Kaige could not resist the temptation of this grammar by glving Gu Qing the hero of The

Yellow Earth (1984), a series of low camera-angle shots in the opening sequence of the

film - a tvpical fieatrnent to the central hero in films of the model op€ras.

2.8 Chinese films aimed for the Chinese market

During the first thirty years of the People's Republic, Western (except some

Soviet realist) theories and criticism of tilm hardly interested Chinese artists.i0 One may

jump to a simple conclusion and blame the closed political and artistic environment. [t is

true that China experienced the Communist and socialist movement in its own taditional

way itsl have discussed China has always wanted to be self-sufficient, thus being able to

close its door to the world. It was the greatest regret for Chinese people now and then

that the weakness of the late Qing government failed to protect China from the rest of the

world. Therefore, most Chinese simplv enjoy the independent intemational status of

China under the Communist government. China's door was forced to open by the Opium

War from 1840 to 18.12. For the following more than a century, China had been invaded

and humiliated by Westem powers and Japan until the establishment of the People's

Jiang Qing's formula cited by Luo Yijun. Zhonggto dictlving -v'tr Zhonggn wenlnn, p. 443

fu mentioned in the previous sectior\ there was a short-lived puiod when Soviet realism influenced

Chinese films in the 1950s.

2\)
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Republic. Especially after the break with the Soviet Union in the late 1950s, Chinese

celebrated their isolation from the rest of the world.

Actually, Western film theories and criticism were not unknown to Chinese

artists, thought these theories were not the main interests of most Chinese artists for

various reasons. ln his introduction to Chinese Film Theory: An Anthologt (Zhonguo

diarryting liltmwenruan), Luo Yijun examined the 1958 quasidocumentary features

movement in China in light of Andre Bazin and Sigfned Kracauer's theories in the

West.3r Soon after the Anti-Rightist Carnparg, in 1957, China startedthe Great Leap

Forward (Dayuejin) in 1958. As required by the Communist government to reflect the

"real life" (:henshi shenghuo) of workers, peasants and soldiers, China made many

documentary films and featwe films in documentary st_vle The latter include films based

on "real" events and sometimes reconstructed by those who were actually involved in

these events. These films seem to echo Bazin's idea of recording the world honestly with

a camera. In fact these films were neither influenced by Bazin's ide4 nor the results of

any parallel movements in China. Making all these gnasidocumentary features, on the

one hand, was in response to the govemment policy of the time, and on the other, was a

consequence ofthe Anti-Rightist Campaign. As for other intellectuals, many film artists

were suppressed and criticized for being interested in "capitalist" art and abandoning the

workers, peasants and soldier, who should be served. Most ofthese quasidocumentary

features ended up to be pure propaganda products.

On the other hand, Chinese artists were aware of Bazin's Wfuit is Cinema?

(Volume One) and Kracauer's Nature of Film soon after they were published in the West.

rr LuoY!ju& zhonggutdimyinglihmwetmnnvol. l. pp 19-26. Thecomparisonbetween
Bazir/Iftacauer's theories and Chinese documentary style films in the 1950s in this paragraph and the one
below are from Luo.
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Chapters from these two books were translated and published in China in the early 1960s.

However, Bazin and Kracauer's theories were not taken seriously by Chinese aftists at the

time despite the documentary style trend coincidentally appearing in China. It was

because Bazin and Kracauer search in their works for "what is fi[m?" was a question that

had been long satisfactorily ansrvered in China. Like all other forms of art, film was only

a vehicle. What Chinese theoreticians and critics were searching for during the 1950s

and early 1960s was horv the vehicle could transport the doctrine more efficiently and

successfully. During the late 1970s and early 1980s, when the political atmosphere began

to relar, Chinese artists turned seriously to Bazin and Kracauer's theories. Some fouth-

generation directors applied these theories in their films. Many revolutionary-subject

films made in 1980s and 1990s porfiayed key Party leaders such as Mao Zedong, Zhou

Enlai (1898-1976),Zhu De and Deng Xiaoping. tn the name of making films to record

the revolutionary history of China, actors with similar appeaftmces and accents to the

Party leaden staned in these films. Being loyalto history, the narrative developments in

these films were made less dramatic. Li Qianqun and Xiao Guiyun's Tlze Birth ofNew

C.hina (1989) is a typical example of these films.

It is. however, worthwhile to mention here that many films by fourth-generation

filmmakers were actually subject to a traditional Chinese symbolic order rather than to

the order typical of films by the frfth generation (which will be generally discussed in

Chaper Five and analyzed in Chapten Six" Seven and Eight). Although fourth-

generation films openlv and consciously applied some Western theories and

technologres," their themes still advocated the d.irectors' belietb (that is the fihns are still

the vehicle of their doctrine) and served mainlv the Chinese audiences. For most of the

" For example. the aesthetics in Wu Tianming'sOId Well andthe feminist therne in Huang Shuqin's
( 1939- | Wonot Demon, Humqt ( t9S7I both wilt be further discussed in Chapter Four,
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fourth-generation directors, their doctrine was to search for the "truth'which was lost

drning the Cultural Revolution as many Chinese believe. The quasidocumentary style

certainly helped them preserve through their films the realism as the term was understood

by Chinese in the slogan "a combination of revolutionary realism and revolutionary

romanticism".

China established a self-reliant policy (some may argue that China was forced

into this policy by Westem sanctions) in the 1950s. Films made in China had always

focused on the domestic market no matter how much political contents they had Even

w'hen the open-door policy allowed Chinese film artists to encounter the international

film market in the 1980s, many directors were not ready, and more did not care. Those

who were not readl' saw the nature of films in a different way from their Western

counterparts. Whereas those who did not care thought China was a market big enough -

in terms of the number of viewers and the box-office. Most Chinese directors have been

following Deng Xiaoping's slogan - "literature and arts serve the people and serve the

socialism." Where "foreign" viewers are not necessary "people" (by Deng's definition)

and the number of socialist countries in the world is less than a handful. Chinese films

should certainly concentrate on the domestic market.

This was a main reason why Chinese films had been subject to the naditional

Chinese symbolic orderbefore the fifth generation appeared in the mid-1980s, and it is

still the key reason tbr many Chinese films being subject to the uaditional Chinese

symbolic order even today. In spite of difference political tags that have been linked to

these films, such as progressive, left-wing or revolutionary, both these films and Chinese

society up to the 1980s maintained the same deep cultural structure continuing for more

than two thousand years in China. Many Western theories and technologies are like the
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letter in Minister D_'s hand (refer to Chapter One) - they may be as powerful in

capturing Western audiences as the letter that confrols the Queen. They, however, made

no sense to Chinese mass audiences just as the letter appears to be a scrap of paper to the

detective. This knowledge from the West, nonetheless, did have its temptation to both

Chinese artists and viewers like the letter to Dupin and the detective. When conditions

were ready as a result of industrialization and commercialization under the opendoor

policy, Chinese artists would gnb this Westem knowledge. They had been waiting for

the cheque of 50,000 francs on Dupin's table to encourage them to demonsuate their

abiliry to seize the letter: the cheque is their reward from the audiences.r3 Both Western

audiences and intemational reputations promise better rewards (in terms ofbox+ffice,

but more importantly, in terms of foreign investments in the arrists' future productions)

than a fturow focus on the domestic market. However, films aiming for the international

market obviously belong to the globalism category I will discuss from Chapter Five

onwards.

When Chinese films are subject to the traditional Chinese qymbolic order, they

successfully or unsuccessfirlly attempt to draw their techniques, strategies, styles and

content mainly from traditional Chinese literature and performing arts. In the next two

chapters I wrll examrne some representative contemporary Chinese films belonging to

this category.

Dupin passes the letter he stole from Minister D_'s office on an earlier day to the detective after the

latter has written him a cheque 50,000 &ancs, the amount the deteaive had carelessly mentioned earlier

during the same visit. See Poe, p. I 16.
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Xie Jin and Ling Zifengz

Third-Generation Directors

the Contemporary Chinese Film Industry

Live on. Live on like a draught animal.

Hibiscus Town

Introduction

Xie Jin and Ling Zifeng(1917-1999) were among the few Chinese film

directors who had started their careers well before the outbreak of the Cultural

Revolution in 1966 and managed to constantly and successfully direct films in the

contemporary era from the end of the Cultural Revolution in 1977. Where the styles

of their early films (before 1966) had a little in common, their contemporary films are

by genre very different. Despite the gerue differences, contemporary films by both

directors are imbued with the traditional Chinese symbolic order.

Xie Jin was born in 1923 and was trained as a stage director in the National

Theatre College (Guoli Xiju Zhuanke Xuexiao) in the KMT-ruled areas before 1949.

Womun Busketbull Plalter No. 5 (1957) made his reputation and The Red Detachment

of Women (1961) won him both local and international awards. Stage Srsfers (1965)

is his most mature film made before 1966. The film was invited to the twenty-fourth

London International Film Festival in 1980. He has made more than ten films since

1977. Among them, Legend of Tiarytun lulountuin ( 1980) and H ibiscus Town (1986)

brought most credit to the director, while The Herdsman (1982),lI/reaths at the Foot

o/'the lvktunain ( 1984) and The Last Aristocrats (1939) were also well known. I will

in

3.1
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focus on Legend of Tiarryun lvlountain and Hibiscus Town when discussing Xie Jin's

contemporary films in this chapter.

Xie Jin was both successful and influential in the first half of the 1980s. In the

middle of 1986, however, some young cultural and film theoreticians claimed that

Xie's films in the post-Cultural Revolution period became a contemporary

presentation of Confucian tradition, namely the "Xie Jin model". The accuracy of

such claims based on the film content is subject to aview-pointic misreading,yet

Xie's aesthetic assertion based on a tradition of literary narratives and dramatization

can be documented by his own words. The debate on the themes of Xie's films

highlighted the differences between films by the third generation and later

generations, particularly the fifth generation in the 1980s. This made Xie and his

films in the 1980s a good example to see how raditional values were inherited by this

generation, which had started their careers before the Cultural Revolution and had

their "second spring" in the post-Cultural Revolution era. Looking at the criticism of

the "Xie Jin model", we will also see the cultural conflicts between Chinese tradition

and globalsim in the Chinese film indusrry- from the mid-1980s.

The Cultural Revolution and the many political campaigns before it brought

severe sufferings to Chinese people including filmmakers. Third-generation directors

not only suffered most from but were also influenced most by these political

campaigns among contemporary Chinese filmmakers, because they experienced these

campaigns during their filmmaking careers. In the last two sections of this chapter, I

will discuss the self-protective measures taken by the generation using as illustrations

Xie Jin's The Last Aristocrats and some films by Ling Zifeng.
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3.2 A fegend created by Legend of Tianyun Mountain

Made in 1980, Legend of Tianyun fu[ountain was the first Chinese film dealing

with the wrongs of the Anti-Rightist Campaign in 1957. The story spans more than

twenty years. Though the film starts in late 1978, flashbacks take the story back to

1957. Song wei and Luo Qun fall in love while both of them are in a Tianyun

Mountain prospecting team. Being the Party secretary of the team, Luo Qun has

better scientific-training and is more open-minded than his predecessor Wu Yao. Luo

Qun is accused of being a Rightist in 1957. He is later dismissed from all state

positions for criticizing tbrest logging and non-scientific steel refining during the

Great Leap Forward in 1958. Wu Yao is the govemment representative in handling

Luo Qun's case. Wu Yao also successfully persuades Song Wei to terminate her

relationship with Luo Qun. Song Wei later marries Wu Yao, a senior paay official

who is much older than herself. Despite this rather socio-political background, the

film establishes a theme based on sexual politics.

Song Wei does not know what happened to Luo Qun after 1957 until twenty

years later in 1978 when both she and her husband are working in the government

department handling reviews of political c,Ises. Back in the late 1950s, after Song Wei

left Tianyun Mountain with her husband wu Yao, Luo Qun was punished by being

sent to work as a peasant in a village in Tianyun Mountain. Having sympathized with

and admired Luo Qun, Feng Qinglan married and stayed in the village with Luo Qun.

While Luo Qun takes all opportunities to continue his research prospecting on

Tianyun Mountain, Feng Qinglan exhausts herself in looking after her husband. She

dies after writing a letter of complaint to Song Wei when the Cultural Revolution is

officially brought to an end and the government starts to review unfair cases from the
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previous twenty years. Luo Qun's story is told to Song Wei and the audiences partly

through the letter from Song Wei's former best friend Feng Qinglan and partly from

the stories of a young woman reporter, Zhou Yuzhen, who earlier visited Tianyun

Mountain. Both of these two flashbacks are in a rather out-of-dated style. The use of

a nondiegetic voice to read the letter before cutting into the flashback through

superimposition is an example of written-script-oriented film narration.

Though Wu Yao was also wrongly accused of being a capitalist-roader

(:ou:ipai) and sent to a "cattle shed" (commonly used as a corrective labour camp

during the Cultural Revolution), he refuses to review Luo Qun's case as the head of

the review panel. On the one hand, he knows that to redress Luo Qun's case means to

admit his own past wrongdoing. On the other hand, he fears his wife Song Wei, who

is also on the same panel, will be reunited with her ex-boyhiend. The film finishes

when Wu Yao and Song Wei completely break off their marriage. Song Wei leaves

Wu Yao after he has beaten her, despite his apology and beggrng her to stay. While

Wu Yao, a winner in sexual politics by capitalizing on political campaigns, finally

becomes a loser, no one else in the tilm seems to win in the sexual-political battle,

except Luo Qun, Song Wei and Feng Qinglan have a moral victory. The film presents

an irreversible tragedy attributed to rather universal sexual-political competition but

intensified by the catastrophic political campaigns in the socialist China. Luo Qun is

a stereotyped hero, whereas Wu Yao is different fi'om typical villains in revolutionary

realism who alwavs represent the class enemv.

['egend of Tianvun lvfuruntain was very successful in China upon its release

and subsequently non the best film, best director, best cinemarography and best art

direction prizes at the tirst Golden Rooster Awards in 1981. While other films up to
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that time were still focusing on the scars of the Cultural Revolution and blaming the

Gang of Four for all tragedies in socialist China, Legend of Tianyun Mountain was the

first Chinese film focusing on the damage caused by Communist policies from back in

the late 1950s. Subsequently, both the film and its director became a legend in

contemporary Chinese film. The success of the film in China can be mainly attributed

to its content- Legend of Tianyun Mountain was the first Chinese film which directly

addressed the authorities' wrongdoing during the Anti-Rightist Campaign and other

campaigns that followed it. It was also the first Chinese film which confronted the

problems and difficulties in redressing these historical mistakes. Although there are

perspective differences, Xie Jin's criticism of the Anti-Rightist Campaign was made

thirteen years earlier than Tian Zhuangzhuang's in his The Blue Kite (1993). That

explains why in China the reverberations among both filmmakers and viewers caused

by Legend of Tianyun Mountain were much greater than that of many later films

touching on the similar issue.

From the cinematic point of view, Legend of Tianyun Mountain is rather old-

fashioned. While many critics in China at the time praised the narrative style,

particularly the way that it uses three women's narratives,l the film fails to address

any feminist issues. It does not provide any substantial narrative from a woman's

point of view either. All the three women in the film serve the heroic and patriarchal

dream of Luo Qun: Song Wei regrets leaving him and wants to give him a new life;

Zhou Yuzhen admires him and becomes his secret follower; and Feng Qinglan gives

her life to help him search for his dream. ln one way or another, all three women are

sacrifices to making Luo Qun a legendary male figure in the film. Although Xie Jin

t For example Mei Duo "Danshi yongqi he zerengan" (tntelligance. rcunrge and sense of responsbility)
in Dianyittg pinglun nrun - gushipian 1978-1980- pp. 251-269.
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has a reputation for portraying strong women frgures in his films (indeed, nearly all

his films, early or contemporary, contain some major female roles), Legend of

Tianyun Mountain is by no means a film about women.

While most Chinese critics were busy praising nearly everything in the film

simply because of its content, overseas critics were more objective in criticizing the

film's cinematic shortcomings. Hong Kong critic Yueng Larn (Yang Lin) pointed out

that the film relies too much on a traditional Chinese way of story telling. The film

concentrates on verbally relating the story rather than cinematically presenting a film.

There are too many off-screen voices and nondiegestic monologues. The main

development of the story relies on letter reading. For this critic, the director neglected

the visual effect of film and paid too much attention to audio nanation.: However, it

should be noted that films that consciously emphasize cinematic experiences in the

contemporary Western cinematic sense did not appear in China until 1983 and 1984

when the first young directors, who were highly influenced by contemporary Western

film theories and cinematic studies, graduated from Beijing Film Academy and made

their first films.

The film was overwhelmingly well-received in China upon its release. Taking

the fact that the film narrative stratery is rather old fashioned, we could see that the

general audiences in China at the time were both used to and happy to enjoy the

narrative. The reception of the film also made clear contrast to the lack of response

among general audiences to some experimental films by the fifth generation such as

Chen Kaige's The Yellow Earth (1984) and Tian Zhrnngzhuang's On tlrc Hunting

' Yueng Lam "Jin kan Tianyun Slwr" (A close look at Tianyun lvltxnain) n Diotying skroryzhoulcor
No. 6l (Hong Kong 28 May l98l), p. 34.
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Ground (1985). Not until 1986, some young Chinese cultural and film theoreticians

began directly challenging Xie Jin on his film narration and content. I will discuss

this in 3.4 below.

Legend o/ Tianyun Mountain is in fact a typical haditional Chinese legend

(chuanqi), as suggested by its title. A literary genre from the Tang dynasty (618-907),

the traditional Chinese legend is a genre between history and fiction. It is a narrative

about romanticized (normally historical) figures in real historical settings. As Leo

Ou-fan Lee noted the Chinese reception of Western "realism" in his book Ifte

Romantic Generation of lvlodern Chinese l4riters, Chinese writers were motivated by

an emotional ethos rooted in their own romantic tradition despite their theoretical

espousal of realism or naturalism.3 Legend of Tianyun fulountain openly

acknowledged its connection with this Chinese literary tradition in its title. At this

level, Legend of Tianyun Mountain serves as a good example of Chinese films being

subject to a traditional Chinese symbolic order. [t not only inherits the traditional

Chinese legend gelue, but also replays the traditional Chinese content with women

dytng for men's interests. (lt is similar to Lady Yu's suicide for the Great Conqueror

in Chen Kaige's Farewell My Concubine that I am going to discuss in Chapter Sir)

Luo Qun, the male protagonist in Legerul oJ'Tianyun fulountain was presented

as a stereotyped hero in traditional Chinese narrative. In their recently published book

The Literature of China in the Twentieth ()entury, Bonnie McDougall and Kam Louie

argued that there was a return to tradition in Chinese literary development from 1938

to 1965 due to various reasons. While early modern Chinese literature marked bv the

I Leo Ou-fan Lee, p.277.
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May Fourth Movement certainly attempted to direct China towards a new culture,

during this returning period fiction was searching for typicality and drama was

performed for politics.o As I have elaborated in Chapter Two, the third generation

worked hard for a full restoration of the film industry according to pre-Cultural

Revolution standards, themes and forms immediately after the end of the Cultural

Revolution till the early years in the 1980s. While the theme of Legend of the

Tianyun Mountain expressed appreciation for the peaceful life before the Anti-

Rightist Campaign, the narrative strategy and presentation of the male hero also

echoes the typicality tradition highly praised before the Cultural Revolution.

Legend of Tianyun Mountain certainly touches the historical scar left by

political campaigns in modem Chinese history. However, the criticism of these

campaigns in the film is more personal than political. Luo Qun's fate, according to

the film, is not a result of the Anti-Rightist Campaign, but is determined by some

personal uneasiness of Wu Yao towards his successor. The delay in redressing Luo

Qun's case is also due to Wu Yao's selfish personality. Therefore, the political

campaigns in the films are only excuses for the historical villain (though not a class

enemy) Wu Yao achieving his political and sexual ambitions and satisfaction at a

personal level. And the political campaigns themselves, including the policy of

redressing historical wrongdoings, become neither good nor evil in the film. Even

though the film directly adopts the Anti-Rightist Campaign as its setting, it fails to

make any criticaljudgment about the campaign. By doing so, the director's own

political safety is also well secured.

- See McDougall and Louie, esp. Chapter Six, Seven and Nine. pp. 189-260 and 285-321
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Although Xie Jin's political carefulness is obvious, to blame individual

campaigners rather than the policies and mlers also demonstrates traditional Chinese

intellectuals' humbleness in front of high authority (the state and its leaders). Xie's

treatment of Legentl of Tianyun Mountain reminds us of the classical Chinese novel

compiled in the Ming dynasty Outlaws of the lularshes.s Even though the novel is set

in the previous Song dynasty, its autho(s) attributed all the sufferings by honest

officials and generals to some individual sycophant officials at different government

levels' and saved the emperor, the ruler of the country, from any blame. Xie certainly

subjected his film to the Chinese traditional symbolic order by saving the Communist

govenrment and Mao Zedong from any direct accusations for Chinese people's

extraordinary sufferings from the late 1950s to late 1970s.

3-3 Hibiscus Town: sexual politics rather than politics

After Legend of Tianltun Mountain, Xie Jin directed The Herdsman in lgg}

andlMreatlu at theFoot of the Mountain in 1984. The former is an adaptation of

ZhangXianliang's novella of the intellectuals' determination and conrributions to the

nation's recovery from the Cultural Revolution. The latter is a film about the Sino-

Vietnamese War which occurred in February 1979. Xie Jin's next award-winning

film was Hibiscus Town in 1986. With the most famous actress then in China, Liu

Xiaoqing, the two hour and forty-five minute film was intended to reach the

international market.

The film starts in 1963 when Hu yuyin's (played by Liu Xiaoqing) rice curd

business has brought her so much profit that she can purchase land from her fellow
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peasant Wang Qiushe and build her new house in a mansion style.6 The most striking

moment in the early part of the film is the routine srmrmoning and rebuking of the so-

called Five Black Elements (hei wulei,the abbreviation of landlords, rich peasants,

counter-revolutionaries, bad elements and Rightists). tn a row of these "devils", there

is a boy of five or six. He is attending the humiliation on behalf of his sick, rich

peasant father. [t is one of the most successful scenes in which Xie Jin touches his

audience hearts. The plot touches the audiences with black humour instead of Xie's

favourite tear-driven traglc device.

when the Four clean-ups campaign begins, district party secretary Li

Guoxiang comes to Hibiscus Town as a campaign supervisor. She soon spots the

young and pretty Hu Yuyin and her enterprise. Li Guoxiang..investigates.'Hu

Yuyin's business. she accuses the town party secretary Li Mangeng of being

negligent. Li Mangeng is Hu Yuyin's former lover and he has been earlier forced to

leave her by the authorities because of her bad family background. Li Guoxiang also

alleges that the local manager of granary stores has been offering Hu yuyin

favourable terms. While Hu Yuyin runs away to stay with her relatives during the

investigation, her husband Guigui is condemned to death for attacking government

officials. All their prope4y is confiscated. The physically preffier and younger, and

richer Hu Yuyin with a happy family is reduced by Li Guoxiang to nothing. Like Wu

Yao in Legend o/'Tiar4:un Mountain,Li Guoxiang victimized Hu yuyin because of

her (conscious or not) sexualjealousy. The poor and uneducated peasant wang

Qiushe, who had once sold his land to Hu Yuyn, is set up as the town party secretary

o It js worth noting that_the food Hu Yuyin sells is rice curd, not bean curd as many overseas critics have
mistranslated. In the Chinese term mi doufit. rt*,f, (bean curd) refers to the form ofthe foo4 not the
contents Dou- (bean) is like the "black" in blackboard in modem English. The food is made vith mi
(rice) so the food should be translated as rice curd.
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by Li Guoxiang to replace the outgoing Li Mangeng. But during the cultural

Revolution, Wang Qiushe joins the Red Guards in humiliating Li Guoxiang. When

middle aged Li Guoxiang latter accepts both Wang Qiushe's apology for betraying

her and his sexual favours, she clearly reveals her desperate and long repressed sexual

desires.

Xie Jin heated Li Guoxing's jealousy and success with some irony and

bitterness that certainly asserts the moral values he aims to present with the film. Hu

Yuyin becomes a widow and bears a new identity - "bad element" and "new rich

peasant"' She is summoned to join another "bad element" in the town, the Rightist

Qin Shutian (played by Jiang Wen) sent home from the university, to clean the town

streets every morning. While Li Guoxiang and Wang Qiushe enjoy their secret affair,

Qin Shutian wins Hu Yuyin's heart after carefully looking after her during an illness.

When Qin Shutian applies for a permit to marry Hu Yuyin from Wang Qiushe and Li

Guoxiang, Li Guoxiang loses again in this sexual-political competition. Guigui, the

first husband of Hu Yuyin executed by Li Guoxiang and her associates, was ignorant

and impotent (Hu Yuyin earlier wanted to apply for permission to adopt a baby). He

could only, together with other men, assist Hu yuyin to car,v out her dream of

financial prosperity. Qin Shutian, Hu Yuyin's current lover is both intelligent (a

university graduate) and sexually capable (by making Hu yuyin pregnant). No

wonder Li Guoxiang has to punish them with greater cruelty than she earlier did to Hu

Yuyin and Guigui - Qin Shutian is imprisoned somewhere unknown (whereas

Guigui's grave is at the edge of the village and frequently visited by Hu yuyin) and

Hu Yuyin is place under surveillance by the town authorities.

The film's theme is centred on sexual politics. In 1979,Hu yuyin's propeny

is retumed under the new government policv. Qin Shutian comes back from prison
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and ironically he is rehabilitated by Li Guoxiang, the party offrcial now in charge of

rehabilitation in the district. Xie Jin is rather lenient to the villain figure Li Guoxiang

(who again is not a class enemy, unlike in {pical revolutionary dramas). Maybe Xie

Jin believes that Li Guoxiang's psychological problem is forgivable and has now been

cured by manrying a man who really suits her. Though her husband does not appear

onthe screen, from the way she reveals her tbrthcoming wedding to the homecoming

Qin Shutian, we know the man is not Wang Qiushe but someone she is rather proud to

be associated with. In the closing sequence, Hu Yuyin is fully rehabilitated and

operating the rice curd business as successfully as sixteen years ago, vith a real

(though rather ideal) and capable husband and a son. The ignorant and immoral

Wang Qiushe has gone mad. He certainly is not a villain as seen in t,vpical

revolutionary dramas either. While Li Guoxiang is a victim herself of her unfulfilled

sexual desires, Wang Qiushe is sacrificed under the combined force of his laziness

and oppornrnities to abuse his authority arising foom a series of political campaigns.

Li Guoxiang is liberated ffom her predicament once her sexual desire is fulfilled.

Wang Qiushe is trapped forever due to the shortcomings in his own character. Day

after day, he yells w'hile hitting a gong, "The campaign has started, a new campaign!"

Xie Jin has always been sensitive to the political environment in China. This

is probably why he was able to continue his directing career throughout these years,

including during the Cultural Revolution. Hibiscus Town certainly portrays the

tragedies which political campaigns have brought to the Chinese people. However,

like his Legentl of 'fiunvun lvlountain, Hibiscus Town fails to directly confront the

nature of the political campaigns and the mistakes made by the chief designers of

these campaigns - the Communist Party and its leader Mao Zedong. tnstea4 Xie's

films direct all the blame to local policy perpetrators- In Legend of Tianyun
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Mountain, it is Wu Yao; in Hibiscus Town, it is Li Guoxiang. Therefore, in Xie's

films, political campaigns are only catalysts which maximize the personal

wrongdoings of a few individuals in power.

Xie Jin's fine touch in the last sequence in the film made Hibiscus Town not

necessarily close with a happy ending. Through the mad Wang Qiushe, and more

precisely through the comment made by Qin Shutian on Wang Qiushe, Xie reminded

his audience that political campaign mi-eht hit the country again at any time. Even

though Xie had been careful enough not to blame the campaign initiators - the

Communist government and it leaders - these campaigns themselves were certainly

presented as tragic and undesirable. It could be a simple coincidence but the Anti-

Bourgeois-Liberalization Campaign which began at the end of 1986 soon after the

film's completion provided an ironic footnote.

By the time the film was released in December 1986, a round of heated debate

on the "Xie Jin model" had become relatively quiet, partly because of the change in

the country's political atrnosphere with another political campaign initiated by the

govemment. I will further discuss the debate in the next section. Despite the earlier

debate (July to October 1986), Hihiscus Town was still very well-received by

audiences both in China and overseas. Those who praised Xie's work in China had

argued that Xe's post-Cultural Revolution films were humane rather than political,

thus of even greater depth Based on this understanding, some critics chose to read

Hibiscus Town as a film of sexuality. One such critic was Zeng Zha who pointed out

that Li Guoxiang's hatred toward Hu Yuyin comes from her jealousy. Hu Yuyin is

younger and prettier. She is also nch and attractive. Li Guoxiang can only enjoy

"second-class sexual pleasure" with Wang Qiushe. ("Second-class sexual pleasure"
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to me refers to the fact that neither is Wang Qiushe her ideal partner nor are they

legally married.) She can also destroy Hu Yuyin's fortunes with her political power.t

3.4 The debate on the "Xie Jin model"

Back in July and August 1986, some young theoreticians published a series of

articles in Shanghai's Wenhui Daily severely criticizing Xie Jin's films as a Chinese

reproduction of Hollywood that served the traditional Chinese Confucian ideolory.

They accused Xie of using political settings but lacking a critical view, favouring the

authorities instead. This aligned Xie with Confucian conservatism, in these writers'

view. Liu Xiaobo, a prominent iconoclastic critic and dissident in China, said at this

time, "lt is a shame to have people like Xie Jin in the film business. I think that he is

not working for film but for politics."S

Young scholars in China such Zhu Dake, also accused Xie Jin of having

exaggerated emotional scenes and commented that Xie Jin's formula films had

become a revised Confucianism on film. Since Zhu published some of the earliest,

most vigorous and relatively systematic criticism on the issue, I include some

extensive quotation from his article entitled "The Drawbacks of the Xie Jin Model" in

this section. Zhu wrote in the article,

The moral enthusiasm tactically centered around the protagonist and

ingeniously extended to others evokes profuse tears from performers and

' ZengZln "Cong xingyishi jiaodu jiedu Furong Zheri' (Interpreting Hibiytts T<nvn froma sexual point
of view) n Diutying pingjie No. 97 May 1987), pp. +5.

t CitedbyChunZi. *FurongZhen yuXeJinmushi'(HihiscasTclwnandXeJin style)nDioryiny
No. 204 (Hong Kong I Jan. 1987), p. 10.
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audience alike, manipulating the audiences to accept the conventional morality

of the artist.e

Zhu also elaborated what he called the "Xie Jin model".

As in any models of popular culture, the moral code of Xie Jin is always

arranged in a regular pattern. "The good wronged" "the discovery of values,"

"morality changed by persuasion," and "the ultimate triumph of good over

evil" are the four principal topics.r0

It is hard to tell how much the accusations made by young theoreticians like

Zhu Dake affected Xie Jin's Hibiscus Town,which was under production during the

debate and completed soon after. The director showed extreme calm when facing

these accusations by not making any direct response. Counter arguments were also

presented in great amount, including one from Wu yigong, the head of the Shanghai

Film Studio where Xie worked. Wu vigorously defended Xie and the cinema genre

Xie represented.l' Ho*ever, as we have seen, Hibiscus Town doesnot offer the

"ultimate triumph of good over evil" as Zhu identified in Xie's The Legend of

Tianyun Mountain, The Herdsmtn and Wreurhs at Foot of Mountair.ll If Xie actually

made an active response through Hihiscur Town, his treatment of the female

protagonist could be proof of a conscious reaction. Zhu wrote in his above mentioned

article.

Chinese original published n Wenhui Daily, (18 July 1986); English translation by Hou Jianping from
Semsel. Chinese Film Theory, p. 144.

Semsel, (hturcse F'ilm Tleory.pp. 144-t45.

Wu Yigong "To Be a Loyal Artist to the People" was published n Fitm Reference, (May l9S7). An
English translation by Hou Jianping is collected in Semsel, Chiney Filn Theory,pp. tze-tsz.

Semsel, Chinese Filn Theory,pp. 145.
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The symbol of Xie Jin's Ru [i.e. Confucian] pnnciple is his representation of
women. They are amiable, kind, industrious, and intolerable. They follow
"the thlee obediences and the four virtues" and are fully self-sacrificing. Their

characteristics, the accumulation of standard images of women from the old

days, are nothing other than the products of a patriarchal culture. Women,

entirely dependent upon men, are used to discover and approve male values

and to make men happy.I3

Zhu Dake's accusation could be supported by some evidence we cited in my earlier

discussion of Legend of Tianyun Mountain. [t however seems no longer valid when

analyzing Hibiscus Town. In Hibi.scus Town, Hu Yuyin becomes the true central

figure of the film. She has her own ideal of getting rich which is not openly shared by

any other characters in the film (though not objected to by many of them either).

While accusations made by young theoreticians such as Zhu Dake on the

themes of Xie Jin's films were generally accurate, their analysis of Xie's aesthetic

achievements was not altogether correct. Zhu accused Xie's moral fairy tales of

having a close relationship to Hollywood films with a Cinderellastory model.ra On

the one hand, the Cinderella story model not only exists in Hollywood films but in

fairy tales in nearly every culture in the world. To attribute such a story model to

Hollywood films is an example of view-pointic misrealing (see my definition of the

term in Chapter One, 1.5) that gives the film a new identity it was not intend to have.

l3
Semsel. Chircse Film Theory. pp. 145-146 In a recently pubtshed book, Dai Jinhua argued that
women in Xe Jin's post-Cultural Revolution films marked a retum to the tradhional ferninine
stereotype. This return made a sigrrificant contrast to women in Xe's pre-Cultural Revolution fifuns.
who were liberated and consciously joined the masculine revolutionaryforces. See Dat Jin}lg14 Xen
liamurrg: 7-honguo dian'ing wenlnru Ig78-1998, (Taipei: Yuanliu ihub* shiye gufen youxian
C_9|gsi 1999), pp. I 18-122. We can see women in Xe's early fikns playing therole ofFiua Mulan, a
Chinese fable character. who shows filial to her ftrther, loyalty to ireremperor and disguises her fernale
identit"v while fighting for the country Whereas women in Xe's contemporary ttrns renrnea to their
prezumed femininity ofbeing the safe harbour for men in order to remedy the people and country's
scars left by a series of political campaigns. Both these women served the same pitriarchal traditon of
China.

Semsel, Chircse Film Theory, p. 145.
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On the other hand, neither Xie's Legent! o/'T'ianyun Mountain which had been

completed before Zhu's criticism, nor his Hibiscus Town which was finished soon

after have a "happily lived together ever since" ending as in typical Cinderella style

fairv tales.

The anxiety of identifying the influences is as strong as the anxiety of

influence, while the laffer has been studied by Harold Bloom as discussed in Chapter

One, 1.3. It is interesting to see Zhu Dake, influenced by a Western structuralist

reading of Cinderella, accusing a Chinese filmmaker being Hollywood-style. Zhu's

hasty identification of Xie Jin's aesthetic origins was a view-pointic misreading. It

bothered Zhu and many young theoreticians who joined his criticism of Xie little

because their focus was not on the aesthetics but on the traditional theme of these

films. After all, the debate on the "Xie Jin model" in 1986 was more of a cultural

debate than a film one. We can use Li Jie's description of what he called the "Xie Jin

era" to conclude the discussion of the debate as well as to sum up the main

characteristics of Xie's films:

'. ' Xie Jin's filmmaking is more a process in which he caters to audience

desires than one in which he makes artistic explorations. He tries through

various means to assess the audience's psychological expectations, then finds

the prescription to combine perfectly the three major aspect of Chinese film -
politics, enterhainment, and art - the best wav he can in his work.15

To combine politics, entertainment and art is the key requirement of literature and arts

(including film) b1r Chinese tradition. In China, the artistic value had been

traditionally measured by the assertion of the artist's doctrine (politics) and the artist's

It Chinese original "Xe hn's Era Should End" publishedin Wenlrui Dai|,, I August 1986, English
translation by Hou Jianping cited from Semsel, Chircse Film Theory, p. 145.
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ability to attract a large audience (entertainment). As I will indicate by quoting from

Xie Jin himself in the next section, the director certainly enjoyed dealing with

traditional Chinese aesthetics as well as morality by stressing the literary and dramatic

values in his films. Through the discussion of the so-called'Xie Jin model", we also

see how dramatically the identity of a film changes, sometimes from the filmmaker's

assertions, or the directic misreading (see Chapter One, 1.3 for my definition), and

more often with the audience's interpretations, or the view-pointic misreading.

3.5 Dramatization and the cinematic achievement of Hibrscus

Town

Overseas critics regard Xie Jin's films, particularly Hibiscus Town, as

melodrama In his chapter "sociew and Subjectiviw - on the Political Economy of

Chinese Melodrama" in New Chinese Cinemas, Nick Browne analyzed the politrcal

economy of the social order represented in Hibiscus Town. Though Browne noted the

absence of melodrama in the traditional Chinese geme system, he carefi.rlly applied

this Western idea in reading the film. On the subjectivity of the film, Browne wrote,

At stake in this form of melodrama is a definition of the self and of the relation

of the individual to the social as a fully public matter. Melodrama is the mode

of representation of a historical experience that inscribes "subjectivity" in a

position benveen the expectations of an ethical system (Confucianism) and the

demands of a political system (socialism), a condition that typifies the Chinese

dilemma of modernization. r6

What I will argue is that the political svstem in China is a modern Confucian system

and Confucianism which first emerged more than two thousand years ago is an
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agricultural utopia run by highly authoritarian socialist central government. Socialism

here does not refer to the political system in Mamism, but the state-owned, state-

planned and state-run national economy. ln imperial China, the capital assets (land)

belonged to the state (in the name of the emperor). The government also restrained its

citizens fiom freely carrying out most production other than the state-prescribed

agricultural activities through both education and heavy ta.ration. Using a different

term "yellow culture", the television series Rwer Etegy (1988), written by su

Xiaokang and Wang Luxiang highlights this Chinese cultural heritage that formed

two thousand years of unique and continuous Chinese political economy including

Republican and Communist China. Browne's discussion of the subjectivity of the

film, from a different perspective, argues that Xie Jin's films are results of the

director's Confucian training and these films are subject to a traditional Chinese

symbolic order. For Xie's aesthetic style, we see that Browne echoes the view-pointic

misreading of Zhu Dake and some young cultural theoreficians in China by attnbuting

it to a Hollywood melodrama tradition.

Xie Jin has always highly valued the dramatic and literary qualities of film. In

an interview with George S. Semsel in 1985. he said, "A director is an author with his

camera."lT He put himself in the same category with authors, rather than painters and

composers who are artists closer to the audiovisual nature of film. lt certainly reflects

his emphasis on dramatic elements based on literary narratives. [n the same

interview, Xie reportedly said.

I studied drama before I started working with films, which may be a reason I
place a high emphasis upon literary qualities. Dramatic aspects do play a
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crucial role in my films, but really, what I prefer is a kind of film which not

only appeals to the experts, but also to ordinary common people.lE

More than a dozen times throughout the interview Xie Jin described and emphasized

how he and his audiences were moved by the stories in his films. Human values,

which Xie has insisted on both in his films and on many other occasions, refer to his

tear-driven melodramatic narrative strategy. Although melodrama is a typical stategy

found in many Hollywood features, there are equal references to traditional Chinese

literary nanative in Xie's applications of melodrama. By stressing literary qualities in

his films, Xie certainly subjected his melodramatic films closely to a Chinese lirerary

narrative tradition rather than to their counterparts from Hollywood which focus on

cinematic as well as commercial qualities. This explains why the moral values,

particularly those in accordance with the authorities' views, are always Xie's main

concerns. Film, the modern audiovisual technologv. is used by Xie as a twentieth-

century literary tool according to traditional Chinese moral values. His films become

a modern version of traditional Chinese literature that is supposed to be a "vehicle for

the doctrine".

Xie Jin himself admitted that he would rather pay more attention to human

interactions than to film techniques and aesthetics. He claimed,

My emphasis is on a deep, thorough, accurate view of lifb. To do that means

that I must rest my work on the interactions of humans. By comparisoq the

emphasis in tilms like Chen Kaige's Yellow Eurth is not in [on] the characters.

Human beings are the essence of life in my films.re

Semsel, Chines Filn, p. 109.

Semsel. (lhinese Film. p. 109
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Here Xie Jin highlighted the key cinematic difference between his films and

representative films by the fifth generation. Dramatically (in the sense of literature

and story telling) rather than cinematically, Hibi.scu.s Town definitely reached a new

height both in relation to Xie's other films and to contemporary Chinese films as a

whole.

It is noted that Xie Jin was also influenced by many cinematic skills younger

directors, including the fifth generation, developed and used in the 1980s. The more

straightforward portrayal of sexuality through sexual politics in Hibiscus Town

indicates the openness of China at the time. This also provides a good context for

analyzing the repressed sexuality at a deeper level (compared with Legend of Tianyun

Mountain). The film includes many examples of symbolism frequently seen in the

West rather than in China at the time. The impotence of Guigui and the castration Gu

Yanshan received during the war (he lost his testicles in battle) are just two among

them. In fact, all men in the film, except the Rightist ein Shutian, are weak and

helpless. Probably because Qin shutian is productive and (more importantly)

reproductive, he is also the only optimistic character in the film. While Qin Shutian is

the saviour of the female protagonist in the story, the film seems to suggest that he

(his character and morality) is also the saviour of the entire Chinese race. However,

as I earlier pointed out, Qin Shutian is not a typical male character who fights

vigorously for his values. Hu Yuyin, though depressed and attacked, is fighting

throughout the story for her ideal of getting rich. This also contrasts the film to Xie's

early films in the | 980s.

cinematically, Xie Jin focused more on the setting in Hibiscus Town - a

traditional southern town - than in his earlier films. The buildings and streets in the
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town generate strong visual effects present a version of Chinese semi-rural scenery.

He also reduced the use of close-up and extreme close-ups. Thus, he let the medium-

to long-range shots provide a richer picture rather than imposing the characters' facial

expressions on the audience. The scriptwnter of the film Ah Cheng (1949- ) was a

pioneer root-searching novelist from a similar age group as the fifth-generation

filmmakers and had been a best friend of Chen Kaige since middle school. Ah

Cheng's participation certainly contributed to the cinematic (in contrast to dramatic)

awareness in the film (compared with Xie's early films). More importan! the

collaboration between the older and younger generations broadened the scope of the

aesthetic search in the Chinese film industry. As I will further discuss in the next

chapter when analyzing wu Tianming's old welland Huang shuqin's woman,

Demon, Human, generational boundaries became bluned from the second half of the

1980s. Time and history (in terms of historical development) began to fill the

"generation-gap" between the more experienced directors and middle-aged and

younger directors. At the same time, personalities also diversiff the genres of films

within any specific generation. This is one of the main reasons why common

characteristics among the so-called sixth generation are absent.

While the reasons for the elder generations' active learning from the fifth

generation's cinematic achievements are various, the postmodern globalist pressure

was one of the main drivers. Through Hibiscus Town we certainly see the willingness

of older generations in embracing globalism in an aesthetic aspect. Older filmmakers

like Xie Jin, nonetheless, seemed to be rather reluctant, or at least took longer, to

submit to the Western values in globalism than the.vounger artists and intellectuals.
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3.6 The Last Aistocrafs and Xie Jin's promoting strategies

Many contemporary films made by Xie Jin have significant political content in

terms of seftings rather than themes. He and his contemporary films have not

experienced serious problems with Chinese censorship as he has always played the

political elements in his films with great care in order to safeguard both his films and

his own career. Perhaps, we could see Xie's films as focusing more on human issues

and being cleverly placed in some politically sensitive packaging. However his

preference for this strategy should not be regarded as accidental. He has always

cautiouslv avoided touching any sensitive issues. This can be proven by analyzing the

way that he adapted the Taiwan writer Pai Hsien-yung's (Bai Xianyong) short story

"Li T'ung - a Chinese Girl in New York" (Zhexian ji) to the film The Last Aristocrats

in 1989. To a certain extent, The Lctst Aristocruts is not regarded as a highly

successful film. However, it clearly demonstrates Xie's political consciousness in two

ways - to be conscious when dealing political issues that may offend the Communist

authorities; to politicize filmmaking in order to meet the Communist authorities'

political needs.

Pai Hsien-yung's short story was written in Chinese in 1965 and translated

into English by the author in the same year. The story is narrated by the husband of

Huifen, one of Li T'ung's best friendsto. Li lung, Huifen and other two young

women go to study in the United States in 1946 soon after the Second World War.

Before their departure, they nickname themselves the four victorious nations - Li

T'ung as China, Huifen as the United States and other two women as the United

20 According to Hanyu Pinyin romanizatiorl T'ung should be spelt as Tong. Here I respecr to Pai Hsien-
yung's romanization according to the Wade-Giles Eystem in his English version of the story.
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Kingdom and the Soviet Union. They study at different universities in the United

States- In 1949, Li T'ung quits her study after learning tragtc news of her parents. [n

escaping the Communist takeover, her parents are both drowned during their voyage

fleeing lrom Shanghai. Li T'ung nrns away from her three friends and does not keep

close contact with them anymore. There are also rumours about her being the

girlfriend of various rich men. She is seen as an alcoholic and wild gambler. Finally,

after travelling around the world one more time, she commits suicide in Venice,

where she was born when her father was a diplomat.

Pai Hsien-yung's story is highly anti-Communist. Political symbolism is

everywhere in the story. Li T'ung, whose nickname is China, represents pai's

understanding and anticipation of China's fate. tn Pai's eyes (at least at the time

when he wrote the story), China is ruining its life with drugs (such as Mamism which

"poisons" people's minds) and gambling (such as warfare and political campaigns),

prostituting itself and will eventually kill itself. At a personal level, Li T'ung very

much represents the author's own experience. Being born in Guangxr province and

after studying in Hong Kong in 1948, Pai ended up in Taiwan after the Communist

victory. He was literally made homeless (that is, not being able to return his

homeland) and went to study in the United States in 1963 after graduating from

National Taiwan Universitv in 1961.

Xie Jin's film, however, successfully diminishes the anti-Communist theme in

the story. The film tries to focus on Li T'ung's life as a personal tragedy rather than a

result of civil war between Chinese Communists and Nationalists (KMT). Whereas

the political background such as political campaigns are carefully used in his other

films in echoing the rehabilitation policy of the authorities, the political criticism in
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the original story is cleverlv removed to please the mainland Chinese authorities. We

may want to ask why then Xie still chose a story by a Taiwan author. Taiwan

literature was very popular in mainland China in the 1980s just as Teresa Tang's

(Deng Lijun) songs produced in Taiwan were played everywhere during those years.

Therefore adaptations of Taiwan literature had commercial attraction in the Chinese

market. On the other hand, to make harmless Taiwan literature available to Chinese

audiences also suited the Communist government's conciliatory policy towards

Taiwan in the 1980s. From this point of view, Xie's The Last Aristocrats also served

the political needs of the Chinese authorities.

3.7 Ling Zifeng's search of traditional Chinese values

Where Xie Jin was carefully fine-tuning each of his films in the new era

according to the major policies of the authorities, another third-generation director

Ling Zifeng chose a politically less challengrng direction. Ling made many frlms

before the Cultural Revolution. Among them, Song of rhe Red Ftag ( 1960) is his best

known and won him a high reputation in China. During the new era, Ling directed

films only in the genre of adapting modern classic Chinese realistic novels, with the

exception of Li Siguang (1979\, a biography of a Chinese geologist (18s9-1971). The

safe ground that Ling chose might also help him to concenffate more on his cinematic

presentation (or more accurately, dramatic presentation, which most directors of

earlier generations concentrated on) and to lessen the risk of any wrong political

gestures. However, in the process of adapting these modern novels, Ling failed to

transform them from literary texts to contemporary cinematic art. Between 1982 and

1992, he adapted four Chinese literary masterpieces into typical Chinese, realistic,
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theatrical-style films. They were Rickshaw Boy (1982), The Border Town (lgg4), A

hf/oman for lwo ( 1988) and Ripples across Stagnunt Water ( l99l ).

During the first seventeen years of the People's Republic of China (1949-

1966), a number of films by Ling Zifengare quite different in presentation, if not

altogether in theme, from the mainstream cinema at the time. As Dai Jinhua pointed

out in the chapter on the director in her book ,4 Hundbook of Film Theories and

Criticism (Dianying lilun yu piping shouce), Ling should be seen as the single director

who really represented national values through his early films while still senring the

mainstream ideology. Dai wrote,

If rve see the nanative model of mainstream films during the seventeen years

of new China as overcoming one's self, emotion, family and ethic in reaching

a new standard ofself-consciousness based on classes, revolution, and

communism; if we see the model as a shifting of personal experiences,

individual grievances and love to class consciousness, sacrifices and joining

the revolutionary camp without any reservations; if we see the model as

changing stories of individuals and sagas of families into revolutionary

heroism and a symphony of collectivism and optimism; then Ling zifeng
moralizes the revolution, classes and ideals in the mainstream ideology

through his films' narratives. In Ling Zifeng's films [dunng the seventeen

years], revolution is not to overcome the traditional Chinese ethic - the father-

son, husband-wife" brother-brother relations - but a powerful retum to

traditional values. Family, being the basic unit in traditional Chinese society

and the model framework of social order, is not destroyed and denounced, but

is strengthened with peace and warmth.2l

When Ling Zifeng returned to directing after the Cultural Revolution, he once

again made his films in a non-mainstream genre. He did not join his fellow directors

2t Dai Jinhua Diurying lituttyr pipirtg shouce, p. 148.
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from the third generation such as Xie Jin who followed the authorities' policy, or

adopt cultural re-evaluation and root-searching as many fourth- and fifth-generation

directors did, or make films for the popular and commercialized market. Instead Ling

chose to distance himself from most popular genres of the 1980s and 1990s. He

quietly made his adaptations of modern classics from Chinese realistic literature.

Ling Zifeng made his name in the post-1976 era with his second film in the

period - Rickshaw Boy. (His first film after I 976 was the biograplncal Li Siguang in

1979.) The novel, by famous modern writer Lao She, tells the story of a rickshaw boy

called Xiangzi in 1930s and 1940s Peiping (today's Beijing). when he is young and

strong, he wants to buy his own rickshaw after working hard. Not long after he buys

his rickshaw, it is taken away by the army. Xiangzi has no choice but to return to the

rickshaw company where he used to work. The daughter of the rickshaw company

boss Huniu (the given name means Tiger Girl) is a somewhat masculine, ugly girl

more than fifteen years older than Xiangzi. She efficiently manages the whole

company for her father and admires the hardworking Xiangzi. She finally marries

Xiangzi through trickery but subsequently she is not given any propert_y by her father.

Their married life is not happy at all. Huniu dies during a difficult chitdbirth because

of her age. Xiangzi becomes alone again and is much older and weaker than before.

To buy a rickshaw by himself seems no longer feasible.

Rickshaw Boy won the best film award at the third Golden Rooster Awards in

1983 and Siqin Gaowa was the best actress at the same awards for playing Huniu.

Though the film was generally well received in China by the mass audiences, there

were some serious criticisms of its way of transfening a forced maniage by Huniu
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with her wealth and power to a romantic love rtory.tt Like the other three films by

Ling Zifeng which followed Rickshaw tsoy in the same genre, the film signiticantly

weakens the historical background when compared to the original novel and

exaggerates the importance of family life in a seemingly unchanged, stable (though

not ideal) society. Occasions of hardship in the film become less frequent than in the

novel and the harmonious life overshadows the pessimistic side of lit'e. And this

harmonious life relies on the stable traditional Chinese social order. Thus, in the more

relaxed political atrnosphere generated by the relatively liberalauthorities after 1978,

Ling could more freely pursue a traditional Chinese theme, which respects and

glorities traditional Chinese values and social order. It was a continuation of the work

he started during the first seventeen years of the People's Republic. By doing so,

Ling also wisely kept himself away from any political arguments and risks. The

romantic Frne-tuning in Rickshaw Boy, though, can be seen as iniluenced by the

gradually commercialized Chinese mainstream cinema in the 1980s.

Other third-generation directors, such as Xie Tian ( 1914- ) and Xie Tieli

( 1925- ) also made some signiticant contnbutions to the contemporary Chinese tilm.

During the 1980s, however, Xie Jin overshadowed nearly all other third-generation

directors both with his overwhelming box-office success and controversial political

themes (thought not radical and certainly not offensive to the government). Ling

Zit'eng's tilms also marked some continuity in his personal style in presenting

traditional Chinese values. Though a few third-generation directors' careers spanned

into the 1990s, they became less influential and noted because they had already lost

22 Fo. example Wang Xingzhi. "Yu zhong bu tong" (Different from the rex;t\ n Diotyittg pinglm ruot,
gshipitur 1982, (Bajing: Zhongguo dianying chubanshg 1987)" pp. 4642: and also three other articles

by Li )fifan Wang Yunman and Chen Tongfang in the same boolc pp. 63-87.
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most of the generation's characteristics in the wave of drastic socio-economic changes

which took place in China in the meantime. While the third generation's success in

the 1980s consummated the alliance of Chinese film art with the traditional Chinese

syrrbolic order both from the contextnal and aesthetic points of view,B their lack of

significance after the late 1980s was a result of the triumph ofthe fifth generation's

gtobalism. We see that this phenomenon became clearer from the late 1980s to the

1990s when China underwent its modernization and posnnodernization.

B The third generation did this aloqg with the fourth gpnerdior\ though the tater reryonded more quickb
and significantly to globdism in the late 1980s. See my diserssion on the forth generation in the nem

chaper.
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Two Wus in Two Directions

and the Woman Director Huang Shuqin

[Foolish OId ]v'lan and his son.s dug the mountains and moved the rocks

for afull season. He also shamed Clever Old Man who tried to stop himfrom

moving the mountain.l The Spirit called the Serpent-Handler heard of this

and was frightened that that Foolish Old Man would never give up. He

reportecl it to the high god; and the high god, touched by Foolish Old Man's

sincerity of purpose, chargecl lhe two sons oJ-Kua'e to take the motmtain

ranges on their backs. One they set down in Shudong and the other they set

down in Yongnun. Andfrom that day on there have been no obstacles

blocking the way between the southern part of Ji:hou and Hanyin.

"The Foolish Old fulan Wo fufoved the lu[ountains" inLiezi

B1t the sunken barge a thousand of sails go past,

Before the withered tree all is green in spring...

Liu Yuri, "A Reply to Bai Juyi's Poem at Our

First Meeting at a Feast in Yang:hou"

4.1 Introduclion

Wu Tianming and Wu Yigong are both fourth-generation directors. They

started to direct their own films soon after the Chinese film industry was restored to

its futl capacrty after the Cultural Revolution. However, they developed in two

different directions both geographically and generically. Both Wu Tianming and Wu

Yigong received film training in the 1960s, but the former was trained as an actor,

while the latter, as a director. The different professions they started with contributed

to their subsequent differences in artistic style as much as the different locations
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where they were trained and later involved in the film industry. Wu Tianming was

trained by the Xi'an Film Studio (he later attended a short-term directing class at the

Beijing Film Academy), while Wu Yigong graduated from the Berying Film

Academy. Wu Tianming became a prominent director at the Xi'an Film Studio and

was appointed as the head of the studio soon after his Rrver without Buoys (1983)

brought him an international reputation through the Hawaii lnternational Film Festival

in 1984. Wu Yigong made films at the Shanghai Film Studio, a studio in a political

and economic centre very much like Beijing in some sense, and became the head of

the studio in 1983.

Both Wu Tianming and Wu Yigong were conscious followers of traditional

Chinese artistic thought. They both directed successtul films and achieved domestic

and international recognition, though the styles of their tilms are very different. Wu

Tianming's films, before his self:imposed, six-year exile after the Tian'anmen

incident in 1989, include Blmd Relations (1980), River witlzout Buoys, Life (1984)

and Old Well (1987). Among them, Old Well is not only his best-known, but also

achieved most cinematic success.' Wu Yigong directed Evening Rain (1980), i6y

Memories oJ'Old Berying (1982; both films with the elderly Wu Yonggang as general

director), Aiy Elder Sis/er(1983), Universit.v in Exile (1985), The Tribulations of a

('.hmese Gentleman ( 1987) and ,,l ConJucian F-amily (1992). His Evening Rain and

lvly Memories oJ'Old Beyrng achieved the most in terms of his artistic search and both

were well received by audiences. ln this chapter, I will elaborate how the fourth-

generation directors subjected their films to a traditional Chinese symbolic order,

' Wu Tianming retumed to China in 1995 and subsequently direaed another internationally recognized

film The King of lvlaskr ( I o9-s) which shares more characteristics with intemational fifth-generation
films zuch as Chen Kaige's Fwev'ell ltl-v (-otrcubine (1993) The film will not be discussed in this
thesis. because it is not as significant in the formation of the cultural identity of contemporary Chinese

fiim.
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though in two very different directions. by analynng Old Well, Evening Rain and. My

Iulemories of OIcl Beying.

I will also discuss a fourth-generation woman director Huang Shuqin and her

flJm Wornan, Demon, Human (1937). While her film has been praised as the first

feminist film in China, she certainly has demonstrated how she and the fourth

generation have gone beyond the Chinese tradition with which they started. Despite

the differences from early films by the fourth generation, Woman, Demon, Human is

neither a typical fifth-generation film, nor a replica of them. The Peking opera

episodes in the film mark the director's conscious inheriting of stage perfonning

tradition in a modern film.

4.2 Wu Tianming's Old Welland the achievement of "the foolish

old man"

There have been two main artistic streams of literary expression in traditional

Chinese literature - narrative, which frequently combines both romanticism and

realism (revolutionary or not as I have discussed in Chapter Two) and poetry, which

focuses on detailed descriptions of what sunounds the poet but has aims beyond the

material scenes. In Chapter Two I discussed the traditional Chinese narrative by

referring to Sima Qian's Records of the Grantl Historian and some scholarly studies

in the field. In this section, I will elaborate, by analyzing Wu Tianming's OId Well,

how fourth-generation directors positioned their films in a traditional Chinese

symbolic order by using a strategy originating from Chinese narrative tradition.

Old W'ellis set in a rural village in northwestem China. Villagers have tried

but failed to dig a well with water since the Qing dynasty. In the opening sequence

there is a lone-take shot from a well into the skv that reminds the audience of a well-
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known Chinese idiom "the frog in a well"." The story starts with the return of three

senior high school graduates to Old Well Village. They are Sun Wangcai, the son of

the Party secretary of the village, Sun Wangquan (played by Zhang Yimou), the

Youth League secretary in the village and the male protagonist of the film, and his

girlhiend, Zhao Qiaoying. The drama soon begins when Wangquan is obliged to

marry a wealthy young widow whose husband" as many other men in the village, was

killed in a well-digging accident. Wangquan and Qiaoying intend to run away and get

married secretly with the help of Wangcai who forges an identity certificate for the

two from his father's offrce. The lovers are just about to leave the village when they

are caught and ordered to stay by Wangquan's grandt'ather on the mountain highway.

Wangquan is confined to the responsibilities assigned to a son by Chinese traditions.

This is the film's first major conflict-and-resolution in a naditional narrative sense.

The tragedy of Wangquan's father. who is killed during an underground

explosion in well-diggrng, makes Wangquan stay and he subsequently marries the

widow. There is a big fighting scene when the neighbouring village tries to fill a dry

well which is commonly possessed by both villages. Many people are injured in the

fighting. Wangquan makes himself a hero bv jumping into the well to stop people

from filling it. This indicates that Wangquan has taken the place left vacant by his

late t'ather and has become tlrmly attached to the village.

Wangquan's courage moves the countv officials and he is sponsored to attend

a water-exploration training class. When he returns lrom the class, the Party secretary

in the village gets the three senior high graduates together and begs them to make a

- lnZhuotg:i'Autumn l(ater,it reads, "You cannot talk abut s€a with a frog from a we[ because of
the limitation of its location." See Chen Guyrn_e d., Zlntcatg:i 'Qiushui, (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju,
1983). p. 4l l. Nowadays, the idiom is used to describe a person with limited outlook.
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final try. The film highlights the diffrculties rn funding village projects such as well-

digging under the refbrm policy during the early 1980s. The village, like other rural

areas in China, has already abandoned collective farming. On the other hand, we also

see the relatively stable relationships between established villagers (for example those

who have families) and the village; and the relatively unchanged pattern of their

struggles and hopelessness against name and their tate.

Looking for a well site, Wangquan and Qiaoying become close associates

again. When Wangquan nearly mns away from his wife after a big row with his

mother-in-law, he is stopped by his concerned wife with the news that she is pregnant.

Wangquan takes up and is restricted to the same life path as his father and

grandfathers. Wangquan finally locates a well site and hard digging starts. The

young villagers, men and women, are rather bored by the endless diggng. They listen

to erotic singsongs at night and dance to disco music from a cassette tape player

during rest periods during the day. The tilm shows a relatively relaxed sociery and a

rather lost young generation. During a well collapse which kills Wangcai, Wangquan

and Qiaoying are also trapped underground. [n the shock of Wangcai's sudden death,

Qiaoying tells Wangquan that her sole motive for staying in the village is to help him

dig the first well with water. The two lovers make love for the first and last time

trapped in the well. Qiaoying leaves the village for an easier lif'e in the city and leaves

Wangquan behind in the village to fultill his father-and-son obligations. Through the

different attitudes toward life betw'een Wangquan and his fellow youths from the

village, we can see the dilemma Chinese rural communities are facing during

economic reform.

Wu Tianming himself briefly appears on screen playing a government oflicial

in the most ironic scene in the film. Two representatives of government come to the
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village. They are looking into a complaint that Wangcai had arranged erotic singing

entertainment in the village. They arrive at the village right in the middle of

Wangcai's funeral. The film presents its final sequence straigbt after a fund-raising

rally in the village. Instead of any new development, the shot dwells on a memorial

stone from the Qing dynasty that Wangquan had earlier found in a dry well. The title

closes the film by listing all the wells, all dry except the last one, and all those who

have been killed in the well-digging. The very last three entries are.

o 1982 - Digging the West Well; Sun Fugui [Sun Wangquan's father] killed

in explosion

o 1982 - Digging well on Western Grave Slope; Sun Wangcai killed in well

collapse

o 9th January 1983 - First machinery-aided deep well on Western Slope

completed, producing water at 50 tons per hour

So, after more than a century of manual diggrng, the well with water is a result of

machinery - technology from the modern age.

The fact that the film was made in 1987, more than two years after Chen

Kaige's fifth-generation masterpiece The Yellow Earth,leaves the film with many

elements of fifth-generation style. This, nevertheless, can also be attributed to the

cinematographer Wu Tianming employed-Zhang Yimoq who took the same

position in The Yellctw Earth. The film was invited to the Tokyo International Film

Festival and subsequently won the best film and best actor (Zhang Yimou) prizes at

the festival. It also won four major awards at the eighth Golden Rooster Film Awards

(19SS) in China - best film, best director, best actor (Zhang Yimou) and best

supporting actress (LU Liping, as Sun Wangquan's wife). Wu was very tactical in
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releasing his film in China. When asked by a Hong Kong reporter in late 1987

whether the film had been publicly screen in China Wu replied,
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No, it hasn't. I want to get some responses from overseas first. If [the film]

can win a prize at an [intemational] fllm festival, it will then be given good

publicity for a month or two. Releasing the film after then, the [box-office]

result will be better.3

Wu Tianming's release strategy demonstrated his awareness of the global film market

conditions Chinese film began to f'ace in the mid-I980s. Although Wu's tactic proved

the director's globalism in marketing the film, the content and the assertion of a fluent

nanative of Old lilell are still basicallv subiect to Chinese tradition.

In OId Well,Wu Tianming employed many cinematic elfects of which tifth-

generation directors were particularly fond. The tone of the film is rather grey, which

reminds the audience of Chen Kaige's lhe Yellow Earth and King oJ'Children There

are many outdoor scenes portraying significant landscapes with human figures at long

distance. The narrative and the theme of the film, however, are very traditionally

Chinese, as I will argue. This is the main dift-erence between the film and manv fifth-

generation tilms.

Nineteen-eighty-seven was also the year Wu Tianming let Zhang Yimou direct

his first film, Red Sorghum at the Xi'an Film Studio. (In fact Red Sorghum and Old

Well sharedthe best tilm awards at the Golden Rooster Awards that year.) So it is not

surprising that some overseas critics mistook Wu Tianming as a fifth-generation

I Wong Kwok Shiu (Huang Guozhao). 'Zhege minzu zenme ban? - Wu Tianming pai LnJing de
jingyan" ffiat should this people do? - Wu Tianming's experience of making Old Well) n Diorying
Shuotglnulwt No. 244 (HongKong 15 October 1987), p. 4.
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director.a This mistake may, from a different direction, prove how the generational

division of Chinese film directors is a less eftbctive way in studying Chinese tilms

made after the mid-1980s. Cross-generational cooperation and influences brought

both fifth-generation filmmakers and their characteristics into films made by directors

from earlier generations.

Old Well has a clear narrative and is driven by the narrative. In telling the

story, the film employs a mainly realistic (in a literary sense) narrative stratery. Sun

Wangquan, after all, is very much a model figure commonly seen in realistic works

except having some minor shortcomings which make him seem human rather than

god-like. Nonetheless, the adultery he commits, the only relatively serious fault by

him is well justified by the povert-v of the villa-ee and by his deep love for Zhao

Qiaoying. The names of the characters are also so symbolic that they sound a little

naive - Wangquan means to enrich the spring water, or simply water-fuIl, and

Wangcai means to generate wealth or getting rich. In China, money was traditionally

regarded as something dirty and people devoted to it were seen having low morals.

No wonder Wangquan tinally finds the water source for the village and Wangcai is

just a pitiful person. Only Wangcai's sacrifice can justi! his role in such a drama

which has no human villain.

The film has some romantic moments as well (again, in a literary sense, not in

terrns of the love story). During the fighting over the dry well between two villages,

people from another village start to fill up the well with rocks and earth. Wangquan

heroically jumps into the dry well. To protect a well that squeezes blood and money

from the villagers without rewarding them with a single drop of water is rather ironic.

{ For exampfe, Stephen Hunte( "Why Does China Produce Brilliant Filmmakers?" n lYarhinglon Post,

l-s June 1997. ln Kristin Thompson and David Bordwell's Film Historv, Wu Tianmin-e's films are

listed in the "Chronolo.ey of China's Fifth Generation", CNew York: McGraw-Hill. Inc.. | 99a), p. 783
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Like all heroes in romantic writings, Wangquan survives with only slight injuries. For

a moment in the film, digging the ground and protecting the dry hole in the earth

become the sole purpose of these tireless villagers. The psychologically meaningful

but practically purposeless digging and fighting provide a Chinese version of Don

Quixote who fights with the windmill. The film does not end as the romanticism in

the West. Instea4 it is resolved in a typical Chinese way as seen in the Chinese fable

"The Foolish Old Man Moved Who the Mountains" (Yugong yi shan).s With their

diligence, Sun Wangquan and his fellow villagers move "the high god" - in their case

the government officials - to help them. Chinese have always taken government

officials as the representatives of Heaven. They believed (and some may still believe

today) that the emperor is the son of Heaven (tian:i). Showing one's courage and

hard work to Heaven and his representatives in the human world, one will be better

rewarded than from simply worshiping them with lip-service.

In its direct portraying of everyday life under the reform policy Old Well

differentiated itself from those films by the third generation discussed in the previous

chapter, as well as from those by Wu Yigong which I will discuss later in this chapter.

Instead of playing absolutely safe by portraying things in the distant past, like Ling

Zifengin Rickshaw Boy andWu Yigong in fuly lulemory oJ'Old Beying, or playing

popular (both politically and commercially) by attributing all the evils to the Cultural

Revolution and other early political campaigns, like Xie Jin rn Legencl of Tranyun

Mountuin and Wu Yigong in Evening Ruin,WuTianming chose to face the reality of

the new era in China. The film portrayed both the positive side of modernization -

t Li".r" "Yugong yi shan-' see Zhu Xng ed , Gnfui Hurytt vol. l, (Tianjin: Tianjin renmin chubanshe,

I 980). pp. 9- 12. English translation of the story can be found in Stephen Owat An Antholry of
Chinese Literafire, New York: W W Norton 1996), pp. 302--103. The fable became well known to

ordinar-v Chinese thanks to a speech by Mao Zedong in 1945. Mao entitled his ryeech with that of the

fable and made the two mountains allegories of feudalism and imperialism. See Mao Zedong
"Yugong y, shat " n u' Iao kdong na4ji vol. 3, pp. 100 l - l0O4-
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the well is finally completed with the help of science and machinery, and the negative

side of individual tbrming (in contrast to collective farming) - people are more

interested in their private wealth than in the common interest.

Through OItt lqett we can see the heavy historical burden Wu Tianming chose

to put on his shoulders as well as his audience's. Despite the seemingly endless gap

between 1980s Chinese people's fantasy of enjoying an industrialized lifestyle and the

backward reality in China (partrcularly in the rural areas), the film emphasizes

people's responsibility for improving the reality to their best ability. Wu also clearly

provided solutions (workable or not) to all the dilemmas he raised in the film' It is a

traditional story with a modern setting and it is a metaphor that serves the director's

doctrine. It becomes a contemporary version of the well-known Chinese fable "The

Foolish Old Man Who Moved the Mountains". While the Foolish Old Man tinally

touches the heart of the high god with his hard labour and has the two mountains

blocking his way moved away by the two spints (shen) sent by the high go4 Sun

Wangquan and his fellow villagers are awarded a well with water by touching the

heart of their superior bureaucrats through constant and hard diggng-

We can also see how Wu Tianming's pursuing of cinematic success parallels

the Footish Old Man and Sun Wangquan's hard work. Films llke OId Well (and Red

Sorghummade in his studio with his full support) touch the heart of "the high god" in

the world film market, that is the audiences and investors in the West who pay hard

currency. The restless hard work of directors like Wu Tianming finally brought

significant amounts of foreign investrnent into the Chinese film industry.u (Wu
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u From a financial and taxation point ofviex the People's Republic ofChina treats Hong Kong Macao

and Taiwan ?s oversrffis reglons, and the investments from these thnee regions as foreig inve{tfltt.
This thesis also refers to th"r" regions as foreig or overseas, especially when money and mark*ing

issues are involved.
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Tianming's 1995 fitm I'he King of lvlasks was tunded by Hong Kong investors')

Foreign investment has not only helped the more market-driven Chinese film industry

to overcome its lack of funding, but it has also generated a well-established

international reputation for a number of contemporary Chinese film directors'

including chen Kaige,zhangYimou and wu Tianming himself.

We do not know whether the Foolish Old Man's fame among Chinese can be

attributed to his own hard work or the assistance he receives from the high god.

Similarly we cannot be sure whether the international reputation of contemporary

Chinese film can be attributed to the success of Chinese directors or the overseas

funding they received. Should the fable figures the Foolish Old Man and his sons

ever feel regret for losing the oppornrnity to remove the two mountains with their own

hands, many Chinese d.irectors and viewers will have the same regret that they did not

produce most of the internationally successful films today (mainly by fifth-generation

directors) single-handed. To overcome this anxiety, one may need to think that

without the high god and the spirit, the Foolish Old Man may still be digging the two

mountains in tiont of his home with little or no progress; without tbreign investnent'

Chinese film might not be as popular in the West today'

4.3 Wu Yigong's Evening Rain and traditional Chinese poetic

strategy

Wu Tianming's traditional Chinese narrative strategy in his films, particularly

in Otd Well. canto some extent be attributed to his geographical location - Xi'an-

The city is an ancient capital with ruins long abandoned by modern society in the

middle of the largest piece of yellow earth in China, where life is as practical as food

and water and literature relies on story telling that glorifies the past and sheds light on
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the future with an absent present. Wu Yigong's choice of a traditional Chinese poetic

descriptive sfiategy in his films, tith Evening Rain and My Memory of OId Beijingas

examples, is a result of the impact of his metropolitan surroundings. Wu Yigong was

first trained in Beijing, then worked in Shanghai, one of the largest cities in China and

a meeting point of Chinese and Western cultures. In commercial centres like Beijing

and Shanghai, the sale of industrial commodities (including films) relies on people's

lifestyle; whereas on the yellow earth plateau in the Northwest, life can be as simple

as eaming stomach-filling food and warm clothes. [n Wu Yigong's fltlms, as well as

in modern metropolises like Shanghai, art is frequently used to describe the rapid pace

of history rather than specifrc historic moments. [n contrast to traditional Chinese

nanative which significantly contributes to the literary discourse of the combination

of realism and romanticism (whether with the title "revolutionary" or not), naditional

Chinese poetry focuses on the description of momentary scenes. While Western

poetry is fond of passion (qing), its Chinese counterpart prefers to focus on the poets'

aspirations (--lui). But good Chinese poems do not simply proclaim the poets'

aspirations as when Western poets cry "Oh my love". lnstead Chinese poets use

metaphors formed by sketches of scenery and objects (baimiao). As we are going to

see, Wu Yigong's Evening Rain and.Ivty Memory of Old Berying from this poetic sense

are subject to a traditional Chinese symbolic order. This poetic sense also makes his

films different from many films made at this time, which with very few exceptions,

adapted a traditional Chinese nanative strategy.

Even before the film starts Wu Yigong reminds his viewers of the poetic

connotation of Evening Rain ight from its title. The Chinese title of the frlm Tlze

Evening Rain in fulountains of Ba (Bashan ye.vu; Ba refers to Sichuan) refers to two

famous Tang poems. In "A Reply to Bai Juyi's Poem at Our First Meeting at a Feast

in Yangzhou", a seven-character regular verse (qilii), Liu Yuxi (772'842) wrote:
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Cold and lonely the mountains of Ba and rivers of Chu,

Twenty-three years an exile,

Missing old friends, in vain I sang

The song of him who heard fluting,

And home again am like the woodcutter

Who found his axe-handle rotted.

By the sunken barge a thousand sails go past,

Before the withered tree all is green in spring;

Hearing your song today, sir,

I drink a cup of wine and take fresh heart.T

Another Tang poem "A Poem Sent to the North, Wrinen in a Rainy Night" is a seven-

character short verse (qiue) composed as a family letter. Li Shangyin (813-858)

wrote to his wife:

When can I come to where you are, I can't say.

Waters here swelled by nightlv autumn rain.

To trim candles together - when come the day,

With talks of Sichuan and ourselves in their train?8

Nearly the whole film takes place on a ferry on the yanFr River between

Chongqing in Sichuan province and Wuhan in Hubei province during one rainy night

in the last year of the Cultural Revolution. Qiu Shi, the poet in his thirties who is

accused of being "an active counter-revolutionary", is escorted on board the ferry by

two police officers, a middle-aged quiet man and a young woman with *high political

l*_g Xurfu, and Ciladys Yang translated. Putrv qal prose of the Tang aa!.lang. @eijing: panda
Books, l98a), pp. 102-103. Chinese original "Chou Laian YangZhou chu feng xishangjianzeng" can
be fomd in Xao Difei and others, Totg-shiliouhotg cidim. (Shanghai: ShfiShai cishu chubanshe,
le83), p. 825.

Xu Zhongiie translated, 200 Chinev Torg Pxms in English l-erse, @eijing: Beijing Foreign Language
Institute hess, 1990). p. 346. In the Chinese title of the poem "yeyu jibei'', '!eyu" are the same 

-
character as in the Chinese title of the film means "evening rain" or "nightly rain;. In the Chinese
original, the poet uses Bashan (mountains of Ba) ndce - once in the second line and again in the fourth.*Bashan" 

is translated as "here" and "sichuan-' in the English verse. Chinese ori-einal'Yeyu jibei" can
be found in Xao Difei. p. I 139.
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consciousness". An extraordinary night starts on the ferry, more precisely, in the

particular cabin on the ferry which these three enter. In the cabin, there are a mother

who has come to mourn her son killed on the river during "armed fighting" (wu-dou, a

bloody movement during the early phase of the Cultural Revolution), a teacher

suspended for her loyalty to history (the subject she teaches in which she believes

truth is preserved), a young male worker (but older than the female police officer)

who happened to search the poet's home as a Red Guard but now openly criticizes

everything, an old actor who is frightened by the endless political campaigns and a

young rural woman who is forced to marry an unknown man due to poverty. On the

ferry, there are also a ferry police officer, a captain, a cook and a little girl who has

sneaked on board who is later discovered to be the poet's missing daughter. This ship

device reminds us Lao She's use of a teahouse as a miniature of a larger society in his

1957 play.e However, Wu Yigong did not try to cover a period of history through the

passenger-packed ferry cabin. Where Lao She's drama Teahouse aims at an account

of fifty years of Chinese history (from the 1890s to the 1940s), wu's Evening Rain

only provides a sketch of a past moment (in the last year of the Cutnral Revolution).

Unlike many films at the time with a recovery theme, there is no clear hero or

villain in the film. Even the nvo escorting police officers are either secretly planning

to release the poet or finallv enlightened by the poet. The film successfully presents a

scene, a night, a moment in the ten-year long Cultural Revolution. It is highly

concentrated by putting the ten years into one night. It takes no haste in unfolding the

night, with eighty-six minutes in the ferry cabin. Instead of a typical narrative, the

film provides a series of pictures. Wu Yigong also successfully used diegestic sound

such as music from the "Peacock Dance" and avoided melodramatic musical

n Lao She, Ctugucat (Teahoure).@eijing: Renmin chubanshe 1994).
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exaggeration at film climaxes. Audio effects of the film actually won praise for being

a modern film (in comparison to other Chinese films at and before its time). Zheng

Dongtian wrote in an article entitled "Only Seven Years: Thoughts on the

Explorations of Middle-aged and Young Directors (1979-1986)":

Wu Yigong's idea of "invisible directing" and his ptrsuit of a prose style

found its matrix from Evening Rain through My Memories of Otd Beijingto

Sisler. It was an effort to realize "pure" film, in which he absorbed a lot from

the philosophy of realist aesthetics and dissolved his narration through the

visual and aural outflow.lo

While ZhengDongtian's observation of the audio-visual success of the fiLn is

accurate, his comments on the nanative style of the film are rather debatable. First of

all, the film provides very linle narrative in a strict literary sense. There is no strong

sense of linear time but momentary pictures or cameos. The story (I have purposely

avoided using this word for this film so far), if there is one, is rather uncomplicated.

At least, it is not a typical narrative in the traditional Chinese literary sense.

Secondly, ZhengDongtian used "prose style" to describe the film. It is not wrong to

understand the film to be in a similar style of Western sense "prose" (that is short and

occasional pieces of writings). "Prose" (sanwen) in modern Chinese language refers

to a literary form equivalent to its English counterpart. (sanwen in the traditional

Chinese literary sense means writings without rhymes, being the opposite and

complement of yunwen, writin-es in rhymes, and consists of many genres includrng

historv, biographies and fiction.) what we see in wu Yigong's Evening Rain is a

strategy similar to typical traditional Chinese poetic discourse.

ro The first two of the three sections in the essay was translated by Hou Jianping and collected in Semsel,
Chinese Film Theory, pp. 85-96. curent quotation fiom p. 94. Chinese original "hnjin qinian" was
fint published n Dotgdai diorying, (January t987).
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Pauline Yu wrote in The Reading of Imagery in the Chinese Poetic Tradition,

"Imagery has been a central concem of Chinese poetics from its very beginnings, but

interest in the topic in Western literary theory is a relatively recent phenomenon."l I

Yu's book examines this "central concern of Chinese poetics" from the 2600-year-old

Book of SonEI.r to poems in the Tang dynasty and afterward. The imagery $tixiang,

sometimes also translated as image) in EveningRain reminds us of the traditional

Chinese poetic aesthetics. Unlike imagery in traditional Chinese poetics that has been

studied by Chinese scholars for hundreds of years, narrative was not a mainstream

Chinese poetic tradition and was rarely seriously studied in relation to poetry until the

modern age. In his book on Chinese narrative poetry published in 1988, Dore Levy

wrote,

Questions of the nature of narrative in the Chinese tradition - its techniques

and forms of expression - are of increasing interest to scholars of Chinese

literature and art, but are still defined only hanly by scholars of Chinese

poetry.1:

This is because the expectation of poetry in Chinese tradition does not lie in narrative

but in imagery. Focusing on imagery rather than linear narrative is the main aesthetic

characteristic of Evening Rain. Paul Clark noted that "although a brief plot outline

seems unconvincing, the film has considerable power."l3 We can see that the power

of the film lies in its imagery, not its narrative.

To compare Xie Jin's Legentl of Tianvun lvlountain or Wu Tianming's O/d

Well wtth Wu Yigong's Evening Rain,the aesthetic goal of the former two are to tell

Pauline Yu The Reding of Imagery in the Chinese Poettc Tradition. (Princeton: Princeton University
Press. 1987) p.3.

Dore J. Levy, Chinex Ncrrotiw Pxtry, @urham: Duke University Press, l9S8), p. 20.

Clark ChineseL'inema, p. 163.

12',1

tl

l2

l3
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stories, of reality or fantasy, and the aesthetic goal of the latter is to express a feeling,

a mood, an aspiration. The poetic strategy of Evening Rain was detinitely new fbr

Chinese film at its time. However, it did not necessarily result solely from the artist's

cinematic awareness. It should also be attributed to a great extent to traditional

Chinese poetry. lt was also one of a number of successful attempts to create an

indigenous national cinema at the time. It was in this sense that Evening Rain became

a milestone of contemporary Chinese film development. The overwhelming success

of significantly culturally coded Chinese films by international fifth-generation

directors, such as ZhangYimou's Red SorghtLz (whether they present Chinese culture

better or not will be discussed later, particularly in Chapters Six and Seven)'

sometimes overshadows the importance of this film in Chinese film history. The rich

taste of traditional Chinese poetry in the film makes its overseas viewers amazed by

its visual presentation on the one hand, and makes them find it even harder to trace the

film's "parent poem"l4 on the other.

4.4 Wu Yigong's My Memoies of OId Beriing - a nostalgic poem

Wu Yigong's other well-known film .t/v lulemories of Old Beriing,was made

in 1982. The film is adapted fuom an autobiographical novella of the same title

written by Lin Hai-yin (Lin Haiyin) who fled to Taiwan when the Communists took

power on the mainland. Lin's novella is a series of memories of a six- to twelve-year-

old girl. The nature of the story provides a narural source for Wu Yigong to make

another tilm which does not relv on traditional linear narative but on poetic, nostalgic

remembrance.

r{ .?arent poern" is Harold Bloom's term &om lzrie n'of lrrJhrcnces. See my quotation Aom Bloom's in

Chapter One 1.3. The "parent poern" of Wu Yigong's film refen to the tradition of Chinese poetry-
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Because the film is a remembrance of the narrator's childhood, it does not

simply tell a continuous story, but is patched up tiom broken sequences. The focus of

the film changes with the physical shift of the narrator's residence, with her maturing

as a child, and with people's appearances and disappearances around her. The first

part of the film focuses on a mad w'oman whose illegrtimate daughter was taken away

at birth. Yingzi, the narrator and protagonist, finds a girl by accident whom she

believes to be the daughter. Being an adopted daughter, the grrl found by Yingzi has

a rather unhappy life at home. One night, the mad woman and this little girl nrn away

and are nrn over by a train. In the second part, Yingzi meets a man in an abandoned

garden. The man is the elder brother of a good student at Yingzi's school. One day

Yingzi picks up a bronze Buddha from the garden and she is seen with the Buddha in

the street by a plain-clothes policeman. The man in the garden is later arrested as a

thief and Yingzi loses her friend - a good man by her standards. The third part

focuses on the wet-nurse who raises Yingzi and her siblings, focusing on the wet-

nurse's tragedy of losing her own son and her attachment to Yingzi and the family. In

the last part, Yingzi's long sick father dies and she also moves on into a new phase of

life. In the closing sequence the wet-nurse is sent home as the family can no longer

afford her, and Yingzi and her younger brother leave Beijing with their mother. This

takes place at the gate of the graveyard where Yingzi' father rests.

Though the whole film unfolds from Yingzi's point of view, the stories are

rather inconsistent. Being memories of the narrator's childhood. the narrative is in

fact a series of pictures in the narrator's memory. The narrative focus keeps changing

and the narrative angle is rather limited (both by the narrator's immaturity and her

distance in time). The film does not provide a necessry sequence (in a literary sense)

as required in traditional narrative stratery. The arbitrary arrangement of the major
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events is not intended to tell an unambiguous narrative but to portray the nostalgic

feelings of the narrator. The place is so real and yet so remote; things happen long

time ago and yet are so unforgettable. The poetic strategy of the film distinguishes it

from other Chinese films at the time and brought Wu Yigong the best director award

at the third Golden Rooster Awards in 1983. The film also won a number of

international awards including the Gold Eagle Award at the Second Manila

International Film Festival and the Most Thouehtfirt Film Award at the tenth German

Children's Film Festival ( 1984).

Despite being a remembrance nanated by a little girl, the film does not

altogether avoid politics as the origrnal novella intended to do. The film was made

before the establishment of any official or formal channels of communication between

the mainland and Taiwan. Therefore the film is not only a gesture to writers in

Taiwan like Lin Hai-yrn as well as ordinary people in Taiwan, but it also portrays to

the mainland audiences the affection for the homeland (mainland China) many

Taiwan people feel. While most of the film is loyal to the original novella, there is a

major change of setting that highly politicizes the film. In the book, the father of the

illegitimate daughter is a universitv student. He leaves the pregnant woman for his

hometown far away from Beijing with a promise that he rvill come back and matrv

her. But he does not return. Though the author did not hint further what really

happens to the young man, readers are more likely to guess that either he has lied to

the woman or he is stopped from coming back (by his family or something

unexpected). In the film, the man is arrested by the police. Berjing was then under

the KMT's rule. The film version politicizes the story on the one hand" and

diminishes audience imagination during viewing on the other. Perhaps, Wu Yigong
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did not intend to politicize the story. As we have seen in his Evening Rain,he is fond

of making rather harmonious films with no hero or villain. By having the young man

arested, the film makes moral the otherwise illegitimate relationship between him

and the woman. Therefore, she does not choose the wrong man and he is not

urgrateful either. Everyone is kind and good in nature. All misfornrnes are attributed

to evil forces offscreen.

Wu Yigong's Evening Ruin and My Memory of Old Beying certainly opened a

new direction in the search for film strategies rooted in the Chinese tradition. The

traditional Chinese poetic stratery used in films first by Wu soon became a popular

slvle of Chinese film. Films such as (ountry (ouple (also Uanslated as Hometown

Accent,l983) by another fourth-generation director Hu Bingliu andThe True Hearted

(1992) by a prominent young fifth-generation (or post-fifth-generafion) director Sun

Zhou, followed Wu's poetic sfvle and successfully portrayed today's life in China

under economic reform and the open-door policy.15

Wu Yigong made some further efforts with traditional poetic aesthetics in

Elder Sister (1984), though soon turned to commercial films afterwards. Wu did not

break much ground in the commercial film industry and these films did not made any

significant contribution to the contemporary Chinese film development either. Wu's

tuming to commercial films, nevertheless, could also be attributed to his appointrnent

as head of the counfiry's largest film studio. When later he vigorously defended Xie

Jin, a prominent director from his own studio, Wu again and again insisted that

filmmakers meet popular tastes and serve local audiences in his essay entitled "To Be

r5 For Sun Zhou and his The Tnte Herted, see rny discussion in Chaper Ten.
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a Loyal Artist to the People".16 The financial pressure on a studio head from the mid-

1980s was enonnous.

4.5 Huang Shuqin's feminist awareness in Woman, Demon,

Human

Huang Shuqin is one of the few women directors in China and arguably the

most successful Chrnese feminist director to date. Her first film The Dam of Joined

Hearts (Liunxin ba,1977) was little known and she was the assistant director to Xie

Jin in Legend of Tianyun Mountain (1980). Woman, Demon, Human completed in

1987 was the director's sixth independent film and has been the director's most

successful to date. In 1993 Dai Jinhua wrote, "To a certain extent. itfLToman,

Demon, Human) is the first and the only 'feminist flrlm' to date."l7 The statement

probably is still true today. By pornaying the t'emale protagonist's struggle for

success in her career - Peking opera performance - the f,rlm forms a discussion and

metaphor, rather than a conventional narrative, of women's struggle in the real world.

While the film includes many opera pieces, particularly those from the opera Zhong

Kui, it does not aim for a multi-layered narrative structure. Despite being weak, the

narrative line is simple and easy to follow. The opera pieces, particularly those from

Zhong Kui, are frequently edited into the film through montage to form an

imaginative contrast to the repressed behaviour of the female protagonist in her real

life.

The film portrays Qiu Yun, a girl with great opera talent. She is abandoned by

her birth parents - an opera singer mother and her secret lover. The time indication is

rather blurred though we roughly know the story extends from the 1940s to the late

Sernsel, Chinese Film Theory,pp. 170-I87 Chineseoriginal published nFilm Refererce,(May 1987).

Dai Irnhua Dianying litrot yt pipitrg shouce, p.220.

l6
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1970s or early 1980s, as suggested by the reference to the end of the cultural

Revolution. To a certain extent, the time does not really matter, because the fihn

focuses on women's status in society generally rather than at a particular historical

moment. Qiu Yun is brought up by a male opera singer, her mother's legal husband,

in a Peking opera troupe. Failing to stop her from becoming a singer, her (adopted)

father becomes her opera master. Not wanting to follow her mother's path (her

mother always played the leading female protagonist in opera). she chooses to play

males. Early in the film we saw Qiu Yun being punished for her mother's eloping.

The boys, who once competed to marry her in games, scold her and attack her. Her

best friend Erwa, whom she called "elder brother", joins the group bullying her. She

is punished not only for being illegrtimate, but also for being a daughter, a woman.

Therefore, by playing male roles in opera, she is escaping from the inferior position of

bein-e a woman in real life. She can be a male hero on the stage, but she also has to

confront her real identiw in real life.

The scene in which Qiu Yun is bullied by a group of boys also reminds the

audience of the criticism rallies staged throughout China during the Cultural

Revolution. Cluldren were blamed for their parents' "wronss". Friends and family

members were encouraged or forced to orally denounce and physically abuse the

campaign victims. While the bullying scene in the film is set in a remote past, it

certainly represents what the director witnessed during the Cultural Revolution. Like

the provincial investigation of the "erotic" folksong performance in Old Well

Village,rs this is a subtle scene revealing the invisible scars left by the first twenty-

seven years of authoritarian Communist rule in China.

t* 
See 4.2 in this chapter on Old Well.
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Qiu Yun is selected to join the provincial troupe by Master Zhang. At first she

wants to be like every other girl in the opera troupe. She wants to love and be loved

by the male hero figure in the troupe, Master Zhang. Her dream does not come true

(Zhang has a family and decides to return to them), but the punishment she receives is

worse than if she had committed adultery. Mentally punished, she is called a slut (like

her mother) by troupe colleagues behind her back. Physically punished, she is hurt in

the hand by a nail purposely planted on the stage table by someone from the troupe.

In the end, as she says herself, Qiu Yun is married to opera. That is probably why the

o'real" man she marries during the Cultural Revolution never appears on the screen.

But we do know the off-screen husband is jealous, suspicious and addicted to

gambling. He does not want Qiu Yun to play women for fear that other men may love

her (which is the very same suspicion Qiu Yun's master father had). He does not

want her to play men either for fear that she wrll no longer be feminine. So Qiu Yun

plays one of the most ugly of male roles - Zhong Kui - a ghost, a non-human being.

Being a woman, Qiu Yun has to face her inferior status; not being a woman she will

lose both of her female and human identities.

In not following ordinary women's path and also in not following her mother's

path, Qiu Yun hides her real appearance behind a mask, a heavy layer of face paint.

Qiu Yun does not sacrifice her feminine appearance and feminine identity simply for

opera performance. She plays the non-human figure because he is, in Qiu Yun's

words, "the best person in the world". Qiu Yun searches for a new identity and the

identity belongs to a non-human from an idealized world. As Dai Jinhua noted "he

[Zhong Kui] could only be an uncompleted(canque de)man."re But do all the men in

It Dai Jinlua Diotyirtg lihut ya piping shouce, p. 227
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the film have some faults and fail to satisfr Qiu Yun's fantasy of finding an ideal

man? Erwa, the little boy Qiu Yun calls him elder brother, betrays her as soon as she

is labelled as the daughter of a slut. Her birth father has from the beginning denied

her. He is only a back of the head (hounaoshaor) on screen. Neither his face, nor his

full figure is shown in the film. Master Zhang is quite ideal until he reveals that he

has a wife - he loves Qiu Yun and does not feel passion for his wife. He also

abandons Qiu Yun in the end. Qiu Yun's husband is simply an absent figure. At first

glance, we may have thought that her opera-singer father is a perfect man, but he is

not. He cannot master the tunes in opera singing. He is impotent (if not at a physical

level, at least at a svmbolic level), so that his wife has an affair with another man, has

a daughter by this man and finally nrns away with him. He is certainly not an ideal

husband. The most significant shortcoming of Qiu Yun's social father is that he fails

to assist her to search for her female identity. Instead, he denies Qiu Yun's female

identiqv as he has denied his run-away wife.

Though Woman, Demon, Human analyzed female identiry from a feminist

point of view, its director Huang Shuqin believed that the film focuses on the meaning

of life through the female protagonist's consistent efforts in her career.2o Huang

Shuqin's description of the film does not necessarily mark the gap between the

director's emotional observation and rational cognition as the Chinese film critic Ren

Zhonglun suggested.rt As suggested by the multi-perspective mirror images at the

beginning of the film, feminist cognition is by itself an understanding of the imagery,

an unconscious recognition of the Other (in Lacan's terms). In the film we see that

men cannot act (both on stage and in real life) as real men (at least by Qiu Yun's

Ren Zhongluq Xinshiqr diurying /zrn, (Shanghai: Shanghai wenyi chubanshg 199?), p.231

Ren ZhonglurL p. 23 I
2I
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standard), whereas women are forced to act as non-women, non-men and non-

humans. Then, has the society also forced the director to be non-feminist, at least at a

verbal level?

Woman, Demon, Human does not necessarily share the main features of films

by the fifth generation at the time, which, either to analyze or to reconstruct Chinese

culture, always make direct reference to ancient tradition. Woman, Demon, Human

focuses on women's life at a general, timeless level. Peking opera in the film simply

provides a stage and metaphor for the presentation. The inclusion of Peking opera

was not to target international audiences. In fact, w-ithout enough prior knowledge of

Peking opera, especially of the story of Zhong Kui, one may find it hard to follow the

film's metaphysical theme. On the other hand, the film has gone well beyond the

fourth-generation tradition which is based on a style combining Chinese realism and

romanticism. The dynamic use of montage. particularly those excerpts from Zhong

Kui accompanied by operatic music and songs, creates an extraordinary audiovisual

erperience for its audience. To focus on metaphor and discourse rather than narrative,

on active experience rather than passive receipt, on cognitive analysis rather than

emotional stimulation is the main feature that marks the film as an art film of the

1980s. hman, Demon, Human is a film with a globaltheme (feminism) in the

global age, using modern cinematic aesthetics (such as montage, lighting and sound)

but trapped, or at least choosing to be placed into a tradihonal communication model

of Chinese opera.

Unlike younger frfth-generation Frlms such as Huang Jianxin's Back to Back,

Face to Face and Sun Zhou's The True Hearted (see Chapter Ten), Huang Shuqin's

globalist consciousness presentedin Woman, Demon, Human is not about the
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conflicts between Chinese tradition and Western culnres. Instead, Huang Shuqin

applied Western feminist ideas in assessing women's conditions in a rather universal

context- The globalism (the feminist theme) in the film mainly serves its Chinese

audience's modern and postmodern enlightenment. The language of the film, that is

the metaphor of the Chinese opera, to a large extent confines the frlm to the domestrc

market and leads to it being less noted in the global market.

4.6 Achievements and contribution of fourth-generation directors

Compared to post-l976 films by third-generation directors, films by fourth-

generation directors were more conscious in developing cinema as a unique form of

art rather than simply being a branch of stage performance (plays, oper4 dance or

whatever). Whatever their achievements, prominent fourth-generation directors all

devoted themselves to use the cinematic functions and effects of film. Some fourth-

generation directors such as Wu Tianming turned to images and framing of these

images, on which fifth-generation directors put enorrnous emphasis right from the

beginning of their careers thanks to their relatively open and westernized haining.

others such as wu Yigong focused on a different cinematic strategy which was based

on traditional Chinese poetic aesthetics.

To directors like Wu Tianming, who have employed cinematic aesthetics to

enrich their narratives, their films after all remained narratives subject to the

traditional Chinese symbolic order. To some extent, their films were still -tt (stage

performance, as inying-rl). These directors were aware of the benefits of employing

cinematic effects such as colour, sound and framing. They also made many

successful films which well served contemporary Chinese audiences. However, from

an aesthetic point of view, they were just one step, though a big and important step,
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ahead of the cinematic effects promoted by Jiang Qing and her followers during the

Cultural Revolution. In Jiang's three-emphases principle, the cinematic effects were

used to label characters' moral and political values. As a result of this, these effects

simplified the films' narratives and made the films monotonous and boring. Films by

fourth-generation directors like Wu Tianming, however, broke the chains put on films

by Jiang and her tbllowers that tilms should serve the proletarian dictatorship. These

directors made film, that is film art and cinematic effects, serve their nalTatives.

Regardless of the political differences, fourth-generation film directors like Wu

Tianming were the first Chinese film artists who finally put into practice in

filmmaking the more than hundre&year-old Chinese ideal - "Chinese learning for the

foundation, Western learning for practical application" (Zhongxue wei ti, xLYue wet

yong). Wu Tianming successfully retold the well-known Chinese fable "The Foolish

Old Man Who Moved the Mountains" through an imported art (and commercial) form

and technology from the West.

Compared to Wu Tianming, Wu Yigong contributed to contemporary Chinese

film develop in a different direction. First. his films broke the Chinese film tradition

which had followed a narrative strategy. Second Wu Yigong substituted the narrative

in his films not with Western cinematic effects but with a traditional Chinese poetic

strategy. Wu Yigong's films were certainly a completely new attempt by Chinese

film artists. When film became the vehicle for the film director's aspirations (--lti)as

experienced by Wu Yigong, film was also transformed from (drama) xi into a new

medium originating in traditional Chinese aesthetics - poetry (.s/zi). Both Wu

Tianming and Wu Yigong contributed significantly to the aesthetic development of

contemporary Chinese film along with manv other fourth-generation films. Their

bottom line. nevertheless, is that film is a vehicle for their doctrines. Modem
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technology and films in their hands were fully used to serve their narrative or poetic

strategies, to help preserve China's tradition.

In the 1980s, the relatively young fourth-generation filmmakers paid great

attention to film techniques available in the West including Hollywood, particularly in

comparison to their third-generation collegues. While a comprehensive understanding

of these Western film studies took time, the fourth generation was also under

significant pressures from the demand by Chinese audiences at the time for a

continuous and large number of productions. Ten years of Culnral Revolution left

Chinese audiences rvith a very limited number of films to watch. The intemrption of

professional training during the Cultural Revolution also made the fourth generation

the major group that the Chinese film industry had to rely on at the time. Fourth-

generation films in the 1980s, nonetheless, made some historic achievements which to

a certain extent could be attributed to these filmmakers' ea*ser learning from their

colleagues in the West. Many films, including those by the above-discussed three

directors, were invited to various international film f-estivals. Achievements by the

fourth generation also drew overseas scholars' attentions. ln the chapter about post-

Cultural Revolution Chinese film in Chinese Cinema,most acclaimed films in the

early 1980s, Paul Clark noted, were made by the fourth generation. Clark's book was

published in 1987 and was one of the earliest assessments of post-Cultural Revolution

Chinese film published in the West.12

The fourth -eeneration's initial success in international festivals brought home

both experiences and expectations. Considerable world attention attracted by their

t2 Cla.f.. Chines Cinemq,Chapter Sr& pp. l5+|8I. Majority works on cont€mporary Chinese cin€nra
published in the 1990s onwards. The fifth generation onl;r began to make filrns from the mid-I980.
Chen Kaige's The Yellow Earth was the only zuch film included in Clark's book.
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achievements in the first half of the 1980s also made sure the success of the fifth

generation was immediately spotted by intemational viewers. While the contribution

of the fourth generation to Chinese film developments both locally and internationally

are significant and long lasting the globalist themes and strategies in fourth-

generation films were still very limited in the 1980s. The reason for this is

complicated and differs from director to director. However, the more than thirty years

of brainwashes by traditional Chinese culture and Chinese-adopted Communist

ideology made fourth-generation filmmakers unable to significantly change their way

of thinking overnight. The established position they had in the Chinese film indusrry

in the mid-1980s also made them less willing to take great risks in their careers.

In the late 1980s, we see the generational boundaries become bluned. With

the rise of fifth-generation directors. many directors either consciously learnt from or

subconsciously imitated the internationally successful films by the few young

directors. Teng Wenji's Ballad of the Yelktw River (19S9) is an example of a typical

fifth-generation film made by a fourth-generation director using cinematic effects and

ceremonial scenes with strong cultural colour. At the same time, some conscious

fourth-generation directors diverted their films from traditional Chinese film stratesies

and avoided blindly chasing the popular trend. Huang Shuqin proved herself a

successful women director by making possibly China's first feminist film Woman,

Demon, Human. Since most fourth-generation directors are still active, they have

made and they will certainly keep making films in more diversified, cross-

generational genres. My'chapter only selected three representative directors from the

fourth generation and four films they made in the 1980s to highlight the contribution

of the generation to contemporary Chinese film development as well as to suggest the

strong traditional influences (both in terms of themes and aesthetics) in these films.
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Chinese Feature Films

5.1

Subject to the Global Symbolic Order

lVhen sirnulttcntm hecomes the rcal. the real is also simulacTam:

Where rutn-euistence is taken for e-ristence, existence never exists.

Cao Xueqin, Dream of Red Chamber'

lntroduction

From the mid-I980s, Chinese film experienced a historic transformation. Instead

of focusing on a closed, self-contained domestic market and sewing the Communist

Party's policies, Chinese filmmakers began to have the wider, international audiences in

their minds. Underlying this change was the market economv, although the market

economic policies were not officially launched in China until the 1990s (with the name

"socialist market economy"). Led by a gr-oup of young directors known as the fifth

generation, Chinese filrn gained intemational recognition. The success of Chen Kaige's

The Yellow Earth ( 1984) at the Hong Kong lnternational Film Festival in 1985, surprised

many Chinese and intemational critics alike. Soon after, Chinese films and fifth-

generation directors became a popular notion among other national cinemas in the world.

While the Chineseness in these films gave Westem audiences some unique experience,

' {H'lf EEf H/F{H , t*Jh-9!E i5 ft, ttris pair of couplas is among the most fiequently quoted fiom
Cao Xueqin's novel Dreon of the Red Clwnber. My English translation here certainly shows a strong

influence ofBaudrillard. However, to translateTia as false. fake or unreal in English (as most professional

translators would do) does not give the frrll meaning of jia mChinese. AlthoughTrb is frequently

described as the opposit e of :hen (genuine. real), jia historically has the meaning of being a substitute of
the real when the real is absent. This can be seen in a Chinese historical tamjia huangdi - the acting

emperor. One character who is also the narrator of the story of the stone (Shitou ji is a parallel tide of the

same bookl/ortgkn meng - Drean of the Red Clwnber) is named Zhen Shiyin. Zhen Shiyin is a

homophone of"the real is hidden" in Chinese. After all, the realistic story in the novel is a dream. For

Baudrillard on simulacrurn see his "simulacra and Simulations", in Jean Baudrillar( Selected Writings,

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1988). pp. I66-I84.

135
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we want to know what this Llhineseness was and hom where it originated. More

importan! we want to know why this Chinesenes.s came from the hand of this particular

goup of young filmmakers at this particular historical moment. This chapter examines

the emergence of the fifth generation and the fundamental change in the Chinese film

industry from the late 1980s to embrace the globalism in the posunodern age.

In this chapter I will discuss the backgrounds of fifth-generation directors and

their relationship with other young artists in the early 1980s. I will elaborate how these

young artrsts (including but not limited to filmmakers) made their cultural searching in a

different and yet more fruitful direction from earlier Chinese artists. I will argue that

internationally acclaimed fifth-generation films set in pre-I949 China such as those by

Chen Kaige and Zhang Yimoq are a special genre of nostalgia which emerged under the

unique socio-cultural conditions in recent Chinese history. While the Chineseness in

these Chinese films was picked up by their Western viewers with certain presumptions,

market driven directors soon deliberately included signs of Cftineseness into their films

aimed at the international market. By doing so, as I will argue in this chapter, that

contemporary Chinese films had embraced postmodernity much earlierthan the general

Chinese socio-economv moved into the postmodern era.

5.2 Alienation from tradition and poetic misreading of "root-

searching"

As we have seen in Chapter Two, "renewal" and reinforcement of Chinese

culture through the Cultural Revolution not only affirmed the uadition, but also affected

China's politics, societv, as well as literature and art, including films. Whrle third- and

fourth-generation directors were celebrating being able to return to "the good old days"
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soon after the Cultural Revolution ended, younger generations did not have these "good

old days" in their memory and many of them were not happy to imitate those fantasies of

their fathers either. Since the extreme Cultural-Revolution-stvle (wenge.sltl) ruler worship

was spume{ they started their own searching. Fifth-generation directors were bom in the

1950s, grew up during the Cultural Revolution and received professional fihn fraining at

the Beijing Film Academy from 1978 to the early 1980s. Following their fellowyoung

artists in the literary and painting fields, they started their own "root-searchtng' (xun gen)

and "cultural re<valuation" (wenhuafunsi) movement in the film indwtry. They needed

to search for roots from history to suit them best. If the roots they were looking for was

no longer available or applicable to today's China they would create them.

Soon after the open-door policy was established in 1978 and political confol over

literanre and art was relaxed" a series of literary and artistic works appeared in China

particularly from the hands of young artists who grew up during the Cultural Revolution.

Some of these works sparked serious debates in China and successfully drew

intemational critics' attention. Among these work, literature and paintings came earlier,

for example Lu Xinhua's short story "Scar'(1978) and Luo Zhongli's oil painting Farher

( 1980), and films came rather late. From One ancl Eigfu ( 1984), The Yellow Eurtlz

( 1984), to On the Hunting Grourul (1985) and Horse Thief (1986), Chinese film finally

caught up and even overtook literanue and paintings with the efforts by the fifth

generation. The fifth-generation filmmakers who made these films made themselves the

most significant group in the "root-searching" and "culture re-evaluation" movement

among other pioneer artists, not because they dug deeper roots, nor because they had

thought much firrther. They have been so noticeable and comparatively longer-lasting

because they brought Chinese films into the international lilm market (both film festivals
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and art-house cinema); because their films won a number of international awards,

particularly at some Westem film festivals; and because they chose one ofthe most

popular art fiorms in the 1980s and 1990s - film.

Bound to a general denial of the Cultural Revolution, the younger generations did

not trust the style and forms of Chinese fadition immediately before the Cultural

Revolution. Unlike the older generations, they believed that the Cultural Revolution was

not an accidental mistake. The younger generations saw the ten-year Cultural Revolution

as a direct result of Chinese traditioq if not kom the imperial er4 at least liom the

renewed form of nadition gradually built up through the first seventeen years of

Communist-nrle. While a new wave of Chinese cinema relied on vouns artists with some

unique and exclusive experiences from the Cultural Revolution, these young artists could

not begin their movement earlier because professional taining in the tilm indusfry

generally takes some time. Successful young writers and artists started to publish their

works while still at universities. In contrast, young filmmaken could only actively make

films when they worked in film studios after graduation, but once ready they wasted no

time to prove their capabilities.

Many well-known filrns by fifth-generation filmmakers have triggered seriou

debates in China. Ver-v frequently. the critics argued around the issues of political

consciousness, realism and the artistic standards of these films. Nearly always, they drew

completelv opposite conclusions from some commonly agreed facts about afilm. The

Yellow Earth was a good example. The jury of the fifth Golden Rooster Film Awards

(1985) were divided into two camps when discussing the film. The nation-wide debate

on The Yellt.tw Eurth contributed to many articles and books on the film. The key reason

for this ironic situation, as I will argue, was that many Chinese artists and critics had
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understood the nature of the "toot-searching" and ''culture re-evaluation" movement by

idealizing the circumstances as Freud described in ''Family Romances".

Freud described a child's tendency to deny his birth parents and replace them with

some idealized people:

For a small child his parents are at first the only authoritv and the source of all

belief. The child's most intense and most momentous wish during these early

yean is to be like his parenb (that is, the parent of his own sex) and to be big like

his father and mother. But as intellectual growth increases, the child cannot help

discovering by degrees the category to which his garenc belong. He gets to know

other parents and compares them with his own, and so acquires the right to doubt

the incomparable and unique quality which he had attnbuted to them. Small

events in the child's life which make him feel dissatisfied afford him provocation

for beginning to criticize his parents, and for using in order to support his critical

attitude, the knowledge which he has acquired that other parents are in some

respect pretbrable to them.2

Fifth-generation Chinese film directors experienced this kind of parent-imitating and

parent+riticizing more significantly compared with earlier generations of filmmakers.

The end of the Cultural Revolution was also the end of their parent-imitating period We

can see the parent-criticizing tone and volume getting sfionger hom Chen Kaige's Tlrc

Yelktw Earth, Kingof Children (1987) nd Life on u String (1991) to Zhang Yimou's Red

Sorghum ( 1987), JwJou ( I 990) and Rar.se the Red Lantern (1991). Meanwhile, the

criticisms themselves did not always get more acute. Instead they generally became more

superficial.

According to Freud children's dissatisfaction with their parents will develop into

day-dreaming. "The child's imagination becomes engaged in the task of getting free

I Sigmund Frzu{ "Family Romances" in Pengtin Frerul l.ihrrv'vol.7 On Senatity, (London: Penguin

Books, l99l). p.221.
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from the parents of whom he now has a low opinion and of replacing them by others,

who, as a rule, are of higher social standing."3 In searching for their ideal parents,

contemporary Chinese directors not surprisingly frequently turned to the WesL where the

economy was better developed and is ideolory was dominant in the international film

market. In the later stage of the development of fifth-generation films, say from Red

Sorghwn (1987) on sexuality and freedom of individuals became popular themes oF

Chinese films. These mainly twentieth-century ideologies in the West found their

children in China-

Many internationally successful Chinese filrns by the fifth generation after Red

Sorghum mistook contemporary Western ideologles as their "parents". However, they

should not be simply seen as betalng their own "parents" - Chinese radition and

culture. They were reconfirming their strongest, noblest and dearest "parent" by birth.

Freud wrote,

lf we examine in detail the commonest of these imaginative romances, the

replacement of both parents or of the father alone by grander people, we find that

these new and aristocratic parents are equipped with attributes that are derived

entirely from real recollections of the actual and humble ones; so that in fact the

child is not getting rid of his father but exalting him. lndeed the whole effort at

replacing the real father by a superior one is only an expression of the child's

longing for the happy, vanished days when his father seemed to him the noblest

and strongest of men and his mother the dearest and loveliest of women.a

Though we cannot ignore the financial elements, we must acknorvledge the exalting

effect on Chinese culture of these Chinese films after Retl Sorglntm coming through their

intemational success.

Freud, pp. 222-223

Freud, pp. 22+225

l

.l
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Family romance theory also applies to the viewers of contemporary Chinese

films. While misreading and parent fantasizing, Western viewers did not praise Chinese

tadition and culture- and not even Chinese films. What Western viewers celebrated were

their "novelist, stronges! dearest and loveliest" parent culture, which not only allowed the

co-existence of Chinese (and other Third World) cultures, but also conformed these

cultures into a multi-culturalism under the banner of global culture. Many rntemationally

w'ell-known films by the fifth generation actually took advantage of being marginalized

(though this word is normally associated with negative meanings). For Westem viewers,

these films were model Chinese films because of their Chineseness: whereas for Chinese

audiences, what made these film attractive (or unattactive) was their intemationalization,

their non-Chineseness.

Harold Bloom used the Freudian theory and invented the term "poetic

mrsreading" to describe the phenomenon of parent-mistaking.t As *e have seen in

previous chapters and this chapter so far, many Chinese people, including the third- and

fourth-generation filmmaken, misread the recent form of Chinese tndition at their time

as the orthodox Man<ism. When we come to the fifth seneration the situation is more

complicated.

Fifth-generation film directors started by searching for something non-Marxist.

Unavoidably, they consciously turned to the richness of Chinese tradition. Their

interpretations of Chinese tradition, such as Chen Kaige's The Yeilow Eurth and his other

early films,6 *ere unconscious misreadings of Chinese nadition. These directors thought

For a quotation of Bloom's description of the term see Chapter One, 1.3.

His early films include The Big Poade. The King of Chikhen nd Life on a String. For the rationale

behind this division see Chaoter Six.

5

6
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they had seen a lot during their stay in the rural areas during the Cultual Revolution, but

what they saw were the 1960s and 1970s version of Chinese tradition. While makingThe

Yellow Earth, Chen and his crew went to Shaanxi. What he sawthrough this trip was

also what he later presented in his film. The Yellow Earth thus presents "the 1980s

Chinese tradition". The film was Chen's poetic misreading of Chinese tradition and later

on became manv viewers' misreading of how Chinese films approached the interpretation

of Chinese tadition. Neither the Chinese fadition proper, nor Chen's misreading of

Chinese fiadition made the film successful single-handedly. The ceremonial scenes in

the films encouraged even wilder misreadings among viewers, especially Westem

audiences and mass audiences in China

While Chen Kaige was misreading Chinese tradition unconsciously in his early

tilms, other typical fifth-generation directors, such as Zhang Yimoq noticed the

misinterpretations of The Yellow Earth by audiences They also saw Western audiences

took their misinterpretations seriously and regarded the films as models of "new Chinese

film". The Westem misinterpretations enabled The Yellow Earth to become a local (in

this case, that is, Chinese) version of global cultural rndusry. Therefore, these fifttr-

generation film directors started to make films for the international market by consciously

generating misinterpretations of Chinese tradition. Sometimes, their films could generate

poetic misreading far beyond Chinese tradition. For example, Zhang's filmJudou, which

was his fint film following the sensitive events of 1989, was widely speculated about as a

political critique of the June Fourth massacre. Various and constant misinterpretations

did not bother those internationally famous fifth-generation Chinese film directors. Even

though they could not always manipulate their audiences' misinterpretations, they did

take advantage of the period when nearly all misinterpretations were in their favour
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because Westem audiences were more than ever ready to embrace Chinese film as an

Oriental sub-section of the elobal culture.

5.3 Overseas success of the fifth generation and importation of

postmodernity

Being trained in a relatively more open aftrosphere, fifth-generation directors

encountered various contemporar)'theories as early as in their classroom. However,

Westem influence was not significantly seen when they first worked independently.

Films such as One and Eighr directed by Zhang Juntao ( 1952- ), On the Hunting

Grourul and Horse ThieJby Tian Zhuanghuang ( 1952- ), and even the more successful

and well-known The Yellow Earth by Chen Kaige, were still rooted in Chinese radition,

though these films see this tradition in a rather different way in comparison to films by

third- and fourth-generation directors. The cultural search of these films was still

confined to the nad.itional Chinese svmbolic order.T

The surprising success of The Yellow Eurth at intemational film festivals led the

contemporary Chinese film industry into a new era. Tlrc Yellow Eartlz was a surprising

success because the film aims to be subject to ttre tradrtional Chinese symbolic order, and

the director did not particularly consider international markets and international film

festivals while makrng the film. I will further discuss how the film is subject to the

traditional Chinese symbolic order in Chapter Six. In China there were many

interpretations of the three ceremonial scenes in the film - the repeated wedding

ceremony, the waist drum dance and the rain prayer. Almost all of them focused on how

' In respect of Tian Zhuangzhuang's On the Hunting Groun4 which is set in krner Mongoli4 andfus Horv
Ihief. vvhich is set in Tibet, it is a Chinese tradition to take for granted minoriry Eoups as componems of
the Chinese paple (Zhonghua minar) and their culrures as elements of Chinese cuhure. See Chapter
Eight, 8.2-8.3 for discussions on the films
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the film re-evaluates Chinese tradition through these scenes.s These scenes were not seen

as straight representations of Chinese radition but as a critique of it. General Western

viewers without much pre-knowledge of China took these scenes differently. The rather

untraditional lack of narrative in the film was read as a typical Chinese style and criticism

oftraditional values was ironically understood as a presentation of the radition.

T'he Yellow Earth was so successful internationally not because of what the fihn

says but because of the multiple interpretations of the film. This multi-interpretable

nature was particularly important in gaining international viewers. The local-ness in tlre

age of the global village comes from misinterpretations of the signifiers. Films from an

internationally successhrl national cinema are directly subject to these misinterpretations.

Still focusing on traditional Chinese culture (analyzing it rather than objectively

presenting it), ttre ceremonial scenes inThe Yellow Earth,however, helped the film gain

notice in the 1980s global village by surprise. For the function of the ceremonial scenes

in The Yellow Earth, see Chapters Six and Seven.

The intemational success of llze Yellow Eurth,however, brought some message

to the contemporary Chinese film directors. Among them, Zhang Yimou became the

most internationally successful. Chen Kaige's first f:|rm The Yellow Earthsucceeded

overseas by surprise, while Zhang's first film Red Sorghtm three years later received the

greatest ever international recognition almost predictably. Zhangnot onlv consciously

adapted the ceremonial scenes in his film, but also frequently revealed the influence of

well-known Westem cultural theories, especiallv Freudian theories on sexuality-, in his

films. (See my further elaboration on the topic in Chapter Seven, particularly, 7.5.) From

Recl Sorghum on, most intemationally successful Chinese films were made consciously

8 Fo.examples, many anicles which were collected in Chen Kaivan.
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subjecting the films to the global s"vmbolic order. [n these cases the misinterpretations

(poetic misreading) were not by surprise but well anticipated

In Chapter Two (2.3), I discussed the new form of ceremony (leader worship)

developed duringthe Cultural Revolution. While most 1980s Chinese films either

inherited the Cultual Revolution style of ceremony or the style from immediately before

the Cultural Revolution, internationally successful flrfttr-generation films, such as Zfte

Yelhm Earth and RedSorghum,chose a seemingly more traditional style of ceremony.

Other successful films (mainly in the domestic market) by younger generation directors

also frequently chose to deal with "raditional" values rather than political issues which

were the third- and fourth-generation directors' favourite in the 1980s. To many people's

surprise, these younger directors indulged themselves most in nostalgia for an early form

of Chinese tradition. While the form of Chinese tradition we see in their films are

seemingly based on pre-I949 rural Chin4 the tme origrn of this tradition remains a

mystery.

Even though such recovered and more frequently reinvented Chinese tradition

may serve as an exilnple of postmodem hypenealism as I will further elaborate in the

next sectiorq it does not mean that China moved into a postnodern era in the late 1980s.

In his book High Culture Fever,Jing Wang argued that postmodernism did not take root

in China until the mid-1990s. He attributed the late 1980s discussions about

postmodernism among some young Chinese intellectuals to Fredric Jameson's visit to

Peking University in 1985 and to the "rush of theoqy" among these youths. Wang argued

"Chinese postmodemism" arrived in the 1980s prematwely and named it as'the
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pseudoproposition of 'Chinese postnodermsm"-'.e Wang's arguments are accuate in

describing Chinese society and the cultural search within China in the 1980s. However,

Wang's findings seem less applicable to Chinese films in the late 1980s and early 1990s,

particularly those aiming and succeeded in the internatronal market. Neither, did Wang

include Chinese films in these discussions,

While Jameson's visit to China in 1985 certainly helped to raise the interest of the

1980s popular Westem postnodern theories among Chinese artists and critics, it was the

international success of fifth-generation films that both brought some postmodern

phenomena into China and supply the stock of signs for postmodem signification to the

West. By gening into the intemational film market fifth-generation directors

encountered as well as played a role in the posnnodem global-culnralism, which was

originated in and still dominated by Westem ideologies. While ZhangYimou's

internationally acclaimed films formed an effective communication channel with the

audiences in the posonodem West, young Chinese film theoreticians and critics also

successfirlly applied some Western posunodern theories on analyzing Chinese films in

the late 1980s.r0 I will elaborate how Chinese filmmaker and their works delegated with

the posnnodem West from the late 1980s later in this chaper. Meanwhile,let us fust see

how some typical postnodern contents served the audiences of late 1980s China who

were experiencing a historic change of the country at an ever drastic scale and pace.

Jing Wang High Culnre Ferer, (Berkeley Universiry of California Press, 1996), pp.233-259.

I will funher discuss Zhang Yimou's films in relation to the posrnodern international film marka in

Chapter Seven. An example of Chinese theoreticians and critics applying posunodem theories is Dai
Jinhua's application of Fredric Jameson's essay "Third World Literature in an Era ofMultinational
Capitalism'. Dai examined the dwelopment ofthe Chinese film industry in the 1980s in a global context.

See Dai Jinhua Dianying lihtn yt piping sfuruce, pp. 57-75. Jameson's essay wirs originally published in

Sacial Texr vol. l5 (19E6). pp. 65-88.

9
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Fredric Jameson thoroushlv discussed the nostaleic films made in the United

States during the 1980s in the chapter dedicated to film in his book Postmodernism, or,

The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism. He says:

There is a novel by Philip K. Dick, whictU published in 1959, evokes the fifties:

President Eisenhower's stroke: Main Street, U.S.A.; Marilyn Monroe; a world of

neighbors and PTAs; small retail chain stores (the produce trucked in from the

outside); favorite television programs, mild flirtations with the housewife next

door; game shows and contests; sputniks distantly revolving overhead, mere

blinking lights in the firmament, hard to distinguish from airliners or flying

saucers. If you were interested in constructing a time capsule or an "only

yesterday" compendium or documentary-nostalgia video film of the 1950s, this

mrght sewe as a beginning: to which you could add short haircuts, early rock and

roll, longer skins, and so on. The list is not a list of facts or historical realities

(although its items are not invented and are in some sense "authentic"), but rather

a list of stereot-Wes, of ideas of facts and historical realities.rr

On another occasiorq Jameson described Chinese films by fifth-generation Chinese

directors as containing stong epic ambitions but refi-rsed to see them as a rival form in

competition with nostalga films as the curent dominant Western and postmodem form

of telling history.tr Films with historical, rural senings by fifth-generation Chinese

filmmaken certainly should not be seen as identical to the American "nostalgia film" that

retell the fantasy of 1950s. They are not identical to any Western film genres in a nanow

sense. They are, however, the Chinese version of Westem nostalgia films and have all

the basic fearures of their Westem counterparts.

Fredric Jamesoq PostmcxJemisn, (London: Verso, l99l), p 279.

Fredric Jameso[ '[he Geopolitical Aesthetic. (Bloomingon: Indiana Universiry Press, 1992), pp

I 18.

I l7-
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The contents of internationally acclaimed films by the fifth generation, taking

ZhangYimou's Red Sorghum iN an example, focus on an idealized pre{ommunist

China. Therefore, instead of "the 1950s" in the nostalgia films made in the States during

the 1980s, we see'1he l920s", "the 1930s" and "the 1940s". Of course, we will not find

television series and airliners in these Chinese films as in their American counterparts.

What we see are the landscape, 
o'ancient" 

ceremonies, the fantasized sexuality - they are

not ideal according to our contemporary standards, but they are the idealized past of

China. One may argue that the contens we find in typical fifth-generation Chinese films

are very different from the peaceful small town life in their Amencan counterparts. They,

however, have a similar function as the fantasized mystery past for this generation of

Chinese.

Though the post-Mao reforms brought significant improvement of material life of

the people in the 1980s, this generation always wanted to find a satisfactory answer to the

historical fate of China experienced by them and fellow Chinese. As many have noted"

the imbalance between economic and political reforms in the second half of the 1980s

also caused dissatisfaction about the current conditions amons Chinese intellectuals.13

For many Chinese, continuous dissatisfaction seemed to become natural. In fifffi-

generation films, we see the unsatisfactory marriage, unsatisfactory social order and

unsatisfactory everyday life. What complete the circle of nostalgia are not these

dissatisfactions themselves but to admit the fact that life has always been full of

dissatisfactions. Therefore, to face the unsatisfactory present. nostalgia brings audiences

back to an unsatisfactory past to prove that the present is normal.

tt Fot example. Chen Fon-e-ching and Jin Guantao, esp pp. l8?-185, and Jing Wang esp. pp 134-136.
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Jameson thought these films have some great epic ambitions. But what for?

What can epic do for these younger and self-conscious people? They saw all the

extremes evolved from their cultural tradition and felt highly dissatisfied. There have

already been plenty of epics in Chinese history, literature and perfbrming arts, including

film. What these films by the fifth generation search for are both a stabilitv (such as in

the landscape) which overcomes the unstable historical moments, and the satisfaction of

accepting the dissatisfactions. These films indeed create a way of escape for this

generation of Chinese like their American counterparts provrded to their audiences.

It should also be noted that JamesorL as a Westem Mamist, takes the "post" in

"postmodemism" as meaning "afted'. He believes that postnodernity is a newer

historical era after modemity, or in his words, "late capitalism" following capitalism.

This belief limits his viewpoint ttom seeing the posunodern element in contemporary

Chinese film. Jing Wang also took "postnodern" as an adjective to describe the

successor social condition of moderniry in High Cttlnre Fever. Since the "post" in the

word also meals to display (as in "to post a notice"), posfirodemism can also be defined

as the binary opposite of modernism- According to this latter definition, postmodernism

should coexist with modernism simultaneously.'* Thus, the 1980s was exactly the right

moment for the birth ofrmodemism and postmodernism in China. Moreoveq the

international influence brought through globalization makes it no longer possible for any

movement (cultural, literary, film or whatever about) to be limited to a local regrorL

especially when these movements, such as postmodemism, are initiated in the dominant

Westem society. Chinese film had a high profile in the 1980s transnational global

'u For a discussion on postmodernism in relation to modemisrn see David Ha^'el'. Tlrc Condition of
Po.stmtxlemi ty, (Cambridge: Blackwell Publishers. I 990). pp 3 9-65.
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economy. Consciously or unconsciously, Chinese film also reflects and reacts to the

global-culturalism generated under such a socio+conomic condition.

5.4 Hyperrealism, post-realism and other realisms in contemporary

Chinese films

Successful fifth-generation Chinese films generated a popular fashion for Chinese

culture at a global level. With their "real" parent-culture unacknowledged, hidden or

consciously neglected" these films served as good examptes of hypenealism in art in

China. The word "hypenealism" is developed from Jean Baudrillard's "hyperreal".

Baudrillard argued that Westem society has emerged into a stage of simulacra where

simulacrum is tnre and the truth conceals that there is none (none in Baudnllard's terms

refers to an absence of reality and origin). He wrote,

Abstaction today is no longer that of the map, the double, the minor or the

concept. Simulation is no longer that of a territory, a referential being or a

substance. It is the generation by models of a real without origrn or realify: a

hypeneal.l5

Some may think that China was not ready for hypeneality duringthe 1980s. ln

Westem society, simulacra refers to models, cognitive mapping icons, brand names and

so on. Most of these were not as popular in China as they were in the West during the

1980s.

However, there were nno conditions which made hypenealism possible to exist in

the Chinese film industry during this period. First, many successful fifth-generation film

directors had the intemational market in their minds while making films. By chance or

15 Baudrillard. p 166
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by talent, they leamt the use of simulacra in their films. Second the 1980s was the ase

when ordinary Chinese people realized how far Westem society had developed in

industrialization and technology. Anything from the West automatically became a good

selling point. Thus any international recognition - an invitation from an international

film festival, an international film award, or even an overseas screening- worked as

branding for these films.

Though they are the same in nature, it should be noted that Chinese hypenealism

is not altogether the same in appearance as its Western counterparts In the West, due to

the late capitalist conditions, hypeneality is predominately found in highly

commercialized media - masses of signs presented by models, brand names and logos.

As a result of the opendoor policy, china started to embrace some signs of late

capitalism. Advertisingbecame a booming industr.v and films benefited from it. The

idea of brand names came into China together with advertising. Many fifth-generation

film directors and associated actors played their Chinese versions of Steven Spielberg and

Meryl Streep. China has its own international super directors such as Chen Kaige and

Zlnng Yimou and its super film stars such as Gong Li. But Chinese hlpenealism also

has some contrasts with its Western counterparts. In China" the masses of signs are

presented by ceremonies, colour and mysterious costumes such as red lanterns and

Chinese opera Yellow was one of the elements that made The Yellow Earthsuccessful,

and red paved ZhangYimou's wav to be an intemational acclaimed director. Yellow, red

and other bright colours became the main hues to mark the (lhineseness of many

international successful films by the fifth generation. Either presented to serve as culnral

critique, or staged for nostalgi4the Chinesenes.s inthese films is a contemporary poetic

misreading of Chinese tradition. The C.hineseness also became the simulacrum, a
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hypeneal of Chinese culture to intemational viervers. Here I should quote from the most

famous Chinese novelist Cao Xueqin (?-1763) in history rather than again from

Baudrillard. We will see the long-time readiness to embrace a hypeneal worl{ if not

among all Chinese at least among some elite artists.

When simulacrum becomes the real, the real is also simulacrum;

Where non-existence is taken for existence, existence never exists.16

Sexuality is a popular subject in many well-known films by the fifth generation.

The suppression and momentary liberation of sexualiw in these films have moved many

Western viewers and some Chinese audiences as well. Baudrillard analyzed the

American Disneyland in his uniting on simulacra and simulation by saying

Disneyland is there to cover a thircl-order simulation: Disneyland is there to

conceal the fact that it is the "real" counEy, all of "real" Americ4 which rs

Disneyland fiust as prisons are there to conceal the fact that it is the social in its

entirety, in its banal omnipresence, which is carceral). Disneyland is presented as

imagrnar"v in order to make us believe that the rest is real, when in fact all of Los

Angeles and the America surrounding it are no longer real, but of the order of the

hypeneal and of simulation. It is no longer a question of a false representation of
reality (ideolory), but of concealing the fact that the real is no longer real and thus

of saving the real principle. I 7

These stories about sexuality, not by accident all set in a distant pas! are used to make rs

believe that China in the 1980s and 1990s is real. They are the Chinese version of

Disneyland. The Chinese film "Disneyland" is not always as well received in China by

Cao Xueqiru Honglou meng, (Tatpei: Da Taibei chubanshq 1986). p. .l

Baudrillar4 p. 172. For the definition of "third+rder simulqnoi'(these words are in italics in
Baudrillard's original) see Baudrillard. pp. 170-171.

t6
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mass audiences as the Disneyland theme park and its associating characters.tt It is

because generally speaking not all Chinese were ready to enjoy the postnodem

hy'penealism. They enjoy the physical Disneyland as an amusement, not as the saviour of

the real principle (that is, to prove the world is not imaginative but real). The absence of

the real led by postrnodernity has not yet been widely felt by mass audiences in China but

only by a few well- (and often Westem) educated intellectuals.

Fifth-generation chinese films were products of the New Era (xinrhiqi,a

historical term used by Chinese to refer to the post-Mao er4 particularly from 1978).

They also led Chinese film into a new era. Because of their hisrorical significance and

aesthetic achievements, they are frequently regarded as Chinese "new wave" films.le

Many fifth-generation directors abandoned the famous nineteenth-century Chinese slogan

"'Chinese leamrng for the foundation, Westem learning for the practical application"

They were searching for a new symbolic order for Chinese film. They did not simply

adopt the Western symbolic order. If they did so they would only end up making second-

class commercial films. (I am not saying that all commercial films are second-class.)

Instead they made something which was marginal to both Chinese and Western viewers.

This marginality provided them an oppornrniqv to be recognized as representative of

Chinese culture in the multi-culturalism in the 1980s and 1990s. Through focusing on the

intemational success, they subjected their films to a so-called global symbolic order

which in reality was Western dominated. What they contributed to the global village was

a harmonious note in a multi-cultural symphon"v- with a "Made in China" label.

There has not been a Dsneyland Park yet built in China. The first one will be compteted in 2005 in the
former British colony Hong Kong. Dsneyland cartoons have been popular in China and Chinese
imitations of Disneyland style theme parks have been built since the 1980s.

For example Tony Ravns. "Brealcthrough and Setbacks - The Origins ofthe New Chinese Cin€ma" in
Berr,v, pp. lml13.

IE
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The criticisms and interpretations provided by Chinese critics frequently chose to

be less politically offensive against the government wherever they dealt with subtle

themes in films by the young directors. Such a practice could be attributed to the

experience ttrough the tens of years of political campalgns. It was safer both for the

filmmaker and the critics themselves to act in this way. Freedom of speech enjoyed by

Westem viewers, however enhanced their assumption of authotity in reading Chinese

films containing some ambiguous content. The sense of authority made Western viewers

more willing to accept these films and their content. In Chapten Six to Ten, we will from

time to time see this division in interpreting controversial Chinese films between Chinese

and overseas viewers. The creation of the ambiguors but mulfi-interpretable content,

together with the charm of Chineseness, shifted these Chinese films to be subject to the

postnodem global symbolic order with or without the directors' consciousness.

Other internationally well known Chinese directors included fifth-generation Tian

Zhuangzhuang and sixth-generation Ztnng Yuan ( 1964- ). While the banning of some

of their films in China in the 1990s could be significantly atfibuted to their

unconventional practice when dealing with the national censor, the directors and

producers seemed quite satisfied when the issues were taken more politically by Westem

viewers. In Chapten Eight andNine,I will examine the politics and politicization of

these films, that I believe was another face of the postnodem globalism.

Jiang Wen ( 1963- ) became a director in the mid-1990s after being a successful

actor. While successful actors becoming directors was common among the third and

fourth generations, the contemporary shift in career of China's top actor bore some timely

characteristics. The unparallel amount of time, resources and personal efforts put into the

production led to Jiang's maiden film In the Heat of the Szn (1995) a successful feature
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deconstructing traditional narrative discourses as well as overwhelmingly self-expressive.

Jiang's film will be further discussed in Chapter Ten.

Relatively less known by Westem audiences, but sometime more successful in

atfiacting local viewers were some other young directors in the second half of the 1980s

and through the 1990s, most of them also belonged to the fifth generation. Equally self-

conscious as those internationally acclaimed fifth-generation filmmakers, these directors

chose to focus on contemporary social issues and concentrated on domestic market.

Huang Jianxin ( 1954- ) is a good example of these directors. His films, as I will firther

elaborate in Chapter Ten, examine Chinese tadition and the conflicts between fiadition

and Western culnre in today's China. In the same chapter, I will discuss The True

Hearted (1991) by Sun Zhou ( 1954- ) with similar concerns and self-consciousness. In

order to effectively attract and thus pass the messages on to their local audiences, these

directors paid more attention to the narrative strategies of their films. The realistic

contemporary settings and characters together with sometime ironic but still breathtaking

narrative development in these films reminded the audiences of many works of classic

realism yet consciously avoided classical dramatization. The combination of effective

narrative strategies and to stand different from realist melodrama characterized these

films, which I believe that post-realism is the most suitable tag.

5.5 A fatally strategic development

The fifth generation significantly contributed to contemporary Chinese film

development. From the cinematic point of view, their conscious application of

audiovisual technology and effects brought new cinematic experiences to the audience.

They also experimented with different narrative strategies and successfully elevated the
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aesthetic sandard of Chinese film. Their intemational success not only brought home

with them reputations, but also overseas funding for subsequent films. Needless to say,

this overseas funding had always been attractive to Chinese directors. While good

funding is a necessity for futwe success, the overseas funding iaelf is regarded as a form

of international recognition, However this kind of overseas investnent also made

Chinese directors obliged to produce films sellable in the international market. This was

particularly crucial in the 1980s and the first half of the 1990s when the foreign exchange

control in China was so strict. I will further elaborate this point when discussing specific

foreign-funded films by Chen Ifuige and Zhang Yimou in Chapters Six and Seven.

To make films sellable in the international market involves a process of cultural

simulation. On the other hand, even if Chinese film did not choose to go intemational,

the economic reform of China and postnodern technolory (such as internet VCDs and

DVDs) would eventually bring the intemational challenge into Chinese fihm industry.

The cultural simulation seems inevitable. To resist cultural simulation effectively,

Baudrillard, a posfrnodemist theoretician in the West, calls for some fatal sftategies.

However, the risk of an instant and total loss for such strategies is so frightening that very

few people seem daring enough to try to prove its power. Lnstead, most people would

rather wait for the end of the war (though still a toal defeat) to come slowly, and the loss

to be more comprehensive. Baudrillard named his fatal sfategies (les strategiesfatales)

by playrng on the dual meaninp of fatal as both predestined or inevitable and disastrous

or deadly. Unlike Lacan and many other theorists who place themselves in the symbolic

order of science, Baudrillard chose to call his argument a hypothesis. He saw that the

postnodern condition had already shaken the Name-of-the-Father, that is, the symbolic
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order. Signifiers (Baudrillard prefened to use the term "the object'as seen in the

quotation below) nowbecome hypeneal which takes the dominant place. He elaborated

We confirse the fatal with the resurgence of the repressed (desire as that which is

inescapable), but the order of fatality is antithetical to that of repression. It is not

desire that we cannot escape, but the ironic presence of the object, its

indifference, and its indifferent interconnections, its challenge, its seductioru its

violation of the symbolic order (therefore of the subject's unconscious as well, if
it had one). In short, it is the principle of Evil we cannot escape. 

to

What Baudrillard called "the ironic presence of the object" ranges from models to images

(optical and electronic, and certainly including films), from architecture to

communications, all of which are both the products and manifestations ofthe postnodem

condition. Film (both the industry and is film products) is a good vehicle for the ironic

presence of the object. In a film, the ironic presence of the object is more obvious

through the too numerous and too continuous umts and elements of signification that are

present in the image as described by Metz (see Chapter One, 1.3). In spite of different

definitions of posnnodernity, no one disputes that posnnodernity has its roots in the

industrial development associated with Westem culture. However, the ironic presence of

the object, though a product of this Westem culture, not only challenges, seduces and

violates Westem culture, but also does the same to any cultures it encounters. This

includes any cultures which choose to encounter this ironic presence ofthe object, if

Baudrillard allows me to use the word "choose".

According to Baudrillard's hypothesis, nowadays Western culture does not

simulate other cultures, particularly those Third World ones such as the Chinese. Direct

2o Bar.drillard, p. 199.
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cultural simulation or suppression is a phenomenon of imperialism and colonialism.

Today the ironic presence of the object, the very thing which simulates contemporary

Westem culture, is challenging, seducing and violating Third World cultures and

symbolic orders. Seduction rather than suppression is the characteristic of postnodernity

The only difference in experience between the Westem and Third World cultures is that

Western culture gives birth to this ironic presence of the object. Therefore, Western

culture is still nostalgically proud of being the Father of this ironic presence of the object,

but deliberately neglects the fact that it itself is also a sacrifice to the present postnodern

condition as are their counterparts in the Third World.

To counter the abuse imposed by the ironic presence of the object, Baudrillard

made this suggestion:

There is perhaps one, and only one, fatal stategy: theory. And undoubtedly the

only difference between a banal theory and fatal theory is that in the former the

subject always believes itseHto be more clever than the object while in the latter

the object is always taken to be more clever, more cynical, more ingenious than

the subjecg which it awaits at every tum. The metamorphoses, tactics, and

stategies of the object exceed the subject's understandin-e. The object is neither

the subject's double nor his or her repression; neither the subject's fantasy nor

hallucination; neither the subject's minor nor reflection: but it has its own

srategl/. tt withholds one of the rules of the game which is inaccessible to the

subject, not because it is deeply mysterious, but because it is endlessly ironic.2l

Chinese film, an art (and industy) imported from the West, had a full potentialto provide

what Baudrillard called the ironic presence of the object when China engaged in global

culture and the global cultural condition.

?r Baudrillard p. 198
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We must rememberthat Baudnllard's stratery is both deadly and fateful. Thus as

a fate, this stratery must be employed by Chinese film - not only by the physical cinema

(the technolory, the skills and the production and promotion) but also by film texts

(content and themes) - as soon as the ironic presence of the object was made available in

China, no matter how vaguely. We may find more examples ofthis strategy in actual

practice in contemporary Chinese film through what Baudrillard described as "ecstasy

and inertia":

We will not seek changes, nor oppose the fix and immobile; we will seek what is

more mobile than mobile: metamorphosis.... We will not distinguish the true

from the false; we will seek what is more false than the false: illusion and

appe*attc".t'

In the previous two chapters, I elaborated with example films how some Chinese

directors resisted the seduction by emplolng inertia and subjecting themselves to the

traditional Chinese synrbolic order. In the following chapters, I will examine how some

Chinese directors, in contrast, overcame the seduction by ecstasy. Finally, I will show

how other Chinese directors were tapped by this ironic presence of the object, thus

subjecting themselves to this ironic presence. They deliberately used massive Chinese

ceremonial scenes with strone cultural flavours. Thev made these scenes with a "Made in

China" Iabel and contributed and became a part ofthe global ironic presence of objects.

These directors effectively ended up in a position very similar to those who chose to

simply subject themselves to the Western symbolic order. This is because Western

culture has already been seduced by the ironic presence ofthe object.

22 Baudrillar( p.183.
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As Baudrillard characterized his stratery, Chinese directors' strategy of globalism

was also both inevitable and deadly. The fatally (both deadly and fatefirlly) snategic

development of the Chinese film industry to go global also accelerated the disappearance

of generational boundaries. A natural local developing tend had always been that the

newcomers finally were embraced by tradition as well the earlier generations updated

their thinking and strategies to catch up with the younger ones. However, with the

Chinese filrn industry having already been put into a global macro-scope, it was not likely

for the newcomers to form any fresh and sigificant generational characteristics in China

from the 1990s. In 1995 China began to regularly import best-selling foreign films, with

majority of them from Hotlywood Although there have been only ten features imported

each year since then, China finally integrated into the global film market as both an active

seller and big bryer (in terms of box-office, if not yet in terms of number of films)'

Nowadays- talented Chinese filmmakers more directly contribute to different existing or

self-originated genres in the global cinem4 sometimes under the frademark of "national

cinema" and on other occasions, by simply following the popular trends.
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Chen Kaige and His Success by Surprise

Wen the pomegyanoteflowers, the lewes start to gow:

lvly mother sold me off to htm without letting me know.

AII I ever wanted was an honest man to wed;

WIut I ended up wrth was a little wet-a-bed.

You pee, I pee;

Damn -vou, together we pee.

Ai-hei, damn you, together we pee.

In spring next year when theflowers turn red,

Frogs will start croaking under the bed.

Down to the eastflow.s a river oJ'pee

To the Dragon King's pulace tmcler the sea.

The Dragon King laughs when he hears the pee:

"This linle wera-bed's in the same line as me.

Ai-hei, this ltttle wet-a-bed's in the same line as me."

Hanlun's " B ed-ll'ett ing Song" in The Yellow Earthl

6.,| Introduction

Although the fint film by those understood as fifth-generation Chinese directors

was Zhang Junzhao's One and Eight (October 1984), Chen Kaige was the first fifth-

generation film director who drew significant local and perhaps more importantly,

intemational attention through hrs The Yellow Earth(December l9S4). Born in Beijing

in 1952, Chen Kaige was influenced by film at an early age through both his father, Chen

Huai'ai, a third-generation director and his mother, a film scriptrvriter. Chen lfuige's

t 
English translation by McDougall. The Yellow Frvth,p.2Z3
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background serves as a good example of manv fifth-generation directors, particular those

early ones who graduated from the Beijing Film Acaderny and started making films in the

early 1980s. When the Cultural Revolution started in 1966, Chen Kaige had barely

completed his junior high school. He joined the Red Guards for a brief moment and was

soon expelled from the organization because of his father's pre-l949 connections with

the KMT. Chen spent the following two years reading at home while most other

teenagers were actively participating in the "revolution". Following Mao Zedong's

insructions, he was sentdown to Yunnan province in 1968 to be "re-educated"

(:arjiuoyu) by working in a rubber farm. Because of his tall build and basketball

background at school, he was summoned to the People's Liberation Army in 1970.

Leaving the army in 1975, he got ajob in a Berjing factory.

Like many fifth-generation directors, the lit-e experience in rural areas and the

intemrption of formal education by the Cultural Revolution both influenced and were

represented in Chen Kaige's films. Equally worth noting was these directors'admission

to the highly competitive Beijing Film Academy in 1978. Average people, having left

school more than twelve years earlier were not likely to pass *re tough entrance

examinations. This was because the majority in the counrry had generally limited access

to most intellecnral reading materials during the Cultural Revolution. Coming from a

well-educated family, like Chen, were common among the early fifth-generation

directors.

In this chapter, I focus on analyzing four of Chen Kaige's films. His first film,

T'he Yellow Earth made him famous both in Cluna and overseas. By looking at the debate

on the film in China and the praise the film received overseas, I rvrll d.iscuss the

achievement of the film and its contribution to contemporary Chinese fihn development.
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Then I will use Lfe on u String ( l99l ) to highlight Chen's philosophical search through

films. I will examine Chen's change of direction marked by his Furewell ltfu Concubine

(1993). i will argue that since Furewell fuly Concublze Chen has departed from the

cultural and philosophical search of Chinese traditron he and some fifth-generation

directors followed, but begun his career in making globalism films. Arguably, his film

The Yelkw Eurth directly contributed to the formation of such a cultural and

philosophical search tradition among the fifth generation. In the last section I will look at

his Temptress Moon ( 1996) from one particular perspective - to read the film as a

retelling of the story of T'he Yellow Earth in an opposite setting.

Even though'the Yelktw Eurtlz achieved strikrng international success and

includes several symbolic and ceremonial scenes, the film is concerned with the cultural

re-evaluation (wenlzuaJitnsi) rather than international appeal. Fifth-generation films with

similar themes, even when well received in Chrna frequently attracted less international

attention. I will further discuss some other fifth-generation directors belonging to this

category in Chapter Ten. In conrast, films such as llecl Sorghum (1987),JwJou (1990)

and. Raise the Red Lantern (1991) by Zhang Yimou inherited the striking ceremonial

scenes that lirst appeared in The l'elhru Earth and set them into a relatively popular, easy

flowing narrative. Zhang's films provrded a m_v-sterious Chinese cultural hypeneal for

intemational audiences and subsequently were also more warrnly received by viewers

from overseas. I call those fifth-generation films consciously focusing on the

international audienceship "intemational fifth-generation films" and those focusing on

Chinese culturaland philosophical search "domestic fifth-generation films". The use o[

"intemational" and "domestic" does not imply a Euro-centric (or Westem-centric)

judgement on these films. tt is because most mainland Chinese critics have stopped using

generations to classi! contemporary Chinese films since the 1990s. Some even argue
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that the fifth generation ended with the completion of Zhang Yimou's first film Red

Sorghum in 1987.1 Since the term "fifth generation" is still widely tued in the West,I use

"domestic" and "international" to distinguish the nvo phases of development of the so-

called fifth generation.

In light of this distinction, ZhangYimou is certainly an international fifth-

generation director and most ofhis films are international fifth-generation films. Chen

Kaige's early films Tlrc Yellow Earth, The Big Purule ( 1986), King of the Children

(1987) and Life on a Stringare domestic fifth-generation films that subject to Chinese

tradition, whereas his Farewell lv[y Concubine,Temptres.s Moon andhis latest"The

Emperor ancl the Assussin (1998) are intemational fifth-generation films which

demonstrate the filmmaker's conscious moving to globalism. For Chen Kaige himself, he

transformed himself from a domestic fifth-generation director to an intemational fifth-

eeneration director after makine Farewell fufu C'oncubine in 1993.

6,2 The Yellow Eafth and its international triumph

The Yellow Earth generated a wave of discussions in China upon its release.

Although the film was nominated for the best film at the fifth Golden Rooster Awards in

: For example. Dai Jinhua wrote in 1992, "as a significant film movement. the fifth 
-gene,ration 

ended with
Chen Kaige's King of Chil*en andZhangYimou's Red Sorglrum in 1987." DuJirtha Dimying lilun
yu piping sharce. p. I 6. Back in I 987 and I 988, many Chinese film oitics began to notice how Red
Sorghm moved away from and thus concluded the cultwal re-evaluation in fifth-generation initiatives. ln
asymposium onRedSorghum organizedby FilnArt magazineinDecember l98S,ZrangNuaodncalled
the film 'the last step in a ttree-step jump" of the fifth goreration. "Zhvnt Hongaoibry" (Foans on
Red Sorglntm) colleaed nDianying, dianshi yrshu yutjitt. (Bajing: April 1988), p. 51. In one article of a
series entitled "Guailun 'diwudai"'(Unfamiliar comments on "the fifth Generation") Zhang Wei published

n Chinese Film Dailvbervteen Septunber and November 1988. Zhan-g wrote that "Zhang Yimou and

Chen Kaige went in different directions." See Zhang's series collected n Dioying, diorshi yishtr ywriiu,
(November l98S), pp. 46-47. Some Western film critics and historians also mentioned the end ofthe fifth
seneratiorL though they seem to prefer dating it to 1989 with the highly political June Fourth incident.

For examplg Itistin Thompson and David Bordwell wrote n Film History, "The government's violent

suppression of the pro-democracy movement of 1989 brought the end to the Fifth Generation."

Thompson and Bordwell, p. 78-1.
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1985, it only managed to win the best cinematogaphy prize (for ZhangYimou).

However, the film was extremely well received overseas. It started great interest in

Chinese films in Hong Kong after the film was screened during the ninth Hong Kong

lnternational Film Festival in April 1985. Later the film won the Silver Leopard award at

the thirtry+ighth Festival Internazionale del Film at Locamo in August 1985. It also won

a number of other awards in a series of other international film festivals in 1985 and

1986. For the first time, a Chinese film, based on the life of those who lived on the

yellow earth beside the Yellow fuver, could receive a historic warrn welcome at the

internafional film festivals. The film was described as the best Chinese film since the

1940s by western critics. Paul Clarlq a Chinese film specialist, wrote in 1985:

lThelYellow Earrh is the best film that China has produced since 1949. It may

even be the best Chinese-language film made anywhere in the last three and a half

decades. The reaction of the Hong Kong audience suggests this. The first few

minutes of the film will also indicate this. Here is a film from China that knows it

is a film, rather than being inhibited by being an imitation of a stage performance

or a reverential adaptation to the screen of an admired short story or novel.

Absent are the usual stage sening devices and nanative introductions.3

There have been many interpretations of the film both within China and overseas.

However, the basic plot of the film should be less debatable. The fihn is set in the spring

of 1939. Gu Qing, an Eighth Route Army soldier comes to the central north part of

Shaanxi. He is on a mission to collect folk songs for adaptation in performances by the

uumy's literature and art troupes. In the opening sequence, he comes to a poor village

where a wedding is being held. The bridal sedan and wedding procession are shot in long

and extremely long range shots with high-key cloudy day lighting. On the endless yellow

' Paul Clarlq "Yeilow Earth", in programme notes for Flawaii International Film Festiwl 1985.
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land, the human figures and the sedan barely provide some movement in the picture.

Such shoofing style is also used in most outdoor scenes in the frlm.

For a few days, Gu Qing stays in the cave home of a poor peasant in the village.

In this family, there are the middle-aged father (though he looks much older then he is

supposed to be, due to his harsh life), his fourteen-yearold daughter Cuiqiao and his son

Hanhaq about twelve. Gu Qing tells the family about the social reforms carried out by

the Chinese Communist Party in Yan'an, particularly about tlre education and freedom

women receive there. Whereas the whole film develops in a slow pace which is rather

uncommon in Chinese cinem4 the indoor scenes in the cave home rue even slower. ln

these scenes, conversation is extremely infrequent, brief and quiet. The naturalistic

lighting barely illuminates the human figute in the cave. The darkness creates a contrast

to the high-key lit yellow landscape (though still with cloudy day shooting) when Gu

Qing joins the family at their work in the fields.

Cuiqiao is betrothed to a man much older than herself She waits for Gu Qing on

his way out of the village and begs him to tahe her with him. Gu Qing declines on the

grounds that he, being an ofticial, needs permission hom his superiors to do so, but

promises her that he will return. Cuiqiao sings a long folk song while Gu Qing is walking

away. Her words indicate that she thinks that she will not be able to see Gu Qing again.

There are two large and noisy sequences involved hundreds of extras toward the end of

the film. They are both edited into the film without clear connections to the main

narrative line, thus generating a strong sense of symbolism. In the waistdrum dance

sequence set in Yan'aq dancers beat their drums loudly and dance fanafically so that they

stir the yellow earth into the air like a mist around them. The rain prayer in the closing

sequence involves hundreds of half:naked male villagers blindly running after a dragon
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statue. Between these two large-scale sequences, the newly wedded Cuiqiao bids

farewell to her brother Flanhan at the Yellow River bank one night She says that she will

cross the river to join the Eighth Route Army, though her real intentions (whether to cross

the river or to commit suicide) remain a mystery. The overwhelming river water and her

suddenly cut-offsong suggest that she is drowned.

The story is simple, although simplicity was not frequently seen in previors

Chinese film nanatives. The fbw films with the simplest stories before The Yellow Earth

were likely to emphasize more the political influence of the Chinese Communist Party

and portra,v positive heroes. This combination of simplicity and the absence of direct

politics made the film so outstanding and so debatable at the time. The simpliciry"

provided good oppornrnities for its viewers to interpret the film at many levels. The

absence of direct politics was frequently taken as a political standpoint. In the early

1980s, many Chinese were still used to the famous slogan repeated during the first thirty-

plus years of the People's Republic - "the non-revolutionary is counter-revolutionary"

(hu gemingjiu slziJingeming). And many Western viewers, though having different

viewpoints from the majority of Chinese audiences, took this absence of direct politics as

a deliberate attack on the ruling part-v in China. Paul Clark wrote in the programme notes

for the Hawaii lntemational Film Festival in 1985: "fTh"f Yellow Eurth,like all lilms

made in China, is a strongly political film. Its achievement lies in the use of film art to

suggest its political points.'+ For a Chinese filmmaker, to deliberately exclude direct

politics in his tilms in the early and mid 1980s certainly can be seen iN making a strong

political point. But it seems natural tbr the tilm not to directly address any political

issues, since it has a setting in a Nationalist-ruled, backward village. We risk being pan-

" Clark "Yellow Earth". 1985
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political by saying "politics is everywhere", a statement Chinese audiences at least

disliked to hear after thirty-five years of political campaigns. Perhaps, we had befter be

sympathetic to Chinese audiences at the time who were still so nervous about

commenting on poliucs, and read Chen Kaige's [he Yellow Earth as a film challenging

the taditional Chinese culture and focus on its influence on the transformation from

tradition to globalism in 1980s Chinese film development.

6.3 The debate on The Yellow Eafth

Some critics in China disliked the film mainly because of the porrayal of the

peasants' poor standard of living and low level of political-consciousness. During a jury

meeting for the 1995 Golden Rooster Film Awards, a number ofjudges raised concerns

about the negative representation in the film of the villa_ue which was nor far from the

then Communist headquarters at Yan'an. Among them, the best-known former

government official in charge of literature and art, the famous script writer and film critic

Xa Yan delivered his criticism:

The story took place in 1939 Not far away from this piece of yellow eartlu the

people's authority (renmin:hengquun) had been established three years earlier.

The officials liom the new authority could come to this place to gather folk songs.

Horvever, we cannot see any new stvle from the new authoritv among the ignorant

and backward people in this place. There was a spark, thougtL which lit the heart

of a girl. But what happened to the majority? ln those thousands of peopre

kneeling during the rain pnyer, we hardly see a spark of light. During those

years, I was working in a white area fNationalist-ruled area] and never visited this

place of yellow earth. But we all know the light from the revolutionary Mecc4

Yan'an, had lit up the whole counrr)- back then. The light was even shed on the

rest of the world Therefore I cannot understand why people living on this piece
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of yellow earth were not influenced by the new social order founded in yan'an

just a few miles a*ay.t

The story takes place in an area which is under, whether tight or loose, the

Nationalist govemment's control. By calling the film setting an "old liberation region"

(lao qu) later in the same speectr,6 Xia Yan must have overlooked this insert title at the

beginning ofthe tilm which clearly describes the setting:

In September 1937, the establishment oflthe United Front against Japanese

aggession forced Jiang.lieshi to acknowledge the status of the Shaanxi-Gansu-

Ningxia Border Area. Because of the persistence of Nationalist local government

in parts of central Shaanbei, despite the cooperation between the Nationalists and

the Communists, feudalism was still deepty entrenched and the people still

suffered under healy oppression.T

The Communist-led Eighth Route Army was so named in 1937 as a result ofthe United

Front benveen the Nationalist and Communist parties. Thus, the army theoretically

obeyed the central governrnent's orders. Under the conditions of the United Fron( the

Nationalist Party was recognized as the rulin-s party, and its hea4 Jiang Jieshi, as the chief

commander of the front Because of this cooperation, as I quote below from Chen

Huangmei' soldiers of the Eighth Route Army, especially unarmed individuals such as Gu

Qing in the film, could move freely in the Nationalist-ruled areas. This historical

background seemed bevond Xia Yan's gasp. During those years, he was working as an

underground Communist artist in Nationalist-ruIe4 then Japanese+ccupied Shanghai,

which was a modern metropolis and the main nading port of chrna.

t 
Chen Kaivan p. 5

o 
Chen Kuii'un p. e .

t 
English translarion by lvlcDougalL The yetkw kvth, p. 175
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In the same meeting, some judges successfully argued and proved with their

knowledge about history that the village could be in a KMT-ruled area- This Eighth

Route Army soldier can travel through these areas under the United Front. Even though

remaining critical to the tilm, Chen Huangmei, a famous film critic and official on the

jury, said"

The Yellow Earthdoes not clearly tell the audiences about the sinration of its

setting. During certain stage of the War of Resistance, this situation indeed

happened in North Shaanxi: becaue of the cooperation between KMT and CCp,

there were interactions between the two sides. Eighth Route Army cadres

fganhu, in contrast to ordinary armed soldiers, .shibinglcould travel freely in

KMT-ruled areas. The film does not explain this clearly to the audiences.s

Chen Huangmei was in Yan'an from 1938. He explained the background ofthe film with

his own experience. Whether the ambiguity of setting was deliberate remains debatable

and the ambiguity itself becomes a subtle sign in the film open to interpretations. The

vrcw-pointic misreading (see Chapter One, 1.5 for my definition of the term) of the

setting (as a Communist-ruled village) certainly drew more attention to the film and

partly contributed to the international success of the film.

In spite oFits inaccuracy, Xia Yan's criticism is still notable for his attitude

towards film (and literature and art as a whole). First, he asserted that film needs to

present the real - real history, real evenB (even though not necessarily ahvays the reality

as defined by the Communist Party). China, particularly after the Anti-Rightist Campaign

in 1957, had a literary history of ignoring reality but writing solely for the Party's needs.

Xia's attitude was particularly popular in China from the end ofthe 1970s to the earlv

8 chen Kuiy-,, p. 23. A selected report of thejury meeting see chen Kuiy"rr pp. t-i6.
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1980s as a result of the official closure in 1978 of China's twenty years of political

campaigns.e Second, by insisting that tilm should retlect the truth rather than being a

purely fictionalized work of art, Xia and many people sharing his view were reaffirming

the function of film (and literature and art as a whole) according to Chinese tadition -
film is a vehicle for the doctrine. It is worthwhile mentioning, the doctrine (c/ao) here, as

it was first mentioned and quoted by the masters during the NeoCtassical Prose

Movement (gptwen yundorzg) more than a thousand years ago in the Tang and Song

dynasties, refers to a common belief of a goup of people who believe they have the

responsibilit-v of maintaining the country and its people's well-being. Historically. beliefs

of individuals (-rin), especially when difTerent from the mainstream doctrine Qlao), we

not expected in serious Chinese literary works. Xia and many veteran film critics at the

time were strongly influenced by the Chinese literary tradition. They did not support

films like The Yellow Eurth that present strong individualist understandings of Chinese

history and film art.

While Xia Yan and some other critics blamed mainty the unrealistic, non-positive

presentation of the story, there were also critics who focused on the unconventional

cinematography in the film. Veteran film artist Han Shanryicriticized The Yellow Earth

at the same meeting.

I think that the director has overdone things n The Yellow Earth: he concentrated

too much on stvle and frequently sacrificed the reality of life through

exaggerating his artistic style. For example, there are many still scenes in the

film. [Characters] are always immobile and not talking. Sometimes, it is obvious

that the contents do not require such idleness, but fthe fiLn] leaves its audiences

Though the Cultural Revolution officially ended in 1977. it was not until December I 978 that all political
campaigns (including Criticizing the Gang of Four) were put on a halt after the Parry's Third Plenum.
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sitting there waiting. It is an issue of how to serve the audiences' psycholory and

habit of watching a film. It is also an issue of undentanding the nature of cinema.

Film is an audio-visual art. First there must be something to watch; second there

must be something to hear. Without the movement and sound made by the

figures on the screen, there will be nothing to see. Characters and scenes being

idle and silent longer than a moment are like total darkness in a cinema. No

audience can stand it. Some parts of the film are so pretentious. They mean to

encourage the audiences' imagination but actually lose the audience altogether.

For example, Gu Qing and the old man sitting on a kang [bed made from bncks]

in the cave house do not talk for a long while. The director wants to force the

audience to wait patiently. At the beginning, audiences still have some patience.

When it is repeated and lasts longer, the audience will be impatient and their

minds will wander away'. Those energetic enough can still fill the time by

thinking of something else they are interested in, while others will simply fall

asleep.lo

On the same occasion, Chen Huangmei also said,

There is little dialogue in T'he Yelkm Eurth and much of it is inaudible. Being an

audiovisual arl the two basic requirements are to be heard clearly and to be

watched with good understanding. When a new work creates something that the

audiences cannot hear clearly nor understand, it simply does not work. il

We can see that these criticisms are based on a traditional Chinese understandine

of film as yingxi (shadow drama/ptay)- ln traditional Chinese performing arts such as

Peking opera, the stage will not be left for a moment without either sound or movement

(unless occasionally, a famous singer stays stitl for a second waiting fbr his or her fans'

applause). The stage is always brightly illuminated even when it is supposed to be a night

scene, so the audience can see what is going on. The poor visibility in a scene is either

Chen Kaiyan p 19.

Chen KaiyarL p. 22.
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verbally described by the singing lines or uniformty indicated by the singers' geshrres.

The second scene in the Peking opera At the T'lzree-Road,hmction(funchakou) is besr

known for its fighting in this kind of well-illuminated "tJark- scene. While melodrama is

close to traditional Chinese perl'orming arts, naturalistic presentations like the quietness

and stillness in The Yelltm Earth are rather unfamiliar to Chinese viewers. These

criticisms also highlight an audience-oriented focus, aview-pointic misreadingwhich

nevertheless, is an extension of the debate on what groups literature and art should serve.

The Yellow Eurth, which to some extent d.id not target a mass audience, was regarded as a

less successfi.rl artistic work by these conventional chinese critics.

Of equal concem to critics was the rain prayer scene. The rain prayer, weddings

(twice) and the waist-drum dance were the three major ceremonial scenes which helped

make the film so successful in attracting international viewers. They were also highly

symbolic scenes arranged in a symbolic sequence by the director. Most Western

audiences saw these as representations of the ignorance, lack of change and massive

hidden enerry behind inertia of rural civilization. So they believed that the film questions

the reform progress carried out by the Communist authorities in Yan'arq but frequently

overlooked how the film illustrates the ultimate connections between such reform and

Chinese cultural tradition. The presumption of the setting in Xia yan's criticism was

sometimes well received in the West for different reasons.

Bonnie S. Mcdougall ranslated the film script of Ihe Yelbw Eurrh into Engtistr,

assisting Western scholars in close analysis of the film. In intoducing and commenting

the film, she claimed that "nowhere in the hundreds of articles written about fhe yellow

liarth [in China] is there a concise statement of the objections raised to the film: they are

too sensitive to mention openly, either in the articles that praise the film or those that
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condemn it." So, secure as a Westemer from the danger of being punished by the

Chinese government, she was able to provide this sensitive political readingof the fitm:

The significance of the historical period is linked with the significance of the

location. It was during the late 1930s and early t940s that the Chinese

Communist Party became a mass organization with direct or indirect power over

vast areas of the counbry, and the policies worked out at that time were also the

basis of those pursued after 1949. To set a film in the present might limit its

significance merely to the present; to set it in this period can imply that the most

firndamental Party policies are being brought under consideration. The site of the

action is an area not far from Yenan lYan'anl, which, as the first location of

extended Party govemment, became the symbol of Communist Parw rule over the

whole of China. The combination of that perid and that locality, in other words,

implies that the condition of the peasants shown in the film was to characterize

the whole Chinese peasanty, and by extension the whole Chinese race. To stress

the local peasants' "backwardness and ignorance," as critics claimed the film did.

was to suggest the failure of the Chinese Communist Part_v to tansform this

condifion even up to the present time.l:

As McDougall clearly noticed that the physical setting of the film is in a KMT-

ruled village,'t "th. failure of the Chinese Communist Parly to transform this condition"

should be seen as a reference to the similariry in nature of the rain prayer and waistdrum

dance as I noted in Chapter Two, 2.2. Highlighting the "political agenda" of the film

certainly helped to sell the film to intemational audiences but was not the main reason for

the attention it received in China. Only after it had been well received in Hong Kong and

won its intemational reputation through some t'ilm tbstivals, did the film become noticed

by a wider Chinese audiences and was better received in China. The film was screened

McDougall. TIU Yelkry lutrth,p. a

McDougafl. lhe Yelkn' funth, pp. 8-9

ll

ll
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for the second time in China in 1986. This time, it was not the politics of the film nor

even the film itself, but the film's intemational success that made the film of interest to

ordinary Chinese audiences. Chen Kaige, who has said much about the film but refuses

to clarifi its p<llitical intentions, might have anticipated that multiple interpretations (or, a

variety of view-pointic misreading) of the issue would only help promote the film to a

broader audience.

6.4 Achievements of The yellow Earth

The Yellow Earth doubtless is a self-conscious film with plent-v ofexemplary use

of symbolism through cinematography (in contrast to nanatives and dramatization

fi'equently seen in films before it). However, it is not a directly political film. On the

contary, it is rather post-political, with "post" in the sense of both "after" and "anti',.

Because of its post-politicat nature and lack of commercial elements, the film attracted

significant attention and debate. The film was successful at the intemational level for two

main reasons: finq the more freely political interpretations ofthe film in the West; and

second the ceremonial scenes in the film. I agree with McDougall's view that,..official

Chinese fean that the reason fbrthe film's success in the West was its porrayal of

Chinese backwardness are insulting to westem viewers."la To some extent, like

McDougall, Western viewers appreciated the film for its post-political nature. To many

others, including McDougall, the ceremonial scenes used in the film were the key to its

success' These scenes, used by Chen Kaige mainly for his selfexpression when self

expression was not popular in Chin4 helped the promotion of the film to audiences in the

f { McDougal\ \lp Yeltow t:nrth. p. 109
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west (including the then British colony of Hong Kong). The film's success was a

surprise to many Chinese filmmakers and critics.
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Ceremonial scenes in'l'he Yellow tiurth had a two-fold effect in promoting the

film. First, they emphasize the cultural uniqueness thus creating a rich flavour of

Chineseness in the film. This (lhineseness is exactly the localness a..foreign.'film needs

in getting into the Westemdominated, postmodenq transnational cultural industry

Ceremonial scenes in 77rc Yellow Earth,theretbre, become representatives of a certain

exotic cultrue in the eyes of some Westem viewers. Second, the primitive ngal life

portra-ved in the film also serves as a replica of past life displayed in a museum in late

capitalist society where the present situ;ation is rather unsatisfactory and makes people

anxious. The rapid industrialization and commercialization in the late capitalist social

development took place in the West in the recent decades make contemporary people

eager to find their disappearing memories of the past. "Backrvardness" in foreign

cultures is frequently picked up and identified to one's own past due to the belief of a

linear development in human history. This primitive tife belong to "the others" are seen

as living fossils and taken as one's fantasized past. To displace *re past of a culture with

these "others" is a result of parent mistaking as Freud described in..Familv Romances.'

(see Chapter Five 5.6). Such displacement also reveals the audiences unconscious desire,

or the Other in Lacan's terrns. Being consciouslv generated by the filmmaker or not the

chinesene.s.,; in The Yelhm liurth,theretbre, fbrms a signification of globalism.

Ceremonial scenes in T'he Yellow F.arth mainl.v serve symbolism and image

effect. They do not necessarily help the untblding of the story. On the contrary, thev

make the nanative ambiguous. For example, in connection to the narrative, should the

rvaistdrum dance be read as Ciuqiao's imagination of Yan'an, or the Yan'an which Gu
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Qing sees on his return? The answer can be both or neither. The ceremonial scenes are

used mainly for symbolism, though what they symbolize is frequently open to multiple

interpretations. We can see the two very similar wedding ceremonies as symbolizing the

repetition and lack of change in people's lives. The waistdrum dance and rain prayer

may suggest the similarity of the two activities though under two somewhat different

political regimes. The Shaanxi folk songs used in The Yellow Earrhcan be seen as

ceremonial too. They seem to symbolize the folk tadition which lasts for generations

whether used to portray the poor folks' life or their self-consciousness. While these

ceremonial scenes are highly symbolic they serve as tools in Chen Kaige's cultural,

philosophical or political search of Chinese fadition through his film. That is probably

why he could abandon ceremonial scenes altogether when he deemed them unnecessarv.

such as in King of the Children.

Chen Kaige's cinematic presentation, though much more advanced than ttrose by

hrs fellow directors in China in terms of cinematic awareness, may stilt be seen as being

developed from traditional Chinese aesthetics. Esther Yau pourted out in her essay

entitled "Yellow Earth: westem Analysis and a Non-westem Text'

Aesthetically speaking Yellow Earth is a significant instance of a non-westem

altemafive in recent narrative film-making. The static views of the distant ravines

and slopes of the Loess Plateau resemble a chinese scroll-painting ofthe

chang'an School. Consistent with chinese art, zhangyimou's cinematography

works with a limited ntnge of colours, natuxal lighting, and a non-perspectival use

of filmic space that aspires to a Taoist thought "silent is the Roaring sound,

Formless is the Image Grand."ls

15 Berry, pp. 04-65
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Despite his aesthetic loyalty to Chinese hadition, Chen Kaige analyzed and re-evaluated

Chinese fiadition on an unprecedented scale through his film. As Rey Chow said,

"Chen's 1980s films [with The Yellow liarthas the first of them]. all confront the

deconstructiveness of Chinese culture as human nature, speak with particular

poignancy."'u While confronting (not renewing or reforming as intellectuals did during

the May Fourth period) ig Chen unavoidably re-evaluated Chinese culture from a non-

traditional and non-Chinese perspective. Attributing Chinese backwardness in the 1980s

to the haditional culture, Chenjoined other fellow root-searching artists by aking a

Western-centric, linear historical point of view. Tlrc Yelltn, Earrh was the first Chinese

film to re-evaluate Chinese tradition in a global context. Being a pioneer it might seem

less mature in providing some possible solutions than those in the same genre made in the

1990s (see Chapter Ten). But the film still very significantly highlights the dilemmas in

Chinese modernization.

While to re-evaluate Chinese culture in a global conrext can be fruitful in finding

the shortcomings of Chinese tradition, taking a global cultural viewpoint certainlv

involved a process of parent-mistaking as described by Freud in "Family Romances" (see

Chapter Fil'e, 5.2). Mistaking idealized parents does not necessarily undermine one's

true birth parents, as Freud elaborated. In this case, The Yellow Eurth unconsciouslv

glorifies, as well as redefines Chinese culture. Despite the global cultural viewpoint it

takes, The Yellow Earth (and Chen's other 1980s films) is stilt a good example of films

targeting domestic audiences. Though its cultural standpoint could not be widely shared

by Chinese audiences at the time, the film aims at asking a question that concems every

Chinese: "What is wrong with our culture that led to our disgraceful recent history?'' The

'o R"y Chow. p. 80
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film neither has the ambition to let the world know Chinese better (though in reality it has

done so), nor means to create a cultural artifice, a hypeneal C.hineseness for Westem

audience entertai nment.

The historic impact of The Yellow Earth on Chinese film and the Chinese film

industry was nvo-fold. From an artistic point of view, the film revolutionized the attitude

towards cinema in Chin4 even though those who could feel this revolutionary force were

still not large in number and were mainly film professionals. The emphasis on cinematic

effect (whether inspired by taditional Chinese painting or by other aesthetics) rather than

drama and nanation made the film, for the first time in Chinese film history, an exercise

in cinematogaphy And as pointed out by Paul Clarlq the film achieved encouraging

progress in the Chinese artists' search for a national sMe cinema.

Filmmakers in China have spent the last seventy years trying to find a Chinese

st-vle of cinema art. It would be presumptuous to think that[The]Yellow Earth

has brought that search to an end but the film has certainly gone fi.rther down

one possible road than more ordinarv films.17

While the film proved successful artistically, it also attracted reasonable box-office

income in China after its international success and more notably in the international

market. In finding a way of lodging Chinese films in the international mainsteam

(especially in Hong Kong) and semi-mainstream (art house and film festivals) film

markets, The Yellow Earth achieved another historic benchmark for Chinese film.

Although The Yellow Eartlf s success is a complex of many factors, the use of ceremonial

scenes inspired other Chinese filmmakers attempting international success. I will fi:rther

discuss these in Chapter Seven.

't Clark "YellowEarth'. 1985
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Compared to The Yeltow Earth, Chen Kaige's next three films - The Big Parade,

King of the Children and l.fe on u String- generated less debate and less box+ffice

income both locally and internationally, though many critics a_sree they are much more

mature in terms of directing. ln T'he tlig Purctcle and King oJ-the Children, Chen Kaige

did not use the traditional ceremonial scenes as he did in'[he Yellrm Earth. The military

parade in the former film is a Westernized ceremony. This from another angle confirms

that the international success of The Yellow Earthcan to a great extent be atFibuted to the

significant use of raditional ceremonial scenes.

King oJ'the Children tells the story of an educated yourh Lao Ganr. As with

manv urban high school studen8 of his time, Lao Ganr goes to a backward rural village

during the Cultural Revolufion following Mao Zedonq's instruction to "receive re-

education by peasants." He is appointed as a school teacher for a short while but is

dismissed because he does not follow the prescribed textbook. The fitm is an adaptation

of Ah Cheng"s novella of the same title. Flaving spent two years in a backward village

during the Cultural Revolution (where Chen met his former Beijing schoolmate Ah

Cheng)' Chen presented a picture of a time and place tbmiliar to him as well as a portrait

of his friend Ah Cheng.rE The slorv, philosophical development of the film echoed Ah

Cheng's original novella and carried the main characterisfics of domestic fifth-eeneration.

It rvas shortly before the directorial appearance of his rival - zhangrimou 
^o ^ro

&tghtrm ( 1987). The philosophical theme of King oJ'the (hitctren is sometimes beyond

'* Chen Kaige wrote in 1987. "lt [the original storv] is an episode ofAh Cheng.s eleven v.ears staying in the
border province Yunnan. lt can be seen as a linle autobiography of him." Chen Kaige. *Crrnrryu Aaziprz6' (About Kitry of the (-hildren) in Drowing.slttrcttphouktat No. 212, (Tlong Kong 30 April I987),
p 28.
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interpretations and can mainly be attributed to the literature version of the story, the

original novella by the cultwal re-evaluation master in literature Ah Chens.
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6.5 Chen Kaige's philosophical search in Life on a Sfnng

Chen Kaige's philosophical search reached its height nhts Ltfe on a String,

which, ironically, was also his first overseas funded film and was never released in Chrna.

The setting of Ltfe an a String is rather vague as there is no external event for historical

reference, but the costumes suggest the Republican period (191 l-1949). This, however,

should not be taken seriously either, since the story lasts more than sixty yean which is

much longer than that period in history. The absence of clear historical reference can be

seen as an indication that this film does not deal with any particular social, political or

cultural issues but focuses on timeless philosophical matters.

The story begins when a young blind.sunrian (a three-stringed plucked

instrument) player and singer inherits the instrument from his dying master and follows

his master's exhortation - to get the prescnption sealed inthe.sanrianfor a cure of his

blindness after he has broken one thousand strings with playing. The film jumps sixty

years as soon as this opening sequence tinishes. When the sunrian performer appears on

the screen again, he is a master himself He is now followed by a young blind apprentice,

Shitou (Stone) and praised by people in the region through the nickname Shenshen (God).

Not only his singtng pleases all the people around him, but it also has the magic power of

stopping people tighting. We see no change in the surroundings over these sixty years -
same physical world, same way people dress - except the aged Shenshen now looks

rather like his master sixty years ago.
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When Shitou falls in love with a village girl who lives not far from the temple

where they stay, Shenshen tries but fails to stop this romance. He finally finishes his one

thousandth string and goes to pursue remedy for his blindness in a city medicine shop.

The prescription, for which he has played so many strings during sixty yean of his life,

tums out to be a blank piece of paper. During Shenshen's absence, Shitou is beaten by

the peasants from his lover's village. After leaving a letter to Shitou (audiences are not

shown what is in the letter or indeed whether there is anything in it at all) his loverjumps

offa cliffand hlls henelf. Shenshen returns from the city still blind- He damages his

master's gravestone in despair.

In a sequence on his way back from the city, Shenshen exchanges the most

philosophical dialogue in the film with the noodle-shop owner at the Yellow fuver

crossing (this is the second time he crosses the river in the film). He goes back to the

temple, sings again in the village and dies soon after. We should not take Shenshen's

earlier action at his master's grave as an act of rebellion or awakening, since he leaves his

saruian and the snme prescription to Shitou shortly before his own death. In the closing

sequence, Shiton, who has just attended Shenshen's river funeral, exchanges the

prescription in the sartrian with his lover's letter. We are not sure whether he does this

intentionally. The blind boy leaves the letter and the prescription side by side on a table

for a while. When he comes back to the table and picks up the letter, the wind is blowing

the prescription away. When the villagers try to carry him in a chair (as they earlier did to

Shenshen) as the new Shenshen (God), he gets down from the chair and walks away

himself. Does this indicate that Shitou will not follow his master's path? Or does he

simply need time for the tansition and fiansformation? Audiences are left to judge for

themselves.
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Chen Kaige consciously uses many ceremonial scenes, but, unlike his next film

Farewell lv[y Concubine (1993) and Zhang Yimou's rilogy (see the next chapter), they

are not significantly culturally coded. When the boatrnen carry the little girl (the noodle-

shop owner's daughter at the river crossing) in the boat on their shoulders, when

Shenshen is carried in a chair above people's heads, when Shenshen is singing on a

hilltop while people fight below, when Shenshen's body floats away in the river with

Shitou on the river band in a mourning son's gown, we can hardly see any trace of

Chinese conventions but we feel (though not necessarily undentand) the philosophical

symbolism. What we cannot accurately tell is the meaning behind this symbolism. Even

the dominant sound of the film, Shenshen's singing (composed by Chen Kaige himself),

sounds familiar to no-one. It is neither traditional chinese nor westem.

There is not as much literature on Life on a Stringby film critics as that on The

Yellow Earth and on Farewell futy Concubine later. Whereas the film was less noticed

than the other two films at the international level, the lack of response in China can

certainly be attributed to the fact that the film was never released there. In interpreting

the filnq some critics, both from China and overseas, took Shitou as an opponent or rival

of Shenshen. In the Hong Kong film magazine clrry Entertainment (Diaryttng

sltuang:houkan), Lo Ka Lok (Lao Jiale) wrote:

At the end, Shitou is carried high by the villagers and can easily become another

shenshen. But he gives up [this opportunity]. He would rather walk. The

decision to refuse to follow blindly is the liberation following the tragedy that

Chen Kaige has insisted on.re

Lo Ka Loh 'Zhengqing tansuo ji Foxue xintai: Biot zou biot ctwtgi'(Searching for the politics and
psychology of Buddhism: Lde on a String) n Dianying slruorgzhoutran No. 363, (Hong Kong: l993), p.
I 10. The author does not clari& what "the rraSedy' retbrs. Some possible referenc€s are the tragedy of
Shenshen who follows his master's instruction blindly pla;ling one thousand strings for a blank
prescriptiorl the Culnral Revolution which is fiequently regarded as a catastrophq and the June Founth
incident
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A mainland Chinese critic, Dai Jinhu4 also wrote:
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If we say that Shenshen's fate forms a repetitioq a cycle of his master's life,

Shitou does not follow the pattern. fught from the beginning, Shitou appears with

a different attitude as a questioning individual. He says to Lanxiu [his girlfriend],

"I am different [from Shenshen]. I do not care how many strings I am going to

break." What he wonders about is "what is the blue sea" and "is emptiness

white'''.lo

Clearly, Shitou will not be able to hand over to the druggist a blank sheet as a prescription

to cure his blindness. He keeps his lover's lener rather than the "prescription". He

probably "sees" the real w'orld with his heart much earlier than his master. But these

critics seem willingly to overlook many possible similarities between Shenshen's life and

Shitou's.

When Shitou questions Shenshen, "Have you ever blown air into a girl's face?",

Shenshen's emotional reaction clearly indicates that he too has some romantic memories.

He later tells Shitou that he knows women very well, but they are not as reliable as the

surtriun. When Lantiu touches Shenshen while he is sick in his bed, he fantasizes or

recalls his encounter with the wife of the noodle-shop owner. Shitou perhaps is still too

young to understand and thus to believe what Shenshen says. But Shenshen might have

been another Shitou when he was young. Both Shenshen and Shitou live their lives for a

piece of paper. For people who do not read and see in a way ordinary people do, does it

really matter if it is a prescription, a love letter or a blank piece of paper? What they keep

in the.saztran is a remedy for their life. Though the paper inthe sanriandoes not address

directly the difficulties in Shenshen and Shitou's lives, it gives the possessor a sense of

20 Dai Jirhua Dian)'inT tihor yu pipirtg shoace. p.92. In Chinese. emptines (l<ongbai)is a combination of
two charact€rs literally means "spacd'and ..whitd'.
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confidence and hope. The power of the pap€r remains as long as it remains to be

concealed. The paper is both the symbol and motive that control their lives.
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Compared to his early films, L(b on u String has a high budget with foreign

investments. Nevertheless, we should not suspect this change of tone and ture simply as

a conscious move toward inlemationalization. Being able to achieve these effects,

nevertheless, can be attributed to the foreign funding and technology, including post-

production completed in Germany. Chen Kaige's film- however, does not rely on an easy

flowing nanative like Zhang Yimou's films. The philosophical metaphor in Life on a

String is even harder to understand than that in The Yelkm Eurth and Krng of the

Children, not only tbr mass audiences but also for critics. Unlike Zhang's films, Life on u

Stting provides very few multi-interpretable signs. The film is almost be_n-ond any

interpretations: beyond both culturat and political view-pointic misreutlings. Life on u

S'ttrzg might not be a typical domestic fifth-generation film by theme, and certainly could

not be one in reality for not being locally released- The film should not be regarded as an

intemational fifth-generation film either because it shows little concern for commercial

elements (such as traditional ceremonies and tblk conventions) for a likelv success in the

intemational market.

Without focusing on anli cultural and political interpretations, I would like to

contribute a deconstructive reading of the film. To read the film culturallv or politically

is not as natural as reading the hlm as a critique of tilm and the film indusuy. Shenshen

is a god because peopte would like to believe he is a god. Shenshen has done nothing

according to his own will but everything according to his audience's (such as the

villagers) wishes, or his director's (that is his master's) wishes. In fact, none of the

characters in the film has a consistent p€rsonality and none of them has a permanent
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identity either. Shenshen is a saviour at one moment, because he is regarded as god. The

magrc power is given by his audiences and can be withdrawn by them whenever they

want. So his apprentice Shitou can be bullied by the same people who call him

Shenshen. The actor who plays the noodle-shop owner also "plays" a god statue in the

temple. This is an obvious example of identitv shifting. As we have seen from reading

Lacan's "Seminar on 'The Purloined Letter"'(Chapter One, 1.4), the shifting of identity is

not always a result of the subject's intention but an act of the system, the symbolic order

to which the subject is subject. The whole frlm is a floating dream of the director. The

actors simply act upon the director's request. Therefore the noodle-shop owner's

phrlosophical conversation -'No matter who you are, to be in this worl{ you need to

perform in a play" - is also the director"s lecture to the actors. When the same shop

owner says'Not watching through to the en4 how would you know this is a good

drama?", he is commanding the audiences in the name of the director to stay in their seats

till the end of the film.

Life on u String deconstructs the traditional linear narrative in films as well as

nanative itself. Instead" it provides a zero nanative (or a narrative in a nonJinear form, a

deconstruction of narrative) with masses of si-ens beyond conrmon interpretations. Chen

Kaige's film echoes the romantic poems by Li Shangrin (813?-858?) from the Tang

dvnasW. Though many of Li's poems are very accomplished and have been praised by

numerous critics, no one has successfully elaborated what his poems really signified-

Some read them as about a secret romance of the poet, while others draw up a long list of

political metaphors attached to the poems. Lrfe on a String can be well described by nvo

lines in a poetic critique on Li Shangryin's poetry written by Yuan Flaowen (l190-1257):
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Poets all say that Shangyin's poems are fantastic.

What a pity that none can provide a good reading guid".t,

The lack of success of Life on a Sningat both international film festivals and

commercial market can be attributed to two main reasons. First, Chen directed the film

on his return to China from the United States where he snrdied and spent time

immediately afterthe 1989 Tian'anmen incident. His hasty retum to the then

intemationally boycotted China (within two years of the incident) and the permission he

received to make the film led the viewers to presume the film having a less controversial

theme. This presumption could be part of the reasons why the film attracted much less

speculation than Zhang Yimou's two films of the same period - Judou and Raise the Red

Lantern. Zhangwas making films in China through and after the Tian'anmen incident.

Second, the zero nanative and the philosophical rather than cultural symbolism detened

viewers from imposing their view-pointic misreading, It is a pity that we cannot examine

Chinese audiences' response to the film because it was never released in China.

Though funded by foreign investmen! Lrfe on a Sningshould stillbe seer as a

film firmly rooted in Chinese tradition. While the philosophical points in the film could

be beyond many Chinese audiences' comprehension, they were still presented through

references to traditional Chinese thoughts and idioms. These references could strike a

chord for some Chinese, particularly those with a good knowledge of traditional Chinese

thought and literatwe, just as Li Shangyin's poetry moves its readers. Chen Kaige's first

film with a globalist theme was not this first foreign-funded production but his next film

Furewe I I lvfi, C oncub ine.

2r i+agifrtrEFf ,,lEtRiE  |FX#X" cited byLiu Dajie vol. 2, p. 150
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6.6 Farewell My Concubine as Chen Kaige's turning point
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Chen Kaige reached another peak in his career by directing Farewell trtfii

Concubine (1993). The film proved another international success for him. In 1993, it

shared the Palme d'Or award at the forty-sixth Cannes Film Festival and. was the best

foreign film at the Golden Globe Awards. It also competed for the best foreign language

film at the Academ.v- Awards. Farewell lvly Concufune's success, however, was not a

result of Chen's continuous artistic maturation in filrnmaking. The film was made for a

broad international audience and succeeded because of its deliberate use of ceremonial

scenes (which not only include taditional ceremonies but also many other culturally

coded scenes that portray'1he Orient"). Chen this time consciouslv tailored the film for

the taste ofhis target international audiences. Farewelt luly Concuhine wasmade five

years after zhangYimou's Red Sorghum (1987). The delay, however, does not

overshadow the fact that Chen helped elevate China's international fifth-generation films

(see 6.1) to a new height. The film indicates both a turning point for Chen and his

successful attempt at making fihns with globalist themes that rel.v- on the attraction of

ceremonial scenes and easily-followed narratives.

Farewell lvh,Concubinehas been a well-known story in Chinese history: When

the once great hero Chu Bawang (the Great Conqueror from the State of Chu, Xang yu

232-202B.C.) was finally trapped by Liu Bang (the first emperor of the Ftun dynasty ,256-

195 B.C.) at Galxia he drank for the last time rvith his favourite concubine, Lady Yu, and

composed his famous poem:

My strength plucked up the hills,

My might shadowed the world;
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But the times were against me,

And Dapple nrns no more,

When Dapple nrns no more,

What then can I do?

Ah, Yq my Yu,

What will vour fate be?::

Lady Yu was not significant enough to deserve any further words about her fate in the

formal historical record. Novel writers and opera playwrights, however, took her story

more seriously and expanded it into romances. In these romances, Lady Yu becomes the

fraglc heroine who kills herself in front of Chu Bawang to prove her loyalty and preserve

her chasnty.23 This suicide is not mentioned in the official historical record. Lilian Lee

(Li Bihua), a Hong Kong writer, borrowed the title from the famous peking opera

Bcrwang bie ji (bestknown as Farewell to Mv (oncubine,or literally, the Bawang

bidding his lady farewell) and wrote a novel about a male opera singer who is so devoted

to the concubine character that he plays that he wishes to be a beloved concubine in real

life. Chen Kaige's film is based on Lee's novel. Lee's novel was first published in 1985,

a year after the Sino-British Joint Declaration on the rerum of Hong Kong to Chinese mle

had been signed.

The film spans a period of fifty-two years ( 1929-1981). Unlike the setting in

Lilian Lee's original novel which shifu from Beijing to Hong Kong (and ends in 1984,

not the film's l98l), the film is set solely in Beijing. Under Chen Kaige's instructions,

Burton Waston translated Record of the Grand Historior - Hat Dymsryl rev. ed., (Hong Kong: The
Research Centre for Transluion CUHK and Columbia Universiry eress. iof ;, p. a5. Dapple is rhe name
of the horse ridden by Chu Bawang through the years of his conquering. Chinese origlnal in Sima eur
Shiji vol l, second ed., (Beijine" Zhonghua shujq 1982), p. 333.

See novels such as Cai Dongfan's Qiat-Hut 1'utyi (The Romcarce of rhe Former Hol andoperas zuch as
Mei Lanfang's Bm,catg bie ji (Frewell toluA'Conatbine).

?3
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Lee completed a script for the film with Lu Wei in January 1992. Straight away, she

rewrote her novel to resemble the film script and published it in a revised edition in May

1992. The revised edition is twice as long as the original version. It was translated into

English and published in 1993. The increase in length and Penguin Books' publication of

an English version certainly highlight how much influence on the literary version the film

had. Though a film inspiring a novel has been quite common in the West for a few

decades, until very recently, Chinese filmmakers generally showed full respect and tried

to be faithfirl to the literary works they adapted.

The film is about an abandoned boy Xiao Douzi (Little Bean) who takes an

apprenticeship in a Peking opera troupe. Because of his frail appearance and charming

voice, he is tained to be a dan (female protagonist in the opera). In the troupe, he makes

best friends with Xiao Shitou (Little Rock), who is a lide olderthan him and always

looks after him. They both grow up to be exceptional figures - juer or opera stars. In the

spotlight on stage, Xiao Shitoq now bearing the stage name Duan Xaolou (Linle-

mansion Duan), is always the manly king orthe husband, and Xao Douzi, now Cheng

Dieyi (Butterfly-dress Cheng), is always the beloved woman. opera and reality are

bluned for Cheng Dieyi, who devotes himselfto his love for Duan Xiaolou. Duan

Xiaolou does not reciprocate these feelings but instead marries a prostitute, Juxian

(without a surnalrle, her given name means Chrysanthemum Fairy). The two operajuer

separate and reunite several times, first because of their love and hared and later due to

the Cultural Revolution. The two meet again after the Cultural Revolution and Cheng

Dieyi kills himself in front of Duan Xiaolou during a rehearsal. While the original novel

touches on homosexuality at a superficial level, Chen Kaige's film tried to get into it at a

certain depth. Lilian Lee's novelar*euably focuses more on identiqv (sexual orbeyond)
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than sexuality. Chen seemed to be more liberal by placing homosexuality in the centre'

but he took a rather conventional attitude toward the protagonist's homosexual

preferences, as I w'ill elaborate in the next section'

chen Kaige used many ceremonial scenes tn Farewell lvt'.v concubine' Ttrc opera

foupe setting provides convenient venues for these scenes' The beatings' reprimands and

hardship during opera training, and the painted faces, the delicate singing and detailed

gestures during stage performances are a few examples. The film also includes many

ceremonies set in political campaigns. Unlike such scenes tnThe Yellow Earth'these

scenes in Farewell M1t Concuhine aresmoothly embedded into the narrative' They are

more economic in terms of size. They no longer create symbolism but serve the

audiovisual effects as well as the narrative development. They become the "collectable"

items to fill up the museum of the orient that indicate a cultural and historical past' In

appealing the international audiences' these ceremonial scenes function very similar to

those found in Zhang Yimou's "red trilory" (see the next chapter)' AsRey Chow pointed

out when discussing Chinese film generally,

From the perspective of the world at large, film shares with other institutions such

asmuseumandartgalleriestheimportantfunctionofexhibitrngethnicculnrre.

But while museum and art galleries are still bound to specific locals' film is not'

Film therefore serves as a major instrument for making the visualitv of exotic

cuitures part of our everyday mediatized experience around the globe'2{

Chen Kaige's ceremonial scenes in I'-arewell lvt'y concub'[re, however' differ

characteristically from those in Zhang's "red trilory"' Zhang's presentation frequently

tu R"ychoqp.27

I7
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carries the roughness of a primitive style, similar to what we first saw in The Yellow

Earth; Chen's ceremonial scenes in Furewell lv[y C.oncuhine are in a refined style and

directly related to the performing arts (in this case, Peking opera). Nevertheless, both

Chen and Zhangcontributed to the visuality of an exotic culture to the Western audiences

through their films.

For many Western audiences, the film was more fascinating than most domestic

fifth-generation films including Chen Kaige's own earlier films. Intemational fifth-

generation directors, now including Chen himself, have a strong reputation in the

international film market for revealing what foreigners regard as unfamiliar Chinese

radition and culture with their successful use of ceremonial scenes (or visuality, in Rey

Chow's words). Quite frequently, they also cater to the needs for cultural appreciation of

audiences in China. Chinese audiences were surprised by this "culture-retrieval" due to

the fact that much of this tadition and culture had been unknown before, and it might

neverhave existed until the films were made. The conscious display of exotic Chinese

culture, as we see in Faranell luly Concubine (andZhang Yimou's films), demonstrates

the filmmaker's awareness of as well as submission to postmodem globalism.

6.7 Chen Kaige's portrayal of homosexuality

Farewell lvfii Concubrne attracted extra attention both overseas and in China, as it

touches on a topic which had not previously been touched upon by Chinese directors -
homosexuality. Chen Kaige was famous for using visual symbolism, as we have seen in

his The Yellow Earth, Lfe on a String and other early films, although what he wanted to

symbolize frequently remains either multi-interpretable orbeyond interpretation. Chen

also used symbolism in Farewell Nfy Concubine. This time, he was rather
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straigtrtforward. Chen chose to change Xiao Douzi's birth mother from a young widow

in Lilian [ee's first edition to a prostitute and thus made Xao Douzi an illegitimate,

fatherless child. Chen used a series of incidents to highlight the formation of the male

protagonist's homosexuality. Xiao Douzi is described as six-fingered. To allow him to

be admitted to the opera school, his mother has to cut offhis extra finger with a chopper -

a symbol of castation. When the young boy is first assigned to sing a female role, he

keeps making the same mistake. It is a speech by a teenage nun and has two lines which

run like this:

I am just a tender maiden,

Not a handsome lad.

But he keeps saytng:

I am just a handsome lad

Not a tender maiden.

This Freudian slip infuriates his best friend Xiao Shitoq who responds in a Freudian way-

The elder boy thrusts the pipe bowl into Xiao Douzi's mouth andjerks it back and forth

several times. Xiao Douzi's mouth starts to filI with blood. After this even! Xiao Dottzi

never makes the same mistake agin. This episode, especially with the pipe and Xiao

Shitou's movement and Xiao Douzi's mouthful of bloo4 symbolizes the rape of

"virginal" )(iao Doqzi. Later a eunuch from the overthrown Qing dynasty summons Xiao

Douzi to his bedroom after a home performance. His sexual encounter with Xiao Douzi,

makes the young opera singer experience the actual physical act of "rape". The euructr'

Master Ni, fondles xao Douzi. coming out from Master Ni's place next morning, the

exhausted Xiao Douzi with displaced make-up and tangled clothes can hardly walk by
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himself This suggest an violent sexually harassment took place offscreen. Chen Kaige

shows to his audiences that Xiao Douzi is both mentally and physically feminized by the

opera training.

Chen Kaige's most significant new contribution to the story is the ending. Cheng

Deyi and Duan Xiaolou are in their sixties when they meet on the same stage agarn after

the Cultural Revolution. The two are both in their costumes for a rehearsal of Farewell

to My C.oncubine. Cheng Dieyi reads the teenage nun's lines (which is not from the

Peking operathey are rehearsing) in his typical mistaken way:

I am just a handsome lad,

Not atender maiden.

Then he pulls out the sword from Duan Xiaolou's waist scabbard and kills himself The

sword is part of the costume though this real sword was a present to Du,an Xiaolou from

Cheng Dieyi. (Cheng Dieyi obtained the swor4 which was Duan Xiaolou's favourite,

from another man he did not love but slept with.) This closing episode is not in Lilian

Lee's fust edition at all, and is described as merely a fantasy of Cheng Dieyr in the second

edition. Chen Kaige justified his dramatic ending in an interview in 1994:

In the film Cheng Dieyi uses Lady Yu to conceal his own desire. He makes

himself feel safer in this way. But towards the end of the film, when he once

again wongly recites the teenage nun's lines, he does it on pupose. He realizes

that he has always been a man and the story of his life is indeed "a story of a man

in love with another man". Is this love a mistake? If so, it must be a beautiful

mistake.25

25 Chang Ching-pei (Zhang Jinsbei), *Shishi beijing qian huodong de renmen" (People act in front of an epic

background) 
tn 

Oia,y-ig n-nstwtgvol. 67, ifuip.i, l99a), p. 72.. ChenKaige made a sirnilar assertion

about the film when he was interviiwed by the Hong Kong tiltn director Stanley Kwan (Ctuatt Jinpeng) in

the film centennial documentary Y*glYin (1996, directed by Stanley Kwan)'
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We can see that Chen Kaige chose to deal the homosexuality as the central theme ofthe

film. However, he used symbolism in the film to emphasize that homoseruality is

acquired rather than inborn. Such an understanding of homosexuality was rather

conservative in the 1990s. To Chen, Cheng Diey's life is certainly beautiful for his

devotion to his love and to opera, but Cheng Dieyi's love is still a "mistake". Many

critics ttom China echo Chen's assertion of Cheng Dieyi's acquired homosexuality and

appreciate Chen's treafinent of the ending.l6

By letting Cheng Dieyi kill himsell Chen Kaige certainly ends the film at its

highest dramatic level. However, the film ending did not please Hong Kong viewers, one

of his major international audiences. In spite of benefiting from having her novel adapted

by an internationally acclaimed director, Lilian Lee could not accept the suicide ending

either. Both the film and the director have many connections with Hong Kong audiences.

Chen's achievement was first recognized by Hong Kong viewers (with The Yellow

Earth). Chen's F'arewell lvf-v ('oncubine was partly funded by a Hong Kong company

(with investment from Taiwan) The popular Hong Kong writer Lilian Lee not only

provided the original story but also co-wrote to the film script. The film also staned

Leslie Cheun-s (Zhang Guorong), a famous actor and pop singer from Hong Kong. All

these made Hong Kong viewen more responsive to the film and their comments and

criticism more noteworthv.

In the above mentioned interview, Chen Kaige commented with elegance on the

suicide, "For Cheng Dieyi, to kill himself at the end of the film is a Huppy' Encling,not a

Satl Erultng. It is a moment of excitement..."r7 In her revised edition ( 1992), Lilian Lee

:6 There are a number of articles n Dicnrying pirrglie (Beijng) and Diarying, dianshi vishu 1'oyiu @ajing)
from 1993 to 1994.

2t Chang Ching-per, Diarrying nnshulg vol. 67, (Taipel l99a), p. 69. Original in Chinese ercept terms in

italics, which are in English and capitalized.
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adopted most of the symbolic scenes in the film that did not appear in the original edition

( 1985), but she was reluctant to include the "Happy Ending" drawn by Chen. Neither did

Hong Kong viewers seem to share the excitement described by Chen. Here I only cite

two examples. As I earlier quoted Chen thought that Cheng Dieyi's suicide is the self-

confirmation of his homosexual preference. But Tang Tu (Deng Tu), a prominent Hong

Kong fitm critic interpreted the ending as: "While Cheng Dieyi is killing himself, Duan

Xiaolou calls out 'Xiao Douzi'. This ending makes the confusing relationship between

them retum to the simple and pure friendship they had during their childhood-"2E

Another famous critic did not appreciate Chen's ending at all and prefened Lee's instead-

Long Tin (Lang Tian) wrote, "It would be better to see the suicide of Cheng Dieyi as an

hallucination.... The omission ofthe original Hong Kong setting is not unacceptable. But

without the compromise with life at the en4 it just seems imperfect "2e

Either out of his sympathy for the male protagonist or simply for a striking appeal

for the film, Chen Kaige tells a story of homosexual love through the film. Hong Kong

people, who had for long had an identit"- crisis due to British colonization, chose to see

differently the story originated by a Hong Kong novelist. Long Tin echoed Lilian Lee's

revised edition suggesting the suicide to be seen as an hallucination. There is an old

Chinese saying: "Life is but a dream." To Hong Kong viewers, Cheng Dieyi's life is full

of an andety of identity. Zhtanga,the famous Daoist philosopher, once woke up from

dreaming of being a butterfly. He aske4 *Am I Zhuang Zhoq dreaming of being a

butterfly? Or am I a buttertly, now dreaming that I am Zhuang Zhou?"r0 For Cheng

tt T-g Tu."Batuang hie.ji: nihan yu beipan" (h'uewell fut.v (oruubine: love and b€tra@), n Dioryirtg

shuangloukur vol. f60. (Hong Kong. 1993). p. I l l.

2' Long TirL "Xanni yu beiwei - Bawcttg breji' (To be addiaed and low - I:uretrell lvly Cotrcuhine),in

Dinrying slnwrg,rhoulun vol362. (1993). p. I I l.

t" 
Chen Guyrng d. Zhuntgi . Orwu tun (7-huanpi ' Ot Eqnlity). p. 92, Zhou is Zhuangzi's given name

and Zi is a title of respect meaning Master.
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Dieyi, the questions are "Am I a man playing a woman's role (on stage or in society)? Or

am I indeed a woman with a man's body?* Many symbolic scenes of femininization in

the film further enrich the sense of the anrier."- of identity, though Chen might have

originatly intended to use them to present the process of the acquiring homosexuality.

Chen might want to regard the self-destruction as "a moment of excitement". In practice,

the suicide also becomes an unconsciously moral punishment for the acquired,

"mistaken" sexuality.

The ending of Lilian Lee's novel portrays the distribution of copies ofthe Sino'

British Joint Declaration in 198.1 Hong Kong streets. Facing the historical hand-over,

Hong Kong viewers in the mid 1990s were likely to identifu their amiet-v of identity with

Cheng Dieyi. They wanted to have an identiry other than simply being either British

nationality (overseas) or Chinese citizens. They also sensed the sacrifice for such an

identity could be at very high price. Elegant gestures, such as suicide, belong to artists:

ordinary people care more about how to survive. not how to die. Therefore Hong Kong

people wanted to see compromise between their desired identiqv and predestined future of

the colony. Here we see an example where the directic misreading andview-pointic

misreuding(at least that among Hong Kong viewers) obviously went in different

directions.

6.8 Behind and beyond the concubine

When asked what were the differences between his interpretation of the story and

that of Lilian Lee, Chen Kaige replied"

The original story is an isolated one without solid background. [t has only one leg

- the conflicts and differences among the characters. This leg is still important

[to the film] and the -eravity oFthe story till rests on it. But there are many

unchangeable factors in people's fate. These factors come from the social-
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historical background. This background frames the way people think' Without

this background, everything becomes insignificant.... I do not want to redefine the

Cultural Revolution's impact on human nature, but I would like to find why

people reacted like that.sr

Chen Kaige certainly worked very hard on the background and the narrative richness of

the story. He provided a rather realistic setting to the film for its Chinese and' more

importantly, international audiences. He had some obvious reasons in doing this to

reward his overseas investors, and he has proven his success in doing so' The film's

funding was hom Taiwan through Hong Kong. From a monetary point of view, both

Hong Kong and Taiwan are overseas reglons to mainland China. Stnct foreign exchange

control in the marnland until the mid 1990s prevented overseas investors from taktng

profits out of China. The film staned both Leslie Cheung, a best-paid Hong Kong actor

and Gong Li, the best-known mainland Chinese actress. The film's success relied on

fulfilling the intemational audiences' expectation by manipulating the ceremonial scenes

and superstar cast in a well-received style of Chineseness.

Chen Kaige certainly made Farewell lvh,Concubine a successful international

tifth-generation Chinese film. From the perspective of costume, the film seems an

epitome of Chinese performing arts. From the perspective of history, the film tries to

cover all significant events in China between 1929 and 1981. From the perspective of

personality, the film makes much of the traditional Chinese concept of being loyal to

one's master and one's husband. From the penpective of sexuality, the film fulfills the

audience's desire to see the unspeakable spoken: homosexualitv in China. Chen

successfully exaggerated and created many ceremonial scenes in the tilm. They range

from opera school faining to opera costumes, trom finger chopping to a eunuch's sexual

rl Chiao Hsiung-ping (Jiao Xongping), "Zhongguo daoyan zJtuanfang:'(Sp€cid interviews ofChinese

directon) nYingxiargvol.32, (Taipei' Sept. 1992) p I 12'
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desires; from a uaditional Chinese brothel to the Cultural Revolution mass+riticism

rallies.

As rn the famous Chinese historical story, it is the same character, the concubine,

who dominates the film. More significantlv, the character becomes phual in these

modern versions - the concubines include both the Great Conqueror's lover and the stage

creation. Cheng Dieyi plays the concubine's role so well, both on the stage and in his real

life, so that neither he himself nor his audience can fix his real sexual identity. Who can

deny that Chen Dieyi is a hyperreal (in Jean Baudrillard's terms) concubine. This is

because the socalled "real or original concubine" is neverttreless another fantasy figwe,

another example of the hypeneal. It is not a story of the concubine's loyalty, butthe

moral ofbeing loyal creates the loyal concubine and concubines.

Many critics have also compared Cheng Dieyi and Juxian as a stage concubine

and a real-life concubine.32 Juxian, however contributes very little to the story as a

whole. In Lilian Lee's novel, Juxian is a simple, flat, background figure. To include

China's internationally best-known actress Gong Li in the cast for commercial appeal, the

film had to accommodate a more substantial role for Juxian. In an interview with the

Hong Kong director Stanley Kwan (Guan Jinpeng), Chen Kaige reluctantly ageed that to

increase Jtxian's importance in the film was partly a commercial decision. Chen also

argued in the same interview that Juxian was given more prominence in the film to

provide a normal male-female relationship in contast to the homosexuality.3s Ttris, of

3t For example Lin Shu-chuan (Lin Shujuan), "Shi Bawang bie ji, haishi Bawang mai ji?" @oes Bawang

farewell orbetray his concubine?),inYingxiorgvol. 45, (TaiPet. Jan. 1994), pp. 148-149; and Tuan Chen-

zu @uan Zhensu): "Cha zi yan hong yu duanheng car{rnC de mili jiuchan" (A myserious relationship in

the age of colour and battles), nYingxiotgvol. 46, (Feb- l99a| pp. 112-114'

33 
Stanley Kwan dir., Y*g lYin (1996).
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course, once again highlights Chen's attitude toward homosexuality- to see it as

abnormal. While the film dedicates a significant part to JuxiarU Juxian rather disappoints

the audiences. Although Juxian is brought to the front stage and is much enriched in

character, she is still very much an unnecessary figure for the nanative development. It is

worth noting that Farewell fuly Concubtne was Chen Kaige's first film starring

internationally famous films stars such as Leslie Cheung and Gong Li. While films stan

are generated by the film industry, they are bound to show their loyalty to the industry

they are subject to. To use these stars may increase a director's appeal. It, however,

restrains the director to be loyal to the audiences' expectations and the system that creates

these stars. Therefore, neither the director nor the film sEr is the real "king" of a film,

they only play the "concubine's" role and subject to the invisible power behind the

postnodern international film indusqv which tansfen human beings into images and

signs, into hypeneal.

Equally interesting is the role Chen Dieyi's adopted son, apprentice Xao Si

(Little Four). During the early years of the Communist regime, Xiao Si joins the

government cultural representatives criticize his master's rigldity in preserving the "old

fashion" operatic performance. By joining the Red Guards during the Culttual

Revolution, Xiao Si's destnrction of his own master reaches its climax From a surface

level, Xao Si's seems committing an Oedipal killing of his father, an action whrch

resembles the destnrctive activities carried out by thousands of youngsters following ldao

Zedong's instruction. Such reading could be superficially convincing because Chen

Kaige and other fifth-generation filmmakers were €rmong those youngsters. Thus, Xiao Si

could be the cinematic reflection of the memories of Chen's generation. However, Xiao

Si is not a Chinese Oedipw. The one he desfioys is not his father- the concubine-
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identified Cheng Dieyr provides Xiao Si a mother figure because of both Cheng's own

feminization and the absence of Xiao Si's birth mother. Xiao Si's rebellion attitude is out

of his own desire of donning the concubine's role (or as in Lacan's reading of "the

Pwloined Letter", of donning the Queen's role, see Chapter One, 1.4). Xiao Si

successfully replaces Cheng Dieyi to become the concubine on the stage long before the

Cultural Revolution. Even during the Cultural Revolution, after seeing the fate of his

concubine-minded master through the public criticism rally, Xiao Si is still trapped in his

concubine subjectivity, or in Lacan's terms, the Queen's position in the symbolic triad.

He secretly opens his master's costume boxes and puts on the concubine's make up. His

concubine identity, as in Lacan's analysis ofthe donning of the Queen's role, is acquired

by himself through subjecting to the symbolic order of his master's and is not to be

dissolved by himself

Using the episode in the film where Cheng Diel sings for the Japanese invaders

in orderto save his beloved Duan Xiaolou, Wendy Larson extended the allegory of

concubine-age to a yet more extensive level. Larson wrote,

The scene with the Japanese military officials bnngs out the implications of

specificity in cultural form within a global arena. The authority of the hng of

Chu can be maintained only when the concubine prostitutes her art - the

essentially Chinese art - before the artloving audience, whose imperializing

position corresponds to that of the intemational (Westem) film spectator and

critic.3a

Such allegorical readin gof Farewell MIy Concubine highlights the "concubine" nature of

Chinese films as a whole when emerging into the intemational film market. Selt

ru Wendy Larsoq "The Concubine and the Figure of History: Chen Kaige's Fcvewell I4y Corcubine" n
Sheldon Hsiaopeng Lq pp. 339-340.
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consciously or not, Chen Kaige's film reflects the dilemmas faced by Chinese (and other

Third World) artists who intend to present Chinese culture (genuine or invented, real or

hypeneal) to an intemational audience.

6.9 Temptress Moon: a "yellow earth" Story without yellow earth

Chen Kaige established his fame as a prominent fifth-generation director by

directing The Yellow Earth in 1984. From Farewell lvly Concubine on, Chen Kaige

consciously made intemational fifth-generation films with globalist themes which

targeted the intemational market with faditional Chinese settings. His Temptress Moon

in 1996 was another attempt at conquering the intemational market, although

cinematically it did not make a breakthrough achievement compared to his earlier films.

In the director's note, Chen Kaige said

Temptess Mooncan be seen as a psychological dramA a story about male

chauvinism and Chinese hierarchy, or a film about the coming of age of a woman.

But most importantly, this is a story about contemporary Chin4 despite its

specific background. I've tried to relate this by describing a love story between a

man and a woman, without losing sight of the confi.rsioru pain and loss of dreams

of the people living in atumultuous age."

We can certainly find a return of Chen Kaige's philosophical style which is best presented

n Ltfe on a Sningand was nearly absent tn Farewell M' Concubine' The most

significant and subtle presentation of his philosophical style in Temptress Moon lies in the

story line.

3t published by the 6lm's production @mpany Tomson (HK) Filrn Co. Ltd-, accessed athttpf/zero'com'

hk/tomson/director.htnrl on I November 1999.
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Temptress Moonwas Chen Kaige's original story. The primary setting is the

hogse compound of an ex-Qing dynasty high official in a riverside rural town in Southern

China between l9l1 and the 1920s. The family is not only rich, but also has no shortage

of opium, to which both the master and his son and daughter are addicted The male

protagonist Zhongliang's elder sister is married to the heir of the house. He cannot stand

being forced to have an incestuous relationship with his sister by the drug-addicted heir.r6

He poisons the heir causing him to be paralyzed and brain damaged then runs away to

Shanghai with his sister's assistance. Zhongliang is picked up by a Shanghal underworld

boss and becomes a gigolo. He seduces the wives of rich people so that the gangsters can

blackmail the husbands. When the exQing official dies, Zhongliang is assigned by the

gangster to seduce the only functional person in the family, Ruyi, the younger sister of his

braindamaged brother-in- law.

Zhongliang's name in Chinese means loyal (:hong) and conscientiors (liang).

Below was what he says to Ruyi, when he tries to seduce her:

"Do you know what's happened in the world these ten years? Do you? The

Russian Revolution, the Great War; banles benveen the warlords, co-operation

between the KMT and CCP, LenirU Sun Yat-sen, 'Down with the imperial

powers!', freedom from ananged maniage, male-female equality, youths

shedding their blood without regret. Do you know about all this? The grl

students of Peking wearblack skirts and short tops, tight at the waist. They carry

a little red flag in their hands and walk by the walls of the palace. The walls are

tall and red and bordered by weeping willows swaying in the breeze. The Peking

sk_v is blue and clear. The palace eaves are decorated with gold and white kites

36 A.fter talcing opium one niglrt, the heir orders Zhongliang to hss his sister sitting in the bed. The heir also

says, "Tonighi I'm goingio teach you how to be a man." There is no actual sel( scene on scr€en' but the

devastated Zronghang *h* lut"r coming out from his sister's room suggests something unspeakable

happened.
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sail through the air, higher and higher, fi.rther and flrther away u:rtil you can't see

them. (Patse) Do you want to spend your whole life here?"

This speech is full of false impressions, hollow vocabulary and empty promises, partly

because Zhongliang has never been in Peking himself. However, his speech reminds rs

those descriptions of Yan"an by Gu Qing in The Yellow Earth. When asked what the girls

in Yan'an do with their marriage, Gu Qing says,

"Getting married, yes, but we have to change the form. Our girls in the south

have made up a new folksong - 'Sheep and goats always walk apart; to the man

of my choice, I will give my heart.' That means, finding your own husband....

"Our women aren't worthless but this world must be changed lt's already

changed in the south [at Yan'an], and it must be changed in the north too, it must

be changed all over China!"37

When Cuiqiao is surprised at seeing Gu Qing sewing, Gu tells her

"lt's nothing. Our women comrades in the army are the salne, they can swing a

&xe, and they can fight the Japs behind the lines. They cut offtheirbraids and

crop their hair. They've got such spiritl"ls

Gu Qing also explains why he collects folksonp:

"When we've collected the folksongs and wrinen new words to them, we nlm

them over to Eight Route Army troops, boys and girls of Cuiqiao's age to sing so

everyone can understand why our suffering people are living in fear and

wretchedness, whv wives and daughters are beaterL why labourers and farmers

are carrying out revolution.... Our Chairman Mao doesn't just get us to sing, he

English translation liom McDougall. The Yellow Emth, pp. 199-200

McDougall, The Yellav &rnh. p.20738
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also gets us to read and write. All ttre girls in Yan'an go round with stone tablet

under their arms, they write and draw...."re

Neither Zhongliang nor Gu Qing does it for their personal desire and love, but both of

them are seducing the females through culture supremacies. The word seduction is u.sed

in Baudrillard's terms as when he discussed cultural simulation (see Chapter Five 5.5).

Both men come to an isolated world with massive mysterious and fascinating signs

(comgarable to the "ironic presence of the objects" in Baudrillard's term, see 5.5) to

seduce an innocent girl. Both of them intend to take the girl awa-'- with them (spiritually

n The Yellow Eurth and physically in Temptress Moon) to the world under their bosses'

rule; and neither of them fulfills their commitments. Temptres,s fuloon goes a little

further, thouglr, by grving the opportunity to the betrayed woman to carry out her revenge

- Ruyi chooses to marr)' someone else when Zhongliang finally crazly falls in love with

her

Although they have some significant similarity in story structure, The Yellow

Earrh and Temptress Moon have extremely contrasting senings - the former is set in one

of the poorest families in one of the poorest villages whereas the latter is set in one ofthe

richest families in one of the richest areas. The extreme settings could not stop tls

comparing other similarities between the two films. Corresponding characters in the two

stories form somewhat opposite but allegorically identical pairs: opium-poisoned Ruyi

and tradition-chained Cuiqiao; Eighth Route Army soldier and gigolo working for

gangsters; Yan'an and Shanghai; CCP and gangsters. At the superficial level, we see that

traditional thoughts and rules in The Yellow Eurth are the cotrnterparts of opium, whereas

Communist ideolory and propaganda become the counterparts of gangster manipulation

re McDougall, TIrc Yellow turth, pp.217-218
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and control. We cannot prove that the director has done this consciously and purposely,

but the comparison is subtle and powerful. Both set in the distant ps\ The Yellow Earth

remarks on China's contemporary either in a politically critical discourse as McDougall

described or through cultural re-evaluation as I suggested, whereu Temptress lv[oon

reflects on the country's present in a philosophical drama" according to the director's

notes.

In addition to the rich setting, we see Chen Kaige consciously including some best

selling topics in'[emptre.ss lvloon, such as sexuality. Afrer Farewell lvly C'oncubine Chen

seemed in competition with ZhangYimoq his fetlow graduate hom the Beijing Film

Academy in 1982. Where Zhang's early "red trilogy" represents various extaordinary

heterosexual relationships - adultery (Red Sorghum), a kind of incest (Iuclou) and

polygamy (Ruise tlze Red Luntern\,Chen's recent films cover both homosexuality

(Fareweil tvQ (oncahine\ and,sister-brother incest (T'emptress lvloon). All these films

were well received bv overseas audiences.

Chen Kaige's greatest contribution to contemporary Chinese cinema remains his

early films and Tlte l'ellow Eurth in particular. These films indicated that Chinese film

development reached a new era in the 1980s. These films consciously analyzed Chinese

culture as well as explored the cinematic as an individual art form (rather than as a

division of stage performance), Chen's personal career became a miniature of the

Chinese film development from tradition to globalism in the 1980-90s. Although l/re

Yellow Eurrhpresents signiticant cinematic awareness, the film is a cultural product

resulted from young Chinese artists' search and re-evaluation of traditional Chinese

valuss. Despite the abandonment of traditionalChinese dramatic narrative stratery, the

film primarily aims at Chinese audiences who, either optimistically or pessimistically,
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have great interest in raditional Chinese culnre. Chen's search in traditional values was

very determined and his Krng of the Children furthered his cultural punurng. Evenafter

ZhangYimou's success with the "red trilory" of globalist themes, Chen still made his

LiJb on a String with foreign investnent, a filrn subject to the taditional Chinese

symbolic order. The philosophical language in the film, whether understood by is

audience or not, unmistakably presents how deeply haditional Chinese thoughts

infl uenced the director.

Farewell lv$ Concubine indicated the director's tuming point from radition to

globalism. Chen Kaige's submission to the global symbolic order came five years later

than Zhang Yimou. Having Zhangas the film's producer certainly helped Chen to use

the global lan,euage more successfully and made his career transition from radition to

globalism more smooth. Despite the overall globalist theme in Farewell Iv[1t Concabine,

Chen still presented his rather conservative views on homosexuality. The similarity in

story structure between The Yellow Earth and Temptress Moon made the latter a parody

film to a certain extent. As I will quote from Zhang Yimou in the next chapter (7.4),

good parodies are praised by Chinese filmmakers as equal to the achievements ofthe

Hollywood film industry. Drugs, incest and adultery rnTemptress Moon certainly assist

the film in serving the intemational audiences as an artwork that displays an exotic

Chinese past. Chen's submission to globalism also completed the transition of the

Chinese film industry initiated by international fifth-generationmasterZhang Yimou

The mainstay of the Chinese fifttr generatron now moved from a domestically focused

search of tradition to an internationally interested globalism in the age of postnodemity.

While shifting to a global direction for the Chinese film industry was a fatally (both

fatefully and deadly) strategic development in the 1980-90s (as I have argued in Chapter
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Five), Chen Kaige's changes in slvle and theme were also the director's stategic moves

to remain as an intemationallv acclaimed filmmaker.



CHnprrR SsvsN

ZhangYimou and His Use of Multi-Interpretable Signs

4i...

Walk straight ahead with courage, Iittle sister -
Snaight ahead, don't look back

Tlze ways to heaven number nine thowaml nine hudred arul ninety...

4i...

Walk straight ahead with courage, little sister -
Straight ahead, don't look baclt

Allfrom todov, you will build the red embroidery maraion;

Throw the red embroidery ball htgh and hn it right on my head.

I will share with you a pot of sorghum wine so red..

Sorghum wine so red..

4i...

Walk straight alrcad with courage, liale si.r/er -
Straight ahead, don't look back

a lyricfrom Red Sorghum

7.1 Introduction

Chen Kaige's The Yellow Earth (1984) to many people's surprise achiwed

enorrnous success intemationally. Zhang Yimou's fint filrn Red Sorghwn (1987), made

and released three years later, drew the world's attention with some commercially

successful elements carefi.rlly included in the film. Ceremonial scenes (including not only

taditional ceremonies but also many other culturally coded elements) were widely used

in the film. Zhang's first three films form a sort of trilogy - Red Sorghwn,Judou (1990)

andRaise the Red Lantern(1991).r The trilory fully used his rich knowledge of

I This excludes his second filnr Oryration Cougw (1988), which belongs to a totally differant ganre.
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photography and sense of colour. These three films were all highly culturally coded with

ceremonial scenes and striking colour. What made Zhang's films significantly different

from early films by the fifth generation was his clear and fast-paced narrative which had

for longbecome a norm of contemporary best-selling films inthe West. Zhang's shift

away from both the early fifth generation and all his fellow Chinese directors was a

conscious move in Chinese films to allow for a much wider international audience.

While Chen's early films are very much artist-oriented Zhang's films are exfiemely

audience-oriented Whether audience-oriented films are necessarily commercial films is

a highly debatable question. At least China alwavs insisted after the opendoor policy

was adopted, that literature and arts should serve the people. The people - the audiences

for films - were always seen as the more numerous the better. The irony in the release of

Zbang's films before 1999 was that only Red Srsrghum, Operation Cougar and The Story

of Qiryu (1992) were released in China upon completion without any touble with

censorship.

ZhangYimou graduated from the Beijing Film Academy in 1982 in the same

class as Chen Kaige. Though he always wanted to be a director, he was tained as a

cinematographer at the academy. He proved his skills in the field by winning the best

cinematography award tith The Yellow Earth at the fifth Golden Rooster Awards in

1985. He later proved his talent in acting by playrng the protagonist in Wu Tianming's

OId Well (1987) shortly before he directed his own first film. He was also the

cinematographer of the film. Old Well wona series of domestic and international awards

including best film and best actor (Zhang Yimou) at the eighth Golden Rooster Awards in

1988. Zhang also won the best actor prize at the Tokyo lntemational Film Festival in

1987. When he finally realized his dream ofbecoming a film director at the X'an Film

210
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Studio, where Wu Tianming was the head" Zhang immediately became the best-known

Chinese director both in China and abroad. He received top coverage at the time in local

and international media upon the success in Berlin of Red Sorghum. Articles focused on

every aspect of him - his film, his life and his love affair with the leading actess of his

film, Gong Li. Zhang's contributions to The Yellow Earth and Old Well u the

cinematographer were significant. Since these films have already been discussed in

previous chapters, in this chapter I will not discuss Zhang's achievement as a

cinematographer but focus on his work as a director.

In this chapter, I will analyze the four best-known films directed by ZlvngYimou

to date - Red Sorghum,Judou (co-directed with Yang Fengliang), Raise the Red Lantent

and The Story of Qiryer. ThLrough the first three films, we can see Zhang's conscious use

of ceremonial scenes. We will see how these scenes were used in a different way, and

how they functioned differently in Zhang's cinematic narrative strategy, from those used

by Chen Kaige inThe Yellow Earth. Not only did these scenes directly help the three

films' success in both the intemational and the increasinslv commercialized Chinese

markets, but they also generate numerous cinematic signs that are open to multiple

interpretations. While the three films in Zhang's trilory can be read as the director's

conscious adjustment to the postrnodern global culture, lls The Story of Qiuju canbe

seen as a typical piece of Third World literature (in Fredric Jameson's terms) that

expresses Third World resistance against the inlluence of First World value systems.

7.2 A directo/s personal style established

Red Sorghum is an adaptation of two novellas from Mo Yan's novella series Ifte

Red Sorghum Family (Honggaoliang jiu:tr). In the novellas, the main story is about how
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a Chinese brewer fights the Japanese invaders. The romance between the man and his

wonran is only a side narrative?. lnZhangYimou's film, the romance is the dominant

story. The story is set in the early 1930s in northern China. A young woman, My

Grandma (played by Gong Li) was sold to marry a winery owner who is a leper. In the

opening sequence, My Grandma is carried in a sedan and the sedan chief is said at this

time to become eventually My Grandpa (played by Jiang Wen). The chief initiates a

teasing game on the bride which the offiscreen niurator (the Grandson w'ho never appears

on screen) says is raditional. With bright colour and loud music and singing the film

stages an astonishing ceremonial scene for its audience right from the beginning.

When the bridal sedan passes through wild red sorghurn fields, a masked robber'

robs the wedding procession andtries to tahe My Grandma with him. My Grandpa

courageously saves My Grandma. My Grandma obviously refirses to have sex with her

winery owrer husband. When she follows the fiadition returning to her parents' home on

the third moming after her wedding, she is seduced by My Grandpa. In the depth of the

red sorghum field, tlrey make love. The sorghum field looks wild and mysterious.

Through a cftme shot we see Mv Grandpa flattening the crops into a big circle with his

feet. My Grandma lies down in the shape of the Chinese character .t (big) and My

Grandpa kneels ceremonially on the ground between My Grandma's legs. When My

Grandma comes out from the field and meets her suspicious father, from offiscreen

comes My Grandpa's song. (The lyncs are cited at the begrnning of this chapter.) While

the singing during the earlier wedding procession is in a fast and joyfirl rhythm, My

Grandpa's song has no clear melody. It is shouting rather than singing and can be seen a

2 I do not mean to be politically insensitive by saying that the woman belongs to her man. It is simply

because the two are not leeallv mafiied
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representation of his rebellious character and sense oftriumph. Later in the film, the

newly arrived Japanese army order the villagers to flatten the crops for building roads in

the same way as M-v Grandpa did. The villagers, however, are symbolically building the

path leading to their own death.

When My Grandma retums from her parents' home, her winery owner htsband

has been murdered, we can assume by My Grandpa. My Grandma successfully persuades

the winery workers to stay. Then one day My Grandpa comes to the winery drunk and is

thrown out by My Grandma. He later ruins the sacred new wine festival (which includes

a wine-offering ceremony to the god of wine) by publicly peeing into the new wine. His

recklessness again seduces My Gandma. While they enjoy themselves in the bedroom,

that wine My Grandpa pissed into magically becomes the best wine the winery has ever

made. Brother Luohan, an experienced winery worker who has always had soft feelings

toward My Grandm4 leaves quietly.

There is a nine-year jump and My Dad is nine years old In an attack on the

Japanese, which My Grandma has earlier irutiated as a revenge for the executed Brother

Luohan" My Grandpa and My Dad are the only suruivors. The closing sequence features

a solar eclipse with My Dad singing a farewell song to his mother. Since the sun is ttre

Japanese national s.vmbol, the eclipse can certainly be seen as an allegory of the Japanese

defeat- However, all eclipses can only momentarily make the sun disappear, the return of

Japanese (whether or not in the same military form) becomes certain as well. More

importantly, the price paid for the momentary defeat of Japan is high: My Grandma and

all winery workers die and My Dad symbolically becomes colour-blind for viewing the

solar eclipse with bare eyes. After the eclipse, My Dad sees everything in red, the colour

ofbloodshed.
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As in hrs fwo later frlms - Judou and Raise the Red Lantern - Zhang Yimou used

bright colours, mainly red, in Red Sorghum. He also provides a very stong narrative for

his film. Though the narrative may not be a complete one in a conventional, literary

sense, it suis very well a fasrpaced, modern film. Both the colour and narrative

significantly distinguishZhangfrom the early fifth generation. As I have discussed in the

previors chapteq in Chen Kaige's The Yellow Earth colour is dimmed andthe nanative is

weak so that the symbolism is more easily seen. Ceremonial scenesin The Yellow Earth,

are used for symbolism. They serve zts tools in the director's philosophical search

through his film. While bothThe Yellow Earth and RedSorghzm use many ceremonial

scenes, they use the scenes for different purposes and in different ways. For Zhang

ceremonial scenes are at the cenfe ofhis nanative and his films rely on strong nanative

development. Zhang established a personal style with these ceremonial scenes which are

enriched by his use of stunning colour and diegetic, frequently musical, sound. The

ceremonial scenes also helped Zhangfind a narrative strategy for his films.

7.3 Ceremonial scenes and narrative strategy in Red Sorghum

Red Sorghtm (and Zhang Yimou's other films) is a reverse of the lack of

narrative in fifth-generation works established by Chen Kaige's early films. Natural

outdoor settings presenting wildness be-vond comprehension and transformation by

human beings were the early fifth-generation directors' favourite locations. People both

respect and fear the force in nature. Red Sorghum (and Zhang's other films), however,

focuses more on human interactions and nature is put behind the narrative as a

background. In RedSorghum, the only three outdoor settings are a path of yellow earth

on which the bridal sedan passes, a red sorghum field and the courryard of the winery.

The yellow land was shot in either medium or close range. Therefore there is no big
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picture of nahne as we have seen n The Yellow Eurth (as well as in Krng of the Children

nd Lrfe on a String). The red sorghum fiel4 though relatively larger, is still

incomparable to the landscape scenes inThe Yellow Earth.3 More important, the fear of

the sorghum field" as described by the oFscreen narrator, lies not in is wildness, but

comes from the people who occupy it. The field is first contolled by a famous bandit

nicknamed "Three Bullets" and those who follow and imitate him (such as the masked

robber). It is then taken by My Grandpa and Grandma as their "nuptial chamber'. At the

en4 the flreld is seized by people from the winery over the Japanese invaders' occupation.

The courtyard by nature is a man-mads area rvhich means to be distinguished from

nature. Even though it looks empty and open, the brick gate clearly sets the boundary

between private and public in human socielv. In addition, the courtyard is full of huge

wine vats and is thorouehlv washed with sorshum wine after the winery owner dies.

Returning to struggles among humans from untouched nature beyond human

challenge, Zhang Yimou put more weight on the nanative, "my grandparents' story". But

w'hat made Red Sorghum one of the most successfi.rl films in Chinese history (it achieved

far better rhan The Yellow Earth in terms of generating box-office revenue, and some may

even suggest in its artistic achievement) is its new nanative statery - a narrative s:trategy

exclusively for film.

Exclusive narrative strategies for film are not unfamiliar to Western filmmakers.

Many directors use the nature of film, a medium based on photography. They can use

massive special effects to deliver narratives. They can use frequent cuts to create a multi-

3 The red sorghum field was cultivated by the film production crew, The viewers in a cherna do not know

this faa. and they are even told by the oFscreen narrator that the sorghum grows by itself But a well-

informed viewer will certainly wonder: have Chinese ever left a single piece of fertile land uncr:ltivated in

recent Chinese history, especially with so much readv grain on it?
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perspective scene. They use slow motion and jump cuts. Some directors use

extraordinary human actions (such as Chinese martial arts) or models of modem and

future technologies to tell their fanusized narratives. There are also directors who use

many extra actors and expensive settings (such as William Wyler n Ben-Hur and

Kurosawa Akira in Run). But for Chinese filmmaken, these options are either too

expensive (futurist models, large settings and special effects) or lack stiking power (there

are already too many people in China) in order to get into both the international and the

more cornmercialized local markets. So ZhangYimou found a vvay which was botrt

economic and strikrng enough to shake the markets. He first chose a topic that had not

been touched on directly by Chinese films - se>c Then he successfi.rlly used a series of

ceremonial scenes as first found n The Yellow Earth in Chinese films. He was successful

because he used them in his own way - his own way of presenting them and his own way

of usingthem.

Compared with those inThe Yellow Earth,the ceremonial scenes used in Red

Sorghum are more economic in budget and more efficient in delivenng the nanative.

Ceremonial scenes tn The Yellow Earth mainly serve the symbolism and pictorial effect

They do not necessarily help the unfolding of the story. On the confary, they make the

narrative ambiguous. For example, as noted earlier, in connection to the narrative, should

the waist-drum dance be read as Ciuqiao's imagination of Yan'an" or the Yan'an Gu Qing

sees on his retum? The answer can be both or neither. But Zhang Yimou delivered and

enriched the nanative of Red Sorghum through his ceremonial scenes. He also used

close-range and close-up shots to analyze the details of the scenes. The scenes then tell

the story and in a more convincingway.
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The bridal sedan sequence at the beginning of Recl Sorghum is an example of a

ceremonial scene that strikes the audiences with "traditional" Chinese costumes and

singing and dancing. tn this sequence, there is a series of close-range shots of My

Grandma and My Grandpa. The details revealed through these close-range shots

highlight the cultural significance as well as assist in unfolding of the main nanative. The

style and colour of My Grandma's costume, her hairstyle, and her gaze and tbce can all be

read as common presences in a traditional Chinese wedding procession. On the other

hand, My Grandma's weeping tells us she is upset her gazing at My Grandpa tells her

love and desire; her grabbing of the scissors hints at her later refusal to have sex with the

bridegroom. My Grandpa is the sedan chief and the wedding procession is under his

command. On his orders, the procession is carried out in accordance to "radition", so

that the teasing 
-eame 

(involving singing and dancing) starts. But My Grandpa also tells

the background of the winery o\4ner while verbally teasing My Grandma; he also shows

his care for My Grandma by stopping the teasing, then shows his courage by atackrng the

robber and at last shows his lust by touchrng My Grandma's foot. By showing these

details of My Grandpa"s behaviours, the tilm clearly suggesb to its viewers that the

winery owner is later murdered by My Grandpa.

All other major ceremonial scenes also contribute directly to the narrative. The

love-making in the field, on the one hand" projects the death of the winery owner and how

My Grandpa becomes the narrator's grandparent. On the other hand it also specifies the

goddess-like ruling position of My Grandma b1' having My Grandpa kneeling in front of

her - he is serving and worshipping her, not the other way around. That is why the final

order for sacrifice at the ambush of the Japanese comes from My Grandma and My

Grandpa is simpty her loyal follower. The new wine ceremony seems rather absurd (at
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least for some Chinese audiences), but the singing strll tells the season of the event - the

ninth day of the ninth month - a camival occasion after harvest. And the repetition of the

ceremony is a substitute for mourning for the dead Brother Luohan. When My Grandpa

deliberately pees into the wine in public, he shows offhis sexual organ. By doing this, he

successfully seduces M-v.. Grandma once again.

Not only do these ceremonial scenes contribute directly to the narrative, but they

also create a series of cultural icons in the film. Especially because these scenes are

frequently closely observed by the fiLmem (and thus by audiences), they can easily be

read as highly culturally stereotyped signs open to multiple interpretations. In

generalizing and stereotyping a culture into images and icons, ZhangYimou's frequent

use of ceremonial scenes and red colours also helps a director establish his own style and

reputation that audiences can follow. These images and icons also become the

postrnodem version of a tradition, neither real nor fake, but hl,peneal.a This hypeneal

fadition exists because there is a demand for it, regardless of whether a real one has ever

existed or how it was, should it have once existed. It is important to know that film is a

product of a high level of industrialization. In the 1980s and 1990s, when late-capitalism

created a global village, the advertising power of reputation and icons in both the

intemational and Chinese film markets should not be neglected. Zhang's success, though

a milestone for the Chinese film indusfr-v-, was not a totally local creation in China but to

some extent a reflection of postnodern global-culfuralism. In fact,Zhangnot only

created these ceremonial scenes to help the narrative in his film, but also established in

Recl Sorghum his "pan-ceremonial", "pan-cultural" stvle, which laterbeCame his

trademark inJudouand Rar-re the Red Lantern. For example, when seducing My

* I wiil further discuss the film's hypeneal in Jean Baudrillard's terms in the following section.
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Grandma on her way to her parents' home, My Grandpa's unconventional way of

grabbing her at the wais! becomes a gesture of masculinity; his upsidedown, threeday

sleep in the wine vat is an indication of triumphant alcoholism.

To say ZhangYimou put narrative back into fifth-generation films does not mean

he used the taditional narrative strategies we find in many Chinese films before Red

Sorghum. Zhang's narrative sftategy is a tnrly cinematic narrative sfratery. When one

sits down and reads the film script of Red Sorghum,one will find many illogical

developments in the narrative. Even the romantic style of the narative does not stop one

criticizing the narrative for lacking common sense (not to mention reality). A few

viewers, normally film critics with highly critical minds, may feel the same while

watching the film, too. However, a logical literary narrative stratery does not grnrantee a

successful film. It is because film has its unique nature. First, film relies on photography.

It relies on light and colour (in modern colour films). It also presents pictures both still

and moving. Ceremonial scenes can manipulate the psycholory of the audience much

better than plain narratives, despite the fact that some ceremonies can be rather boring in

real life. These scenes can matmize the audiovisual effect which is one of the unique

features of film. Zhang's ceremonial scenes are not only numerous, but also lively,

colourfirl and, very frequently, noisy.

Another factor that makes these ceremonial scenes overshadow the lack of

narrative logic in a literary sense is the time control a director has over his audience

within the theatre. From this aspect, the ceremonial scenes nZhangYimou's films work

in exactly the same lvay as horror, thrills or absurdity work in other films. They disUact

the audiences' attention from questioning the logic of the story. The audiences are
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seduced to displace themselves into the ceremonial or cultural fascination After all, this

is the experience that the majority of Third-World-national-cinema goers all around the

world expect to have. Red Sorghum was so successful because it included a series of eye-

catching scenes, a skill widely used in many successful Western films. More important,

Zhanggave these eye-catching scenes a very successful Chinese packaging. The

audiences, local and overseas, were seduced by these Chinese-culturally coded

audiovisual signs, by the images of Chineseness in the film.

7.4 Chineseness for the intemational market

It is meaningless to study the authenticitv of these ceremonies and tradiuons

against real life and history. In fact the film has clearly told audiences it is only a

romance (chuanqi grshi, in Western literary sense of romanticism rather than being the

layperson's term of love story). These ceremonies merely serve as tools for cinematic

nanatives and cultural packaplng. The director does not intend to deny it if anyone

chooses to read these ceremonies as part of Chinese traditional culture. These scenes

help the film to sen'e (or to make money from) a wider mnge of audiences. Zhang

Yimou also openly admitted his view of film as a commodity and selling it to as many

consumers as possible. In an intenriew in lggT,Zharrgtalked about his criteria for a good

film:

Which kind of films are good films depends on the judgment of the mass

audience. In my opinion, a good film first ofall needs to be enjoyable. To be

enjoyable includes fulfilling the needs of people from different backgrounds.

Those who come just for fun feel it is good fun; whereas those looking for

"concepts" find it is qtute thoughtful. Secondly, [a good film] needs to have a
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gaspable narrative. People pay a lot of money to see a film. You must provide

some contents worth watching.s

So for ZhangYimou, a good film should first appeal to mass audiences, not only critics.

To be able to reach the greatest number of viewers, a film must be open to multiple

interpretations. Films insisting on reflecting reality and history in a conventional sense

will not be able to offer a wide ftnge of interpretations. Though these films may be very

realistic (in literary terms), they will never be real and neither could they substitute for the

real. (However, postmodemists like Jean Baudrillard may argue that they may substitute

for the real as hypeneal when the real no longer exists. See Chapter Five, 5.4.) Red

Sorghum (along vvirthJtt&tuand Raise the Retl Lantern)was so successful because it was

highly multi-interpretable. People could read the film as an epic (as for instance, Fredric

Jameson did6;, as cultural history (as particularly Western mass audiences have done), as

a romance (clruanqi, most Chinese viewers saw it this way), or as something else.

fu suggested by his assertion of serving as many people from different

backgrounds as possible, ZhangYimou has a good rurderstanding of business and

marketing. Many directors fear their works being referred to as commodities. They insist

they are pure artists. A good director must doubtless be an artist. But film by its nature is

a product of industrialization and commercialization. Only those directon who have both

the qualities of an anist and businessperson will become successful film directors. And

their products can be called successful films. Those who ignore the commercial nature of

film can still produce good artrvorks with their artistic talent. Should they be successful

in selling a small number of their artworks, it is because of their luck. But Zhmgdid not

Lun Zhmg Yimou. p. 299

Jamesor\ The Geop.tlitical Aesthetic, pp. I l7-l18.
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rely on his luck. In the same interview quoted above, he compared himself to the best-

paid popular Chinese writer, Wang Shuo. He clearly revealed his view of film as a

market-driven industry while praising Wang's writings.

He [Wang Shuo] does not want to write huge works. Without a strong sense of

serious responsibilif_v and historical obligatioq he does not want to write

monumental works. He does not quite care for what we normally refer to as

monumental works. Now he repeats what he wrote, recycling his earlier works.

But it is perfectly all right. It has already made his works Hollprood styled. To

sell whatever fashionable is excellent. Now Chinese writers have a sense of the

commercial. It is an unavoidable development in our society.T

ZlnngYimou was a market conscious director. He even dared to dismiss the artistic side

of international film festivals. lnstead he called them markets. He said:

To attend a film festival is like going to a [Chinese style]temple festival market.

When people mee! they barely exchange greetings and nothing more. Everyone

takes his or her film there to display and to sell it. It is euphemistically called

cultural exchange; in plain words, it is a commodiqv market.s

ZhangYimou was one of the greatest film directors in Chinese history. It was not

because he introduced Chinese culture to the West by getting his films into the

international film market. In fact, his films might not even porfiav any traditional

Chinese culture as it was. He was a great director because he reflected his understanding

of the contemporary *elobal-cultural industr.v in his frlms. He consciously made films,

lvhich were suitable for and could thus survive irL the global market. Not only were his

; 
LurtZhwtgYimu+p 297

r Lun Zluvrg Yimat, p. 303
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films made for this postmodem condition, they also consist of the signs of postnodernity.

The most outstanding example of this latter feature is the hypenealism in his films.

Being a generation without a legitimate tradition - most of the traditional values,

especially of family, were openly abandoned during the Cultwal Revolution, whereas the

communist ideolory which Chinese version was established to a great e)ftent by

summarizing and inheriting Confucian loyal+o-the<mperor tradition was shaken by

reforme - people of Zhang Yimou's age experienced the loss of cultural origin in post-

Cultural Revolution China. Earlier fifth-generation directors, such as Chen Kaige, joined

up with their peers in literature to begin the searching and re-evaluating of traditional

Chinese culture. While the searchers had full sinceritv in linding the tnrth the findings

brought neither China back to the pas nor tradition into contemporary China. While the

cultural re-evaluation was gradually replaced by a global culture which was dominated by

Western values from the late 1980s, hypeneal cultural symbols, initially a by-product of

the movement overshadowed the laborious cultural analysis to become a best-selling

commodity in a market economy (socialist or capitalist).

In Retl Sorghum (alsolater rnJuelou and Raise the Reel Lantern) \r€ see Zhang

Yimou re-establish a picture of Chinese tradition. Within this raditiorL sex and gender

may be liberated or suppressed, but they are always the centre of power struggles.

Willingly or not, people in these films ahvays submit themselves to "tradition" in the end.

Ceremonies, such as wedding processions and new wine sacrilices, become symbols and

icons of Chinese tradition. In a world where Chinese tradition proper no longer exists,

' I have echoed some Chinese cultural theoreticians to describe the Chinese Comnmnist ideology up to the

early 1980s as a renewed version of Confucian values. See Chapter Two.
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these "models of a real without origin or reality"l0 become a convenient reference to

Chinese tradition. The cinematic effects including realistic images and sound make this

hypenealnot only take the place of the absent real by default, but also portray the absent

real to today's audiences in an extremely convincing way. In this sense, Zhanghas

directly contributed to the hypeneal Chinese culture - a culture that belongs to nowhere

in history, a culture generated through mass media from nothing; a culture, after all, that

mos accuately presenb the director's historical moment and is a substitute for the

absence of raditional cultural icons; and last but not least, a culture belongs to the

postnodern, multi-cultural carnivalthough in a Chinese costume.

ln my discussion of Chen Kaige's Farewell lut'y C.oncubine, I cited Rey Chow's

discussion of those internationally successful Chinese films. She described these films as

exhibiting the visuality of exotic culture to the world (see Chapter Six" 6.6). Her

discussion certainly applies to Zhang Yimou's Red Sorghum (andJwlou and, Raise the

Red Lantern) as well. Sheldon Hsiao-peng Lu also discussed Zhang's cultural

presentation in his essay "National cinema, Culnral Critique, Transnational Capital":

Unlike previous Fifth-Generation films such as the early works of Chen Kaige,

Zhang's films are not made for the self-reflexive gaze of the Chinese but for the

spectatonhip of the other, the West. In the same process, the position of Chinese

viewers is decentred, and the field of vision of the West takes the central seat.

What is initially indigenous cultural critique fansforms into "cultural sellout"... ll

While both Chow and Lu's discussions highlight the globalist nafure of Zhang Yimou's

films, Xudong Zhangse€ms to go a step firther by questioning the notion "national

cinema':

Baudrillard's words. see Chapter Five, 5.4.

Sheldon Hisao-peng Lu, p. 1 26.
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Zhang's films, operating within an international medium and before an

intemational audience, exposes [expose] social contadictions to which the

"national stock" of customs,legends, and myths brings a false solution. lndeed,

"national cinema" loses its national credential here, not because it is no longer

authentically national..., but because any authenticiqv, national or otherwise, has

already been thoroughly rewritten by a market-oriented impulse of

dramatization.l:

Xudong Zhang's "national credential" refers to Fredric Jameson's discussion on the

allegorical meaning in Third World literature. I will discuss Zhang Yimou's The Story of

QiujuinlightofJameson'selaborationin7.Tbelow. RedSorghwnwascertainlyZhang

Yimou's first of a series of successful attempt to transform Chinese cinema (at least the

Chinese cinema known by intemational audiences) from Chinese tradition-orientedto

global focused. As I have argued in Chapter Five, this was a fatally (both inevitably and

deadly) strategic development of Chinese film industry in order to survive the

postrnoderq global-culnral challenges.

Before I move on to Zhang Yimou's other films, I would like to give a reading of

a highly symbolic sign in Red Sorghun which seems having not drawn much attention

from critics. It is the wide use of the number rune Qiu in Chinese). My Grandma is the

ninth child in the family, so she asks people to call her Jiu 'er (Little No. Nine). In My

Grandpa's song he sings, "The ways to heaven number nine thousand nine hundred and

ninety." Jiu is a homophone of the word for wine in Chinese. It is also a homophone of

the word for longJasting or etemal in Chinese. [n fact, all Chinese imperial palaces with

full records available today were built with the number of dwellings ending with a nine.

The emperors, of course, wished their courts would last forever. Red Sorgherz uses the

'- Xudong Zhng,p.353
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wine and nine to remind its audiences (mainly those who undersund Chinese language)

of the stability of the hypeneal Chinese culture presented in the film. It helps the

narrative to be infinitelv extended. It makes an instance become a convention.

7.5 The Oedipus complex in Judou

Following his success wrth Redsorghum,Zhang Yimou made a highly

commercial film, Operation Cougar, in 1988. The poorbox-office response made

people generally believe the film was a failed attempt by Zhang at a straight commercial

film. At least one critic has suggested that the film" which portrayed secret cooperation

over a Taiwanese airliner hijacked to mainland, fulfilled the political desire of China at

the time for reconciliation with Taiwan and thus had a propaganda agenda So by making

this politically demanded film, Zhangwas in a strong position to successfully negotiate

his next film script (Judau)ttrough censorship.rs Around the same time, Zhang Yimou

appeared in a commercial romantic film (a love story) made by Hong Kong director

Ching Siu-Tung (Cheng Xiaodong), The Terracona lilarrior (1989), as the leading actor

with Gong Li as the leading actess.

Zhang Yimou's ,ludou, made soon after the 1989 June Fourth incidenq was

funded by a Japanese company and promises even richer use of colour as the film is set in

a dye mill in a village in the 1920s. The film starts when Yang Tianqing, the adopted

nephew of the mill owner, retums from a business rip to find his uncle, Yang Jinshan,

has just married his third wife, Judou. The two earlier wives of Yang Jinshan died before

the film starts from his torturing them and Yang Jinshan has no children because he is

impotent. Both Tianqing and Judou are forced to work hard at the {e vats during the

t' 
Stuart Klawars. *Zhne,Yimou - Locd Hero" in F-ilm Commenr vol. 3l no. 5 (Sept./Oct. 1995), p. la.
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day. Knowing that Tianqing has been peeping at her, Judou at last reveals herselfto him

as he watches from his hiding place. Instead of a pure sexual display, Judou reveals her

bruises received at the hands of Yang Jinshan. Her naked upper body with breasts

covered by her folding anns was the most daring image ever seen in Chinese films up to

that time, Judou seizes an oppornrnity to seduce Tianqing while Yang Jinshan is away

and she is made pregnant by Tianqing.

The film ends tragically when both Yang Jinshan and Tianqing are killed by Yang

Tianbai - the son of Judou and Tianqing. Tianbai at three or four makes Yang Jinshan

drown in a dye pool "accidentallv". He murders Tianqing in the same pool toward the

end of the film. The arguably incestuou relationship according to traditional moral

values, and certainly adultery, was also the most radical portra.v-al of sexualiry in Chinese

film history. Judou was the fint Chinese film to compete in the best foreign language

film category at the Academ.v Awards in 1990.

Since the film upon completion was initially banned from Chinese release, there

has been much speculation about the film. Judou was Zhang Yimou's first film after the

June Fourth incident. Compared with Redsorghum,Zhangdistanced the sefing of

Jtulou from the outside world, and significantly, from any direct political background.

The film was just one step before he walked into an isolated museum and made his

totally self-contained Rar.se the Recl Lantern (which was filmed in a real-life museum). ln

Retl &trghum, we can still see the War of Resistance as the setting forthe climax; we can

hear that Brother Luohan is described as a Commumst Partv memberro. InJudou,most

lt After the scere of Luohan's execution oFscreen narrator says, "Villagers said that Grandpa Luohan had

eadierjoined the Communist Parry. He came back to recmit various local tbrces fighting against the

Japanese invasion."
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events take place in the cou4yard of the dye mill. A few events are set in the village and

in immediate countryside, but they still involve the Yang family.

The lack of politicalbackground allowed wilder speculation about the political

stand of the film. Many overseas critics saw the film as a story of the reestablishment of

the traditional social order being challenged, thus a parallel to the June Fourth incident.

They saw the pressure experienced by Judou and Tianqing as an allegory for pressure

from the Communist authorities. They actually 'Justified" the banning of the film by the

Chinese authorities by describing the film as an anti-govelnment or even prodemocratic,

film. In Janualv 1991, while the film was stjll banned in China, a Taiwan critic wrote:

Filmed after June Fourth, .luclou seems dark and lacks hope for the future. The

conservative old power takes control while Yang Tianqing and Judou have

always been crashed breathless by the [nwer. Yang Tianqing dares not throw the

unconscious Yang Jinshan down the clifT. It proves that he cannot escape the

power. Yang Tianbai is the "formal" child of Yang's family. He then is the

continuation of the consenative old power. He is bapized while surrounded by

those white-haired" white-bearded family patriarchs. At last Tianqing dies at the

hands of Tianbai - this suggesa that no matter how much the radicals strive, they

will in the end be destroyed by the conservative old power. Judou is a metaphor

of the highs and lows of the ten years of reform. The reformers once had the

upper hand, but the reform is exremely fragile in the face of the conservative old

power.tt

To understand the banning of the film in mainland China as a result of is political

standpoint rather over-politicizes the issue. The incestuous love portrayed in the film

generated heated debate even when it was finally released in China in 1992. We must

15 Hsiao Pi (Xao Bi). "Zhang Yimou san bu pian dou tong l. ticui - tongiian" (Ttree ofZhang Yimou's

films share one rheme - adultery) n Dinning stnmtghouknr. No. 370 (Hong Kong January l99l)' p.

41.
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also ake into consideration that China did not have a comprehensive film categorization

system at the time. Therefore, the censor needed to consider the impact of the film on all

prospective audiences, including children. Some may afgue that Zhang Yimou has

already toned down the direct incest: Tianqing is the son of Yang Jinshan's brother in the

original novella not the adopted nephew of Yang Jinshan as in the film. But the adultery

is still obvious and it is still considered a form of incest even by today's moral standards.

There is also the possible impact of two violent father-killing scenes on yormg audiences

where the murderer Tianbai (first accidentally, then deliberately) is a three-year-old boy

and a young teenager. Even in relatively more open Western countries, the film is

recommended for matwe audiences of 15 years and over by the Australian censor and

suitable for mature audiences of at least ,U u.*, bv the New Zealand censor.

When the film was released in China among those critics who praised the film,

there were a few who agreed with their fellow critics overseas. They saw Tianbai's

murdering of Tianqing as an action taken avenge the social order maintained by the

patnarchs. The social order, which was first maintained by Yang Jinshan, is now

maintained by his "son" Tianbai.16 But precisely what social order does Tianbai

maintain? And what culnral significance does his killing demonstrate? The Hipal

killing, with a sirnple twist, becomes an action to restore the status quo of the social order

in many critics' arguments. What these critics, both in China and overseas, failed to see,

or did not want to admit is the fact that Tianbai's killing reveals a significant Westem

cultural influence in Chinese films. Tianbai's killing of Tianqing is not in defence of the

tu For example Ying )fiong "Bie le, 80 niandai (Farewell, 1980s)", n Lun Zlwg Yimou, pp. l'2l;Zbang
Ruoxue "Dujie Zhang Yimou: yi gongqiao ytngrao chenzhong" (Interpreting Zrang Yimou: consructing

a heavy heart with skilful techniques) in lrn Zhang Yimou. pp. 69-80; also Zhao Ctwg"Judou zenyang

biaoxian *ing'ai* (How does Judor present sexual love?), n Lm Zlwtg Yimou, pp. 206209.
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social order of Yang Jinshan or that from raditional Chinese feudal system. Tianbai does

not reinstall the Chinese patriarchal social order, but installs a new cultural tradition from

the West into China. Chinese critics prefened to see Tianbai's action being carried out in

the name of his social father Yang Jinshan because in Chinese convention, killing a father

would neverbe justified. On the conrary, in Freudian theory, aboy's father-killing

tendency in order to solely possess his mother is an innate desire, no matter whether or

not he can later resolve this successfullv.lT

Dai Jinhua, a prominent young professor in film studies at both the Beijing Film

Academy and Peking University, noticed ZbangYimou's exaggeration of the father

killing in comparison to the original novella:

Liu Heng's original novella Fu Xi. Fu Xi, is a work of culnral re-evaluation and

root searching. Doubtless it is an Oriental story of son hlling - a sileng bloodless

killing story. But in the film Judou, father killing appears twice.... In fact, this is

the most important change of the story in the film adaptation.rs

In the origrnal novell4 Yang Jinshan dies naturally in the sunshine at a street comer one

day with a satisfied smile on his face. Tianqing cannot stand Tianbai's anger with him,

and particularly when Judou has gone to her sister's home because she is made pregumt

again by Tianqing. So hopelessly, Tianqing drowns himself naked in a watervat. No

one is drowned in any d,ve pools in Liu Heng's novella as the dye mill was purely an

invention by Zhang Yimou. The dye mill also became a convenient venue for many

ceremonial scenes:Zhang's use ofbright colour (particularly red which is seen as a

Sigmund Freud. "Dssolution of the Hipus Complex" n Penguin Freul Librry vol'.1 On Senulity'
pp.313-322.

Dai Jinhua Dianying [ilun yu piping.slxnrc'e, pp. 82-83.

l7
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Chinese favourite), sex on the cloth drying racks in the open air (again a film creation

which does not resemble any real-life dying equipment, buit is a convenient bed for love-

making), as well as the two father-killing scenes in a pool of red dye.

Many Chinese critics did not acknowledge the killing of Yang Jinshan a father

killing, and neither did they regard Tianbai's killing of Tianqing. They saw Tianbai's

killing of Tianqing an allegory of the feudal social order taking revenge on the rebellion

"son" Tianqing. They talked about how Tianqing challenges the father figure Yang

Jinshan but Ieft the Yang Jinshan's death in Tianbai's hands unexplained-'n Dai Jinhua

though one of very few in China who wrote about the importance ofthe father killing in

Zhang's film, failed to elaborate why it was important. Without any explanation, she

suddenlv relabelled the father killins:

It is still a son-killing activity. What Tianbai does is the punishment Yang

Jinshan could not carry out by himself. But before the event, Judou clearly told

him, "Today I shall tell you the truth: Yang Tianqing is your birth father." The

Oedipus complex in Western culture is behind the killing.2O

It is no secret that many fifth-generation directors, including ZhangYimou, were stongly

influenced by Westem culture and cinematic techniques from the years they spent at the

Berjing Film Acaderny. To read the murder of Tianqing as a re-establishment of the

social order, as to carry out punishment on Tianqing is, nevertheless, a subjective reading

of the film with a shalqy foundation. Consciously or unconsciously, Zhangcreated a

Chinese Oedipus through Tianbai.

For examples in earlier mentioned essays by Ying Xiong Zhang Ruoxue andZhao Cnanglul' Lun Zlwrg
Yimou.

Dai Jinhua Dicmying lilun yt piping shcsuc'a, p 83
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It like Dai Jinhua, we see the fibn as a son-killing story, we will not be able to

explain Tianbai's killing of his two fathers. Tianbai at least should not kill Yang JinsharL

because it is in Yang Jinshan's name, says Dai, that Tianbai punishes Tianqing. It is,

however, more logical to explain Tianbai's tr,vo krllings simply as Oedipal killings of the

father. Tianbai has to do it turice simply because he has two fathers and both of them

possess his beloved mother, Judou. The punishment Yang Jinshan wishes would be the

death of both Judou and Tianqing (as Yang Jinshan has tried but failed in the film), but

Tianbai only kills Tianqing. In the film we see Tianbai actually carry his unconscious

mother back to her room (which used to be Tianbai and his mother's) and lay her in her

bed (which again, as we have seen earlier in the film as Tianbai and his mother's bed).

Tianqing is a clear competitor with Tianbai over Judou. When Tianbai is still enloying

his "honeymoon" (infant months) with his mother, Tianqing invades his space by getting

into the same be4 where Tianqing even competes with Tianbai over access to Judou's

breasts. Unlike Yang Jinshan, Tianbai has no hatred toward his mother but only to those

who compete over the possession of her. Even Yang Jinshan is killed onl-v- when he has

successfirlly reinstalled his position as Judou's husband by making Tianbai call him

"Dad".

This rather straightforward reading of mine (though another misreading in

Bloom's terms) may upset some viewers who would like to search for something Chinese

and deeper. We see that Zhang Yimou's understanding and use of the Oedipus complex

was inspired by Westem culture. Zhangand many people of his age have, nevertheless,

already experienced their own Oedipal killings during the Cultural Revolution. Chinese

were taught to denounce their fathers - both their birth fathers (once they were labelled as

class enemies) and the symbolic father (most but one single part in traditional values).
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Mao Zedong and his followers simplified the traditional thnee pnnciples (san gang)-

emperor nrles subjects (iun wei clrcn gang), father rules sons (fu wei :i gang) and husband

rules wives (fu wei qi gang)- into one - Mao rules everyone and ever,vthing in the

country. They said "To be against Chairman Mao is counter-revolutionary (Fandui Mao

:huri jiushi fangeming)." Although on the surface they seemed to be overthrowing

traditions, they reformed and renewed (rather than removed and revolutionized) the

taditional Chinese culture for their own good.

The Cultural Revolution gave the young people, especially at a personal rather

than cultural level, an experience of father killing. When these father-killing young

people got behind the camer4 ttrey did not follow the re-established third and fourth

generations. In the late 1970s and 1980s, the third and fourth-generation directors were

busy reinstating the diminished father and husband principles by emphasizing family

values as seen in luly Memories of Old Beijing(1982), Hibisctts Town (1986) andold

I4reil (1987). Instead, fifth-generation directors denounced the remaining principle in the

raditronal three - the emperor. In doing this, Zhang Yimou chose a rather easy, but more

successful, way compared with many other directors - substituting the Chinese fradition

with the globally dominant Western culture. It was a process many viewers both in China

and overseas did not want to admit. It was also a fact which did not affect the cinematic

success of Jwlau and the other two films in Zhang's trilory.

7.6 The functions of ceremonial scenes in Zhang Yimou's trilogy

ZhangYimou's next film Raise the Red Lantern was funded by an overseas

compan!'again and completed in 1991. Unlike Zhang's earlier films, there is no major

male protagonist in this film. Adapted from the.voung writer Su Tong's'Numerous
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Wives and Concubines" (Qi-qie chengqun),Zhanginvented the red lantems, the foot

massage and some other elements for the ceremonial scenes. The film starts when

Songlian, the female protagonist withdraws from university studies after her father's

death and is forced to marry by her stepmother. Songlian chooses to marry a rich man

though she will not be his fint-wife.2r The film is set in a huge traditional Chinese

mansion compound at about the same time as Judou. The story is also symbolically

divided into three parts by inserted titles - Summer, Autumn and Winter- without a

Spring.

Songlian marries the owner of this huge compound andbecomes his fourth wife.

She needs to learn how to cope and compete with the three women the master has

married before her. In this compound" everythrng is said to be following the fraditional

rules set down by the master's ancestors, including lighting up red lanterns in a wife's

courtyard when the master stays at night. Songlian is abandoned by the master when she

is found to be faking pregnancy. When Songlian becomes drunk after drinking alone

(following a very brief visit by the eldest son of the master) on her twentieth birthday, she

reveals to the second wife the third wife's secret love that she has earlier discovered by

chance. The third wife is caught by the second wife and subsequently killed by the

master. Seeing the murder of the third wife, Songlian keeps yelling "You people killed

her, you people killed her." She is said to be mad. But Songlian may not have revealed

the third wife's secret carelessly, as the lover was the doctor who had earlier certified that

she was not pregnant. Like Judou ayear earlier, the film competed in the best foreign

language film category at the Academy Awards in 1991.

2t h Chinese tradition q, (wife) were different fromqie (concubine) in legal status. Wives were ad&essed as

hiai $vlrs.), normally with a number in the front; whereas concubines did not have any titles and had a

low status somewhat hisher than housemaids
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Being a fiained cinematographer, Zhang Yimou fully used his knowledge in his

trilory. This knowledge and Zhang's preference for the colour red helped him to create

many ceremonial scenes which are unique in his films and frequently without any nace in

the original literary texts. In Jwlou,Zlnngcreated the dye mill that allows him to play

with any colour he liked. To no one's surprise, he used red as the overall tone in the film.

Both the sex and killine scenes in the film are set in reddominant environments. To

make sure Raise the Red Lanternwas another red film, Zhanginvented the red lantems.

Around the red lantems. he also created a series of ceremonial scenes - the master of the

house indicates the appointnent of a sex parmer for the night by the raising of red

lanterns, illuminates the sex scenes with red lantems (though the audiences do not see sex

directly on the screen), rewards a pregnancy by lighting red lantems day and night, casts

offa wife by covering her red lantems with black veils. Finally Songlian demonstates

her "insanity" by unveiling and lighting up all the red lantems in her courtyard. The

numerous ceremonial scenes we find in Zhang's films are different in nature from those

in Chen Kaige's The Yellow Earth. Zhangcreated all these scenes to highlight the

Chinese cultural hypeneal in these films (or, more accurately, to wrap up these films in a

Chinese packing) as well as to provide a better cinematic effect. He used all these effects

for better sales of his films. He did not need to labour on historical and cultural research

as Chen did for his The Yellow Earth.?:

Critics have remarked that the Eadition, the pessimism and the patriarchal social

order (represented through father figures) have become more all-pen'asive through Zhary

Yimou's three films. This is in contrast to the decrease in weight of acting of male roles

2t Chen Kaige took his crew travelling ttrough north Shaarxi before finalizing the film scripq despite the faa
that The Yeilac Mh does not present history through a conventional and authentic narrative.
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in these films. Ying Xiong analyzed and compared Zhang's Red Sorghum, Judou, and

Raise the Red Lantern. He worked out the changing of status of Father and Son in the

three films:

"Father": In Red Sorghum,"Big-he,aded Li [the winery owner] is killed', in

Judou, uncle "is disabled", but Tianbai punishes [Tianqing] with stength as the

revived "Father" [by inheriting the social position from Yang Jinshan]; n Raise

the Red Lantern,the *Father" is not even challenged and he is not a physical

presence but a bodiless ghost with super stength to exist everywhere.

"Son": In an opposite direction in the trilory the "Fathef'gets sftonger as the

"Son" gets weaker. From a strong My Grandpa to the half sfrong and half weak

Tianqing and finally the "wilted" young master in Raise the Red Lantern,where

in the film not even a hint of Oedipal killing can be found.23

I have already made my argument of reading Tianbai's murder of Tianqing as an Oedipal

killing rather than destnrction of the son by the tbtherly social order. Oedipus killing and

son kilhng have a key difference: the former is an action motivated by sexuality or a

psychological drive as a result of failing to overcome the Oedipus complex; whereas the

latter is a highly social and political activity.

The fact that these films were made in China invites people to search for any

possible clues that can be interpreted as either political or cultural. The temporary

banning of JwJou and Raise the Red Lantern from release in China, particularly soon

after the Tian'anmen incident, attracted fi.rther speculation on their politics. Alttrough

Zhang Yimou has more than once stressed that his films were made primarily for Chinese

audiences, the fact that both Jwlou and Raise tlze Red Lanlern wete fully overseas funded

forced Zhang and the films to have as much a focus on the international market as on the

tt Ying Xiong, "Bie le, 80 niandai (Farewell, 1980s)", in Lun Zhang Yimru, p. 12
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domestic. Ceremonial scenes, in a spectacular, colourful ,Zhang Yimou style, helped the

sale of these films in a broader market. These ceremonial scenes helped the development

of a cinematic narrative strategy (as I have earlier discussed). They were, on the other

hand, successful cultural packaging particularly designed for an international film market.

Once the ceremonial packaging is unwrapped we will be able to see ttre real (or the

Other) themes ofthese three films.

Red Sorghum is indeed a romance. The romance reveals a truth ofhuman history,

of which Chinese are fond: "He who wins becomes the king; he who loses becomes the

bandit." (Sheng:he wei wang: bai:he wei kou) tn the film, My Grandpa kills My

Grandma's husband and not only becomes her real husband and My Grandpa but also

becomes a hero. In contrast My Grandma's original hrsband (a leper) is treated even

worse than the bandit (Bald Three-bullet) and does not deserve a frontal appearance on

screen. The theme of "he who wins becomes the king' is a primitive Third World notion

in Westem viewers' eyes (that is, people's social status depends on their fists rather than

on their knowledge and wealth). In the late-capitalist West, it is more likely that the

originat husband, the rich man, would have the upper hand and My Grandpa would be a

bandit outlaw. Therefore, Red Sorglrum is a story of struggles based on primitive

physical power driven simply by sexual desire and physical satisfaction. One may see the

making of a film with such a theme as political, but it is more productive to readthe film

without any political preconceptions.

Jtuktu,like Rerl-So rghum, is a film conceming physical power and sex. It diffen

from Rarlsorghum in a sense because it does not simply reward the physically stronger-

Its sexual desire goes even further by portraying an incestuous relationship. To

emphasize Tianqing being punished, tortured and murdered by "Chinese nadition" is not
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as convincing as to read it as a common crime-and-punishment story easily foundboth in

the East and West. Tianqing pays with his litb for the incest as the prince in the Western

fable pavs with his eyes for peering at the bathing goddess. Should we insist on reading

the tilm politicatly, we ought to see how the Oedipal killing parallels what typical fifttF

generation film directors like ZhangYimou have done to Chinese culture in revenge or

reaction to what Mao Zedong and his followers did to them through the Cultural

Revolution. As I have earlier elaborate4 Mao and his followers selectively inherited the

Chinese culture in order to boost the power of the emperor (Mao). Zhang and

international fifth-generation filmmakers attempted to kill the Chinese tradition which

gave birth to Mao's thoughts and the disastrous Cultural Revolution They replaced the

Chinese radition with a hyoeneal Chinese radition which subject to a global culture in

the posunodern age.

Ruise tlw Red Lantern should be read with more care if we choose to read it as a

political film. The unarguable theme of the film is women's lives at a certain time. The

women in the film try to survive and frequently lall into traps set up by themselves rather

than those set up by the social system. Although everything in the compound seems to

tbllowthe rules of the house (:urlungde gutju,literally, the rules set down by the

ancestors), women there are capable of altering the rules to their wishes. The third wife

successfully gets the master to sleep with her where the rules say the new wife is entitled

to her first month as a honeymoon. Songlian also changes the rule that meals are not to

be consumed in bedrooms but in the common dining room. We see frequently in the film

that women are actually using the rules for their own benefit. In light of the cunent story,

should we not wonder how many rules of the house, which resemble the social system,

were modified, if not originated" by the women ancestors? Do not these women in the

film equally contribute to the rules by detbnding the rules as keenly (for their own
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interest), or even more keenly, than their male counterparts? We can see the film as a

feminist film but not necessarily in a feminist sense that many take for granted. The film

invites women to analyze their contribution to the social system and their fates, rather

than directly criticizing the patriarchal society. Furthermore, the film was not only shot in

a house preserv'ed as a museum but also serves the contemporary audiences as a museum.

As Jean Baudrillard says of Disneyland, the museum "is presented as imaginary in order

to make us believe that the rest is real. when in fact" China" like rest of the world engaged

in the late capitalist socielv, is "no longer real, but of the order of the hypeneal and of

simulation."2a

Particularly when analysing Redsbrghum,many critics pointed out that the film

creates a utopia of China's past. Yuejin Wang argued that the film is a cinematic utopia

of masculinity. The nanative strategf "holds the absent past in the cinematic presenl

while at the same time punctuating the illusion of presenfiress with a sense of the

historical past."r5 In his essay about Recl Sorghum. Xudong Zhangwrote in a section

entitled'?easant Utopia', "By transforming the modern medium of cinematogaphy,

ZlnngYimou creates an antimodern autonomy in the sorghum field-"26 As t have

elaborated in Chapter Five (5.3), intemational fifth-generation films such as Recl

Sorghum, is a Chinese version of nostalgia film in Jameson's term. The utopia (peasantry

or masculine) created by Recl Sorghum is atypical presentation of the absent past to

comp€nsate the missing (both lost and memorable) history in the modernizing (and

For discussion and the original quotation from Jean Baudrillard see Chapter Five' 5.4. See also my

reference to Rey Chow on the visuality of exotic culture in Chinese fikns in Chapter Six, 6.6. Sheldon

Hsiao-peng Lu also wrote. ''Be h the dye mill f.hufunl or the Chen mansion fRaix the Red Lantenr), the

allegorization of a timeless space. ill ancient "museurn', as it were, annihilates the possibilitv of changg of
real temporal or historical progression." Sheldon Hisao-peng Lu, p. I18.

Berry. p 98.

Xudong Zhang p.322.
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postmodernizing) present both in China and beyond. By the same token, the "past"

presented inJudou andRaise the Red Lanternisalso a form of utopian nostalgia, because

they were also set in the isolated self-contained and absent past. The hypeneal Chinese

culture presented in these films, enriched by a series of ceremonial scenes, is what

Jameson called "a list of stereotypes, of ideas of facts and historical realities."2?

It may be simpler and safer to say Zlwry Yimou's three films offer no or very

little analytical criticism of traditional Chinese culture. Should there be any criticism

against naditronal culture, it is either absurd as in peeing into the wine vats (Red

Sorghum), seducing the mother figures whenever a man can (in all three films); or

playfrrl, as in hanging the paralyzed uncle in the arr in a half-banel (Judou) and killing

other fellow wives with words for a night of sexual enjoyment and power (Raise the Red

Lantern). In echoing Zhnng'sown claim that the director's sole interest was to be

different, not to present something deep beneath, Rey Chow wrote,

What the Chinese authorities sense is perhaps exactly this kind of gestural force

that, according to Zhang has nothing "beneath" it. In ia "emptiness",Zhang's

filmmaking challenges the deeprooted attitude of approval, ingrained in the

understanding of representation across cultures, toward d.pttt, profundity, and

interiority.2s

From a cultural or political point of view, the true power of Zhang's films is their

emptiness. The emptrness not only challenges the power given to literanre and art as a

vehicle for doctrine, as a means of propaganda by both Chinese tradition and the

Communist govenrment, but it also more seriously shakes the foundation of Chinese

Jamesoq Posmrxlernism, p.279. See Chapter Five 5 3

Rey Chow. p. 154.

,a
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cultural radition which as Rey Chow pointed out, had been associated with depttU

profundity and interiorit-v. Doubtless, the emptiness gives the viewers more opportunities

for multiple interpretations, or, for a wide variety of view-pointic misreading.

Not many critics have noticed the significance of the absence of surnames for all

the female protagonists in these three films by Zhang. In fact the standard English title of

Judou isJu Dou, which to a Chinese reader suggests that Ju is the surname of Gong Li's

role in the film. Some may well suspect that the absence of surnames symbolizes the

inferior status of women (at least at the time of the films' settings). If omifing the female

protagonists' sumames makes their social status inferior, it may not be the director's

intention. Unlike their Western counterparts, fraditional Chinese women keep and are

addressed by their maiden names after marriage (even today) Their given or personal

rulmes are indeed more likely forgotten.le This may be interpreted as even worse

discrimination agains women, as in this instance, they only bear the names of their

fathers rather then their own. But Zhang's films do not focus on this discrimination.

One of the many enjoyments of watching film is it allows the audience to identrty

themselves with one or several characters in the film and to experience the fantasized

film world. While taditionally only a husband may (in private) address his wife with her

given names, Zhang Yimou's films in fact create a female sexual role model forhis

audiences, especially male audiences. Many critics have also pointed out the extensive

shot-reverse shots Zhang used in presenting his female protagonists with their lovers (a

significant contrast of sqvle to early fifth-generation films, especially those early ones by

tn For example, when a woman Li Songlian (where Li is her father's zumame) marries a man Chen Dawerl

she will not be addressed as "Mrs. Chen", but "Mrs. Li'". Even the parents-in-law will address her as

either ''Mrs. LL' or simply call her "daughter-in-lad', not her given name (Songlian). I\4any people, both

distant relatives and outsiders, may never know the woman's given names.
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Chen Kaige). These t'emale figures in their lovers' gaze, which is shared by the

spectators, are presented as the erotic frrlfillrnent of male sexual desires.3o Though these

female protagonists' characters differ slightl,v from one to another, they all share some

common behavioun. They are all rebellious but always ready to submit themselves to the

man they love. They believe that a localized ideal world is feasible. They are all liberal

sexually and keen for sexual pleasure, but their unconventional, even illegal sexnal

behaviours are always justified by the "unfair" siruations they are put in. The unfair

situations, thus, become the excuse for liberal, unconventional and free se.xual

relationships and activities. These female protagonists are simply the various faces of an

idealized female sexual object in a typical male sexual fantasy.

7.7 The Story of Qiuju and its resistance to the global-cultural

influence

For many Chinese critics, Z|rirry Yimou's The Story of Qiulu (1992, again Qiuju

is the female protagonist's given name and should be one word) was a tuming point for

the director. Instead of using large-scale ceremonial scenes like international fifth-

generation directors including hrmself, Zhangmade a bitter-sweet comedy.rr Although

the film does not have a heavy and slow tone like many domestic fifth-generation films

including Chen Kaige's The Yellow Earth and King of Children it comes back to

examine Chinese traditional culture, and more importantly, the contemporary impact on

this tradition.

See for example, Rey Chow, p. 152; Shuqin Cui, "Gendered Perspective: The Construction and

Representation of Subjectivity and Sexuality nJu D<ni'in Sheldon Hisao-peng Lq p. 310.

For my definition of"international fifth-generation directors" and "domestic fifth-generation directors",

see my discussion in Chapter Six, 6.1.

JI
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The Story of Qiulu is not simply another Zhang Yimou-style Chinese "cultural"

film for the West. Consciously or unconsciously (in Freudian terms), Zhangmade a film

that serves as a criticism of Westem influences in contemporary China's bureaucracy,

legal systems and ideology in the 1990s. The stnrggle against the First World cultural

influences and repression of traditional values, however weak and unnoticeable, is

portrayed in this example of Third World literature. In his essay entitled "Third World

Literature in an Era of Multinational Capitalism", contemporary Westem Manrist Fredric

Jameson sai{

Third-world te.xts, even those which are seemingly private and invested with a

properly libidinal dynamic - necessarily project a political dimension in the form

of national allegory: the story of the prwate individuol destiny is always an

allegory of the embattletl situation of the pubtic third-worltl culture and society.s?

In this section, I will read ZhangYimou's I'he Story of Qiuju as "an allegory of the

embattled situation of the public" Chinese culture and society.

The Story of Qiulu has been sometimes read as criticism of the backward as part

of Chinese tadition. The village head seems unready to adjust himself forthe modern

legal system. Qiuju's failure to understand the village head's sentence of imprisonment

ruled by the court seems not only naiVe, but also pitiful. The film was widely read as a

comedy. Some Chinese reportedly said, "[1we take away all the cinematic charms from

The Story of Qiuiu,there is nothing left in the film. The story does not contain anything

deep or thoughtful."t' Some Chinese critics also echoed the "nothing deep" view. Ying

Xiong wrote,

Jamesor\ "Third World Literature in an Era ofMultinational Capitalism", p. 69

Cited by Ying Xong l-un Zhang Yima4 p. 14.JJ
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For me, to understand The Story oJ'Qngu as self-extrication is better gounded

than to see it as a criticism of its surroundings; to understand what it presents as

the zero point of meaning is better than to search its depth of thought.3a

In an article on the film entitled "Comedy and Culture", Alan Stone noted the

different responses toward the film,rmong audiences. While Western viewen were less

impressed by the film in comparison to Zhang Yimou's red trilogy, they saw the film, in

Stone's words, as "a shagry dog story with an unhappy ending." The film for Chinese

audiences, on the other hand was a comedy which stined continuous laughter in the

cinema. Stone attributed this difference of reaction to the cultural difference between the

two t-ypes of audience.tt Ho*euer, the diftbrent readings of The Story of Qiuja might not

simply be another result of audiences' cultwal backgrounds. [he Story of Qiuju isthe

most self<onscious film Zhang had made to date that directly related to the cultural

conflicts in China's contemporary social development. This consciousness makes the

film similar to some domestic fifth-generafion films with a cultural re-evaluation and

root-searching theme. It also has depth that many films in this category share. Many

popular film-goers among Zhang's audiences may not be able to adjust themselves for a

theme that requires active analysis. Therefore, the underlying value of the film is widely

neglected both in China and overseas. Almost all readings of The Story of Qiuju seem to

overlook what Jameson said abotrt the allegorical value of the film as a piece of Third

World literature.

Lun Zhotg1 Yimou, p.16. For examples of realistic reading dismissed by Ying )6ong see other articles in

the same book by various oitics, pp. 21G280.

Atan S. Stone, "Comedy and Culturd', accessed at hnp:/lbostonreview.mit.edu/BRl8.5/ alansrone.html

( l2 September 1999), published under the Baston Reviw internet ed., trnp://bostonreview.mit. ed.ul (12

September 1999)
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One may say that ZhangYimou's Chinese title for the film Qiuju Goes to Court

(Qiuju da gnnsi) is misleading. But this can be justified, because Zhmgprefen his

films to provide opportunities for multiple interpretations.-to The focus of tfre film is not

on a legal case but on a cultural argument. Qiuju is searching for jtstice. But justice in

her mind is different from what a contemporary Chinese law court can pass down.

Therefore, when justice has been done in the end in accordance to the law, Qiuju is left

further upset. Injustice in the Chinese legal system has been criticized by many

Westerners and some urban Chinese. But this commonly known injustice is not the main

concern of the film, nor the main concern of my writing here. The failures of the already

Westemized Chinese legal system (if not completely in real life, at least as we see in the

film) to deliver justice to Qiuju and many traditional Chinese (who mainly reside in rural

areas these days) is the key issue Zhang's film addresses. That is nuhy I argue that the

film is a culnral re-evaluation and root-searching film but goes further than others.

ln seeing the film as a criticism ofthe lack of legal knowledge by Qiuju andthe

peasant masses in Chin4 one is taking for granted that Western-slvle legal systems are the

only fair system. For Westerners and the Western legal system, nearly any loss (including

human lives) and damages can be measured by money. Followingthis principle, Qiuju is

offered money as compensation. For Qiujrr and also for the village hea4 justice will

never be served by money (later in the film, we are told, nor by imprisonment either).

Therefore, instead of reading The Story of Qiuiu as criticism of the naivetd of rural

Chinese people under the influence of traditional thinking, we should see the film as a

reaction to the cunent trend of Chinese legal developments and cultural Westernization.

36 For discussions and quotation ofZhang Yimou's comments on the opporfunities for multiple

interpretationq see 7.4 in this chapter.
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It is more creative to read ZhangYimou's film as a Third World counter-voice to the

inesistible massive Third World importation of Western culhre, rangrng from political

and legal systems to consumption and moral values during the postnodern, global-

cultural era.

In the fiLn, Qiuju's first win in the lawsuit comes from the disfict security

bureau's mediation. The village head is ordered to pay Qiuju her husband's medical

costs and lost wages. Neither she nor the village head are satisfied by the first legal

resolution. When the vrllage head thnows the money on the goun4 Qiuju does not bend

down to take what she has not asked for. Qiuju does not pick up the money because

money does not deliver the justice she wants. With his action, the village head also

sneers at the logic of buying the right to hit people with money. The film does not show

taditional human relationships as being perfect. Qiuju says in the film, "It is perfectly

fine for the village head to hit his villagen. He simply should not hit someone's

important spot." According to Chinese tradition in hitting his villagers, the village head

is demonstrating his care and guidance. Quju asks forjustice because the village head's

hitting exceeds what care and guidance required - he kicks Qiuju's husband in the groin.

The Communist government may have successfully changed the forms of Chinese

nadition drastically, particularly through political campai,ours like the Cultural Revolution.

It, however, did not change the nature of the Chinese patriarchal tadition. Qiuju's story

higruights the subilit"v of raditional Chinese values, especially lrmong rural populations

(which still form two thirds of Chinese total population). What Qiuju wants to have is

justice, not to force the village head to buy a permit to tornre the vrllagers. To her,

payrng her the money is like forcing her husband to sell his body for the village head's

pleasure in torturing people.
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The village head gives his best defence not in a courfroom but by his actions in

the village. When the pregnant Qiuju is experiencing a difficult labour at home, the

village head joins into a few men from the village to carry Qiuju to the countv hospital

over a slippery muddy mountain road at night. When Qiuju safely gives birth to a boy,

the village head becomes the saviour of Qiuju" her son and her whole family by perfectly

fulfilling his duty as a village head. The village head's actions are not out of any gutlty

feelings. He would have done the same for any villagers in such trouble. Like his hitting,

his help is part of his traditionally assigned responsibilities to take care of his villagers.

That is also why the justice Qiuju is looking for will never be delivered by the

Westernized Chinese leeal svstem.

According to laq the village head may file a counter-suit against Qiuju's husband

asking for an even lar-qer amount in compensation. Qiuju's husband is hit because he

calls the village head impotent - "You deliver no son but a full house of hens [girls]." He

should be fined for both libel and sexual discrimination. At the end of the filn1 Qiuju is

holding a one-month celebrating party for her new baby, when the village head is

esconed away bv the police and thrown into prison because proof of physical damage

from his assault has been found in an X-ray of Qiuju's husband. Qiuju is bewilderd not

because the village head is now her familv's saviour, but because she had never asked

that the village head be jailed for his misdeeds. For her, it is another injustice and the

justice she has fought for has never, and probably will never, come.

Despite being a cultural re-evaluation film, The Story of Qiuju is very different

from those cultural re-evaluation works from the 1980s. Many earlier cultural re-

evaluation films such as'[he Yellow Earth and King of Children, have focused on

criticizing the shortcomings of naditional Chinese culture. Although they also
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acknowledge a small portion of the culture which they believe to be positive, the overall

tone of these films is to re-evaluate the culture in the light of contemporary Western

ideolory. ZlvngYimou made a counter movement through The Srory of Qiuju. lt

actually criticizes the injustice of the Westernized contemporary Chinese legal system.

Zhangironically states the imbalance between Chinese traditional values and the

imported Western ideology in contemporary China through both his film ieelf and the

laughter at Qiuju from the self-confident but ignorant film audiences.

Bonowing Jameson's words I quoted above, The Story of Qiulu is "an allegory of

the embattled situation of the public" Chinese "culture and societv". What Qiuju

searches for, and the conscious audiences and all Chinese would also like to search for, is

equilibrium with the traditional Chinese culture. This, however, seems no longer possible

wrth the massive influence from the dominant Western culture which flooded into China

from the 1980s. The Story of Qiuju was a late-coming film that belon-eed to the cultural

re-evaluation and root-searching of the 1980s, but Zhangjustified htmselfby playtng a

different and yet more thoughfi tune. While many cultural re-evaluating and root-

searching texts and films take Chinese taditional culture as ttre subject to be analyzed

criticized and thus victimized" The Story oJ'Qiu1u examines Chinese traditional culture

from a new perspective and thus finds some positive value in it. Zhang Yimou was able

to achieve this, because the open-door policy had finally provide a greenhouse for

contemporary Western ideas ranging from independent legal systems to

commercialization to take root and grorv in China in the early 1990s. Even though the

film did not achieve the same box-office success as his earlier trilory, it is the most

thoughtful and successful film by Zhangin a cultural and literary sense rather than a pure

cinematic or fi nancial judgment.
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The film was not very successful in the domestic market, as many audiences and

reviewers complained about the use of Shaanxi accents in the film. The Shaanxi accent

is not a dialect in the linguistic sense. ln addition to some already well-known words and

phrases in China (thanks to many popular revolutionary novels set in this former

Communist headquarters in the 1930s and 1940s), the accent is only distinguished by

some changes of tones. The majority ofChinese audiences have no problem at all in

understanding the language. The accent in the hlm becoming a factor that drives some

audiences away may indicate a popular prefbrence for contemporary urban settings

irmong contemporary Chinese audiences (alongside with pre-Communist rural seftings as

seen in ZhangYimou's trilory). Films with historical rural settings (such as Retl

Sorglum) serve the contemporary as a museum and have their langrrage adjusted into the

"propef'Putonghua (Mandarin) pronunciation. From the Chinese audience's preference,

we can see that the conflicts between Chinese traditional values and Westem dominated

global culture not only occur at a global level. but also beween different forces within a

Third World country like China.

The lack of a massive response tohis I'he Story oJ-Qiuju may have led Zhang

Yimou to rr.v* something different. His Io I-ive (1994), though proving more successful in

terms of box-oftice income, is very much a realistic melodrama. Set in 1940-80s China

and the film covers a series of historical events ranglng from the KMT - CCP civil war to

political campaigns in communist China. Focusing on family values and survival in

dillicult times, the theme of To Live is universal and conventional rather than

controversial and radical (in contrast to sexuality and contemporary cultural conllicts).

Zhang's Shunghui Triul (1995). a Hollywood-stvle gangster story commercial film, was

received so well both locally and in the intemational mainstream market. The film,
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aiming for Westernization, fits well into Phase I of Third Cinema as described by Gabriel

(lntroduction 0.2). Zhang's films are more easily sold in the international market becaue

he has become the brand-named Chinese director. My writing does not analyze these two

later films in detail because they were less significant in contemporary Chinese film

development particularly in relation to the indust-ry-'s shifting of identity from tradition to

globalism. Neither do these two films demonstrate the director's notable cinematic

achievements. In the next chapter (8.6), there is a comparison of the politicizauon around

lilm releases between To Live and Tian Zhuangzhuang's The Blue Kite (1993).

Chinese film became noted by the Westem world through domestic f,rfth-

generation filmmakers, especially through Chen Kaige withThe Yellow Earth. With re-

evaluating and criticizing traditional Chinese culture as their prima{v goal, films by these

directors inevitably took a non{hinese. if not WesterrL viewpoint in their re-evaluation

and criticisms. Thanks also to the eye-catching ceremonial scenes as seen in I'he Yellow

Earth,these films drew great attentions tiom international viewers. Zhang Yimou further

developed contemporar_v Chinese film by making a series of films directly planted and

growing in the rich soil of the 1980s and 1990s global<ulturalism. Accompanying

China's own modernization (and postmodernization), a successful new, "cultural" geffe

of Chinese films favouring globalism was established in the late 1980s.r7 Zhang is the

master of this genre. Ironically, this genre became the best-known .rmong all Chinese

films in the international market. To many international viewers, this genre serves as a

hyoeneal which signifies and replaces Chinese films as a whole, and presents and

substitutes tbr Chinese culture as a whole.

tt I ur using the term "genre' rather Liberally to describe a broad range of films which we may otherwise

describe them as "intemational fifth--eeneration filrns",
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Crnprnn Ercsr

Tian Zhuangzhuang - Politics and Politicization of Films

The most ama:ing act of political courage and cle/iance I have ever seen

in the cinema.

Andrew Sanis describingThe Blue Kite in The New York Obsewerr

Introduction

Graduating in the same class as Chen Kaige at the Beijing Film Academy, Tian

Zhuangzhuang is another well-known fifth-generation Chinese film director. The same

age as Chen, Tian (1952- ) was also bom into a family of film workers. His father Tian

Fang was a famous film actor and the head of the Berjing Film Studio when it was

established in 1949. Tian's mother Yu Lan was a famous theatre and film actress. She

founded the Beijing Children's Film Studio in 1981 and subsequently became the studio

head Tian is well-known :rmong film critics both in China and overseas, but not as much

among ordinary audiences, especially Chinese audiences. This may be atfibuted to the

two commercially unsuccessful films about Chinese minorities On the HuntingGrourul

(1985) and Horse Thief(1986), by which he made his name among critics, andhisThe

Blue Kite (1993), which was banned in China. While The BIue Kite wasbanned for

obvious political reasons, the film itself does not have to be read as very political.

Tian Zhuangzhuang's first film was The Red Elephanl ( 1982), a graduate

assignment he did at the Beijing Film Academy" codirected with Zhang Jianya. His

' The home video of the film released by Kino Inrernational (USA 1995) contains a rolling title in English
at the beginning. It tells the saga about the intemational release and Chirra's banning ofthe film as well as

Chinese authorities' ill-treatment ofthe director. This comrnentary is quoted in the rolling title.
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second released film September (1984)? porrays the life of a single woman music

teacher. Though not well noticed" Tian started to demonstrate his nahralistic aesthetic

preference and skills in this film. He became well-known after two more films directed

by him had been released in 1985 and 1986.3 Not by accident, both films porhay

minority lives in China. On the HuntingGround is an Inner Mongolian tale and Horse

Thief aTibetan story. His intemational reputation was boosted by his The Blue Kite,

made in 1993. In this chapter I will first discuss the cinematic styles in his two minority

films and his claim of making films for twenty-first century audiences. I will then

analyze the politicization in regard to the making and release of The Blue Kite. We will

see how politicization has been consciously used as a promotional strategy for films by

some contemporary Chinese directors, panicularly when their films were introduced to

intemational festivals and markets. Politicization became a successful tactic in the

globalized promotion of certain Chinese films. To market Chinese films with all

available resources, including politics and politicization, indicated that globalism in

1990s China was no longer limited to film aesthetics and themes but extended to film

production, release and promotion as well.

8.2 Two minority films by Tian Thuangzhuang

On the Hunting Ground is a tale about nrles - how people who offend are

punished and reconciled. There is no protagonist but three relatively leading roles -
Taogtao, manager of a local cooperative, his younger brother Zabu and a fellow villager,

Baya. The setting is contemporary but without a clear indication oftirne. The film starts

Tian's Oa the Hwtting Gnnrd was made in 1983 about the same time as TIu Yelkru Esth. Howwer,
the film was not released until 1985, after his second independently direaed frk t, September.

Horse Thief was cornpleted in 1985 and released in China in 1986 after an eight-month delay with
censorship.
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with a goup hunting at dawn. After the hunt, Zabu is punished for poaching during the

group hunt, an accusation made by Baya. Zabu has to kneel in front of a pole on which

hangs the head of the poached deer. In thls part of the film and throughout most scenes in

the film, lighting is so low that hardly any clear facial expressions are seen. In fact more

than half of the film is set benryeen dusk and dawn. Those daylight scenes are

characterized by low-key backlit shots. The absence of close-ups together with the

typical naturalistic facial expressions of the actors provides very little clue as to what the

characters are thinking.

In the following part, Baya's sheepfold is attacked by wolves. In searching for

and killing the wolves, Baya is trapped in a wolf s den. Zabu accidentally discovers

Baya's predicament and raises the alarm. With other villagers' help, he saves Baya's life.

During the celebratory pafly at night following the incident, there is the only diegetic

singing accompanyingthe people's dancing while Baya and his wife offer wine to Zabu

from their gratitude. This is the only piece of music used in the film. The melody

appears again as nondiegetic sound from the closing scenes through the credit list. There

is hardly any nondiegetic sound effects during the film narrative.

During a stormy night, thecattle kept in the cooperative break free. While most

of the cattle are retumed with the help of villagers, three are caught by Baya and not

returned immediately. Taogtao reports this to the local govemment and Baya is

subsequently detained for ten days for his wrongdoing. This is the only occasion when

someone is punished according to the state law (of China), where all other punishments

are carried out according to ancient Mongolian law (:lusa, as in the film's Chinese title).

This episode also highlights the difference in nature between the Mongolian law and

national Chinese law, with the latter closer to Westem legal principles. The Mongolian
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law concentates on confession, whereas the state law focuses on punishment through

imprisonment. While Mongolian law represents a more traditional value system, the state

law is more modern. On this poing ZhangYimou's The Story of Qiuju becomes a

parallel to this comparison of radition and modemity.

Later in the film, Ba,va is wrongfully accused of helping people from another

village to poach pasture. Being marginalized by his fellow villagers, Baya does not join

the group hunt. Without being noticed, he poaches a deer during his solo hunting. While

the men are out hunting, Taogtao and Zabu's house catches fire. Baya's wife runs into

the buming house and saves the life of Taogtao and Zabu's sick mother. Taogtao comes

to thank Baya's family and confesses that he threw a wolf puppy into Baya's sheepfold

and that this triggered the wolf attack. In his shame, Baya goes to see the man from

whose deerhound he has poached the deer. When Baya kneels in front of the pole on

which the deer's head hangs, Taogtao, Zabu and the man who has wrongfully accused

Baya of stealing pasture join him. So the final resolution of the film comes as a circle to

the start - everyone makes mistakes and the most effective and powerfrrl conciliation

ends in sel f-confession.

While all the dialogue in the film is in Mongolian, a broadcasting-style male

voice offers simultaneous Putonghua (standard Chinese) ranslation. Like the lighting of

the film, the colour in the film is also in a low tone, mainly green and grey to represent

the grassland in Inner Mongolia. The narrative structure is very loose and the plot lacks

focus in a conventional sense. This, on top of the dedramatized voice-over translatioru

makes the audiences find it hard to follow, especially during a first viewing. Tian

Zhluarngrhnng also ageed that On the Hunting Ground is a "docudrama" but argued

that the story line of the film is still clear. In an intervierv with a Hong Kong film

zil
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reporter, Tian cited though disagreed with famous critic Shao Mujun's personal

comments to Tian, "This film of youn does not have a strong story. [tfj the story is

removed, it will become a pure documentary film (7rs&i dianyrng).'A Shao's cornments

on the film were representative among Chinese critics.

Horse Thry'consists of a relatively clearer and continuous narrative in the

traditronal sense. The fiLn is set in 1923. A horse thief, Norbu" is expelled from his own

tribe after stealing grffs from the central govenrment intended for the local Buddhist

temple. He, his wife and his little son live in an isolated tent. His son later dies. He and

his wife begin a year-long ascetic prayer joumey. His wife gives birth to another son.

Meanwhile, a plague stikes the Tibetan plateau and many people and livestock die.

Norbu ries but fails to get a job in the temple. He is later paid to carry the statue of the

river ghos! but is seen as an evil figure after that. He begs the tribal head to be allowed to

retum. The tribe only accepts his wife and son. One snowy evening he steals a horse for

his wife and son to ride to the tribe. Having nowhere to go, he rides back to the path from

where he has earlier escaped. Norbu's corpse in the morning snow hints that he was

killed by the chasing horse owners.

The film in many respects makes a contrast to On the HuntingGrowtd,though

not necessarily by being similar to conventional narrative films. The lighting in Horse

Thief is bright and high-key. Even night scenes are sufficiently illuminated so that the

audiences can see the details clearly', such as the characters' thcial expressions and how

the horses are tethered. This kind of illumination is common in raditional cinema-

o Ku Tsong Ng (Gu Cangrryu), "Daoyan fangwen: wwge ' Lieclwtg zlns . Daoms:e/' (lnterview with
thedirector: the Culturd Rwolution. On the HuntingGranxl. Horse ThieflnDiarying
skwtglhailran No. 207, (Flong Kong 19 February 1987), p. 39.
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although both Chen Kaige inThe Yellow Earth (1984) and Tian ZhuangzhuanginOn the

Hunting Ground didthe opposite. Horse Thief s colour is also glamorous: there are

bright red and yellow religious buildings and costumes, blue skies and geen grass. The

film is in a biographical style, so that the audiences find it easier to follow the story. For

most screenin-ss in China the film was dubbed in standard Chinese language. This also

helps the audiences' comprehension. Also in contrast to On the Hunting Grourul,the

film uses manv close-ups particularly to present Norbu's facial expressions, even though

these expressions present no exaggerated emotions as seen in films by third (and some

fourth) generation directors.

Horse Thief also significantly includes many ceremonial scenes (including

culturally coded and, especially, religious scenes). We see a sS burial at the beginning

of the film and similar funeral scenes are repeated from time to time. In real life, sky

burial is so sacred and private that no outsiders and photographs are allowed This makes

audiences outside Tibet keener to see the mysterious funerals on screen. Tuming pnyer

wheels, hangrng cloth strips with words from the Buddhrst scriptures, the holy goat

festival, Norbu and his wife prayngby prostrating themselves on the grourd over and

over again on a joumey and the river ghost ceremony are all highly ceremonial. These

ceremonial scenes are different from those in The Yellow Earth, because they are too

nunerous for the symbolism (if any) they each stand for to be identified. (Although the

precise symbolic meanings of the ceremonial scenes inTlrc Yellow Earth are also

uncertain, the presentation clearly implies there are interpretations, multiple or not.) The

ceremonies are not like those inZhang Yimou's Red Sorghum either, for they are not

always dynamically embedded in the nanative. While these ceremonial scenes are

frequently either accompanied by very loud diegetic sound or presented with
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superimpositions of multi-perspective images, they have a cinematic fi.urction which is

similar to the frequent and loud nondiegetic sounds in the film. This style of sound

effects is very different from On the Hunting Ground, and the ceremonial scenes also

provide more stunning visual effects than the lnner Mongolian tale.

In an interview in 1987, Tian Zhu,angzhuang described his impression of Buddhist

temples:

I have visited quite a number of Buddhist temples. The architecture of these

temples inspired me a lot. Once you step into a temple, you feel you have

forgotten everything. You feel you cannot help but believe [in the Buddha]....

There is a very strong force manipulatrng you.5

The numerous ceremonial scenes in Horse Thief gtrvethe audiences this feeling as well.

The ritual of these ceremonies is frequently beyond the audiences' (particularly non-

Tibetans') comprehension. Aimed at Han audiences as claimed by Tian Zhuangzhuang,6

the film did not intend to make the audiences understand the ritual either. Tian

constructed a "cinematic temple" offering similar experiences to the audiences as those

he had in his temple tours. The precise symbolic meaning of each individual ceremony is

rather unexplainable to Tian's targeted Han audiences. I will discuss Tian's overall

symbolism presented in these two films in the next section. Horse Thief shigh-key and

colourful presentations of these ceremonies also help the film to reach somewhat broader

audiences than On tlze Htmting Ground. It is because most audiences enjoy ceremonial

scenes, either in Horse Tlzief or in Chen Kaige's T'he Yellow Earth and Zhang Yimou's

Ku Tsong Ng Diawing slnraryfirrukan No. 207, p. 38.

Ku Tsong Ng Dicary-itry shuang,zlunttarr No. 207, p. 38.

5

6
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Red Sorghum, for the audiovisual impressiveness and exotic nature rather than the rituals

and svmbolisms behind them.

8.3 "Making films for the next century"

Neither of these two films was well received in China. Only two prinb of On the

Hunting Ground were stnrck, both for the head offices of China Film Corporation for

reference purposes, not for distribution Horse Thief didslightly better, selling seven

prints.T Though there have been a number of Chinese films portraying Chinese

minorities, Tian Zhuangzhuang's On the Hunting Ground and Hor.se'l'hief stwe no

similariqv with them. Ma Ning, a film critic from the China Film Corporation, when

analyzing these two tilms by Tian wrote, "We can clearly see the director's concern for

the prosperity of the entire Chinese nation, Han and non-Han alike."E Their box-offrce

failure certainly indicates that Tian's two films hardly interested any audiences in the

entire Chinese nation, Han and non-Han alike. We cannot help asking, o'Why bother

analyzing his two audience-less films?"

First of all, On the Hunting Grotmtl and Horse ThieJhave atmcted the attention

of many film criticq Chinese and foreign alike. Tian Zhuangzhuang claimed during an

interview that he was making films for audiences of the next century (that is, the twenty-

first century;.e Thrs claim can only be proven by audiences of the twenty-first cennrry not

by my thesis here. However, Tian was certainly famous fbr blaming his audiences. In the

above-mentioned interview. he said

Both fi_eures based on Chris Berry's interview with Wu Xiaojin depulv director of planning and research

China Fihn Corporation on 15 February 1988. See Berry. p. I 18

Semsel. (hmese t"ilm. p. 92

Berry. p 127. The interview was carried out by a reporter and first published in the lilm magazine

Dcahong Dicry:ing in September 1986. For the cited booK it was translated into English by Yang Ping.

8

,)
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Why can audiences abroad accept both commercial and art films, but not in

China? It shows how different their auitudes are. A French person once asked

me, "With all these debates [they meant the opinions being expressed about

various exploratory films in China], is the problem with the audience or with you

young directors?" I said I was afraid the main problem was the audience.r0

Tian Zhuangztruang here seems to take commercial and art films as two horns of

a dilemma. The fact is that highly commercialized films may neglect but still

subconsciously embody some artistic value, but well-received art films always contain

some cornmercial value. At least, they must be sellable films. Though Tian claimed that

his films were for audiences in the twenty-first century, we cannot find any evidence to

support his claim. In film history, nearly all the old filrns that today's audiences still

enjoy were popular films (either mainsfream or art house) upon their release. Those

labelled as highly artistic but not well received at the time of their release may still atffact

a number of people today Those who watch these films are likely to be a special goup

of viewers - namely film specialists - not ordinary audiences. Films without audiences

should not be regarded as political films, even if the director has a political intention. On

the Hunting Ground and Horse ThieI which athacted very small audiences, should

certainly not be considered as films with political effectiveness (or in other words, they

are films without any political charms to ordinary audiences) despite the fact that many

critics both in China and overseas prefened to politicize them in reading them.

Tian Zhuangzhuang's two films, especially Horse Thief, nevertheless, provide

some ceremonial scenes open for interpretation. Unlike those ceremonial scenes in

ZhangYimou's films, those in Tian's are less comprehensible. In addition, Tian's films

'o B".ry, p. 127. The square brackets were in the original published translation.
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do not have a rapid, developed narrative structure. They did not appeal to a wide range of

audiences but mainly to critics - either from the West or those Chinese critics with some

Western theoretical knowledge. Among the critics, Ma Ning successfully read Tian's

two minorilv theme films with the aid of some contemporary Westem cultural theories.

He applied Roland Barthes and described Tian's two films as discourses instead of

cinematic fictions. He claimed that in the tilms, the narratives are fragmented and the

characters are treated as symbols that fulfill specific fuirctions. Therefore, On tlrc

Hunting Grourul can be read as a discourse on law and Horse Thief, a discourse on

religion.rr In a panel debate on Horse ThieJ'whtch both Ma and Tian attended Ma cited

psycho-analytical theory on subjectivity"12 While the symbolic world enables a person to

become a subject being, ideolory plays a vital role in this human being's fransformation

into a person hom his or her animal equaliqv. Ma then cited Althusser's two-part division

of the superstructure While the legal system (such as law in On the HuntingGrourul)

belongs to the state apparatus, religion fells into the ideological apparatus. Ma concluded

that Horse Thie!'explor,es the relationship beween humanity and religionr3 Because

both of Tian's films form a sort of minority series, we can readon the HuntingGromd

as dealing with the relationship between humanity and the legal system in the state

apparatus,

We can see that the themes of Tian Zhuangzhuang's two minority films,

accordingto Ma Ning, sounded very fbreign to ordinary Chinese audiences. Tian might

not have a clear marketing globalism in his minds as Zhang Yimou did. Tian hoped that

I' Semsel. Chinese Film, pp. 86-89.

't Ma Nrng cited Lacan's theory on zubjeaivity without mentioning Lacan's name.

r-1 
Semsel, Fitm in Contemptrury^ Chim.p. 41 .
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he could find some Chinese audiences as conscious as art-house filmgoers in the West.

His films might not aim for intemational audiences, but he certainly wished Chinese

audiences to welcome his films as those Westem audiences received art-house films.

Unfortunately, not many Chinese audiences at the time were well mentally prepared to

enjoy his Chinese minority films of Western ideological discourses.

8.4 Nanative structure of The Blue Kte

After his two highly experimental minority films, Tian Zhuanghuang made some

relatively commercial films in mainsfream styles, though these did not significantlv

enhance his reputation. His Rock 'n Roll Youtlz (also translated as Roc* Krds, 1988)

certainly irnpired some sixth-generation directors such as Guan Hu and Zhang Yuan.r{

His films with rather ordinary nanative sfuctures, such as T'he Street Plq,-ers (also as I&e

Drum Singers,1987, based on a Lao She novel) and Li Liaryting, Imperial Eumtch

( 1990), also demonstrate his strength in including details from everyday life in films in a

naturalistic style. The latter was invited to the Berlin International Film Festival in 1990

prior to its offrcial release. According to Tian, these films were all results of his

compromise to make a living rather than serious artistic works by his standard.r 
j 

After he

directed Tlze Blue Kite,a film banned from release both in China and overseas (the latter

was imposed rather unsuccessfully by Chinese govemment), his name was again

See Chapter Nine on the si.rch-generation directors.

tffhlle Bhp Kite was yet to be reteased after completion, Tian Zhuangzhuang said in an interview with the
Taiwan critic Chiao Hsiung-Ping (Jiao Xiongping), "It took eight months to get Hor.:e Thle/tlrough the
censor. I was not confident with Chinese film afterwards. [t seerned that nothing was worttry for me to
work hard. During those four or five years [ 1986-19901, I directed films for whoever paid me money. I
only] made some mon€y for an easy life.... After I finished Li Licwying, Impeial Eumrch,I realized that I
was about forry and needed to make something serious... to make some films I really wanted to make."
Chiao Hsiung-Ping "Tian Zhuangzhuang paichu fumubei yong xuelei huanlai de lishi" (Tian
Zhuangzhuang's film portrays the history which was written in blood and tears by his parents'
generation") tn Yingxiang No. 32, (Taipei, September 199?), p 102.
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frequently mentioned in film reviews and critiques overseas. What was difFerent from his

earlier two films is that this time he got more praise than criticism. This conEasts to the

indifferent response to his film by critics in China mainly because of the film's

unavailability. The controversial private overseas release of The Blue Kite provided us a

good example of how marketing strategies of some Chinese films became a self-

conscious practice of globalism, as I will frrther elaborate later in this chapter (8.7).

The Blue Kite was a story told by a boy Tietou (meaning Iron Head) who was

bom in the year following Joseph Stalin's death, that is 1954. The film is divided into

tkee parts which are actually the three tagedies of the three husbands of Tietou's

mother. The first gart starts with an insert title "Dad". Dad, a librarian, is accused as a

Rightist in 1957 by his supewisor and colleagues to meet the quota set by the cental

authorities. Allthis happens during the tbw minutes he 
-qoes 

to toilet in the middle of a

political meeting in the library where he works. Dad is sent to a labour camp in a remote

county area and dies in an accident there^ Earlier at the wedding of Tietou's parents, a

horse's head of china silently drops by itself and smashes, indicating an unfortunate

ending can be expected. This is not the only dramatized hint of tragedy in the film. We

see thislaral slvle (as both deadly and predetermined) metaphorically and dramatically

repeated towards the end of each of the three parts.

The second part starts with an insert title "Uncle". During Dad's absence and

after his death, one of his former colleagues, also a ftend, keeps coming to take care of

the mother and young child. He does this because of hrs guilt-y feelings - his honest

report to the party leader in the library caused the accusation against Dad. During the

years of famine (1960-1952) as a result ofthe Great Leap Fonvard, Uncle shares his

limited food with the family. Mum not only foryives him, but also marries him. Tragedy
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comes as soon as the three-year famine is over. Every one in the neighbourhood is

celebrating on the Chinese New Year Eve. Uncle collapses while making Chinese

dumplings (a tvpical northern Chinese cuisine for New Year) and he dies of chronic

malnutrition soon afterwards in a hospital. The fagedy is hinted at by the buming of the

lantem he lit for Tietou. Thougb the death,like Dad's, is oflscreen (on-screen the film

only shows Uncle's collapse) and thus not accompanied by any tears, both the timing and

hinting are very dramatic. Uncle has a subordinate and apologetic character. He reminds

us Zhao Shuxin in Huang Jiandn's The Black Cunnon Incident (1985). Both characters

are respectful of authority and conscientious in their duties (assigned by the authorities or

required by traditional moral values).r6 Uncle does his best to please the family as well as

his employer (the state). Unfortunately, his health prohibits him from servingboth parties

more successfully.

The insert title for the third part is "Stepfather". To ensure Tietou has a good

living environment, Mum marries a widower party cadre much olderthan herself Tietou

does not get along as well with Stepfather as he had done with Uncle. When the Cultural

Revolution breaks out, the old cadre senses the unavoidable fragedy awaiting him. He

files for divorce and asks Tietou and his mum to return to her own family. The film then

reaches its only on-screen dramatized clima,r. When Tietou and Mum come to see

Stepfather one day, the Red Guards are there taking him out to a mass criticism rally.

Stepfather has a heart attack. Begging the Red Guards for some mercy for the old man,

Tietou's mother is seized by the Red Guards and taken away with the dyrng man Tietou

picks up a brick and hits a Red Guard's head. Tietou is beaten unconscious by the Red

Guards and left at the roadside. The scene is as violent as any direct portrayal of the

16 For mv discussion of Huane Jianxin and his The Black Cannon hrcident, see Chapter Ten 10.2-10.4.
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Cultural Revolution had been on film screens. The closing shot is of a blue kite caught in

a tre€. Tietou had earlier made the kite and played with his stepniece who is slightly

younger than him. Again the rapped blue kite is used to hint at Stepfather's tragic

ending.

The main plot of the fitm is told from Tietou's point of view. OFscreen

nanation occurs at the beginning and ending of each of the tluee parts, as well as

throughout these parts. The oFscreen narrator's voice in all three parts is the same as

Tietou's in the third part, that is a twelve-year-old boy's voice. Just before the credits

roll, the oflscreen narrator gives a last piece of information of the story - Stepfather dies

from the heart attack and Mum is sent to labour reform camp for being an active counter-

revolutionary (rianringfangeming). The boy's voice seems to suggest this is the boy's

story told soon after Stepfather's death. The boy's age can be used rn explaining the lack

of direct comments on the series of catastrophic political campaigns in the film. The

story concentates on the family and their personal but representative experiences. The

fact that the film was made in the 1990s and its content (socialist ragedy) could only be

told from the 1980s onward because of liberalization leads conscious viewers to wonder

if the use of a boy's voice for nanation is a mere device for a dramatic reality. The

innocent voice of a twelve-year boy relates the narrative in an indifferent tone. It

certainly makes the already sad and quiet narrative strike its audience's emotions even

harder.

The naturalistic on-screen presentation of The BIue Krre gives the audience a

sfiong impression of reliability. However, many details, even those directly related to

Tietou's infant years and childhood, cannot be accepted without reasonable doubt.

Where does Tietou get all this information? He frequently tells the audience that Mum
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told him this, but Mum is in the labour camp (at the time of narration according to his

voice). He sometimes also says that he learnt a specific piece of information rony, many

years later (for example when telling how his father dies). But the offiscreen voice is

unmistakably not many years older (indeed, the same as when he is twelve). The narrator

is either dishonest about these details or fooling us with his age (by the twelve-year'old

boy's voice which moves the audience hearts effectively). If Tietou is not an honest

ruurator, we should challenge the reliabilit-v of his story. The original story of The Blue

Kite wu by Tian Zhuangzhuang, with Xao Mao as the scriptwriter. Tian has claimed the

authenticity of the story: "The stories in the film are real, and they are related with total

sincerity."lT It seems that dramatization of the narrator's voice undermines the reliability

of what is an original "real story".

The sideline stories around Mum's family enrich the film as well as complicate

the narrative. Some of them, however, disagee with the main story formed by Tietou's

voice. Mum's elder brother's love for a fellow PLA actress is ruined when the ac{rsss

refuses to go dancing with old cadres. The actress is first sent to work in a factory as a

worker and is later imprisoned without trial. Mum's elder sister is a Party cadre but

cannot escape from being criticized during the Cultr:ral Revolution. Her younger brother

is another victim of the Anti-Rightist Campaign and has to spend the rest of his life in a

village. The story is highly dramatic (even more dramatic than many modem Chinese

dramas from the 1930s to 1960s) and the series of tragedies taking place in the same

family are perhaps too coincidental to be convincing. The exaggerated sound effects used

in the last sequence when the Red Guards are beating and kicking Tietou reminds us of

tt Cited by James Berardinelli in"The Blue Kite - AFrlm Review". accessed by internet lrttp://movie-

reviews.coloszus.net/movies/blue kite.htrnl on 4 November 1999
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sound in Hong Kong kungfu films. This footnotes the great impact of Hong Kong

commercial films on Chinese filmmakers and is significant to be found in a naturalistic

film by a self-conscious fifth-generation director. The intemational success of the Hong

Kong kungfu films had some irresistible charms to Chinese directors who were keen to

get the key to open the freasure box of globalism.

8.5 Politics tn The Blue Kte

Although the film portrays a tragic family over more than ten years up to the

Cultural Revolution, it basically echoed the historical evaluations of the cunent Chinese

leadership. Some may not agree at first but the politrcs of the Blue Kite are in harmony

with the political judgment the Communist govemment passed in a 1981 document

entitled "Resolution on Certain Questions in the History of Our Party Since the Founding

of the People's Republic" (Guanvu jianguo yilai Dang de ruogan lishi wenti de jueyi).

The "Resolution" was an official document tabled and passed at the Sixth Plenary

Section of the Eleventh Central Committee of CCP held from 27 to29 June 1981. The

document denounces the Cultural Revolution and blames Mao Zedong for being the

initiator of the campaign:

The "Great Cultural Revolution" from May 1966 to October 1976 caused the

most devastating setback and heavy losses to the parly, the state, and the people in

the history of the People's Republic, and this "Great Cultural Revolution" was

initiated and led by Comrade Mao [Zedong].r8

It soes on:

r8 Translated by lrnmanuel C.Y.
(People's kitv), I July 1981.

9 (6 July 198 I ).

HstL p. 869. Chinese text of the document published nthe Rerunin rifoa
The official English translation was published n Beiiiry Reviatt' No. 27:G
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Practice has shown that the "Great Cultural Revolution" did not in fact institute a

revolution or social progress in any sense, nor could it possibly have done so....

History has shown that the "Great Cultural Revolution", initiated by a leader

laboring under a misconception and capitalized on by counter-revolutionary

cliques, led to domestic turmoil and brought catastrophe to the party, the state,

and the whole people.... Comrade Mao... far from making a correct analysis of

many problems... confused right and wrong and the people with the enemy.-..

Herein lies hrs ragedy.re

The newly appointed Communist Party Chairman Hu Yaobang repeated the

accusation two days later on I July 1981 in a speech celebrating the sixtreth anniversary

of the founding of the CCP. Hu sai4

Comrade Mao,like manv great historical figures of the past, was not free from

shortcomings and mistakes. The principal shortcoming occuned during his later

years when, due to long and ardent support by the party and by all the people, he

became smug and increasingly and seriously lost contact with realities and the

masses. He separated himself from the collective leadership of the party, often

rejecting or even suppressing the conect views of others. Mistakes thus became

inevitable. A longperiod of comprehensive, serious mistakes led to the outbreak

of the "Greu! Cultural Revolution", wlzich brought the most severe mi,;ftrtwte to

the party arul tlze people. Of course, we must admit that neither before nor after

the outbreak of the "Great Cultural Revolution" vy'as the party able to prevent and

turn Comrade Mao from his mistakes. On the contrary, it accepted and approved

some of his elroneous proposals. We who are long-time comrades-in-arm with

Comrade Mao, his long-time followers and students, must realize deeply our own

responsibilitv and resolutely accept the necessary lessons.lO

ImmanuelC.Y. Hsi.i. p. 869.

Translated by tmmanuel C.Y. Hsii p. 871. My italics. Chinese text of Hu's speech n Rennin ribrc (2
July l98l).

l9

20
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In the same speech, Hu went on to praise nearly all former high-rank leaders purged by

Mao Zedong during various political campaigns from the 1950s to the 1960s.

By including these lengthy historical documents, I want to lay out the

unmistakable criticism the Communist Party has made against its ruling of the country

from the 1950s to the 1970s. As I have highlighted by italicization, Hu Yaobang clearly

admitted in his l98l speech the Party and its leader's serious mistakes long prior to the

outbreak of the Cultural Revolution. He also emphasized the Party's responsibility for

causing these misfortunes. Tian Zhuangzhuang was fully aware of these documents and

believed The Blue Kite's criticism was no harsher than the self-criticism of these Party

documents released more than twelve years before the film.zl From my review of the

relevant documents, we see that Tian was right. Of course the cinematic presentation

unarguably has a stonger emotional effect on audiences than the official wording of the

Party document. The effectiveness of the film might have alarmed conservative Chinese

government officials.

The BIue Kite certainly includes many subtle strategies, such as the oFscreen

death of Father and highly restrained expressions of emotions. These strategies represent

the director's personal style. Many of these stategies remind us of the film of a long-

suppressed episode in Taiwan history, Cttlt of Sudnes'.s ( I989) by Taiwan director Hou

Hsiao-hsien (Hou Xao:aan). Hou's film also includes oFscreen violence and hlling.

Some of these oFscreen events are made "silent" to the protagonist as he is deaf. The

protagonist's experiences also become an unspoken and unspeakable past of the Taiwan

people. The relatively everyday dialogue in The Blue Kite (in contrast to dramatized

2t 
Chiao Flsiung-Vng Ying4iang No. 32, p. l0-s
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dialogue) can also grve the audiences the feeling of unexpressed sadness. By including

these subtle stategies, Tian Zhuanghuang made the film message more powerful than

straight melodrama. But they do not make the film's political contents more critical.

While the last sequence of the film is very audibly and visually violeng emotional

complaints and protests also occasionally appear in the film. Mum questions her Party

cadre elder sister, 'A lively penon was sent away somewhere unlnowrg and then died

Nobody even knows where he was buried. What rs he [his chengfen, identiry]? What

should I say when my son grows up and asks for his father?" Mum's elder brother also

questions the policies and actMties dunng the Great Leap Forward. Tian certainly

handled these scenes in a more naturalistic way, which made the film close to life and

reality rather than over dramatized

There is no evidence that the content of The Blue Kite challenged the political

boundaries set out by the Communist govenrment. Although the film deals with a series

of political campaigns from 1957 to 1966, the accusations have never gone further than

these campaigns themselves. All ofthese campaigns were portrayed and criticized rn

many filrns by third- and fourth-generation directors long before The Blue Kite. For

example, Xie Jin's Legend of Tianym lufotmtain deals with the Anti'Rightist Carnpaigr

in 1957 and his Hibiscus Town indirectly criticizes the Anti-Rightist Campaign and

directly attacks the Four Clean-ups Campaign and the Cultual Revolution. Even

compared with these two films by Xie, we find that Tian Zhuangzhuang avoided

addressing the problems after 1976. Indee4 two films by his fellow fifth-generation

directors - Farewell fu[y Concuhine (1993) by Chen Kaige andTo Live (1994)by Zlnng

Yimou- choose to face up to recent Chinese history more directly than The Blue Kite.

More than Tian, though, the other two directors shifted their film slvle to be realistic and
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melodramatic. The suicide of the protagonist at the end of Chen's Farewell ltly

Concubine when China had offrcially denounced the Cultural Revolution and adopted

promising reform policies is more easily read as expressing pessimistic feelings, if not

hostility, toward the current government. In Zhang's To Live,life under the KMT

govemment is put into comparison with the first twenry-seven years of Communist mle.

The banningof The BIue Kite thus deserves a close examination.

8.6 Politics around The Blue Kte

Nineteen ninety-three proved to be a year of change for the three major fifttt-

generation directors - Chen Kaige directed Farewell ldy Concubine and Zhang Yimou

was preparin g To Live. Including The Blue Kite, all three fihns adapt a more traditional

narrative stateg1l than earlier films by these directors. All three directors, for the fint

time, were directly involved in portraying the scars left by political campaigns up to the

Cultural Revolution in Communist China. Only TianZhuangzhuang's film has been

totally banned from release by the Chinese government. Furewell Aly Concubine was

granted overseas release upon completion and released in China with very few changes

required by the censor.tt T'o Live was not released domestically but approved for release

intemationally.z3 The Blue Kite,a relativel-v- conventional drama echoing the Communist

Party's judgment on the first twenty-seven years history of the People's Republic, is a

The domestic edition only has less than one minute of footage clrt from the Culnral Revolution scenes. It
seems the cersor's requirement was more of a 

-qesture 
to justi! its dela;v in approval.

The film was not reteased domestically, but it was officially approved by the government to release

overseas. lJrfike Btue Kite, To ljve was relatively widely available in China for "internal screening"

(neihufarying). For examplq Li Erh-mo (Li Ermo) reported an occasion of srch screening in the

Beijing Fihn Studio on 28 March 1994. The audience consisted of directors, actors. critics. joumaliss and

snrdents from the Beijing Film Academy, Li Erh-mo. -Shi huigui haishi chuangxin? Yu Zhang Yimou tan

Huozhe" (ls it a return or an innovation? Discusing To live vithZhang Yimou) n Diorying nrchang

No. 69, (Taiper, May and June 1994), p. 105.

?l
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film which does not provoke much political debate by its contents. But the politics

behind the banning of the film make it more notable than Zhang's To Live to a certain

e)ftent and deserv'e examination.

To claim thatThe Blue Kite gained attention by being a political film is not well

grounded. The film attracted enorrnous attention upon its overseas release as a film

smuggled out of China (while smuggle here refers to the informal procedure according to

China's requirement, rather than a simple physical act) . The film was circulated

overseas before it was granted permission for overseas release from the Chinese

govemment. Chinese authorities insisted on such permission for all films made in China,

although the comprehensive legislation for this was not completed until 1996.

Subsequently, the Chinese government officially "banned" the film from overseas

release.

It is the politics around the release of the film rather than the political awareness

of the film itself that made its name. Here is a typical Western review of the film:

Another prizewinning import from China is The Blue Kite. It is a thoughfi

piece, but has some of the same problems that plagued Farewell lrly Concubine.

Politics loom so large that the human melodrama gets overshadowed" almost lost.

The anti-Communist sentiments have also qotten this one banned in its native

land...2a

I am neither praising nor criticizing the academic value of this review. I cite this example

to demonstate the use of politics (within or sunounding the film) in publicity. This

indicates what the international audiences are thirsty for. One comment in this cited

2u Jim Byertey, [untitled film review], accessed by internet througfr www,cinem&\.corn/reviews/blue-
kite the.shtml on 29 June 1998,
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review I cannot disagree with is that the topic of politics is dominant in the film. Though

the political background is brought to the forefront inThe Blue Kite, the film does not

provide and does not necessarily evoke any conscious and critical analysis. The politics

placed in the most obvious position on screen becomes what Jean Baudrillard described

as "the ironic presence of the object' and becomes "hyperreal".:-'

The main reason for the film being banned was not its content but its process of

production and release. The film script passed censorship without frouble prior to

filming. Ma,vbe because it was his original story, Tian made quite a few changes when

actually making the film. The specific changes did not really matter, but to change the

script after approval is considered as against normal practice in China. According to

Tian, "differences between the script and film" was the reason given by the Beijing Film

Studio when it demanded the film's post-production to be suspended-26 However, the

post-production was canied on out in Japan, ignoring the requirement made by the film's

co-producing company from China. Afterwards, the film was released overseas. China

regarded the film circulated overseas as a "smuggled" film. For manv Westemers, it

seems hard to undentand. Censorship is also practised overseas but mainly upon the

completion of a film. In China, to make a film, even with foreign personnel and only for

release overseas, a fitm needs to get its scnpt approved by the government. It is a license

to produce. Because of this pre-production script censorship, the product is bound to be

in line with the approved script. The whole practice is higNy political, as we will see.

Tian's words in an interview with Chiao Hsiung-Ping (Jiao Xiongping) prior to the film's

overseas release proved that he knew the requirements set by the Chinese government:

For discussion of Baudrillard's terms. see Chapter Fire, 5.4-5.5

Chiao Flsiung-PngYingximg No. 32. p. 103.
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After Raise the Red Lantern,fthe govemment] set an unwritten regulation. Since

then, [films] not released in China will not be allowed release overseas. To be

released and attend film festivals, a film needs approval from all the three parties:

the investo(s), the China Fitm Co-Production Corporation and the Film Bureau.27

Fully aware of this regulation, Tian still had his film released overseas without the

necessary approval. He certainly challenged the authorities with a very political gesfi.re

and great courage. On the other hand, the banning of The Blue Kite for is "improper"

release procedure can also be interpreted as political. The authorities tsed this instance

to demonstrate their control and power. This unhappy experience of the film release,

nevertheless, does not make the film content more political. What we have seen is the

politics around a not especially political film.

The experience gained in promotingThe Blue Kite in the intemational market

also inspired the people who were in charge of publicity for Zhang Yimou's To Lwe

(which was completed in the following year). Mi Tsou (Mi Zou), a film critic in Taiwan,

analyzed the political myth behind the promotion of To Live.?8 Mi Tsou pointed out that

the promotion of To Live was very political though the film content is very similar to that

of Farewell lv$t Concubine andThe Blue Kite. Together with the conventional

commercial promotion and advertising, the overseas representatives ofthe film also

generated many political rumows around the film in the media. Right from the opening

of the Cannes Film Festival in 1994 to which To Live was invite4 rumours of a possible

ban by China appeared in the media. For some reason ZtangYimou could not attend the

festival. Then it was said that he was forbidden to leave the county. Surprisingly, some

Chiao Hsiung-Ping hi6rlo6No. 32, p. 106

See Ivfi Tsou, "Cong Huozhe kan Zhongguo dianying de shenhua" (Looking at the depth of Chinese films

ttnou-eh To l.ive) in l'rr5trczrg No.52, (1994), pp. 50-55.
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actors in the film from mainland China attended the festival with the Chinese

274

government's approval. When these actors and the film producer were interviewed by a

French television programme, there was an empfy chair prepared to protest Zlwtg's

"involuntary absence". While the film was popularized oveneas for being highty

political and a victim of mainland political confiol, its producers emphasized in China

that the film was not political and made no criticism of the Communist authorities. In

fact the film was officially permitted for overseas release, unlike The Blue Kite. The

news that Ge You from mainland China won the best actor award at the Cannes Film

Festival (which he personally anended to receive the prize) was ranked seventh zrmong

the top ten film news items of the year (1994) by the state-owned Popular Film (Duhong

dianying)magazine.re

Tian Zhuangzhuang's The Blue Kite received enormous international attention

because the film was politicized. Its success should also be partly attributed to the

powerfut aid of this politicization. Zhang Yimou's To Live consciously used the

promotional advantages of politicization and managed a double success both in the

intemational film market and in gaining the Chinese government's approval for overseas

release. This certainly provides an ironic modernized (or more accurately,

postmodernized) slogan- politics serves films and the market economy (:lrcng:hi wei

dianying he shichanglingli fimu) - to substitute for the outdated, old one - literature and

art serves proletarian politics. However, no one has been more ambitious in using the

politics around film censorship than the sixth-generation director Ztnng Yuan. I will

elaborate on this in the next chapter. It must be noted that to politicize the film's release

le Dazlnng dicnrying. 1995.)
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as Tian drd may bring financial benefits to the filmmakers and the investors. But more

important, deliberately bypassing the censor requirements set by the Chinese government

is more courageous than to simply comply with an unfair system, and frequently, more

political than the film itself.

8.7 Achievements of The Blue Kte

To read The Blue Kite ina non-political way does not diminish its achievements

in cinematic art and promotion. On the contrary, we can see more clearly how and why

the film was so successful. Despite being a realistic film, in terms of cinematic

achievement The Blue Kite is still different from many earlier realistic Chinese films,

especially those by third- and fourth-generation directors. It successfully avoids the

classic build-up of climaxes that we find in most realistic melodramas. Although the film

consists of three tagsdies, it aims not to distract the audiences' critical thinking with

classical emotional scenes, except in the last sequence. Tian Zhuanghuang also avoided

using ceremonial scenes, the familiar tool of international fifth-generation directors, to

package his film. He did so despite the fact that he had widely used ceremonial scenes in

his turo earlier fi.lms On the HuntingGntund andHorse Thief. His fellow fifth-generation

directors Chen Kaige and Zhang Yimou were still using them in their rather realistic films

Furewell lv[v Concubine andTo Ltfe. However, the greatest contribution of trre film to

Chinese film history is using politics in the promotion of the film. The banning of the

film together with some politicized reading (of the film content as well as the film

bannin-u) certainly helped the promotion of the film in the international market. The film

became Tian's best-selling film.
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Tian Zhuangzhuang's cinematic achievement in The Blue Kite should not be

overlooked. The film is a successfi.rl realistic drama. Tian also demonstrated his strength

in handling delicate details of everyday life. Despite being a successful director, Tian

also made some common (even old tashioned) decisions like many other realistic

directors. Shi Man Hung (Shi Wenhong), a well-known political columnist and film

critic in Hong Kong, listed some shortcomings of the film in narrative style and content in

a critique published in Ciqv Entertainment (Dianving shuangphoukun).3o He pointed out

that the broken head of a china horse at Tietou's parents' wedding and the bumed lantem

are both used to indicate the fate of the two men: first Father, then Uncle. To use

symbolism in such way makes the film rather old-fashioned. Shi also noted the

inconsistency of images among some similar character-groups in the film. Earlier in the

film, olf-screen old party cadres are generally portrayed as sex maniacs who throw a

young woman into jail for refusing to dance with them. But when an old cadre appears

on the screen as Tietou's Stepfather, he becomes a caring old man with high principles.

While Shi's reading is very realism-oriented, the expectation of realistic presentation of

stereotypes is certainly aroused by The Blue Kite's overall realistic style. Shi accused

Tian of failing to revealthe real nature of social relationships between the ruling class

and ordinary people. Knowing Tian's directing history, t would rather see this

shortcoming as a result of his preference for not including typical heroes and villains in

his film. [n not including typical characters in a realistic film, however, it is not easy to

achieve a typical dramatized climax. The absence of this typical climax makes The Blue

Krre different in style from many other political dramas, such as Xie Jin's.

r0 ShiManHung,"Latfengzhengdeyryiyujuxian'(SignificanceandlimitationsofTheBlueKite)n
Dianying slnuttglurukot No 398, (Hong Kong 14 July 1994), p. 107.
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The commonly refened to rebellious political theme in Tian Zhuangzhuang's The

Blue Kite (as well as those in Zhang Yimou's To Live and Chen Kaige's Farewell fu[y

Concuhine) is very much a version of view-poinlic misreading. This view-pointic

misreading of The Blue Kite is sustainable and notable because the film successfully

provides extensive signs for its audience's interpretations. Such extensive signs, in the

current case, go beyond what is on the screen and in the film itself. However, there is not

enough evidence to argue that the film was made with such rebellious poliUcal intentions.

Should there be any solid evidence of anti-government or anti-Communist sentiments

other than simply modest criticisms, the filmmakers would have long been detained"

charged and imprisoned, not simply discouraged or stopped from going overssx. There

are plenty of examples to prove that the Communist govemment has never hesitated in

crushing political dissidents by charging them with producing counter-revolutionary

propaganda (fctngeming xuanchuun) or endangering national security (weihai guolia

uncluan). Thus, we should distinguish view-pointic misreading from directic misreading

and should never simply substitute the former for the latter.

Through Tlrc Blue Kite we saw a new version of globalism emerging in the

Chinese film indusqv from the early 1990s. The early globalist Chinese films, such as

ZhurgYimou's "red trilory", atfacted international audiences by displaying exotic

Chinese culture (though such display is not aluays the sole purpose of these films). Tian

Zhuangzhuang's film demonstrates its globalist awareness by exposing the exotic nature

of the Chinese political system and cultural policies. Such narure was reflected through

the censorship mechanism in dealing with the film (or how the film deals with the

mechanism). Although this might not be the director's original intention while making

the film, censorship troubles made the rebellious overseas release of the film an important
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political gestur€ with the global film market in mind. Ironically, the Chinese censorship

"cooperated" with the filmmaker perfectly in revealingthe sxotic Chinese political

system and cultural policies to international audiences. By banning the film from

domestic and overseas release (the latter was ineffective and served merely as a political

gesilre) the Chinese censor helped the film successfully pursue a politicsoriented version

of globalism.

Tian Zhuangzhuang has not directed any films in China since ?'ie Blue Kite. 'Ilte

director seems to rather enjoy being a television producer and occasionally a film

producer these days. He was the producer of Lu Xuechang's 1997 film The Making of

Steel,among others. We are not sure when and whether we will see any more films

directed by him in the future. The BIue Kite is the director's last and most successful film

to date.
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Those Who Are Calted the Sixth Generation

"Fucking bastard!"

"Fucking idiot.t"

Two phrases people mostfrequently use to acldress each other

in Beijing Bastards

I remember thut duy. I had some feeling in my heart I can'l put into

wort{s. We're wulking straight into the wind, complaintsflling my soul. I don't

know when I n-als hurt, but I'm inspired hy the pain. ll/e want tofirul the source of

that rage, but we can only walk into the wind. We want to vent all ourfeelings,

but we can onlt walk inta the wintl. We want to forget the pain of being hart, but

we can only walk into the wirul. lVe want to bring the la.st compluint to an encl,

but we can only walk into the wintl.

Lyric linesfrom Cui Jian's "We're lVulking Snaight into the Wirul"

in Beijing Bastards

lntroduction

Does a sixth generation exist in the Chinese film industry? This is a question yet

to be answered. Critics generally define the sixth-generation directors as those who grew

up after the Cultural Revolution, so it is a very loose term. As these young directors have

developed their styles in different directions, it is impossible to find a common character

for this generation without considerable generalization. Among these directors, there are

two intemationally well-known. Because they happened to direct films of the same

genre, portraying young rock 'n roll musicians' Iives, they are widely labelled as

representing sixth-generation directors. Although the generation they "represented" has

9.1
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neverbeen generically formed,ZbarrgYuan and Guan Hu to some extent stand out

among fellow directors of their age. However, they are also highly stereotyped both by

critics (mainly from overseas) and by themselves, through directly subjecting their films

to a global symbolic order with little or no significant local accent. These two directors

willb€ my main focus in this chapter.

ZhangYuan's Beijing Basturtls ( 1993) and Guan Hu's Dirr (1994) are the two

key films to be examined in this chapter^ Both films share similar topics: youth, musician

and unsatisfactory- Both films were the representative features by each director - Guan

has made only one film to date, whereas other Zhang's films made in China were either

straight or reconstructed documentaries. In the last section of this chapter, I will discuss

Zhang's East Paluce, W'est Puluce (1996). I choose to analyze this film separately

because the origin of this film is debatable. Through the release problems ofZhang's

Beying Bustartls, we will see the politrcizatron of the film similar to that of Tian

Zhuangzhuang's The BIue Kite. The contemporary content of Zhang's Beliing Basturds,

in contrast to Tian's The BIue K/e (which deals with modern Chinese history up to the

outbreak of the Cultural Revolution), also sigificantly cuts offany direct references to

Chinese history and tradition. Betjing Bastards'content, as I will argue, directly subjects

it to a West-centric global culture.

Through studying Zhang Yuan and Guan Hu's films, we will see the cognitive

mapping of Chinese sixth generation by internationalviewers. The mapping process wils

a typical reflection of globalism in the 1990s Chinese film industry. Zhang's triumphant

overseas release of his 1996 film Eail Pulace, W'esl Pulace also indicated a more mature

globalist condition had emerged in China after its socio-political reforms and

developments.
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9.2 Zhang Yuan and Beiiing Basfards

ZhangYuan was bom in Nanjing in 1964. He graduated from the Beijing Film

Academy with a degree in cinematography in 1989. His first film Moma (1990) focused

on the single-parent issue, but did not attract much attention. It was a reconstructed

documentary with a mother of a retarded son playing herself. With very limited

resources, Zhangmade a rather naturalistic and poetic black and white film. Though the

film was made with independent local investment (a reason for its small and nearly not

enough budget), it was finally released under the Xi'an Film Studio. Because it was

arguably a documentary film by nature, I will not fuither discuss it in this thesis. After

making his controversial film B",J,ng Bastard.s in 1993, he was banned from the

mainland Chjnese film indusry by the state authorities. Though he somehow managed to

make several films after this, none of them was released in China.t The Squttre ( 1994)

was a black and white documentary. Sonv (1996) was another reconstnrcted

documentary dealing with alcoholism. His second fully fictional feature film was Easr

Palace, IVest Palace which I will discuss separately in the last section of this chapter.

Zhanghas a strong preference for using a documentary style in his feature films. He

sometimes uses the sty,le to an extreme so that both cinematic sigruficance and cinematic

nanative were neglected. The release of Beijing Bastarcls was also higttl-v politicised;

Zhangsubsequently became famous through the politicization of this film.

Regarding himself as a documentary reporter, ZhangYuan strove to be objective

in order to let the stow tell itself

' Zhang Yuan's most recenr films, Crcr-v English ( 1999). a documentary and Sevenleen Yeus (1999), a

feature were approved for national release by the Chinese governrnent in late 1999 after my Ph.D.

research concluded. The director is no lon-eer banned bv the Chinese authorities. It is said that his earlier

films might be released in China soon. See my discussion on this recent derelopment in Conclusion I 1.4
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I ty to abandon any subjective views as an artist, I often forgot that I am making a

film and focus all my attention on how to accurately portray what has provoked

my interest. I rarely think about how I should show offmy techniques in lighting,

camera movement and editing. For me, the content is much more important than

style.t

Although it was a creative and courageous trial, the naturalistic approach in Bef ing

Bastards puzzles his audiences. The director's apparent neglect of cinema (lighting,

camera movement and editing) brings little cinematic experience to his audiences.

Beying Bastards does not have a clear nanative. Instead, it loosely consists of

fragments of three incomplete stories. Qiazi has a big row with his girlfriend Maomao

because she refi.ues to go for an abortion after becoming pregnant by Qiazi. Maomao

disappears and Qiazi tries to find her. He forces a woman to have sex with him and tries

to persuade another, but fails. At the end of the film, he finds Maomao at her home: she

has given birth to their child. Qiazi, without a word, walks away into the sfreet. Zhang

Yuan also inserted fragments of two other stories into the film with cuts and montages.

Cui Jian, one of the producers and the key investor in the film, a Chinese rock musician,

plays himself. The film also features another famous musician Dou Wei. Their band is

forced to move out of the premises where they meet and rehearse.t Their part in the filrn

occupies the greatest length due to the inclusion of their live performances and rehearsals.

A third story is about a painter, Huang Yelu. Someone cheated him out of money, so he

asks a hooligan for help. The hooligan and his friend ty but fail to recover any of the

painter's money.

Amy Wq "Silenced But Still Talking" inAsiaweek intemet ed., accessed by internet atwysrurygl/l95/
http://www. crur.com//AS[AWEEl(/asiaweelc/97/O7o4/fcn8.hrnlon 16 Decernber 1999.

In real life, Cui and Dou each had their own band. Cui and Dou are presented as if they belong to a same

band in the film.
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The film has a very dark tone and uses many documentary techniques. There is

very little dialogue and half of what there is seems to consist of swear words. Zhang

Yuan deliberately presented an authentic version of the everyday life and language of

these "bastards" in his film. Many actors who participated in the film either did not

understan4 or were not told for what purpose Zhangwas filming. Dou Wei was not told

the true intention of filming ttre rock concert in which he participated Dou said in an

interview, "Zhang Yuan came to see me and said, 'We're having this pary, we're going

to film it.' I don't really know what's up with the fiIm." Dou was also surprised to learn

that a still photo of him and his band performing was part of the film's promotional

literature.a He Yong another musician featured in the film, also made similar comments.

A Hong Kong film critic Teng Tu (Deng Tu) has said,"Beijing Bastards can be

seen iN a notable film at the [Hong Kong] International Film Festival this year [994], not

because of its cinematic achievement but because of a series of political incidents

associated with it."s These political incidents related to the film's release and

participation in international film festivals. ZlnngYuan made the film as an independent

artist. Although there was no clear legislation goveming independent film productions in

China at the time, the Chinese authorities certainly presumed that no film made in China

could be released in China or overseas without the government's permission. As I quoted

from Tian Zhuangzhuang in the previous chapteq the "unwritten regulation" set by the

govemment ruled out any overseas release of a Chinese film without the Film Bureau's

approval. The film had not been released in China before it was smuggled to Hong Kong

Steven Schwankert. 'Zhang Yuan: Beijing's Independent Bastard", accessed by intemet at http:i/www.
china-net/CCF99 / cc9527 4.htnrl on I 6 December I 999.

Teng Ttr' "Beijing zaz/z.n6chengji putong chuangyi kejizl' (Beijing Bastqds'. insignificant achievernent

with credit to its creativiry\,in Dimying shuurgzha*an No. 402 (Hong Kong 8 September, l99a), p
104
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and invited by the international film festival there. The Chinese authorities requested the

film festival organizers to withdraw the film from its programme but failed in stopping

the film from being screened. Zhangrvas subsequently banned in China from making

any new films and all state film studios were not allowed to assist him.

Hong Kong has warmly received good Chinese films. Hong Kong is the meeting

point of East and West and enjoys considerable freedom. In the contemporary Chinese

film industry, people will not forget that The Yell,w Earth (1984) was first invited by the

Hong Kong tntemational Film Festival in 1985. The enormously warm reception given to

The Yellow Earth at the Hong Kong Film Festivalnot only introduced the film, Chen

Kaige and Zhang Yimou to the rest of the worl{ but also encouraged the development of

contemporary Chinese film, particularly the fifth generation. Despite being a highly

stylish frlm, Beijing Bastards was not at all warmly received in Hong Kong. Many

viewers, including critics like Teng Tu and Yeung Hao Man (Yang Xiaowen), who went

to see the film after hearing about its political problems, could not help expressing their

deep disappointment when they came out of the cinema.

Berjing Bustarcls embraces contemporary Western culture without any

reservations. Zhang Yuan arbitrarily bonowed the dim lighting and documentary style

from the West (particularly the French New Wave Movement in the 1960s). Neitherhis

audiences appreciate these cinematic characteristics very much, nor does the film itself

use them effectively. The film only portrays a small corner of Beijing, a group of

"bastards" in the city. Though we are not told b;* the film how representative this corner

is, we cannot help but see the Westem value system has certainly triumphed here: rock

musicians have so many complaints and feelings but no-one knolvs why; sexual freedom

seems unchecked in the ancient capital and the powerful "birth-control policy" suddenly
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seems to have broken down. This is a utopia belonging to a very limited number of

youths in the ancient capiAl. The film is a presentation of an imagined world - a world

that resembles the 1960s and 1970s Westem subculture where rock 'n roll became

popular. In the 1960s and 1970s, Western countries underwent a transition from national

capitalism to transnational capitalism. China in the 1990s, however, was in a transitional

period from a pre-industrialized society to a society that combined with industrialized and

post-industrialized characteristics in a historic, transnational capitalist, postmodern

context. With the ready reference from the Westem transitional experience both similar

to and different from what China was currently experiencing, Zhang and rock musicians

like Cui Jian simply identifi 1990s China with the 1960s and 1970s West. These artists

also lived in their imagined "Western style" worl4 because they recognized the

similarities rather than differences between China and the West. Beying Basturds,

therefore, is a realistic film about the imagined world these artists actually live in.

Escaping from traditional Chinese cultural responsibilities, but feeling

embarrassed to adopt a Western-style melodramaZl'angYuan's Betiing Bastards was

subject to the rebel discor.rse of Western youth subculture and overlooked the fact that

such discourse was no longer popular among youth in the West in the 1990s. Howev€r,

Zhangseemed to believe that Chrna was following the West. He sai4'T.ock started

earlier, in the 1960s. zught now rock in China is like rock in the West during the 1960s.'r

To suggest that the development of the Chinese music industry is undergoing the same

historical stages as its Westem counterpart presumes that there is a single, Westem

dominant development pattern and neglects both the differences in history and the

availability of different paths to the future. When one extends such presumption to the

u Schwankert
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development of a culture or country, one has totally submitted to Western culture, the

predominant force in socalled posffnodem global culture. Beiiing Ba.stards confirms a

belief in postmodem globalism that the whole world has a single, industrializing and

civilizing development Fttem. tn this pattenr, the West has already achieved more

developments and the Third World will inevitably follow. Such theme is popular among

many national cinema-goers in the West, though the film's documentary slyle aesthetics

does not please many of these audiences.

The mainstay of popular 1960s and 1970s rock musicians was regarded as

cultural elite in the 1990s. The once rebel youth subculnre in the West was recognized

as classical art. (For example, a key member of the Beatles was knighted in the United

Kingdom and songs by the band were broadcasted in nostalgia radio progammes.)

Beijing Bastarcls neither provides the entertainment mass audiences pay to se€, nor

inspires any conscious thinking about art and society. In the film we see a group of lost

youths but we are not told how and why they are lost. To cite Yeung Hao Man's words,

'"To describe this group of 'talents' as being abandoned by sociery, is not as accurate as to

say that they have abandoned society."T Zhangseemed to belong to this group of

"talents". Even though Beying Bastards was not subject itself to the popular Westem

entertainment film culture of melodrama the film subjected itself to a Western symbotic

order in a somewhat "eleganf'way. The film aimed to follow the successful path ofthe

Western rock 'n roll musical culture. The film wished to stimulate a new wave among

youth, but such new wave was no longer subversive at a global scope in the 1990s as rock

'n roll used to be in the 1960s. Beying Bustard.s was thus guaranteed to be seen as an

t 
Yenn_q Hao Maa *Beijing zafutrg chenyu wu shengqi" (Beijing Bastrd.t is dull and apathetic), in

Diatrying slatangpfunlau No. 403 (Hong Kong, 22 September 1994). p. 105
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elite arnvork in the international market rather than going through hardship forbeing a

subculture as rock'n roll did

As for the politics around the release and censorship of the film, what I said of

Tian Zhuangzhuang's The Blue Kite may well apply to Betjing Bastards also. Beijing

Bustctrds is not more radical or critical compared to Dirt. Guan Hu's film, also an

independent production, was released with no difficulty. IfZhang's film had gone

through all the steps set out by the authorities, it is likely to have been released without

major censorship problems.s However, with these political, or, more accurately,

politicized (not applying and waiting for a permit but bypassing the censor and exporting

the film privately) incidents around the film, Zhangwas guranteed intemational

attention for any films he makes in the future. Thanks to Zhang's cinematic talent, he

successfully met the high expectations of international audiences with his later films.

East Palace, lVest Puluce was a good example which I will further discuss at the end of

this chapter. Tian seemed to use globalism in marketingThe Blue Kite to build a legacy

before his early retirement (temporary or permanent) from film directing. Whereas,

Zhangtook the advantage of gening significant intemational attention before his

filmmaking career reached fruition. Though still young Zhangdemonsfated a good and

optimistic understanding of the mechanisms of globalism in film marketing.

The politicized overseas release of Betjing Bastards serves as another example of

the politics-oriented version of globalism in the Chinese film industry echoing Tian's The

Blue Kite. The film setting and content, nevertheless, make little or no direct reference to

China and Chinese society. From the perspective of theme, the film is not only different

t Zhang Yuan proved this hims€lf with his recently released Sewnteen Yearsin 1999.
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from early international fifth-generation films such as Zhang Yimou's "red trilogy" which

all have pre-1949 raditional Chinese cultural settings, btrt is also different from Tian's

politically released The Blue Krre which has China's recent history under communism as

its subject matter. We see the politically subversive power as well as the commercial

appeal of Betjing Bustards lie in its release procedwe, not in its theme.

9.3 Guan Hu and Dirf

Compared with Zhang Yuan in Beying Bastards,Guan Hu has shown more self-

consciousness about China's changing societf in his film Dirt andgot along quite well

rvith the Chinese system of film production and distribution set up by the authorities.

Guan was bom in Beijing in 1969. He graduated from the Beijing Film Academy in

1991, majoring in directing. In 1992, he organized independent funding for his first film

Dirt. The low-budget film was finished and released in 1994.

' In Dirt,Ye Tong, a young woman, retums from Guangztrou to her home town

Beijing for her practical classes at a medical school. She has always missed Berjing and

her friends from childhood. She finds them and they have all grown up. Zheng Weidong

has become a local policeman. Peng Wei has become a rock 'n roll musician. Ye Tong

tries to bring the two friends together again, as Peng Wei dislikes Zheng Weidong for

ZhengWeidong had failed to stretch the rules in saving Lei Bing, another friend of theirs,

from imprisonment. Ye Tong spends most of her time with Peng Wei and his band. She

sings with the band and falls in love with Peng Wei. It is hard for the band to find a place

for rehearsal. When they finally find a place, it is accidentally set on fire and bumed

down during a big row among the musicians. Lei Bing escapes from jail. He injures

ZhengWeidong and kills himself by accident rvhen running away. Disappointed in
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finding that Peng Wei has been living with a girlfriend, Ye Tong responds to Zheng

Weidong's love for her. She helps Zheng Weidong to run away from the hospital where

he is being treated for his injury and sleeps with him in her flat. Feeling lost both in love

and in the city, Ye Tong leaves Beijing again after performing in a rock concert

celebrating her former secondary school's anniversary.

Intentronally reversing the frequent use of cinematic symbolism in intemational

fifth-generation films (particularly striking symbolic visual images of traditional

costumes, colour and so on), Guan Hu made a very naturalistic film of people and events

he was familiar with. Nevertheless, the appearance oFthe rock 'n roll band in the film,

though more natually and smoothly imbedded in the film narrative than in Zhang Yuan's

film, can be read as a way of using Westemized symbolism by the younger generation.

The rock music was used to express the lost and anxious feelings of the young people in

the film. The imported music is also put into opposition to Chinese convention. This can

be seen from the complaints of neighbours against the band's rehearsal, as well as from

ZhengWeidong's disapproving attitude toward the band. ZhengWeidong is a

responsible policeman and clearly a representative of authority. The fact that Zheng

Weidong runs away from the hospital for his love makes a good parallel to Lei Bing's

escape from the jail for his freedom. The parallel is enhanced by the fact that Zheng

Weidong and Ye Tong make love in the abandoned flat of Ye Tong's family. Lei Bing is

earlier seen living there while hiding from police's search.

Dirt cannotbe seen as a great commercial success for the director or for the so-

called sixth generation. There were very few responses to the film from critics both in

Chinese and overseas. It is, however, a very self-conscious film. It expresses the sense of

alienation of young Chinese during the late 1980s and early 1990s. This was a time when
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reforms and the market economy brought significant prosperity as well as gleat influence

ofboth Western culture and commercialization. Many self+onscious Western

filmmakers have long tackled postmodem anxiety and conflicts benryeen convention and

postnodemity in their works. Dirf touches a particular historical moment in the age of

ransnational capitalism. However, it focuses on the conflicts between development and

nostalgia at a general level rather than those specifically between postrnodernity and

Chinese tradition despite its Chinese setting. Due to his youth, the director neither had

any personal experience of the historical moment (the Cultural Revolution) as those

characters in his film nor was mature enough (Guan was 24) to fully understand the

nostalgia for a bygone childhood. This explains why the film fails to portray the cultural

conflicts brought by the recent reforms and commercialization on China in greater depth

nor to identiff any unique aspects of these in a Chinese context.

In Dirt,the montage while Zheng Weidong and Ye Tong are making love cuts

betrveen Ye Tong's flat and ZhengWeidong's home where his pregnant elder sister is

treated by her brother's friends with some "pre-historical" documentary film footage.

The inserted documentary footage features weeping crowds filling up Chang'an Avenue

during Premier Zhou Enlai's fi.rneral and street celebrations after the arrest of the Gang of

the Four, both filmed in 1976. These images present the earliest Chinese historical

incidents in the memory of this generation (the film characters' and the director's). Ye

Tong says to Zheng Weidong's sister towards the end of the film, "He [the latter's

newborn son] will certainly not know who Charrman Mao is." Growing up in a relatively

liberal, modernized environmenq Guan Hu represents a generation of Chinese no longer

lingering in the amiety of tradition but simply addressing everyday life and conflicts of

theirown.
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Guan Hu demonstrated a more fluent narrative which had been purposely

overshadowed if not overlooked, in both early fifth-generation films and ZhngYuan's

Betlmg Bastartls. Although Guan did not provide any positive solutions to these

postmodern conflicts and amieties other than temporary escape, his acknowledgement of

the problems shows his awareness of the contemporary social dilemmas in China. To a

certain exten! his social consciousness c,rn be compared to that of a well-known fifth-

generation director Huang Jianxin who I will discuss in the next chapter. Guan focuses

more on contemporary youth while Huang takes a much broader view of socio+ultural

issues. Their fifteen-year age difference may be the most important reason accounting for

the dilferences between the two directors' fields of vision.

In portrayingthe lives of contemporary youth ZhangYuan and Guan Hu did not

share much common gound. They certainly demonstrated significant differences in

handling cinematic sfiategies and film narration. Their cases raise questions about

generational divisions. Has there ever been a sixth generation? From the point of view of

subject matter, Ztangand Guan both subject their films to a postnodern, global-culnral

symbolic order. From the cinematic point ofview, they share little in common. Zlnng

bonowed some established Westem cinematic techniques, but Guan rooted his film in a

traditional Chinese realistic narrative stratery. We do not see significant hypenealistic

content in either Beijing Bastards or Dirt,except the world around them was rather

hypeneal. Zhang's quasidocumentary films demonstrate his naturalistic styles, while

Guan's social conscious youth story pursues a realistic radition.

The significant success achieved by the fifth generation (whether domestic or

international directors) in general and their relative lack of new developments,
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partrcularly for the international market, contributed to geat expectations being placed on

the birth of a newer generation. To name earlier Chinese filmmaken by generations also

generated a strong psycholory of consumerism in the international market that presented

one face of postmodern globalism. Like many computer usen who started to long for a

Pentium III processor as soon as Intel released its Pentium II (or to long for a G4 as soon

as Apple released its G3), viewers have been waiting for the anival of the sixth

generation since the triumph of the fifth generation. Guan Hu demonstrated his talent and

awareness of social changes and conflicts despite his youth. On the other hand, Zl'nng

Yuan's name was not made through (at least not beginning with) his cinematic success.

Politics in the making and release of Beljing Bartarcls put him on the platform of

intemational film festivals. lnternational film critics and festivals were more than willing

to give a place Zhangas representative of a younger generation of Chinese film directors.

The postnodern hypenealism we can identi! through the cases of Zhang, Guan and the

two films by them lies in the formation of the sixth generation. The sixth generation is a

result of critics' cognitive mapping, an abstraction of the contemporary Chinese fihn

industry prior to the existence of the generation. The formation of the six generatiorq

rather than the content of these films, is in Jean Baudrillard's tertrls hypeneal.e Yourg

directors like Zhang and Guan were generated into models of the sixth generation. The

sixth generation, on the other han4 is a hypenealist absfiaction through frlm critrcs'

simulation. The international spotlights shone on these young directors, particularly on

Zhang,helped to establish a newer, hypeneal Chinese film generation. The sixth

generation, thus, resulted from as well as reflected the postnodern globalism in the 1990s

international fi lm market.

n 
See Chapter Five 5.4 for my discusion ofBaudrillard's hyperreal and simulation
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9.4 fs Easf Palace. West Palace a Chinese film?

ZhangYuan did not disappoint his intemational viewers. He made his first full-

lenglh feature East Palace, l4lest Palace (also translatedas Behirul the Forbidden City) in

1996 and demonstrated his confidence as an established director. As mentioned in earlier

sections, Zhang's Beying Basturds is a semi-documentary of rock music parties and

rehearsals. All his other films before East Palace, Ll/est Palace were either staight or

reconstmcted documentaries. Because he was banned from making films in China after

ttts Betjing Bastards got into trouble with the authorities, his works since then, including

East Palace, West Palace, were made and released without the government's approval.

East Palace, Ll/est Palace was co-produced by the French culture and foreign ministries.

The postproduction was completed by a French crew in France. Despite the Chinese

government's objections, the film was invited to Cannes and other international festivals.

The Chinese government used to interfere with participation of Zhang Yimou and

Tian Zhuangzhuang's films in some international festivals. Successful or not the

Chinese govemment had some "legitimate" prower to do so - all Zhang Yimou and Tian's

films were approved for production by the Chinese govenrment- In other words,

wherever the money came from, all of Zhang Yimou and Tian's films were legally

"registered" Chinese films. But Zhang Yuan and the producers of Ea.sr Palace, West

Palace did not have this "registration". Except for the involvement of the Chinese

director and actors, it is hard to tell whether the film was made in China. Indeed, various

international film festivals were able to screen the film because it w'as, at least in part, a

French production. It is an important film, if not the most important to date, of Zhang

Yuan. I include the film in this last section of the chapter, because I feel it is necessary to

distinguish this film from other films I have chosen to analyze in this thesis. k East
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Paluce, West Palace a Chinese film? It certainly is a film directed by and feanring

Chinese artists and set in China. It, nevertheless, should not be simply seen as a film

made in China, and definitely is not a film owned by China. The most appropriate

description of the film might be a Chinese-language film.

East Palace, West Palace serves as an obvious example of contemporary Chinese

films taking a dual identity in favour of their international promotion. The film was

legally claimed to be a French production in order to bypass the Chinese censor.

However, to prospective audiences, it was emphasized as a Chinese film. On the one

hand, Chinese film (if not as a whole, at least those intemational focused productions) has

already become a branch of the global cultural industry. Chinese film's submission to a

global culture once gave the internationally successful films the power of commercial

success in China as well. More important, such submission brought foreign investnent

into Chinese film. On the other han4 the selling point of Chinese films in the

international market is their Chineseness. Be it cultural, historical or political, their value

in the international market (or to say the reason the international market embraces them)

is to provide such a national artifice of China for international audiences. The shiftrng of

the identity ofthese films between Western and Chinese is used as a purely commercial

device and does not represent much significance of these films' cultural subjectivity. The

cultural and political values of these films in the international film market become

secondary to their commercial values as cultural commodities in the postnodem world

The sening of East Puluce, W'est Palace as indicated by the other English version

of the title, Behirul rhe Forbidden Cit1t, is the heart of Beijing. Such indication is also

supported by the addresses which A Lan gives to the police officer in the opening

sequence. A Lan lives in Shishahai and works near Beihai, two neighbouring districts
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northwest of the Forbidden City. However, on-screen images do not advertise the film's

connection to Beijing. This is different from many Third World films, including many

internationally successful Chinese films, which frequently provide their Western

audiences exotic cultures as well as visual tours of remote lands. The less specified on-

screen setting of the film helps us to read the theme of the film in a broader context.

Therefore, instead of a parlq a city, the film can be seen to focus on a country, the world;

instead of sexuality and homosexuality, it can be seen to portray wider issues of politics

and power.

The film develops around how the male homosexual protagonist A Lan seduces

the policeman Xiao Shi (young Shi). They first meet when police and park security

guards comb the park at night for homosexuial activities. A Lan is rounded up with other

gays. It is interesting to see, at this early point, Xiao Shr suggests A Lan claim to be a by-

pirsser with the intention of lettrng him go. However, A Lan proudly declines the offer.

He later manages to flee only after kissing Xiao Shi on his cheek. Receiving a book from

A Lan, Xiao Shr starts to look for him while on duty in the park police station. Xiao Shi

catches A Lan one evening when he is caught with another man in the park. Xiao Shi

does not seriously chase the other man but takes the willingly lingering A Lan to the

station. He detains A Lan for the whole night while he is on duty by himself. He

humiliates A Lan at the begrnning and is seduced by him at the end of the night. While

many viewers can see how A Lan seduces Xao Shi through the course of the night, few

pay much attention to the significance of Xiao Shi's willingness, either at a conscious

level or more likely at an unconscious level, to be seduced.

Masochistically, A Lan enjoys Xiao Shi's humiliation. A Lan attributes his

satisfaction through physical and mental sufferings arising from his sexual preference.
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His masochism, however, is his passive resistance, which parallels the stratery of

Mahatma Gandhi or that of Chinese students in Tian'anmen Square in 1989.

Interestingly, the passive resistance works in both A Lan's and Gandhi's struggles, though

it failed in the case of the Chinese students. A Lan openly appreciates Xiao Shi's

authority and power over him. He does it in order to empower himself so that he can

successfully seduce Xao Shi in the end. Thus, the night-long intenogation of A Lan

becomes a counter-investigation launched by A Lan. To say that A Lan helps Xiao Shi to

find his unconscious ft6psss;grral desire is not as convincing as to see that A Lan

generates a new sexual identiry for Xiao Shi. A Lan can successfully generate the new

sexual identity for Xiao Shi because he gives Xiao Shi the satisfaction of using, and even

abusing, power.

According to Chinese law, homosexualit-v is not illegl. That is also why none of

the gays in Erxt Puluce, West Palace is formally charged. People certrainly can see the

intenogation and humiliation ofthe gays in the film as against the legal rights of these

people. But the park sening of the film complicates the relationship between the

interrogators (potice or security guards) and the interrogatees (the gays). Since these

people stay in a closed park at night, they have offended the by-laws. Their sexual

activities in a public place also offend the national laws. The park securitv and police

have every right to anest them, though they have no right to criticize their sexual

preference. The security guards and police officers' criticism outweighs the

infringements committed by these gays. The fact that the interrogatees are gays may

(mis)lead us to focus more on homosexuality and obstruct us from noticing a commonly

seen case of power abuse. (What will a police officeq in the West or in China say to a

man and a woman caught having sex in a public place? Is not the police offtcer likely to
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use a similar discourse by calling them shameful?) To see East Palace, West Palace as a

gay film is not fully convincing. The police interrogations, particularly that which Xiao

Shi carries out on A Lan, suggest that this is a film focusing on the struggle for power.

It is important to note that A Lan claims to be a writer. A Lan also seduces Xiao

Shi with narrative, alongside A [an's masochistic appreciation of being humiliated. It

would be rather nai've if we try to explain A Lan's homosexuality with the information

about his personal experiences that he narrates to Xiao Shi. A Lan is not telling a story or

stories, but generating a lover's discourse. Such discourse is successfully emphasized by

his poetic dialogue in the film. He places himself in an inferior position in order to

seduce and finally overpower Xiao Shi. While seduction proves to be an effective

resistance strategy against power and authoriry, the seduction in Ea.st palace, West

Palace is not based on physical attraction but on narrafives and discourses. Therefore,

the theme of the film is not simply (homo)sexual seduction, but power struggles. Zhang

Yuan himself also confirmed this by sayrng, "l want to examine the relationship between

power and sex. It didn't matter whether the people involved were homosexual or not."l0

Many viewers might prefer to see the power stuggle porfayed in East Palace,

West Palace as an alle-uory of Chinese people's struggle for a more open and fairer

society. Despite my doubts over the film's origrns (that is, whether it is a Chinese film or

French film), I find it is more interesting to see the film as another example of Third

World literature which unconsciously complains about First World cultural influences.

According to Fredric Jameson, the story of private, individual destiny in Third World

literature is always an allegory of the embattled situation of the Third World culture and

'o Amywu
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society as a whole.ll The policeman xao Shi represents both authority and a

conservative force, so he represents raditional Chinese (and Third World) values. The

gay A Lan stands for liberalism and foreign ideas (to openly admit one's homosexual

preference represents Western cultural values from a usual Chinese point of view), so he

stands for Westem culture. Through Xiao Shi, we can see the contradictory open denial

of and unconscious submission to Western culture (freedom of sexual preference) and

ideologr (liberalism) which are represented by A Lan. The Western culture and ideology

are more powerfirl than ever because they seduce rather than directly attack in the

postrnodern era. To make the seduction even more effective, they use a reconstructed

Chinese tale - the story of a prison gu,ard and a thief set in ancient China - to seduce

Chinese culture and tradition. I am not claiming that ZhangYuan and his Eal.t Palace,

West Palace consciously porhayed this embattled sinr,ation of Chinese culture and

society. Jameson likewise did not claim that any Third World writers and literanre did

this. The Third World sub-voice, nevertheless, is unmistakably underlining the film text

of Ea.st Paluce, West Paluce.

ZhangYuan set a unigue precedent of how a Chinese director worked exclusively

for the global market. Some overseas critics charged that Zhang compromised with the

authorities by applyrng a permit for his 1999 film Seventeen Years. Zhangreplied, "I

didn't collaborate with the govemment. I sought permission to produce this film simply

because I wanted to have my film shown in China. That's all there is to it."l2 His words

can be seen as an indicafion that he did not hther to show his earlier films, such as

Betjing Bustarcls and East Palace, llbst Palace, to Chinese audiences, at least not at the

See my quotation ofJameson in Chapter Seven 7.7

Katja Gaskell, "To Get Reality, Forget Realiry: China's Bad-Boy Filmmaker Zhang Yuan Comes Home"
n Beijitrg Scene intemet ed. vol. 7-5, (February 2000)
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time he made them. Zhang's "independent" practice from Berjing Bastarcls in 1993 to

Ecst Palace, West Palace in 1996 also proved the relatively tolerant political conditions

in 1990s China, even though Chrnese government's tolerance might still have been less

than enough by Westem standards. [t is noteworthy that the Chinese authorities only

banned Zhangfrom making films in state studios and forbade any state organizations to

cooperate with the director (including not leasing any equipment to him). The

adminisfrative restriction as a result ofZhang's ignoring of the film administation (here

let us disregard whether the system was fair or not) was not a punishment by law. Zhang

was left very much free to privately make films (with private funds and equipment). He

also frequently travel abroad either for film production or intemational film festivals from

the mid-I990s. In the 1990s (precisely from 1993 to 1996) Zhan:gwas a Chinese director

who exclusively made films with globalist themes for the global market. In this instance,

the Chinese government also demonstrated its tolerance. if not its acceptance and

recognition, of various practices of globalism by Chinese film artists.

Because of Zhang Yuan's problems in releasing his films within the countr_v from

Beiiing Baslarls onwards, there were literally no analyses and critiques of hrs films in

China until 1999. Overseas film reviewers, however, seem habitually to politicize

Chinese films, particularly those with censorship difficulties. With the Chinese

government's approval of Zhang's two recent films Cra:v English (1999) and Seventeen

Yeurs (1999), the director has moved into a new phase of his career. The director is likely

to attract great aftention from film critics in China. More interesting and diversified

interpretations of films by Zhang will soon be available. The director is still young (like

many other Chinese directors) and the reforms and transitional developments in China are

still ongoing. Despite his international success and globalist consciousness, it is too early
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to draw any conclusion about Zhang's contributions to Chinese film development. The

transformation from a national, fiaditional and realistic cinema into a global, fashionable

and hypenealist cinema was a major development of contemporary Chinese film. The

fransformation was initiatedby the domestic fifth generation rather unconsciously in the

mid-1980s and essentially achieved with the international fifth generarion's conscious

efforts in the late 1980s and early 1990s. It was now successfully completed by the so-

called sixth generation, particularly by ZlwrgYuan, in the mid-1990s, before the

courty's completion of its socio-economic hansition. This is because culnual

simulation in the postmodern global village takes place more drastically and rapidly than

political and economic development.
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Huang Jianxin, Sun Zhou and Jiang Wen

- Those Beyond Generations

Those whofound the Dao were Three Emperors and Five Sovereigns;

Those who made their names were the dyrtasties Xia, Shang and Zhou

In Springand Auttmn, Five Knights anti Seven States once ruled.

Lewingno tface, thev all disappmred so soon in theflow of time.

In the annals of history, there ore only afew lines ofnames.

The vast white wastelands, ancient glories hsve vanished.

The ancestors' tireless cultivation provides the descendants' hamest.

Wo then cares about those dragon battles and tiger clashe.s!

Peking operu lines cited in The True Hearted

{0.1 Introduction

When describing and analyzing Chinese film developmen! filmmakers and films

are frequently categorized into one of the six generations. Such methods may either

overlook directors and films that do not share significant similarities with any existing

generation, or classify them simply by the director's age. nsking over-generalization. In

this chapteq I shall examine three directors and their films: Huang Jianxirl Sun Zhou and

Jiang Wen. All relatively young by age and experience in contemporary Chinese film

industry, they seem to have overcome the stereotypes formed by significant films from

each existing generation as well as to have proven the significance of their works beyond

generations. By age, Huang belongs to the fifth generation and Sun to the late fifth

generation. Both of them attended short-term director classes at the Beijing Film

Academy though neither received full professional film training. While Jiang has a

301
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similar age to the sixth generation, few viewers have seriously regarded him as part of the

latest generation. This can be attributed to his early blooming film-acting career. He

stafted to act in films in 1985 and made his fame through Hibiscus Town in 1986, when

the fifth-generation filmmakers hadjust geared up fora full exploration of the indnsty.

Huang Jianxin has always been a prominent director, particularly to Chinese

viewers. Chinese critics reg,arded him as a fifth-generation filmmaker in the 1980s. His

films, however, are all set in contemporary urban China and very different from many

other successful fifth-generation films. I will discuss two ofhis films Black Cannon

Incirlent (1985) and Back to Back, Face to Fuce (1994) Through these two films I will

argue that Huang has established a post-realist style in his films which originated from

but seriously modified fiaditional Chinese narrative realism. The post-realist style also

reflects the existence ol as well as resistance to, hyperrealist stvles which have been

popular trmong international fifth-generation films with either cultural or political

settings. I will also examine Sun Zhou's The frue Hearted (also as Heartstings,l gg l ).

Though The True Hearted canbe seen as another example ofpost-realism,l will

elaborate how Sun presented contemporary cultural conflicts in China from a point of

view different from Huans's.

In the last two sections of this chapteq I will take Jiang Wen's In the Heut of the

Sm (1995) as an ex.tmple of films that deconstruct nanative discourses - romanticism,

realism and hyperrealism alike. While early films by Chen Kaige (The Yellow Earrh,

1984 and King of Chilclren,l9ST) and Tian Zhuangzhuang(On the Hunting Grotmd,

1985 and Horse Thief, 1986) could be seen as critical cultural and political discourses,

Jiang generated a deconstructive narrative discourse through his film. I will also argue

that films by the three directors, and Jiang in particular, have also deconstructed
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generational boundaries. We will see that contemporary Chinese film in the 1990s

moved into a new era where film identities were far beyond what generational

categorization can describe efficiently.

10.2 Huang Jianxin's Black Cannon lncident

Huang Jianxin was born in Xi'an in 1954. Sewing in the army between 1970 and

1976 after secondary school, he did not share the rural life experiences with many others

known as fifth-generation directors such as Chen Kaige ,ZlwngYimou. He joined the

X'an Film Studio n 1979 after studying Chinese literature at Northwestem Universitv

for two years. He worked on a number of film productions before going to the Beijing

Film Academy lbr a short-term director taining class in 1985. His life experience

confibuted to the content and style of his films and differentiated him from many well-

known fifth-generation directors. All his major films portray contemporary urban life

during the reform era. When asked why he focused on this particular perio{ Huang

responded

There are two reasons. First I am more familiar with the present circumstances.

Second, some people insist that to aralyze Chinese culture one needs to start from

history. But I believe that culture exists through every individual. A gesture, an

action or a word by an individual are all representations of culture. Through deep

analysis of present-day Chinese people, we can see the path of Chinese culture. I

have not lived in rural areas. I am more confident directine films on

contemporary urban life. I

His first independent work, The Black C.annon Incident,made in 1985 after his retum

from the training class at the Beijing Film Academy, brought him fame.

I Yanng Ftrao Man "Gaige kaifang hongliu xia de Huang Jiaffiin" (Huang Jianxin in the wave of rerform and
open-door policies) n Dforying skwtploulcor No. 403 (Hong Kong 22 September l99$, p 48.
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The Black Cannon Incident porfays a middle-aged engineer, a typical Chinese

intellectual figure of the post4ultural Revolution era. Though intellectuals are the goup

of people on whom the Four Modernizations : rely, they are also regarded as the most

intractable, and thus the most dangerous gtroup from the viewpoint of the Communist

authorities. The engineer in the film, Zhao Shuxin, is not trusted by the managers of his

work unit for two reasons. First, at the beginning of the film he sends an ambiguous

telegram in which he asks for his lost black-cannon chess piece. Secon4 he is the only

person in the unit who can speak German fluently. The black comedy starts with Zhao

Shurin's telegram. The clerk in the post office secretly reports Zhao Shtxin's telegram

to the police. Such an incident happens in the relatively open post-Cultural Revolution

years. Neither the police, nor the work unit makes any open accusation but both quietly

start their investigations. Zhao Shuxin is suspended from his job as the representative

Chinese engineer and interpreter in the installation of a German mining machine. To

make sure that Zhao Shuxin has no chance to contact the German visitor, he is ransfened

to a minor branch of the unit located far away from the installation prqect. The project

does not run smoothly and the translator temporary transferred from the tourist bureau

receives complaints from the German engineer from his first day of working together.

When the installation is completed with Zhao Shuxin's interpreting help, the

investigation against Zhao Shuxin also reaches a happy ending. However, the story does

not stop here. There is a major accident and the mining machine worth millions of

dollars is badly damaged. Zhao Shr:.rin is asked to check each installation step and he

subsequently finds the accident has been caused by a translation mistake in the

' First launched by then Prernier Zhou Enlai in 1975, the Four Modernizations became a primary
programme of the post-Cultural Revolution Communist authorities. The programme intended to bring
China's four major areas - industry, agriculture, defencq and science and technology - up to
internationally advanced levels by the end of the twentieth century.
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installation instructions (prepared by the tourist guide) not by the German parhers.

UpseL the party secretary blames Zhao Shuin for sending the ambiguous telegram.

Zhao Shuxin accepts the blame just as he has willingly accepted all the unusual

arrangements by the managers. He even makes a promise to the authorities that he will

never play chess again.

The film was nominated for best film, best director and best actor prizes at the

sixth Golden Rooster Awards in 1986, though it only secured the best actor award.

Among the judges, there were heated debates on whether ttre film is realistic in a literary

sense and within the context of the combination of revolutionary realism and

romanticism; that is, to be positive and romantic on Communist rule and success, and

critical and realistic in revealing enemies and their evil. Being the first feature by Huang

Jianxin, the film is not a mature work. For example, the Hong Kong-style pop concert

Zhao Shuxin and his solo mother lady friend go to, means to demonstrate the director's

awareness of the more Westemized entertainment enjoyed by Chinese people and the

anxiety accompanying the importation of Western entertainment. The episode, however,

is ratherbluntly inserted into the film. To go to a disco concert which neitherZhao

Shuxin or his ladv friend appreciates, Zhao's behaviour seems briefly out of character.

The debate on the realism of the film could hardly avoid politics, though many criticisms

raised by the judges at the Golden Rooster Awards mainly accused Huang of overusing

cinematic syrnbolism.' The criticism of the film's cinematic shortcomings was well

grounded.

I *Niudao zhi xia xianzhao qiu cun - Jinjijiang pingpan pinglun He ipao shijian* (To zurvive with some
risky tactics in great danger - Golden Rooster Awards judges' disctrssions on The Black Cotrcn
Incident)nDianyingsfumgzlwukm No. 193 (Hong Kong 3l July 1986), pp. 3-5. Afullrecordofthe
disanssion was originally published n Re/ererrce lvfuteriak on Film Art (Diorying yishu curluo ziliut)
86-7, ( r e86).
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10.3 Black Cannon lncidents differences with other fifthgeneration

films

Though highly comic and symbolic, the film characterZhao Shuxin directly

reveals two significant socio-cultural phenomena in 1980s China. Zhao Shuxin is a good

example of self-discipline which is a result of nro thousand years of social discipline

under Confucian teaching. Confucianism taught people to be submissive to the

authorities. However, Confucianism also required scholars to have the courage when

challenging the authorities for the sake of the state's wellbeing. Being simply submissive

to the authorities, Zhao Shuxin is not a typical intellectual hero in the traditional Chinese

sense. Revolutionary masses (geming qun:hong') was a single category into which the

Cultural Revolution tumed over ninety percent of the one billion Chinese people. While

most intellectuals were converted to be the revolution-crowned but Confucian brain-

washed mass loyalists, the Confucian scholarly responsibilities in looking after one's

country disappeared. Black ('annon Inciclent,thus, tackles both the Chinese tradition of

being submissive to the authorities and the change in intellectuals' social roles and

consciousness under Communist rule.

Paul G. Pickowicz wrote a chapter on Huang Jianxin and his first three films (The

Black Cannon Incident, Dislocation 1987 and T'ransmigration,alw as Samqsara, 1988)

inNew Chinese Cinemas.a Pickowicz used the term "postsocialism" to describe Huang

Jianxin's three films. Pickowicz defined "postsocialism" by referring to the particular

loss of faith that appeared in China and many former Communist-ruled socialist

countries. Pickowicz wrote.

t 
See Browne, pp. 57-87. It should be noted that Pickowicz data Trcnwnigraticn 1989 according to its

overs€{rs release.
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Postsocialism, it seems to me, refers in large part to a negative, dystopian cultural

condition that prevails in late socialist societies. People may not know exactly

what kind of society they want, but they know what they do not want. They do

not want what life has taught them to regard as socialism. The postsocialist

condition exists in societies that have been organized for decades according to

what the ruling Communist parties and ordinary citizens alike view as socialist

principles. But early popular faith in socialism, if it ever existed has long since

vanished.5

Though he admitted that Chinese taditional culture had its influence on "postsocialism"

in China, he did not elaborate on the issue nor emphasized its importance. He also

refrsed to directly link his "postsocialism" to postmodernism due to his reading of

postmoderrutv as a late stage of local modernitv.

Pickowicz compared Zhao Shuxin with Ah Q in Lu Xun's famous short story

"The True Story of Ah Q" and called Zhao Shuxin a socialist Ah Q. Commenting on the

end of the film, when Zhao Shuxin accepted the party secretary's blame for sending the

ambiguous telegram, Pickowicz wrote, "This socialist Ah Q always assumes that, if he is

being punished" he must have done something wrong to deserve ig and he should be

grateful to those who are in charge of maintaining discipline and national security.'6 He

then commented on the conflict between Zhao Shuxin's (as well as Ah Q's) self-

discipline and the Westemized modernization China pursued by saying, "WhatTke

Black Canrutn Incident suggpsts is that the Leninist political system is so deeply

entrenched that it is not capable of making even the cosmetic changes that would allow a

significant degree of modern economic progress to occur."t By calling Zhao Shuin an

s Browne. p. 62

6 Browng p. 61

t 
Browne. p.6^{
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Ah Q, Pickowicz effectively took what he called "the Leninist political system" in 1960s

and 1970s China as equivalent to Chinese Confucian imperial system at the turn of the

twentieth centuryE. Without any elaboration, Pickowicz labelled 1980s China

postsocialism instead of post-Confucianism.

As I have suggested, the socio-political system of the People's Republic dwing its

first thirty-some years represented and developed traditional Chinese values to the

exfreme. Since Confucianism was adopted as the official doctrine by the Han dynasty in

the second century B.C., Chinese have been living in a Chinese-style socialist system.

Like the Communist goverrrmen! the first emperor (and his govemment) of each imperial

dynasty nationalized all main capital assets of the country - the land and key indusfies,

such as metals, salt productions and silk exports. The Chinese-sryle socialist system has

many similarities in practice with Marxist socialism but differed in principle - tradrtional

Chinese "socialism" is supposed to be a timeless. perfect social system whereas Mam's is

only a transitional one leading from industrialized capitalism into communism.

A major characteristic which is absent from Zhao Shudn is fraditional Chinese

scholarly arrogance. ln contrast, Zhao Shuxin is rather humble. What made Pickowicz

compare Zhao Shurin and Ah Q was their similar attitude tow'ard social discipline. What

Huang Jiaruxin revealed to us throughZhaa Shuxin, as well as w'hat Lu Xun did through

Ah Q, proves Michel Foucault's theory on crime and punishment. Arrogant or humble,

both Ah Q and Zhao Shuxin are happy with the authority's determination of their guilt

and the subsequent punishment. The raditional Chinese Confucian ideolory disciplined

8 Lu Xun's story is set in last years of the Qng dynast-v Ah Q is executed twenty days after the

revolutionaries (that is the republicans) take power in his count-v. Ah Q certainly rymbolically r€pres€nts

the character of mass Chinese tamed by an imperialist tradition. See Lu Xun 'A Q zhengzhuan" in
Nalum, (Beijing: Renmin weruue chubanshe, 1973). pp. 76-121.
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the two fictional characters and millions of Chinese people, as well as the authorities and

the state apparatus in a subconscious way. The Confucian ideological training using

Foucault's words, "is the specific technique of power that re-eards individuals both as

objects and as instruments of its e.xercise."e Though ideological manipulation (or crime

and punishment and discipline in Foucault's terms) is a universal phenomenon, it is more

apparent to people outside the system. That is why the selfdiscipline phenomenon was

easily obsewed by Pickowicz, though he attributed it to a postsocialist origin.

We may then ask, "From what viewpoint, does HuangJianxin discover this

phenomenon?" The same question may be asked about Lu Xun as well. In fact the

phenomenon has existed in China for more than two thousand years and had never been

seriously challenged until by people inJluenced by Western ideologv such as Lu Xun.

There ought to have been a continuous challenging of this taditional Chrnese social

discipline if China had not been forced (first by the Westem isolation, then more strictly

by its own govemment during the Cultural Revolution) to resist ideas from the rest of the

world from 1950s to 1970s. Whereas Lu Xun was influenced bv the modern Westem

ideolory of his time, Huang Jianxin could not resist the contemporary postrnodern global

culture and ideolory. For this same reason.Ztno Shudn's masochistic self-discipline is

better understood by today's audience than Ah Q's arrogance. [n today's China being

humble and showing respect to authority has now been transfened to submission to self-

indulgent Western ideology. From the Westem individualist viewpoinf Huang's film

confronts the Chinese self:discipline tradition, which had been enhanced by the thirty-

some years of Communist authoritarian ruling. Though it is easy, it is less convincing to

o Michel Foucault. Discipline nd Punishmenr. (London: Penguin Books. 1977), p. 170
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read the film (with Pickowicz) as a political attack on the Chinese self-proclaimed
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Leninist socialist system ttran to read it from a cultural perspective in the postndern era

More than thirty years of Communist rule in China doubtless altered traditional

Chinese culture. However, the Chinese Confucian imperial principle remained

unchallenged; only some actual practices of the principle were refined and updated. In

Zhao Shuxin we cannot find any ilrogance, let alone diguty, of anaditional Chinese

intellectual but the total humbleness toward the authorities. Intellectuals were the only

social goup which retained their, if not diguty, at least ilrogance in pre-1949 naditional

Chinese society. This was changed particularly throughout the twenty years ofpolitical

campaigns from the Anti-zughtist Campaign in 1957 until the end of the Cultural

Revolution in 1977. lntellectuals, as a social goup, lost their superior political status,

unless they could manage to cross into some favourable groups, such as cadres or

revolutionaries. Among the rest of them, the lucky ones became ordinary people and the

majonty were labelled the lowest in the nine categories of people - smelly petty number

nine (choulaojiu) - or named in Marxist categorization as pettv bourgeoisie. The lower

one wiu ranked among the nine categories. the closer he or she was to the enemies of the

"people's" authorities.

Many Chinese critics praised The Bluck Cunnon Incident for it realistically

portrays Chinese intellectuals' apathy in the early 1980s. At the Golden Rooster Awards

j udges' discussion meeting Zhong Dianfei said,

... Zhmio Shurin's character is a result of his self-adjustment. The last Party

representative meeting reverts an earlier resolution on "the black cannon

incident". The Pany no longer has any suspicions of him [Zhao]. Following a

common logic, he should become happy, but he does not have any feelings about
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it. It is because he has never been unhappy. Middle-aged and old-aged

intellectuals like these are not few around us.l0

Xie Jin also argued at the same meeting that Zhao Shurin is a typical character (diawing)

represents Chinese intellectuals.t' It is interesting to se€ that people's sympathy to and

regrets about Zhou Shuxin are all due to Zhao's intellectual status. On the one hand,

Zbao'sactions can be attributed to the de-characterization of Chinese intellectuals during

the first thirty years of Communist rule in China- On the other, ordinary people

traditionally were expected to be passively submissive rather than self-conscious and their

sufferings were less of a concern by Chinese intellectuals like Zhong Dianfei and Xie Jin.

Zhongand Xie's exclusive sympathy to Zhao Shuxin and Chinese intellecnrals,

nevertheless, is a clear evidence of the strong influence of traditional values among

Chinese, especially Chinese intellectuals.

By presenting the film characters in an ironic and disdainful way, Huang Jianxtn

unconsciouslv subjected himselfto the postnodernist global symbolic order. Different

from international fifth-generation directors, however, Huang joined the global camp to

arwlyze today's culture and society in China- whereas international fifth-generation

submitted themselves by intemationalizing their products for a global market. That is

also why Huang's films have won larger audiences in China and been relatively less

attractive in the international market, a ftend which runs opposite to many international

fifth-generation Chinese films. Unlike intemational fifth-generation films, Huang's

should not be read as hypenealism, because they do not generate postmodem cultural

ro "Mudao zhi xra, xianzhao giu cun - Jinjijiang pingpan pinglun Heipt.rhijiai' n Diory-ing
No. 193, p. -3

tt Dion'ing shtrnry:houknr No 193, p. 4.
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simulacra. Huang's film should be seen as a modified form of realism that represents

China in the age of postmodemity. In the next section, I will further discuss this modified

form as post-realism.

The different interpretations of B/nck Cannon lncident as we have seen from

Pickowicz, Xie Jin, Zhong Dianfei and here are nevertheless different versions in a

possible variety of view-pointic misreading. Although based on the same film text, the

different cultural and political contexts in which each viewer is situated lead them to give

the film different identities. Pickowicz's reading certainly makes the film more

interesting to intemational audiences who are keen to see films critical of China's

politics. Xie and Zhong's reading strikes the chord of Chinese intellectuals with a

taditional minds who were taught to stand for their principles (rather than to simply

follow the authorities as ordinary citizens). My reading of the film in a postmodem

context, however, maps the film into a wider background of global cultural manipulation

as well as taking special consideration of Chinese traditional values. This is because

Chinese films from the mid-1980s began to be influenced by Western values and such

influences were more obviously to be detected in films by younger filmmakers.

10.4 Huang Jianxin's Back to Back, Face to Face

If the postmodern elements in The Black Cannon Incident are bluned and

presented less maturelyl2, Huang Jianxin more clearly and matuely demonstated his

deconstructive porver through Back to Buclq Face to Face (1994, codirected with Yang

Yazhou). It was Huang's sixth film and his third since his return from one year studying

t: It should be noted that postmodernit-v was still less thmiliar to Chinese in the mid- | 980s. Therefore the
vagueness and immaturity in presenting postmodem ideas in The Black Cutnon Incident canbe geatly
anributed to China's socio-economic condition at the time rather than the director's lack oforperiernes.
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in Australia which began in 1989. His success was also fully recognized in China by

winning best director and bestjoint-ventue film prizes at the fifteenth Golden Rooster

Film Awards in 1995.13

Like other films by Huang Jianxin, Back to Back, Face to Fucehas a

contemporary urban setting. Middle-aged Wang Shuangli has been the acting director of

a county cultural palacela for three years. He has proven to be a capable manager and

dealt well with its personnel complications. He votes for himself in a "democratic"

survey of the employees' preferences for the vacant directorship, but his action is

criticized as immature by his superior. Subsequently, a rural cadre, Old Ma" is appointed

and Wang Shuangli resumes his former position as deputy director. He pretends to be

fnendly to Old Ma but makes many ftaps for him. The simple-minded old cadre is soon

dismissed for his incompetence in managing this group of urban intellectuals and artists.

Old Ma says, "We counry folks' intestines don't have as many bends as urban folk'."

This reveals the differences of mentalities befween rural and urban populations in

contemporarv China. Both the film character Old Ma and his appoinfrnent as the cultural

palace director highlight the immaturity of the authorities in managing the artists and

intellectuals in a brand new era.

Since the fifteenth awards, the Golden Rooster has dividd best filrn awards into local investment and
joint-vennre parallel categories. Other individual awards for tbature 6lms are open to individud Chinee
film professionals. According to Qiu Zhai's report, the treionty of thejudges beliwed that in that
particular year those nominated for best film under the joint-venture cat€ory were far better than those

nominated under the local investment category, despite the faa that the budget of Boc'k to Back Face to
Fqce was less than half of some locd films See Qiu ZhaL "Chu ping cejf'(Unofficial record of
preliminary judgng) in Zhongpto diurying nimjiot /991 @eijing: Zhongguo dianytng chubanshq
1995). p. 3 13

Cultural palace(wenkngong) is a cultural centre set up and controlled by the state. There are culnual
palaces at different administrative lwels in China. All are directly controlled by the local culturd officials
of the state. A cultural palace consists of a number of artists and has various venues for cultunl functions
It organizes various cultural activities for ordinary'cilizens.

IJ
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When all employees in the cultural palace, including Wang Shuangli, are

confident that Wang will get the promotion, the director of the county Cultural Bureau

sends his own secretary, surnamed Yan, to the cultural palace. Yan is young (as

suggested by his nickname Young Yan) and energetic. He is familiar with urban affairs

and fully supported by the Bureau Director. Wang Shuangli is disappointed and

withdraws to rest in hospital. But others do not give up. Yan has first to face the

challenge by Wang Shuangli's father, a shoe repairer. The young photographer employed

on a temporary contact penuades Yan to screen erotic films in the newly opened l,aser

Disk Cinema and then reports Yan to the policel5. The photographer later takes photos of

Yan's adultery with a young woman in the cultural palace. Yan flees with the woman.

With most staffmembers in the cultural palace qving to install Wang Shuangli and very

few trying to push him aside, we see that everyone acts for his or her own benefit. To

retreat from the power struggle with Yan Wang Shuangli chooses to look after his health

more carefi.rlly. The retreat is also beneficial to Wang's personal employment wellbeing.

In the last sequence of the film, a colleague rushes to Wang Shuangli's home one

morning. Wang Shuangli has been summoned to an important meeting in the cultural

palace held by superiors from Cultural Bureau. The film stops here without telling the

audience the outcome of the meeting. What the audience can unmistalcably see is that

Wang Shuangli walks indifferently into the cultural palace to attend the meeting this

time.

ln Back to Buck, Face to Facewe can find that HuangJianxin was more mature

and smooth in nanative, He did not use symbols as he had done in The Black Cannon

15 The film screened is the American fearure Bcsic hrslrct (1992). which is classified as erotic or
pomographic (fuangre) by Chinese standards.
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Incident. In The Black Cannon Incident,the huge clock in the conference room, the

fence benreenZlvo Shuxin and the football giune, the colour of the German machine,

the Hong Kong-style pop concert and the falling dominoes game played by two children

are all highly symbolic. These elements have been both warmly praised and criticized by

different critics.16 Disregarding what these signs really sigufy (if indeed one can tell

precisely), some of them certainly use cinematic language and efflectively reduce the

distractions of raditional narrative to the audience's critical thinkine.

Unlike traditional realist and romantic narratives, Huang Jianxin's films in the

1990s do not create model heroes nor generate any nanative climaxes. Distractions of

narrative that prevent audiences from critical thinking accompanying the maditional

narrative discourse are reduced to a minimum. Therefore, Huang created a new wave in

Chinese film. His films strll respect some realistrc principles. They present China's

contemporary social reality as well as the director's social consciousness. They are also

different from typical realistic narrative strategies. The self-conscious narratives in

Huang's films deconstnrct mditional narrative discourse which raises the audience

emotions but dishacts them from critical thinkine.

Huang Jianxin's modification of realistic nanative stategies can be seen as post-

realism. The secret of Huang's success lies in his ingenious application of post-realist

nanative in cinema. In Chapter Three (3.4) we saw how Zhu Dahe described a four-step

regular pattern found in Xie Jin's films - "the good wronged," "the discovery ofvalues,"

"morality changed by penuasion" and "the ultimate triumph of good over evil."

16 At the Golden Rooster Awards judges' meaing. those who were in frvour of these symbolic scenes

included Zhong Dianfei and Xie Ji4 those who criticized included Yu Min and Lin Shan. See "Niudao zhi

xia xianzhao qiu cun - Jinjljiang pingpan pinglun Heipao shijiaf' n Diuying stmagzlroul(o, No. 193

pp.3-5.
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Although we could not apply this pattem to all of Xie's films, we do find such sequential

development, thou-eh sometimes uncompleted with all the four steps, in many films with

strong Chinese traditional narrative influences. ln Buck to Buck, Face to Face,we find a

somehow opposite sequence to this formula. We see an episode each at the beginning in

the middle and the end ofthe film that is almost a triumph of Wang Shuangli in getting

the director's job. After the beginning and the middle episodes, Wang Shuangti becomes

unsuccessfrtl but is persuaded by values -openly by his supervisors' revolutionary

teaching and secretly by his own philosophy ofbeing success. Both through this

persuasion and the development of the story, further values are discovered in dealing with

complicated personnel administration and facing the reality. When someone, innocent as

Old Ma or less good as Yang, is wronged, Wang Shuangli's prosp€cts reach a new anti-

climax. While to search for a direct counterpart to this nanative pattern either in

traditional China or in modem West is unlikely to be fruitful, such a narrative pattern is

very clearly in a counter-structure to traditional Chinese nanatives. The seemingly pure

aesthetic innovation also challenged the moral and political missions of films (and

literature and arts) required by taditional Chinese values. Therefore, the post-realism in

Huang's films is at the same time post-traditional.

Though Huang Jianrin's post-realism is not guaranteed to work welt with

international audiences (particularly those who do not understand Chinese language and

have little knowledge of Chinese culture), post-realist narrative is highly effrcient in

triggering critical thinking in its Chinese audience. This is why Buck to Buck Face to

Face was praised by Chinese critics as proven by its success at the Golden Rooster

Awards, but less noticed by international audiences. The quality of Chinese cinema, at

least for Chinese audiences, was improved without directly submitting to the global
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symbolic order. In Back to Back, Face to Fuce,the narrative perfectly suits its post-

realistic signification. The film is critical of Chinese politics and culture, but is not a

moralist drama. The film does not rely on symbolic filmic significations (such as the

clock, the colour of the German machine in Black Cannon Incident) and it does not

generate realistic distractions by avoiding classical climaxes. The continuous nanative,

on the other han4 takes conscious consideration of the faditional nanative preferences of

Chinese mass audiences.

The cinematic narrative in Back to Bach Face to Face is deconstructing the

Chinese realistic narrative Eadition, on which many third- and fourth-generation directon

still heavily rely in post-1976 Chinese cinema. The story of the film also deconstructs a

Thjrd World myth told by Chinese artists in the opendoor era, who cannot escape from

the shadow of Chinese traditional culture but at the same time are deeply influenced by

late-capitalism.lT Taking a cultural palace as the film's sening and telling a story of a

group of contemporary Chinese artists (regardless of the fact that some of them are not

true artists and most of them also have administrative responsibilities), Huang Jianxin

unmistakably delivers his judgment on the goup - bewildered, unprofessional, power

thirsty and self-interest driven. Many in this goup, including Wang Shuangli, OldMa,

Yang and the bookkeeper, are Communist Party memb"rs.tt It is ajudgement on the

Chinese cultural industry as a whole, including the film industry. By taking this

deconstructive position, Huang creatively introduced some cross-cultural, cross-

ideological references into China. Consciously serving the Chinese audience and

analyzing Chinese culture, Huang did not directly subject his films to the global symbolic

ta
As zuggested by Fredric Jameson from his book title postmodernism is the cultural logic oflate
capitalism. See Jamesoq Postmalemism.

The bookkeeper srnamed Li is still on probationar-v membenhip.
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order. lnstead, he carefully took advantage to position his film benveen traditional

Chinese and global symbolic orders. For this reasorl his films should not be grouped

with third- and fourth-generation films that are subject to traditional Chinese symbolic

order. Nor should they be seen as intemational fifth-generation films that play the local

voice in the global+ultural symphony. Huang's films demonstate the director's serious

concern for the future of Chinese culture, but they focus on very different subject matters

in comparison to domestrc fifth-generation films led by Chen Kaige's The Yellow Earth.

They are also unlike those so-called sinth-generation films that choose to join instantly

the mainstream global culture.

10.5 Sun Zhou's lhe True Hearted

Born in Shandong in 1954, Sun Zhou worked in Shandong television before

getting into the film industy. He applied to the Beijing Film Academy for film studies in

1978 but was not admitted for being over-aged. He worked as photographer for two

television dramas, both of which won the hiehest national television awards in l98l and

1982 respectively. In 1983 Sun wrote the script and directed a television series There

Wriil Be a Srutw Storm T'onight. He subsequently won the best television director award in

1983. Like Huang Jianxin before him, he attended a short-term director raining class at

the Beijing Film Academy in 1985. Sun entered the film industr.v in 1986. The first film

he made while still studying at the Beijing Film Academy, The Proof of a Soldier (Junren

de :hengming), was completed at the time of the Anti-Spiritual-Pollution Campaign in

1985 and never released for its portrayal of faith lost in Mao Zedong's ideology. The

Antr-Bourgeois Liberalization Campaign in 1986 made him grve up filming his second

feature, Poetic Oltl Town (Fengsao luo:hen\. He finally completed his first released film

Cof"" with Sugar (or With Sugar) in 1987. The film portrays contemporary life in a city
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and attacted certain attention from film critics. He then made a commercial film Bloody

Evening ( 1989) and played the leading actor in another commercial film Love on lce

(1990), directed by Deng Yuan. His most successful work [he True Heartedwas

completed at the end of 1991. [t was nominated for best film, best director, best

cinematogaphy, best sound best artistic direction, best editing, best actor, best

supporting actor and best supporting actress at the twelfth Golden Rooster Awards in

1992. Sun Zhou won the best director prize and the film also won the best

cinematography and best sound prizes. The film was also invited to the World Film

Festival in Montreal in 1992 and to other festivals abroad.

The narrative of The True Hearted takes an eight or nine year+ld boy's point of

view. At the beginning of the film, Jingjing's mother withdraws him from a Peking opera

rehearsal and sends him to live with her father (Jingjing's gnndfatheQ in Guangzhou,

because she and her husband are divorcing. Jingjing's grandfather is a retired Peking

opera star and has been living alone for more than ten years since his wife's death. He,

however, has a very close woman friend Aunt Lian (Aunt Lotus) in a small rual town

across the river from Guangzhou Aunt Lian has for forty yean had no contact with her

husban4 who fled to Taiwan before 1949. Jingiing's parents have not visited Jingjing's

grandfather for all these years because he had been agains their maniage, so Jingiing and

his grandfather are complete stangers to each other. Jingjing is uncertain about his own

future and disnrbs his grandfather's simple but not lonely life. Aunt Lian is a

wholehearted Buddhist. Even when she receives the long awaited but unexpected news

from her husband in Taiwan - he is now married to another woman but is still keen to

vrsit his home town and Aunt Lian - she still takes care of Jingjing and hrs grandfather

who are both upset by the divorce of Jingjing's parents. Both her name and her behaviour
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suggest that Aunt Lian is a Goddess of Mercy (()uanyin), a fable Buddhist legendary

figure in the 1990s real world.

In the town where Aunt Lian lives, Jingjing for the fint time sees dragon boats

racing on a river.l' Whereas grandfather's neighbours expose Jingiing to various kinds of

family disputes, Aunt Lian is a kind and calm grandmotherly figure. Aunt Lian cannot

bear the news of her homesick husband's sudden death in Taiwan and dies soon

afterwards. Jingfing and his grandfather begin to understand each other when they both

work hard on a Buddhist ceremony according to Aunt Lian's will. In the closing

sequence, hearing gandfather left behind in ttre house, singing a sad parting aria from

Peking Opera, Jingjing replies with an operatic yell from the bridge he is crossing - "Here

come the clouds!" (Ym lai ya!) - before he tums and leaves in tears. Symbolically,

Jingiing becomes the bridge between the older and younger generations - that is between

his grandfather and his mother, between his parents and himself, and between his

grandfather and himself- as well as the bridge between traditional Chinese culture and

the postnodem global culture.

Although mainly a studio-based film with a sbong narrative, The True Heorted

consciously uses cinematic techniques and strategies to underscore its symbolism. When

Jingiing meets Zhuzhu, a grl of his own age from his gnndfather's neighbourhood, he

draws a Peking opera painted face on her. Jinging is locked in the house by his

grandfather where the house symbolizes Peking oper4 the naditionalChinese perlorming

art. He can only see the outside world through the bars of the gate. The gate of

'' To many foreigrrers, dragon boat racing is a typical Chinese pastime. In the real world dragon boats are

only popular in the deep south of Chinese. mainly Guangdong and Guangxi provincs that are close to the

ancient poet Qu Yuan's (340'l-278? B.C.) home state of Chu. Dragon boat racing commernorates Qu
Yuan's heroic suicide in the third century B.C. Man-"* Chinese have never seen a real dragon boat.
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grandfather's house also forms Jingjing's gaze andvision in seeing the world. On the

other side, Zhuzhu is forced to be outside and cannot return to her home - her heritage -
as the door is locked by her father (who is fond of singing modern karaoke songs). After

Jingiing finishes the face painting Zhu"hustarts to dance a piece ofballet with her

Chinese opera face. When the shot cuts between the sunny cou4yard where Zhuzhu is

and inside the dimly lit high<eilinged house where Jingiing stays, each of the children

dances the same step on his or her side of the gate. The two seemingly ineconcilable

cultures become harmonious through the two children. In another scene, the cuts

between a dragon boat practrsing in the water and children running on the river bank also

highlights how Chinese tradition influences Jingjing and the younger generations, as well

as generating stunning audio-visual effects. These dragon boats, together with the huge

Chinese junks filling the whole screen toward the end of the film when grandfather and

Jingiing read the historical conrmentary from Peking opera (cited at the beginning of the

chapter), present the southern Chinese cultural heritage and mark the influence of

traditional Chinese culture.

Sun Zhoq however, deliberately avoids using large-scale ceremonial scenes to

exhibit cultural localness. Though he uses opera singtng and reading in many scenes both

as diegetic and nondiegetic sounds, he does not present any staightforward stage

performances of the fiaditional arl Jingf ing is on the stage for rehearsal in the opening

scene, but what the audience see is mainly through Jingjing's eyes. The over-exposed

close-ups of the young opera singer's face is impressionistic rather than expressive. The

shot only cuts between the singer and the modem ligha on the ceiling of the theafie.

Toward the end of the film, grandfather and Jingjing try everything to fund a Buddhist

ceremony for Aunt Lian and her husband. On her deathbed Aunt Lian tells Jingiing that
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she wants a Buddhist soul-releasing ceremony for a dead person. The grieving

grandfather tries to sell an invaluable anique jinghz (a string instrumen! a special kind of

erhu, exclusively used in Peking opera) in order to meet the costs of the ceremony.

Finding out what his grandfather is trying to do, Jingiing gives a street opera performance

to raise the funds. When the grandfather finds Jingiing by follow'ing the pleasant singing,

he suddenly realizes that he has a grandson who shares his "langu,age". Sun focnses on

the reconciliation between the grandfather and gnndson" which symbolizes a possible

solution for the conflicb between the popular Western culture, a by-product of

modemization (and postnodernization), and Chinese traditional values. Sun did not

make a show of the Buddhist ceremony. In the film, Jingfing has already found a

cornmon language with his grandfather and shows his comminnent ttrough the steet

singing. Showing the Buddhist ceremony would only cater to audiences seehng

superficial signs of Cline.reness, so Sun left it out. His preference in this was very

different from that of his international fifth-generation colleagues.

10.6 A Chinese answer to global-culturalism

The True Hearted paints a very optimistic (and somehow over optimistic and ttrus

rather romantic) picture in reducing and eliminating the cultural conflicts of the

postnodern era- It also shows the filmmaker's confidence in the survival of traditional

Chinese culture. The remedy is the charm of these traditional customs themselves such

as Peking oFrera dragon boats and sailingjunks. The traditional culture is also passed

down from generation to generation through blood relationships. Respecting her father's

heritage, Jingjing's mother puts Jingjing into Peking opera class. Though Jingjing is not

altogether happy with being forced to leam the art, he in pracfice unconsciously learns his

grandfather's language. Despite the fact that Jingiing's conversion to the Chinese
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tadition takes some time, from his grandfather's care of him when he is crytng for being

a lost child, from Aunt Lian's love for him, and in his grandfather and all the people

around him, Jingjing sees the value of his gandfather's language and eventually subjects

himself with good grace to his grandfather's symbolic order. Only when he willingly uses

the heritage language, can he understand his gnndfather better and his grandfather him.

This common language- Peking opera a symbol of Chinese raditional values - helps

Jingiing's communication with and understanding of hrs grandfather, and also bridges the

gap between Jingjing's mother and grandfather. Before Jingiing's departure, grandfather

says, "Tell your murn, no matter what happens, this is her home." It is because she has

never left her home and heritage.

When discussing Peking opera inThe True Heartetl as a particular langu,age for

communication. Dai Jinhua wrote"

Peking op€ra is the main object of the film's narrative. It is an important medium

through which the grandson submits to his grandfather... Jingjing does not like

the language of his grandfather, and thus hides his abilities in understanding and

using the language. When he submits himself to the language and the value

system behind the language, and thus willingly acts within such a value Eystem,

he is also recognized by his grandfather and [Chinese] radition. Jingiing is

converted from a lost and sad child in a divorced family to a successor protected

by both ties of blood and tradition.2o

The True Hearted gtrves us a possible solution for the contemporary anxiety troubling

millions of Chinese people caused by drastic socio.economic development. The film

suggests that bewildered Chinese find refuge in Chinese raditional values.

20 Dai Jinhua Diutying lihot ytt piping shouce, pp. 236.
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Both Huang Jianxin and Sun Zhou chose to deal with contemporary issues in their

films. Thus it is interestingto compare the two. Hu:ang Jianxin once said,

I am an idealist. I always hope that things will develop a positive direction.

Therefore, I believe people should thoroughly undentand problems. Once

everyone agrees [what problems are, we] can move in a positive direction

together. This is only idealism, not optimism.rr

Huang Jianxin raised postnodern problems in his films such as Back to Back Face to

Face without giving a solution [n Huang's own words, it was because he was an idealist.

Sun Zhou not only portrays the postnodem conflicts benryeen family values and social

development, fiaditional opera and pop music, but he also tries to solve the problems by

searching raditional values, language and blood relationships. Sun thus fits the definition

of what Huang called an optimist.

Because Sun Zhou is an optimist, because he is searching for a solution for

Chinese people lost in posunoderniry, he did not deliberately avoid using narrative

distractions (such as emotional scenes and dramatic climaxes) that limit the audiences'

critical thinkrng. He did not simply put his faith in self-conscious thinking as many fifth-

generation directors (domestic of international) did. Instea4 in order to convey his

message more effectively to his audiences, Sun used the subconscious power of

distraction in traditional narratives. Sun, in fact, repeated *hat Jingjing's mother does in

the film - he optimistically wanted the Chinese fadition to be passed on generation after

generation without even being noticed We do not know whether Sun was fully aware of

the power and value of his film to contemporary Chinese audiences while making it.

Although Sun did not express that he had these intentions, we may still see that he, like

t' Yeung Hao Man, "Gaige kaifang hongliu xia de Huang Jianxin" m Diotyitrg skwtgzhatkot No. 403

(Hong Kong, 22 September l99a), p. 48.
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Jingiing (and Jingjing's mother) in the film, was influenced by the faditional Chinese

heritage unnoticed. Jingf ing's conversion to Chinese culture is through Peking oper4

whereas Sun's submission was through the dramatic nanative tadition in Chinese film.

Also because it is a film primarily made for Chinese audiences to solve postmodem

problems in Chin4 Tlze True Hearted was not as widely well-received overseas as many

international fifth-generation films which focus on the international market.

Like many realistic dramas, the film has some emotional climaxes. However Sun

Zhou did not present them conventionally. When the grandfather knows the news of his

daughter's divorce through Jingjing, the old man and the boy share their tears. The

grandfather quietly rubs the boy's back with a towel, in contrast to his loudly blaming the

boy's parents earlier in the film. The shot does not concenrate on the facial and verbal

expressions of the two. Under the dim light in the bathroom, we see a picnre of how a

grandfather takes care of his lost grandson. The overall clima,x of the film is when the

gandfather finds Jingiing singing Peking opera for the first time when the boy tries to

raise funds for the Buddhist ceremony. For many careless audiences, it seems just

anotherclassical emotional moment. (l remember crying here while watching it forthe

first time.) Howeveq listening carefully to what the boy is singing (in a rather vague

voice particularly when it is first heard far away from the teahouse the grandfather goes),

we find some subtle messages behind this scene. Jingjing's aria is furttrer "disguised" by

his operatic gesture in traditional costumes presented on the screen through

superimposition suggesting the boy's new and tnre impression to the grandfather. What

Jingiing sings in the street is an aria of Yang Zirong,the hero in the Cultural Revolution

model opera Taking Tiger Mountain hv Strutegt (Zhiqu lleilru Shan,1970). Ironically,

this aria from the opera filmed under Jiang Qing's instruction during the Cultural
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Revolution efficiently bridges the nvo (or more precisely three) generations.l2 It also

bridges the gap between tradition (as indicated by the operatic costumes) and global

cultwe (signified by the commonly seen divorce cases) in China. This is certainly not a

lvpical clima,x in realistic drama.

Symbolically, the film also justifies Jingjing's change of attitude toward Peking

opera, the representative of Chinese tadition and the traditional Chinese symbolic order.

Jingjing does not like opera at the beginning because he was singrng it in the wrong place.

He is learning the opera in a modemized metropoUs. At the begrnning of the film, the

Western-style ceiling lights in the theatre where Jingiing rehearses are discordant with the

Chinese ancient performing art. On the other hand the window patterns in grandfather's

old house, the teahouse and grandfather's music onthelingher provide perlect harmonic

accompaniment to Jingjing's singrng and to the traditional Chinese performing art. They

provide a suitable environment for the ancient nrnes and language. In an interview in

1992, Sun Zhou was asked whether he belonged to the sixth generation. He responded

When fThe True Heartedl was screened in Beijing, none of those professors from

the fBeijing] Film Academy, such as Ni Zhen, Kong Dt1 Zheng Dongtian and so

on, could find a way to describe the film. Zheng Dongtian said, "Does it belong

to the sixth generation?" Ni Zhen replied, "According to age, it should be fifth

and a half"23

The use of the aria from a model opera also provides a further footnote to m,v argument that model operas

in the Cultunl Revolution were a continuation oftraditional Chinme literature and performing ans. See

my discussion in Chapter Two. Jingiing's singing is from the leading hero's entrance aria in Act Fivg
l(illing the Tiger on the Way to the Mountain (h hu slwq slw) n Taking f iger lulounain by Stategt.
The lines nrn as

Ttuough the sea oftrees,
Crossing the land covered by snow.
lvfightiness runs high up imo heaven.

FtfiE,
gAF IE;
E5 = 

tir+ ,

i,t+Eir..
Chiao Hsiung-Ping'Zhuanxing zhong de Zhongguo dianying:' (Chinese film in transition), Yingxiang
No 32 (Taipei. September 1992). p, I19.
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It is indeed very difficult to simply put Sun Zhou's The True Hearred in line with any

generation. The True Hearted neither follows third and fourth generations to portray

directly large-scale socio-political subject matters, nor does the film follorv the

intemational fifth generation (ptayrng up the localness) and the slxth generation

(following Westemization practice) to subject it to the global symbolic order. Desprte

being by a young director and sometimes over optimistic, The Tnte Hearted successfully

combines the realism and romanticism from taditional Chinese narrative in presenting

China's postmodern dilemmas. The film provides, if not a practical solution, at least an

optimistic fantasy of how Chinese tradition can srmrive the Westem culn:ral attack in the

postnodern era.

In 1990s China, films focusing on the local market by self-conscious directors

like Huang Jianxin and Sun Zhou found a code to resist cultural globalization. [n their

cultural search, Huang created several successful films whereas Sun's noticeable

achievements were still limited to one work. These films are subject to a modified

traditionalChinese symbolic order which reforms itself in order to survive the

postnodern, global-cultural storm. They also give one among many possible Chinese

answers to Chinese people facing global-culturalism.

10.7 Jiang Wen's ln the Heat of the Sun

Jiang Wen was born in 1963. He went to school in several provinces according to

his father's work assignments before the family settled in Beijing in 1972. He studred

stage performance at the Central Drama Academy from 1980 to 1984. Upon his

graduation, Jiang became noted by playing the last emperor, Puyi in The Last Empress

( 1985). He then achieved fame by playing Qin Shutian in Hibi.scur Town (1986) directed

by Xie Jin (see Chapter Three). Nothing made him a well-known Chinese film star in the
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intemational film market as Zhang Yimou's Retl Sorghum (1987), in which he played

Grandpa (see Chapter Seven). He also played Liu Xianggao in Ling Zifeng's A Woman

ftr Two (1988), Li Lianying in Tian Zhuangzhuang's I.i Liary;ing Imperial Eunuch

(1991) and roles in some other films.

Jiang Wen directed his first film 1n the Heat of tlrc Sam in 1994. His fame as one

of the top Chinese actors drew enormous attention to the film still in production from

both the media and audiences. This nonetheless made the film's success in the 1990s a

typical example of globalism that took advantage of a brand name and the power of mass

media. The film is an adaptation of popular Chinese novelist Wang Shuo's novella

Animals Are Violent (Dongwu.viongmeng). Jiang wrote the script himself and advertised

in newspapen for a teenage actor resembling himself. The film seems an autobiography

of Jiang. At the fifty-second Venice International Film Festival in September l994Xia

Yu (who plays the lead) won the Best Actor prize. The film was released in Chinaand

olerseas in 1995. At the 1996 Golden Horse Awards in Taiwan, In the Heat o/'the Sun

was nominated for all major awards and won most of them. [t won the best dram4 best

adaptation (Jiang Wen), best director (Jiang Wen), best actor (Xa Yu), and best

cinematogaphy (Gu Changwei) awards. Only Ning Jing missed out as best actress. Time

magazine also chose the film as on of the "ten most important movies ofthe year'(1995).

Back in China, In the Heut of the Szn was one of the only four Chinese films which

survived the 1995 onslaught caused by the counrry*'s first-time systematic importations

and taking part in the worldwide simultaneous releases of hst-selling Hollywood films.2a

This success made the film and its first-time director more noticeable.

2a According to Dai Jinhua the only four Chinese films that could meet rcsts or make a profit in China in
1995 were In the Hear of the Sun, Zhang Yimou'sSluvtghai Triql,Ye Darin-e'sRedCherry(Hong

-,-ingao) and Li Shaohong's 8/a.r& (Hongfen). [n contrast to Jiang Werq these three other directors were
all u'ell established. See DaiJinhua Xien liaowang. 389-1?2.
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The film is a memoir of a man in his thirties about his mid-teenage experiences in

the mid-I970s. Ma Xiaojun, the protagonisq is an unreliable narrator who insists on

telling the truth, but from time to time confesses to fantasizing about hjs memories. The

opening sequence is set in the late 1960s when the Cultural Revolution is at its height and

Sino-soviet tensions lead to dangerous border conflicts. Ma Xiaojun's father, an army

man, leaves Beijing for political rather than military reasons. Children are freer - both

from their schools and parents' guidance. After this very brief opening sequence, the film

moves into its main narrative which runs through the summer of 1975. The schools are

not quite in order. Ma Xiaojun and other students frequently run away from classes. Ma

Xiaojun, as he tells the audience, develops a special skill for himself- lock picking. He

makes keys to open all sorts of locks, first targeting those in his own home, then those in

the neighbourhood. Acting solely out of curiosiry* rather than to steal anything he is

never caught. The offiscreen narrator's comments while telling his story are full of

indirect criticism. He says that he hardly found anything valuable in the apartments he

"visited". On the one hand, this can be read that back then people's lives were simple

and living standards were lower. On the other, it also indicates that cadres and

government officials were less corrupt, since many homes he "visited" belonged to these

people. The narrator also says that he could safely have a nap in these apartnents

because people were then devoted to their work and no-body sneaked back home. Both

these comments can be seen as the film's indirect criticism of the contemporary situation

One day Ma Xiaojun gets into an apartment and finds a photo of a pretty girlon

the wall of one room. He waits around the building for days until he encounters the gtrl

by chance in the street. The girl's name is Mi Lan and she is two or three years older than

Ma Xiaojun. They make friends and Mi Lan always addresses Ma Xiaojun as "younger
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brother". After the school examinations, Ma Xaojun manages to invite Mi Lan to visit

the military family aparfinents where he lives. Mi Lan comes and meets Ma Xiaojun's

best friends. Among his friends, there is Liu Yiku, who is a few years older than the rest.

He talks to Mi Lan a lot and promises to intoduce herto the performing troupe in the

army tluough his father's connections. The already jealous Ma Xiaojun discovers that Mi

Lan and Liu Yiku have grown even closer while he has been away for his grandfather's

funeral. Ma Xiaojun feels more and more unei$y with Mi Lan. During a birthday dinner

party for both Liu Yiku and Ma Xiaojun (they were bom on the same date in different

years), Ma Xraojun first insults Mi Lan then attacks Liu Yiku with a broken wine bottle.

In the middle of the attack. there is a freeze-frame and the adult oFscreen narrator makes

his most serious confession since the film has started. He questions the reliabiliqv of his

earlier narrative. He doubts where and how he and Mi Lan first met. He admits the tnre

story should have been that he had fantasized about Mi Lan who was in fact Liu Yiku's

girlfriend. The attack, after all, is only Ma Xiaojun's fantasy, rising out of his jealousy.

This is also the film's most direct and serious attack on the reliabilitv of memories,

particularly those presented in autobiography. It questions the nature of narrative,

romanticism and realism alike. It deconstructs nanation and cleverlv uses cinematic

special effects by presenting the film backwards on the screen.

After the dinner, the drunken Ma Xiaojun goes to yell under Mi Lan's window.

She comes out and kisses him when he tells her that he loves her. The following

moming, Ma Xiaojun cannot accept that everything is back to normal again (or has never

gone his way). He runs to Mi Lan's home one day. He attempts but fails to have sex with

the grrl. (People may argue that it is an attempted rape.) After this incident, he is ignored

bv his friends. The film uses Ma Xiaoiun's adult oflscreen voice to indicate his and his
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friends' fates: Mi Lan disappears; Ma Xiaojun and his friends alljoin the army though

heading to different units and places; Liu Yiku is iryured in the Sino-Vietnamese War and

becomes mentally disabled. Is this fate of Liu Yiku "true" or simply another fantasy of

the narrator out of his jealousy? Ma Xiaojun does not tell us. In the closing sequence,

Ma Xiaojun is in his thirties and is played by Jiang Wen. He is drinking expensive

cognac with his friends including the disabled Liu Yiku in a white limousine driving

around on a modern fly-over in Beijing. The closing sequence is in black and white in

contrast to rest of the feature which is in colour. It seems to suggest that the

contemporary life is rather dull and memory, if not the past, is more colourful.

To me there has never been a sixth generation in Chinese film (see my discussion

in Chapter Nine). Jiang Wen's In the Heat of The.Sar and Jiang himself does not belong

to any particular generation, although solely by a-ee he can be regarded as a sixth-

generation director. He was never sent to live in rural areas. The films he earlier acted in

were directed by directors from the third to fifth generations. In the Heat of The Sm

belongs to a unique genre, though it is still too early to name the genre. If the film has

anything to do with the so-called sixth generation, it is in its portrayal of youthful life and

feelings in big cities like Beijing that most fifth-generation directors missed out on by

being sent to rural areas. There are many films with a Cultural Revolution setting, but

Jiang was the first director to successfully escape from the stereoffid political discourse.

Though not a realistic film in the conventional sense, it very acutely portrays life, not

necessarily as it actually was, but as it was experienced and remembered by the

generation that both Jiang and Wang Shuo belong to. Jiang is five years younger than

Wang (195S- ) and both of them spent their teenage years in Beijing. Ma Xiaojun in the

film is fifteen, the median age of the two main contributors of the film story in 1975.
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The content of Jiang Wen's film was criticized as fascist by a Hong Kong critic,

Lit Fu (Lie Fu). In a short reviel, Lit wrote,

The Cultural Revolution was a trage{ to more than ninety percent of the Chinese

people. There were dark clouds everywhere and there was not at all any

"sunshine" let alone "the heat of the sun". Ma Xiaojun and his friends in the film

are children of military officers. The aparunent complex they live in is not

affected by the Cultural Revolution. While many urban children at their age were

still in May Seventh Cadre Schools (Wu-qi ganxiao) or attending criticism

classes, Ma Xiaojun and his friends enjoy girl-chasing, fighting stealing and

dancing. I cannot feel the crudity and obscurity of youth, only the fascism behind

all this.r5

Ma Xiaojun and his friends certainly do not represent every child of their age in Beijing

during those years. Lit Fu also made some factual mistakes in the premise of his

argument. Most adult people and children sent to May Seventh Cadre Schools retumed

to their urban homes before the mid-1970s. Even in the early 1970s, most cadres only

attended these schools periodically. And more importantly, only cadres and some cadre

families went to these schools. Ordinary people, including non-cadre intellectuals, were

not "qualified" to attend these schools and remained in the cities. When the Red Guards

and high school graduates were sent to rural areas with a one-way ticket by Mao Zedong

in the second phase of the Cultural Revolution from 1968-69, secondary school students

2s Shu Kei d.. 1995 nian Xianggmtg dicttqting huigt (Htng Kong Film Review,,f 995), (Hong Kong: Hong

Kong Filrn Critics Societv. 1997), p. 285. May Seventh Cadre Schools were education farms be,ean to be

set up in rural areas rhrough China from 1968 according to Mao Zedong's instnrction. ln a lener to Lin
Biao (1907-1971) on 7 May 1966. Mao called for such ''schools". Many cadres were sent to and

detained at these schools for reform tlrough labour. These "schoold' were graduatly scaled down after

Lin's death in disgrace in September 1971.
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became a prominent group among people in the cities during those years. Secondary

students were young, energetic and relatively less frightened by the cruel political

campaign because of their innocence. From this point ofview, the setting ofthe film is

quite appropriate and close to reality. In this case, the critic, following intemational mass

audiences, regarded both nostalgra for the pre-Communist era (up to 1949) and the

tagedies of the potitical campaigns between 1949 and 1976 asthe norm. Jiang Wen,

however, accurately presented the relatively silent eye of the Cultural Revolution storm.

In the Heat of the San certainly should still be seen as nostalgia (in Jameson's terms, see

Chapter Five, 5.3). As I pointed out in the previous section, the film uses the simple,

utopian past to make subtle comments on people's dissatisfactron with the present

corrupt Chinese societ-v. Such unsatisfied feelings become even stronger through

remembering and fantasizing about a simpler and more humane past after people have

achieved more materialized and commercialized high*tandard modern lives. It is

nostalgia which serves 1990s Chinese audiences and their unsatisfied psychology rather

than intemational audiences and their thirst for the primitive, Third-World sryle "past" in

the postmodem era.

Jiang Wen's maturity in directing the film is acknowledged even by the most

severe critics like Lit Fu. Except for the heav-v rain after the birthday pa{y scene which

may well represent the male protagonist's emotional storm, the film has an overall sunny

and bright setting. Although many people have forgotten (sometimes intentionally), there

was a brief period of relative relaxation in 1975 during the Cultural Revolution. That was

the time when Premier Zhou Enlai initiated the Four Modernizations national -eoal 
and

Deng Xiaoping was re-appointed as first vice-premier, thus practically running the
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govenrment.tu What is more important, for most of the millions of children who gew up

during the Cultural Revolution, it was not an unremittingly tenible time. School life was

sometimes rela.xed, and the nation's tradition and future were both too remote for them to

care about. Physically Beijing and many other Chinese cities did have more sunny days

in the 1970s, before they were badly polluted in the 1980s and 1990s by further

indusrialization, over-crowding and much heavier ftaffic. 
2i

The different focus in presenting the Cultural Revolution (or, more accuately, the

fact of not presenting the Cultural Revolution though set in the mid 1970s) of In the Heat

of the Sunalso won praise both in China and abroad. After the film's first hvo intemal

screenings in Beijing on l2 and l4 October 1994, many critics and filmmakers highly

complimented the fitm. Film director Sun Zhou said, "It is the best film among all

Chinese films made in recent years. It throws away all commonly seen pretentious

elements in China films and lets people see the charm and colour of life."rE Huang

Shixian, an associate professor at the Beijing Film Academy also praised the film that

breaks the limits of history and politics and has human life as its main concern.2n Ztnng

Yimou told Jiang Wen,

I will definitely not judge this film according to whether or not it accurately

presents the Cultural Revolution.... but your film has something from your heart

that moves me.... All of your life expriences, artistic sensitivities and vigour are

transformed into a spiritual air and fully presented through these characters. I feel

At the Fourth National People's Congress (13-17 January 1975), Deng Xiaoping was made lirst vice-

premier (and a vice-chairman of the CCP during the same period) to help Premier Zhou Enlai work on the

recovery ofthe Chinese economy badly disrupted by the Cultural Revolution.

To get nrccessful clear-sky outdoor settings in the 1990s. many scenes in the film were shot in auturnn

and winter (berween late August 1993 and Januar,v l99a) Beijing; despite being a midsummer story.

Jiang Wen and others. Yibu ttiwtfing cle dcnsheng. @eijing: Huayi chubanshe, 1997), p. 69.

Jiang Werq pp. 69-70.

:t{
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jealous of you because creating lively characters is a position in art highly

difficult to achieve.ro

When the film was screened in Hong Kong in the middle of 1995, it received similar

warrn praise from many Hong Kong film critics.3l

There are certainly many ways of reading the film. The setting of the film,

however, strikes a chord particularly with those audiences of about the same age as its

director. The early Soviet revolutionary films frequently referred to in In the Heat of the

San were about the only entertainment young people of that time ha4 but are quite

beyond the comprehension of audiences coming from younger generations, who have

been indulgedby ZhangYimou's films rvith sexual themes, by Hollywood's action

heroes, by Hong Kong kungfu masters Bruce Lee and Jackie Chan, and by those

humanized animals and unlikely human figures from Disneyland.

The narrative voices in In the Heat of the Szn and Tian Zhuangdruang's The BIue

Kuebothtell the life of the boys' lives during political campaigns. But the wo films are

in very different narrative styles. ln In the Heat of the.Szn, the off-screen nanator in a

mid-thirties male voice is unreliable but honest about his unreliabilitv. He is

reconstructing or fantasizing about his middle teen-age life (which is two or three years

older than Jiang Wen was in 1975). In contrast, the off-screen eleven-year-old boy's

voice (who is four years younger than Tian was in 1966{7) in The Blue Kite not only

seriously nanates to the audiences the story as accurate and rue, but the voice also tries to

persuade the audience to believe that even those parts he is told much later are also

Jiang Wen p. 70.

For example Tung Oi Ling @ong Ailing), Kong Yrng Seng (Jiang Yurgsheng) and Kei Tou (Ji Tao), all

members ofHong Kong Filrn Critics Sociery, highly praised the film. For detailq see their comments cited

in Jiang Wer\ pp. 77-78.
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unquestionably genuine. I have already discussed in Chapter Eight the illogicalbut

emotional use of the dramatized boy's voice to relate the information he says he receives

many years later. It is interesting to see how'Tian, a fifth-generation director returns to

the sensational power of narrative by using a highly dramatized voice of the "innocent"

eleven-year-old boy (though the sensation is at a completely different cinematic level

compared to that in early 1980s third- and fourth-generation films). In the Heat of the

San, however, deconstnrcts both the structure and power of autobiographic discourse

which impresses readers and audiences as first-hand and authentic accounts.

In the Heat of the.Szrn is a film that employs traditional nanative strategies, such

as having a tight-knit plot and using oflscreen narration. But at the same time the film

deconstnrcts the narrative activity. It is a memoir but it questions the nature of memory.

Particularly thtough the adult oFscreen narrator's witty commentaries, the nostalgic

remembrance certainly can be linked to the dissatisfactions of the generation in the

present "socialist market economy" just as Hollywood nostalgia films reacted to late

capitalist society in the United States. Nevertheless, Jiang Wen also consciously

deconstructed the fantasy in nostalgia throughout the film. It would be more accurate to

see the film as a contemporary understanding of life in the mid-1970s by those who were

in their early and mid-thirties in the mid-1990s. While the fifth generation moums a lost

past and the socalled sixth generation celebrates a lost presen! Jiang regrets the lost

present by celebrating his fantasized, splendid past. /n the Heat of the Szn should not be

read as an example of hypenealism. Unlike other successful Chinese films, it does not

pretend to be a realistic porfrayal of history or actual personal experience. It merely

expresses the filmmaker's personal, but representative feeling towards both the past and

present.
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There were three ,rmong many incidents during the making of the film which

made Jiang Wen feel very proud. First, the film script completed by Jiang totalled 90,000

characters, fifry percent longer than Wang Shuo's original novella of 60,000 characters.

As Jiang has said on many occasions, he shared many experiences with the character in

Wang's original novella.r2 Jiang certainly included more of his story, if not his

autobiography, in the film. Secon4 from Jiang beginning to write the script in May 1992

to the film festival version being completed in September 1994, it took more than twenty-

eight months. The actual filming also took nearly six months. While finding fimding for

the film was part of the reasons for this very long production time, Jiang's

conscientiousness was the main reason as we can also see from another thing he was

proud of Jiang shot more than 250,000 feet of film stock. Compared with about 11,400

feet for the l28-minute film (according to the internationally released version), the used

footage ratio is l:22. This ratio is extremely high in China where the average footage

ratio is l:3.5.33 Jiang should feel very luclry to have had these considerable resources as a

first+ime director. He certainly did not consider cost-efficiency seriously when he made

the film. He was, as he claimed himself, enjoyrng his own artistic experiences.

To me it [making In the Heat of the Srn] was a process of searching. During the

filming, I was searching. I was continuously askrng myself: What do I want to

film? How should I film it? What do I really like? It was like being in love with

someone. You are suddenly in love with someone. While you are in love, you

always ask yourself: What do I love [about my lover]? Why do I love [my lover]?

Of course, [people] usually do not know the answer. But love rs love. It is hard to

For e<ample, Jiang Wen p. 5.

According to Zhang Yimou in an interview about fhe Yell<tw Evlh with a Hong Kong critic, Chinese

national studios normall-v allocate film stock with a I :3.5 ratio. The footage ratio of The Yellov' futh is

l:2.5. LeeChuekTou(LiZhuotao),"Huangruyuantouhuoshuilai-FangwenHuangTudidzoyanChen
Kaige ji sheyingshi Zhang Yimou" (Runnin_s w'ater comes from the be*einning ofthe yellow earth - An

interview with Chen Kaige. the director and Zhang Yimou" the cinematographer of 7r&e Yelkn knh\n
Diatryting slamgphonkm No. 160, (Hong Kongl8 April 1985). p. 9.
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explain. I very much dislike and also very much doubt someone clearly

explaining what he or she is filming.3a

Jiang Wen honestly told us his uncertaintv about how and why he made the film the way

he did. In the Heat oJ'tlze.Snr also honestly expresses the vigour, love and many other

experiences in the filmmaker's life. The film focuses more on the artist's personal

expressions of love, of life (past and present) and of frlmmaking.

Because Jiang Wen had seen Chinese filmmakers being asked many political

questions irrelevant to their films at international film festivals, he became less confident

when the questions around In the Heat of the.\-zrn at the Venice Intemational Film

Festival were about the film narrative and the lives of the children. Jiang could not help

asking people: "Do you understand the film?" The answer he got was positive because

people found they shared some similar passionate experiences and had nostalgia for their

own teenage lives.35 While Jiang was consciously deconstructing the raditional narrative

convention and autobiogaphy, he was also successful in searching for some universal

human values. His film won him acclaim both in China and abroa4 because he did not

make the film with exotic culture or politics in order to target international audiences. /n

rhe Heut of the Sun consciously reacts against rather than submits to either fradition or

globalism. Unique experience of the Cultural Revolution by some audiences help them

enjoy the film more thoroughly. But the film successfully helps many audiences recall

their own memories of their teenage lives due to the universal elements in people's

growing up.

Jiang Wea p 30

Jiang Wer\ p. 67

l4

35
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In the Heat of the Szrn does not belong to any generation, because Jiang Wen

consciously distanced himself from any stereotypes of the film generations. It does not

echo the political orientation found in t_vpical thrrd- and fourth-generation films; it

dismisses both the serious and commercialized search for traditional Chinese cultne

carried out by fifth-generation directors, it refuses to join forces with the sixth

generation's preference for portraying today's youth and rock music; and it does not even

calmly and directly react to contemporary Chinese urban lives like Huang Jianxin and

Sun Zhou's films.

As we have seen in this thesis, many successful contemporary Chinese films have

some sort of mission. The films by the third and fourth generations try to serve doctrine,

whether it is Confucianism or Communism. The early films by the fifth generation focus

on rebuilding and re-evaluating Chinese tradition for today's China. International fifth-

generation films strive to meet the audiences' demands and to satisfr the film investors.

The so-called sixth-generation films by Zhang Yuan and Guan Hu make complaint on

behalf of self+onscious youth about the historic tansitional perid of China's

modernization and posunodernization. Even Huang Jianxin and Sun Zhou's films,

thou-eh beyond generational categorization, both identifu and particularly in Sun's Ifte

True Heurlecl, resolve people's anxiery* about industnalization and commercialization in

contemporary China. Using romanticism, realism, post-realism or hyperrealism, these

films all have shong missions in response to the audiences and society. Jiang Wen's In

the Heat of the San, however, deconstructs these manv -isrzs on the one hand, and on the

other, provides a strong discourse of self-expression. The Chinese film indusry, first

through young professional directon like Huang Jianxin and Sun Zhou, and then through

Jiang Wen, had already moved into a post-generalion development period. If generations
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have any meaning or ever appeared in Chinese film history, the phenomenon w'as very

much part of history.
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A CoNcLUsroN By arw Orrun Naur

O Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo?

Deny tltyfather arul refine tlty name,

Or f thouwilt not, be but sworn my love,

Arul I'll no longer be a Capulet.

'Tis but thy name that is my enemy.

Thou art thyse$ though not a Montague.

V[/hat's Montague? It is nor htmd, norfoot,

Nor arm, norface, nor any other part

Belonging to a man. O, be some other name.l

V[hat's in a name? That which we call a rose

By any other word would smell as sweet.

So Romeo would, were he not Romeo called,

Retain that dear perfectionwhich he owes

Wlthout tlat title. Romeo, dof thy name,

Andfiir tlty rwme - which is no part of tlrce -
Take all m.vself

lVilliam Slnkespeare Romeo and Juliet II i

11.1 From tradition ...

My research studies a major development of Chinese film in the 1980-90s.

Accompanying the socioeconomic reforms that took place in China throughout the two

decades (with occasional drawbacks as usual as in any historical developments),

successful Chinese films shifted from being closely subject to Chinese tadition to focus

on a wider issue, transnational globalism.

From 1978 through the early 1980s, third- and fourth-generation filmmakers

revived the seriously interrupted and damaged Chinese film industy by making a series

u1
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of successful films that met the demand of Chinese audiences for entertainment- and

rehabilitation from the scars left by the Cultural Revolution and other political campaigns

in the first twenty-seven years of Communist China. Third-generation filmmakers, such

as Xie Jin and Ling Zifeng, successfully refined and thus elevated Chinese films in the

late 1970s and early 1980s by mainly reinforcing the achievements of the industry during

the seventeen years prior to the Cultural Revolution. While the aesthetics of their films

are based on Chinese dramatic tradition (and limited influences from early Hollywood

melodrama), the themes are to reinstall a socialist utopia according to pre{ulhrral

Revolution China. I have argued that Chinese social, cultural and politrcal systems

(including socialism) demonstrated a continuilv of Chinese Confucian tradition until the

early 1980s. Therefore, glorifying, rebuilding and longing for a pre{ultural Revolution

(sometimes pre-1957) utopia in 1970s and 1980s China as seen in many films at the time

are highly conventional and subject to a traditional Chinese symbolic order.

Younger and more energetic, fourth-generation filmmakers contributed to the

Chinese film developments in various ways. Their eager search in film art brought China

fruitful results with new film techniques, includingbonowing some established Westem

ones and innovated more from Chinese traditional aesthetics such as poetry. For

example, both Wu Tianming and Wu Yigong made some successfirl films in the 1980s by

exploring afresh film skills and strategy. The two Wus also significantly contributed to

contemporary Chinese film developments by each being the head of noted film studios in

China. While many good films by the third and fourth generations (including Xie Jin and

Huang Shuqin) were produced in the Shanghai Film Studio under Wu Yigong's

leadership, the fifth generation's internationaltriumph was significantly due to Wu

Tianming's intelligent and efficient management of the Xi'an Film Srudio Although
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fourth generation presented more socio+ulhral consciousness beyond Chinese tradition,

thou-shtful fourth-generation films in the 1980s still carry stong missionary themes and

target mainly Chinese audiences. Even in those fourth-generation films participating in

some 1980s Westem cultural debates, such as feminism in Huang Shuqin's Women,

Demon, Httmun,the presenting signification (that is, the Chinese opera in Huang's film)

still relies on the audiences' understanding of Chinese traditional culture. The fourth

generation in the 1980s took a huge step towards the global village but was still firmly

rooted in Chinese tadition.

The older generations' pride in Chinese tradition can be seen by using a quotation

from a nineteenth-century British parliament member's speech in Xie Jin's 1997 film The

opium war. Becavse the film, released in the year of Hong Kong's hand-over from

Britain to China, is rather propagandistic, I did not include detailed discussion of it in my

thesis. During a debate on funding the Opium War (refened as the Sino-British War in

most English history books) in April 1840, Sir Alexander Madison said,

Gentlemen, I know two strange names: Confucius and,Zhtangzi. They lived in

China over 2,000 years ago, before Aristotle and Socrates. And their thoughts are

even more profound than those of Socrates and Aristotle. And in allprobability it

would take us generations to understand the profundiry of their thoughts, and to

understand China. [t is a country with a huge wall thousands of miles long in the

north and the great canal of thousands of miles in the south. Spealier, it is a great

nation. But even in sleep, they're unpredictable. Yes, we may be able to defeat

them. But we can never conquer them... .

Xie Jin portrayed Sir Alexander differently from other MPs giving speeches in the same

debate. The scholarly appearance, the low-angle frontal shot and brighter lighting on his

face in contrast to the dim and smoky debating chamber, all make the nineteenth-century
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British gentleman a spokesperson for the director. Chinese traditional values, especially

Confucianism, are frequently found in films by the older generations.

11.2 To Globalism

Sir Alexander failed to penuade his colleagues from setting the banle fires in

China" despite being portrayd as an intelligent friend of China. He did not stop his

speech as above either. His concluding words can be read with reference to

contemporary Chinese film and culture, though we are quite sure he could hardly foresee

the power of postmodemity back then. Sir Alexander went on" ".... Mr. Speaker, I have

one ambition left in my life. It is to visit China. But I would rather swim in the Atlantic

than sail there in a battleship." The West sailed to the East again in the 1980s. This time

the West found the lvay to manipulate, if not directly control, China by industrial

developments and commercialization, instead of guns or opium. [f the Western ideology

has not yet taken control of the whole of China it may be simplv a matter of time. The

West has certainly alreaf controlled and manipulated at least a disproportional large

corner of the Chinese film industrv.r

In the mid-1980s, the fifth generation started to work independently and soon

made some films critical of Chinese culture. Their re-evaluation of Chinese radition was

part of the root-searching movement among younger artists at the time. Their cultural

analysis, as we have seen in Chen Kaige's The Yellow Earth and Krng of Children,wu

I The proportion of tbreign-invested films grew consistently from late | 980s. Taking | 993 as an w.amplq
42 out of 155 films released in the year were either flrlly or partly funded by overseas companies (figures
fromChine.se Film Yeu Btx* 1991). Tlus figures did not include some Chinese films not released in
China s.rch N The Blue Kita (funded by Hong Kong), lt is also noteworthy that independent produaions
invested by private companies registered in China were not classified as foreign-firnde4 though capitals of
thes€ companies are not always liom local. In 1998, tlree yers atter the annual importation of ten
internationally successfi.rl films (which were dominated by Holly wood best sellers) had beguq the annual
national production dropped dramatically to just over 40, in comparison to the aver€e of 150 per annum
in the 1980s and the first half of the 1990s (he 1998 figure from Dai Jinhua Xieta lircwag, p. 424\.
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both serious and patriotic. Inevitably they compared Chinese tradition with Westem

culture and regretted China's 5,000 yearold philosophy brought the country not

moderniry but catastrophes like the Cultural Revolution. Adding to their conscious use of

cinematic techniques and strategies, they won some unprecedented intemational

acclaims. However, Chinese people were still their targeted audiences and Chinese

hadition their subject matter to study. I called this early phase of the fifth-generation

domestic fi fth generation

In comparison to older generations, successful fifth-generation film directors took

cinema as their destination. Despite consciously applying some modem cinematic

techniques, most films by third and fourth generations in the 1980s heavily relied on

narrative and dramatization developed from traditional Chinese story telling and stage

performances. Successful fifth-generation directors also used nanative skategies, but

they used them to serve cinematic aesthetics and cinematic experiences, not the other way

around.

Thanks to their international success, market-conscious fifth generation directors

like Zhang Yimou soon found the way to make Chinese films for an eager international

market waiting for presentations of exotic Chinese culture. Cleverly using srihng

colours, stunning ceremonies, mystical stories and sexual taboos, some films from the

late 1980s broke into the international market and won prizes in major international

awards. The sno$ball effect started after this initial commercial success of Chinese films

in the West marked by Red Sorghum. Globalism in Chinese film developed on an even

larger scale as the amount and numbers of foreign funds for Chinese films grew. Because

of China's srict foreign culrency controls until the mid-1990s, directors were bound to

make films sellable in the international market to reward their investors. Most of this

345
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foreign money was bet on the internationally acclaimed fifth-generation filmmakers.

Focusing on the global market rather than simply on the needs of Chinese audiences,

these directors are better described as intemational fifth-eeneration directors.

We should never overlook the fitth generation's significant contibutions to

Chinese film development. Their cultural consciousness and cinematic awareness

brought Chinese films to much wider audiences in the transnational era of the global

village. The postnodem themes, such as nostalgia and the exhrbitron of exotic culture,

and global marketing strategies in Chinese films appeared from the late 1980s. The

existence of these themes in Chinese films was years earlier than the postmodern socio-

economy finally arrived in China in the early to mid-I990s. Made during the transitional

period of Chinese socio-economy, many of these intemational fifth-generation films

created a hypenealist Chinese culture serving both intemational and local audiences.

There was a great expectation in the 1990s for a newer, more radical, more

successful generation to replace the fifth generation which had become more

conventional and lacked new development. On the other hand, Chinese censorship

seemed to be an unrelievable political burden on the directors. First by fifth-generation

director Tian Zhuangzhuang vvith The Blue Kite,then by socalled sixth-generation

director Zharry Yuan with Beijing Bustards and Eust Palace, lVest Palace, Chinese

filmmakers began to directl.v challenge the state censorship system by privately exporting

their productions. While how political their films are remains highly debatable, they

certainly were successful in drawing enorrnous international attention. Their films were

seen as political films and subsequently achieved more commercialsuccess in the

intemational market. Such success was notable so that some films without serious
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censorship difficulties tried to mimic the promotion stratery. ZhangYimou's To Lwe

was an example.

Although the internationally noted Chinese filmmakers in the 1990s were mainly

those who consciously made films with globalist themes, there were a number of

directors who either concenmted on socio-cultural conflics in China or simply dealt with

more profound aesthetic issues. Directors like Huang Jianxin, Sun Zhou and Jiang Wen

(and to a geat extent, Guan Hu), are hard to categorize into generations without over-

generalization. Both Huang and Sun presented the cultural dilemmas in contemporary

China through their films. They all aimed to find ways to conciliate the cultural

differences between Chinese raditional values and postnodern, transnational

commercialization. In Gu,an and Jiang's films we see a sort of equivalent of 1980s

nostalgia in the West that appeared and was shared by Chinese audiences in the 1990s.

More conscious and successful from an aesthetic point of view, Huang's films

deliberately deconstruct the taditional Chinese realism in narrative thus creating film

texts of post-realism. Jiang with his first film /n the Heat of the Sr.m challenged the nature

of narrative and the authenticity of autobiographical discourse.

11.3 The shifting of identity

While a major development in the Chinese film industry in the 1980s and 1990s

was to modifu or modemize film themes and aesthetics from tradition to globalism, the

cultural identitv of Chinese film also shifted from being subject to Chinese cultr.re to

being submitted to Westerndominated global culture. Although this identity shift did not

apply to all products of the Chinese film industy, the shift was obviots among the

internationally noted and successful Chinese films. Successful Chinese films today,
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particularly from the point of view ofthe international market, are different from

successfulChinese films in the early to mid-1980s in many ways. Many Chinese films

today are certainly aesthetically more mature than those of fifteen or twenty years ago.

They also cover much wider issues and express freer views thanl$ to relaxation of

Chinese policies. They may show Chinese culture and uaditional thoughts to Western

audiences, but they are no longer subject to this culture and thoughts. They present

fradition from an untraditional perspective. They also display exotic culture to today's

audiences, in many cases Western and Chinese alike, by tuming traditional culture into

commodities for the audiences' consumption.

While cliunying was not film in the past (see my elaboration in Chapter One 1.2),

1990s Chinese film is also different in nature from that in the 1980s. To modi! the name

"Chinese film" mav sound strange. However, not to re-identify Chinese films from the

late 1980s to the 1990s (particularly those intemational successful ones) risks misleading

readers. It is important to see that Chinese film since the 1980s has no longer been a

cinema of the nation (here I am careful not to use the term "national cinema"). It has by

and large become a branch of or a subordinate to global cinema

In Shakespeare's play, the name Montague not onlv kills the young man, but also

the woman in love with him. when the names Montague and capuleg andthe

differences between the two names become absent with the death of the tw-o youths, a

cross-family name, Romeo-and-Juliet emerges to mark the disappearances of the young

lives' of the identities and of the differences. The same happened to the postnodern film

industry, including the contemporary Chinese film indu*ry in the 1990s. what

disappeared were generational and national identities: w'hat emerged is a hypeneal

transnational global cultural industry.
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When this research was drawing to its conclusion, two important items of news

arrived from China: Zhang Yimou withdrew his Nol One Less (1999) andThe Road

Home (1999) from the Cannes festival in April due to the organizers' politicized

criticisms of the films and two ofZhang yuan's ratest films - croT Engtish(199g), a

documentary and Seventeen Years (1999), a full feature - were approved for domestic

release in China in late 1999. These four films were not included in this thesis, because

the shifting identity ofcontemporary Chinese film from tradition to globalism, which is

my research focus, was very much completed by the mid-I990s, before these films were

made and released. The news, nevertheless, acknowledged Chinese artists' concern

about international viervers' politicized interpretations of their films on the one hand- and

on the other, these evenB highlighted the contradictory effects on their films of the

politicization.

ZharryYimou's Not One le.r.r was criticized by one of the selectors at Cannes For

being uncritical of and even speaking for the Chinese government. So Zhang yimou

withdrew both t/or One Les.s and, The Road Home which had been invited to the festval.

Zhangalso published his letter to the festival committee. Zhangsaid in the letter,

Whether a film is good or not, every one may have a different judgement. This is

normal. For a long time, the west has only interpreted chinese films
"politically": Chinese films are either categorized as "anti-govemment" or "pro-

government". This is what I cannot accept.... I do not know whether you judge

directors from the United Stiates, France, Italy and other countries in the same

way.2

t "H*yu dianytng xinwen 1999'(News about Chinese language films 1999), lnZnngvendioryrng
ziliooht (Chinese llovie Daaba-v) accessed by intemet hnp://www/dianfing.com/b5/newV newstgg+
l.htnrl on 16 December 1999.
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ZhangYimou's letter certainly demonstrates his awareness of Westem attitudes to his

films (expressed by these festival judges) as representations of the imperfect Third World

to sen'e Western audiences. As he noted" the politicized way of interpreting Chinese

films has been practised for a longtime. Did Zhangonly realize this in 1999? Or were

the interpretations of his recent films rather rurfavouable to him this time? To Zhang,

intemational film festivals are simply an equivalent to the Chinese temple festival

markets.3 If it was not likely to sell well, particularly with criticisms from the critics

associated with the festival, why should not the director change his focus onto other

markets? Zhang's letter of withdrawal was widely reported and published in various

Chinese television news prograrnmes and newspapen. Zhang certainly made a

successful commercial decision, which in itself had political significance.

Zhang Yimou's withdrawal from the intemational film festivalcertainly helped

the Chinese govemment to save some face in dealing with young Chinese directors. The

Chinese government has more than once accused various intemational fitm festivals of

having a political agenda when inviting Chinese films. Zhang's withdrawal, however,

seemed also a decision made for the artist's commercial interests. In conhast, the

approval of the release of Zhang Yuan's two latest films w'as a successful move by the

Chinese government. The decision both improved the image of the authorities and also

finally confined the artist withrn the production system set up by the govemment. Witft

these recent developments, the Chinese film industry is possibly about to enter another

transformation. Chinese film scholars and critics certainly should keep an eye on Chinese

films in the global age. From now on we should probably take offany politically

coloured glasses, and look at the industry more closely from aesthetic and commercial

points of view.

' See my quotation from Zhang Yimou in Chapter Severl 7.4
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Narrative Focalization in Sima Qian's Shi ji

This is a fascinating example of narrative focalization from Sima Qian's

Records of the Grarul Historian. As I have suggested in Chapter Two 2.6, "the three

emphases" principal adopted by most literary and artistic works (including frlms)

during and immediately after the Cultural Revolution was similar to Sima's nanative

focalization in Records.

The battle of Pengcheng (City of Peng) involved two important historical

figures - Xiang Yu the great conqueror from State of Chu (Chu bawang) and Liu

Bang the first Emperor of Han - who both have their own basic annal s in Records.

With great sympathy for Xiang Yu, Sima Qian portrayed the rival of Emperor Liu

Bang as a heroic character. Liu Bang, the first emperor of the Han court which ruled

in Sima's time, was also bound to be a positive character. Sima recorded rather

lightly what had happened to Liu Bang after his defeat at Pengcheng in "The Basic

Annals of Emperor Gaozu" (gao:u was Liu Bang's posthumous title, meaning the

first emperor of a dynasty):

When the king of Han [Liu Bang's then title was king of Han] was matching

west after his defeat at Pengcheng, he sent someone to look for the members

of his family, but they had in the meantime all fled and he could not find them.

After his defeat he was able to locate only his son (later Emperor Hui).'

More details about Liu Bang's escape were located in "The Basic Annals of Xiang

Yu":

t Watsorq translator, Recor& of the Grod Historiar Han Dyrasty /, p. 68. For the Chinese original see

Sim4 Shilvol.2.p.372.
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The king of Han was thus able to slip through with twenty or thrrty horsemen

and escape. The king of Han hoped to pass through his old home of Pei and

gather up his family before proceeding west. But Xiang Yu had in the

meantime sent men to pursue him to Pei and seize the members of his family,

so that they had all fled into hiding and he could not find them. Along the

road, however, he happened to encounter his son (later Emperor Hui) and

daughter (later Princess Yuan oflu). Puning them in'the carriage, he

hastened on his way. The horsemen of Chu were in close pursuit, and the king

of Han in desperation several times pushed his little son and daughter out of

the carriage, but each time Lord Teng who was with him, got out, picked

them up, and put them back in the carriage. This had happened three times

when Lord Teng said, "No matter how sorely we are pressed in chase it will

not do to abandon the children?" The king of Han at last managed to elude his

pursuers and went in search of his father and wife, but could find them

nou'here.l

These details, especially that of Liu Bang throwing his own children out of the

carriage, concern Liu Ban,e rather than Xiang Yu. They are placed in Xiang Yu's

biography instead of Liu Bang's to make both biographies more dramatic. Liu Bang,

the final victor and Xiang Yu, a great hero in his time, are both portrayed as positive

characters in the chapters dedicated to them. (To present Liu Bang as a positive

character nonetheless was also a political choice by Sima as he was livin-e under the

rule of Liu's descendant, Liu Che, 156-87 B.C.) Sima managed to achieve his

dramatization of historical events successfully as well as kept a good balance in

recording the history.

Watsorl p. 38. Chinese original see Sima, vol I, p 322. I grouped this piece into a single paragraph tn
respect to the above mentioned Chinese edition.



Fn nnocRApny

Feature Films (Mainland chinese Filmmakers)

by Year of Release

d: director s: scenarist c: cinematographer

Note: An English title index, with year of release, follows to assist finding films in
this chronological list.

1905

Changban Slope (Changban po)

( KfFlfi)

Fengtai photo Studio

Dirryian Mountain (also as Dingjun lvfountain, Dingiun shan)

(EFil)
Fengtai photo Studio

1906

Black Rock Mountain (eingshi Sh"n)

(€E.r!)

Fengtai Photo Studio

The Leopard (Jinq ianbao)

K#w,EJll}

Fengtai photo Studio

il{ansion olsurchine (yanyang Lou)

(f8tu#)

FengAi Photo Studio
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Filmography

1907

Guordthe Border (Shou guan sheng)

( H.X'E)

Fengtai Photo Studio

llhite Woter Pond (Baishui Tan)

( H/(iH)
Fengtai Photo Studio

1908

Spin the Cotton (Fang mianhtn)

Ktfr+ft,1t\

Fengtrai Photo Studio

t957

Wonnn Basketball Player No. 5 (Ntilanwufno).

(1'ffir9)
d: Xie Jin

Tianma.

196{'

Sotlg of the Red Flag(Hongqi pu)

( rrtri# )
d:Ling Zifeng

Beijing

l96l

The Red Daachmeu of Women (Hongse niang=ijun)

(sr€.tRTtr)

d: Xie Jin

Tianma
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1965

We Shtenr (also as Twa Stage,Sistprr, W'uwiiiemei

(#6ffiffi)
d. Xie Jin

Tiamm

l 11,

frw Dam$Iotttsil He,ft (Li'anxtn Ba)

(ffi'''tl'$iU)

d: Huutg Shuqin

:ShmgDai

19?9

Li Stgrurrg (I-t Etswne)

(#H*)
d; Liry fifeqs

BEiiing

1980

Blwd Relfuw(Q.ttapun)

(#ffi)
d: Wu Tianniing uid T:eng We4ii

Xilan

Ewtiag huln (Btashan yep\
( EU&ffi)

d: \ffu Yigong(flsncral direetor Wu Ysnggrug)

x Ye Nan

'e: eao Wpiye

Shan I

Lqend of Tiatryun iltauntningieryw Slwt chwnqi)

(-ftAU.r,l*f D
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d:Xie Jin

s: Lu Yanzhorr

c: XuQi

Shanghai

1982

The. Iledsman (Alwnaren)

(&4A)
d:Xie Jih

s|lqoghai

My tltemorta f OXd Beiitns (Chengwn ji'urhi)

( jfrffitH+E

d: Wu Yigong (general dirs-tor Wu Yonggalrg)

s: Yi lvlfng

c: Cao Weiye

Shanghai

The Red Elqlwnt (Hong xims)
(4r*')

d: Zhang Jianyrq Xie Xiaojing and Tian Zhua4gz.huatg

Children',s

fricl$Irnit Boy (Luann )frang:t)

(saeE++f )
d: LingZifeng

s: Ling Z,rfeng

c: IV-u Shenghan and Liang Zryo"g

Beiiing

19S:l

Cautny Couple (also as Homelown Accent, Xiang yin)

K9E>
d: Hlr Bingliu

Fearl R.iver
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River llithout Buoys (Metyou hangbiao de heliu)

( &Af,il,f,rffiiEm )
d: Wu Tianming

Xi'an

1984

The Border Town (B ianc he ng)

(ilrs)
d: Ling Zrfeng

Beijing

Elder Sister (also as trvIy Elder Sister or Sister, Jiejie)

(fE{E)

d: Wu Yrgong

Shanghai

Life (Rensheng)

(A4 )
d: Wu Tianming

Xi'an

One and Eight(Yige he bage)

( _tfn/\+ )
d:ZharryJunzhao

c: Xiao Feng and Zbang Yimou

Guangi

September (Jiuyue)

(/t,E )

d: Tian Zhuangzhuang

Kunming

l{reaths at the Foot of the Mountain (Gaoshan xia de huahtnn or lleiguo junhun)

(Hil]Tfr+Jfrfi) XA (Itr€ffi)
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d: Xie Jin

Shanghai

The Yellow Earth (Huang tudi)

(fiiru)
d: Chen Kaige

s: Zhang Ziliang

c: Zhang Yimou

Guangxi

1985

Black Canrun Incident (Heipao shijian)

( Rif,s,{+)
d: Huang Jianxin

s:Li Wei

c: Wang Xinsheng and Feng Wei

Xi'an

The Grumpy Man and His Stubbarn Dottghter-in-Lav (Jue gonggong, jiangxifu)

(,{EAAPIBT])

d: Luo Tai

Changchun

On the Haning Groand (Liechang:hasa)

KffiniL{ffii)

d: Tian Zhuangzhuang

s: Jiang Hao

c: Lii Le and Hou Yong

Inner Mongolia

The Proof of a Soldier (Junren de :hengming)

( F/\fili[HF )
d: Sun Zhou

China Film Corporation and Beijing Youth

(film completed but never released)
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U niversity i n: Exile (L iww ang d;olrue)

(ffirt+)
d: Wu Yigong

Shanghai

1986

The Big P,uade @a yucbing)

(ttFlF)
d: ChenKaige

c: ZhangYimou

Guangd

Eiblscw Town (Fur ong 
=hen)

(*6H)
d: Xie Jin

s: Ah Cheng and Xie Jin

q Lu Zuufu

Shanghai

Horce Thief (Daona 
=eiJ

(H4ffi)

d: TianZhuangduang

s: Zhang Rui

c:Hou YongandZhao Fei

Xi'an

Poetfic OldTown (Fengsao lao shen)

(,4&Z€)
d: Sun Zhou

Pearl River

(s'topped filming in l'986, uncompleted)
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l9:E7

Coff'ee with.Saglar (also 'as Wtth Sugar, Gei kqfei jla dia,w tang)

(#drqFnE.f.JLffi)

d: SunZhou

Pearl River

Dfsllarudton (Cuourei)

(fs'{n)

d: ItuangJianrdn

Betjrng

Don't Ktwnt n' Langh or Cry (Ti-xiw jie fei)
(ffi#g1F)

d: ZhengGuoquan

Beijing

Ktng af ChLldrm(Haizi wary)

KM+E>

d: Chen Kaige

s: Chen Kaige and Wan Zhi

c: Gu Chanryei

Xiqan

OId WeIt V,aa jtne)

(##)
d: Wu Tianming

s: ZhengYi

c: ChEn Wancai andZhang Yimou

Xi'an

Red Sorg ham ( FI a ngaa I iang)

(!r *)
d: Zhang Yimou
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s: Chen Jianyu, Zhu Wei and Mo Yan

c: Gu Changwei

Xi'an

The Strea Playen (also as The Drum Singers, Gushu yiren)

(fi+zA)
d: Tian Zhuangzhuang

Beijing

The Tribulotiotts of a Chinese Gmtleman (Shaoye de monan)

( rt'frH!EiE)

d: Wu Yigong (general director ZhangJianya)

Shanghai

Womah Denton, Euttun(Ren, gui, qing)

(A. E. tF)

d: Huang Shuqin

s: Huang Shuqtr,, Li Ziyu and Song Guoxun

c: Xia Lixing and Ji Hongsheng

Shanghai

1988

Operation Coagar (Da ihao me i;houhao\

(,{tgt#t{t)
d: Zhang Yimou

Xi'an

Rock'n RoII Youth (also as Rock Kids,Yaogun qingnietn)

(fs&H'+)

d: Tian Zhuangzhuang

Beijing Youth

Transmigratton (also as Samasara, Lunhui)

(fttr )
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d: Huang Jianxin

Xi'an

A l{omanfor Two (C.huntao)

( Ffits)

d:Ling Zifeng

Nanhai and Liaoning

1989

BaWad of the Yellow River (Hwnghe yao)

(Hi4is)

d: Teng Wenji

Xi'an

The Binh of Neut Chiru(Kaiguo dadian)

(trtrt&)
d: Li Qiankuan and Xiao Guiyun

s: Zhang Tianmin, ZhangXiaofian, Liu Xing and Guo Chen

c: Li Li, Wang Xiaolie and Zhong Wenming

Changchun

Bloody Evening (DLrue huanghun)

(iH.dn it 6 )

d: Sun Zhou

Xi'an

Thc Last Aristocrats (Zuihou de gui:u)

(ffiEBtfrffi)

d: Xie Jin

s: Bai Hua and Sun Zhengguo

c:LuZunfu

Shanghai and Sil-Metropole Organisation (fil()
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1990

363

Judou (Jwlau)

(ffiE )

d:Zhang Yimou and Yang Fengliang

s: Liu Heng

c: Gu Changwei

Xi'an" China Film Co-Production Corporation and Tokuma Shoten (Japan)

Li Lianying,Imperial Eunueh (Li Liarrying)

(+js#)
d: Tian Zhuangzhuang

Beijing and Hong Kong Shijia Film Co.

Love on Ice (Bingshang qinghuo)

(lTjlh,fFrk )
d: Deng Yuan

PearlRiver

Mama (also as Mother ot Mom,Mama)

( tqtq)

d: Zhang Yuan

Xi'an

l99l

Life on a Sting (Bian 
=ou bian chang)

(ilfriarE )
d: Chen Kaige

s: Chen Kaige

c: Gu Changwei

Beijing China Film Co-Production Corporation, Pandora Film (Germany) and

Serene Productions (IJK)

Raise the Red, Lantern (Da hong denglong gaogao gua)

K,i.trt:ltr HH#)
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d: Zhang Yimou

s: Ni Zhen

c: Zhao Fei and Yang Lun

Century Communications (Hong Kong) and China Film Co-Production

Corporation

Npples Across Sngnafi Water (Kuang)

(NT )

d: Ling Zifeng

Ermei and HongKong ShijiaFilm Co.

The True Hearted (Also as Heartstrings,Xin xiang)

(,t'6 )i

d: Sun Zhou

s: Miao Yue

c: Yao Li

Pearl River

t992

A Confucian Family (Jueli renjia)

(ffiE A)
d: Wu Yigong

Shanghai

The Story of Qiuiu (Qiuju da gpansi)

( f,tffifIHe'l )

d: Zhang Yimou

s: Liu Heng

c: Chi Xiaoning, Yu Xiaoqrm and Lu Hongyr

Beijing Youth and Sil-Metropole Or_eanisation (Fil()

1993

B eij i ng B astards (B e ij i ng :a: ho ng)

(JrH *4+)
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d: Zbang Yuan

s: Zhang Yuan, Tang rian and Cui Jian

e: Zhang Jian

Beii'ing Bastards Grorlp

The Blue Kite (Lanfeng:heng)

( ffi.,{,s )

d: Tian Zhuangztruang

s; Xiqo lv1ao

d: Hsu Yoqg

Bedingard Longwick Film Production Ltd.

Fatetvell My Concnbine (Bawang bre ji\
(ffiEt{ffi)

d: Chen Kaige

s: Lilian Lee (Li Bihua) and Lu W€i'

o: GuChangwei

Beijing and Tomson (t{K) Fitm Co. Ltd.

1994

Bae* ta Bael, Foce to Fnee (Bei kao bei, Iixn dui liar)

(#HH, &f,:fffi)

d: FltrangJi'anxin

s: Huang Jianxinand Yan Shu

s: Shen Shu and Zbang Xiaogrrang

Xi'an and Sitnpson Comm ications (HK)

Btnsh (Hongftn)

(-rfrl)

d: Li Shaotong

Berjing

DiftVoltfu lwn Ie)

(*HfiLT }
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d: Guan Hu

s: Guan Hu

c: Yao Xiaofeng and Wu Qiao

Inner Mongolia

To Live (Huo:he)

(ifr€)
d:Zhang Yimou

s: Lu Wei and Yu Hua

c: Lti Le

Shanghai and Century Communications (HK)

1995

Inthe Heat of the San(Yangguangcanlan de ri:i)

(FHT,ilHffi H T)
d: Jiang Wen

s: Jiang Wen

c: Gu Changwei

China Film Co-Production Corporation and Dragon Film (HK)

The King of Mrcks (Bianlian)

(th)
d: Wu Tianming

Beijing Youth and $haw's Brothers (Hong Kong)

Red Cherry (Hong y ingtao)

(,IEflK)

d: Ye Daying

Beijing Youth

Shanghai Triad (Yao a yao, yao dao waipo qiao)

(tFnEf*, ffiF{fl.4ff)
d:Zhang Yimou

s:Bi Feiyu
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c:Lti Le

Shanghai

r996

367

East Palace, West Palace (also as Behind the Forbichlen Cit.v, Donggongxigong)

(fiHEH)
d:Zhang Yuan

s: Zhang Yuan and Wang Xiaobo

c: Zhang Jian

Ocean Films, Quelqu'un d'auEe Productions and Amazon Entertainment Ltd.

Sorc (Er:i)

(JL+)

d:ZhangYuan

Beij ing Expression Culture Communication Center

Temptress Moo n (F engtue)

(,xl F )

d: Chen Kaige

s: Shu Kei (Shu Qi)

c: Christopher Doyle

Shanghai and Tomson (HK) Film Co. Ltd.

1997

The Making of Steel (Zhangda chengren or Gangtie shi zheyang liancheng de)

( Kt F[ ) x€ (+Et*EEf+fSFtFt )
d: Lu Xuechang

(producer: Tian Zhuangzhuang)

Beijing

The Opium War (Yapian:harcheng)

(rgHffi+)



Filmography 368

d: Xie Jin

Ermei

1998

The Emperor and the Assassin (Jing Ke ci ein wang)

( fiJ+'IfilJ* r )
d: Chen Kaige

Beijing, China Film Co-Production Corporation, Le Studio Canal (France),

NDF, shin corporation (Japan), New wave company and pricel (France)

1999

Not One Less (Yige clou buneng shao)

( -ttr7F EE,t-)>

d:Zhang Yimou

Guangxi, Beijing New Picture Distribution Company, Film Productions Asia

and Columbia Picnres Corporation (US)

The Road Honu (lIro defuqin muqin)

( frH'l')a*e* )

d:Zhang Yimou

Xj'an and Berjing New picture Distribution Company

Seventeen Yearc (Guonian hui jia)
(it+trx)

d: Zhang Yuan

Fondazione Montecimamaverita (Italy), Fabrica (Italy), Keelman Ltd-, The

Swiss Agency for Development & Cooperation, United Colors of Benetton

(Italy) and Rai Uno Radiotelevisione ltaliana



Filmography

Eaek t,a Baelq Fcrce to Faee (1994)

Ballad of the Yel[ow RNe.r (1989)

Behind the Farbidden Cl4r (see East Palace, Wtst Palaee)

Beij ing Bastards ( I 993)

I:lae'Big Parade ( I 986)

The Birth of New Chins (1939)

B taok Canmon Ine idew (1985.)

Black Rock Mauntain (1906)

Bload Relatiars (I9S0)

Blao$t Evenmg(I989)

The BIue KrTe (1993)

Btwh (19%)

The Border Town (1984)

Changban Slope (1905)

Coffee with Sagar (alss as lYith Sugar,l9SA

A Conf,ucian F@ily (1992)

Cauntry e.ouple (al.so as Hametown Aaaent,1983)

Tlw Dam qfJoined Heans flgm

D inglun Mozmta:in ( I 905)
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Filmography

Dirt (1994)

Disloeqtion (1987)

Don't Know rc Laugh or Cry (1984

Tke DrumSingers (see Tke Street Playerc)

East Paloce,lil'est Palaee(also as Eehind rhc For,bidden CW,tggO)

The Emperor and tl.rclssassin (1998)

Elder Skter (also as ldy Elder Sister, Sister,l984)

Evening Rain (19E0)

Farewell trtt1y C.oncubine (1993)

Gwrd the&order (1941)

The Grumpy Man and His Stubbarn Daughter-in-Id'fl (19-85)

Heartstfings (see The True Hearted)

The Herdsman (1982)

fIibisctts hrwn (1986)

Horneftiwn Aceent (w Camtry Coryle)

Horse Thief(1986)

In the Heat of rhe S,rrn (1995)

Jttdou(1990)

King of Chitr:dren (1987)

The. Kingaf lvtqcks (1995)

Tke La,rt A,ristaeratns (1989)
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FJlmography

Legend afTiqwyw Maurttain (1980)

The:l-eupud (1906)

I.i Lianying, I,rnperial Eumeh (1 990)

Li Siguung(1979

LW Qe84)

Life on a Strtng(1991)

Lave an lce (1990)

The Making of Steel ( 1997)

Mama (also as Mom,lv{other,1990)

Mansian of Su;uhine ( I 906)

Mom(sea Manto)

LvIather (*eMams)

tuIy Menwies af OId Betjin9(1982)

h{y EMer SisteT(sec Elder Srsrer)

Net One Iejss (1999)

otd Wett (1e84

On rtp HwtingGremd (1985)

One an-d Eight(1984)

Operation Caugar ( 1 988)

The Opiun ltar (1997)

P oe t:ic AM Town ( | 986, wrcornpleted)
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The Praof of a Saldler (l 985, neirer released)

fuise the Red lantem(1991)

RedCheny (1995)

The Red Detaehment of Wamen (1961)

:Ihe Red Elepl,tont (1982)

Red Sarghurn (198?)

Ricksfuiw, Boy (19E2)

Ripples .,4.crass Sagtotx Wuet (1992\

R*er Withofi Baoys (1983)

The Rod Hame (1999)

Roc& K,tr/s (se Rncfr 'n RolI Yawth\

Rock,'n Roll Yawh (also as- Roe.k Kids,lgE8)

S a'mas ar a (see Tt anvni:gratt ort)

Septenber (1984)

Seventeen Years (1999)

Shstigl,ni Triad (1995)

Sis ter (see Elder,sisrer)

&rns (1996)

Song af the Red Flag (1950)

Spin the Cottan(lffil)

Sta,ge,S'lslerir (also as I'wo Suge iSisfar*, 1965)

3V2
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The$tary of Qiujw $992)

TheSneet Players (also as The DrunSingers,lgS7)

Temptress Moon(l996)

To Liv,e (1994)

Ttansu@ation (also as Samasaro, fgSB)

TheTribulatio.rw of a Chinese Genlemnn (l9EZ)

The Tme He*rted (also as Heartstrings, lg91)

Two Stage Sisters (see,srqge S.rsrers)

Univers ity in Exile ( 1,985)

WhtteVater Pond(lW:XJ

'W{th Sugar (s* Caffey with Sugar)

WamanBqsketbail Player Na 5 (lgi7)

Vown; Demw, Ewwn (1987)

A Wonwnfor ?"wo (1988)

Wreaths at the Foat af the Mqwtatn(1994)

TIwYellow Earth(1984)
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Other Films and TV Productions

Basic lttstinct (feature film)

d:Paul Verhoeven

Carolco Pictwes (US), Le Studio Canal (France) and TriStarPictrnes (US)

t992

Ben-Hur (feature frlm)

d: William Wyler

MGM (US)

1959

City of Sadness (Beiqing chengshi, feanre film)

( th,Htdfi)
d: Hau Xiaoxian (Hou Hsiao-hsien)

Century Communications (Taiwan)

1989

Cruzy Ettglish (Fenghnng Yingyu, documentary film)

(fifi*i*)
d: Ztrgtng yuan

Keehnanltd. (PRC)

1998

Ran (feanre film)

d: Kurosawa Akira

Greenwich Film Productiorg Herald Ace and Nippon Herald Film (Japan and

France)

1985

River Eleg Q{e shang,documentary TV series)

KTiIffi}>

d: SuXiaokang

ccrv (PRC)

1988
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Ihe Squwc ((tlwngclr@tg Oocumentaq' ntn)

(r#))
& Zhrmg, Y'uan add Dutn Jincluan

Production/Export Agent Ztwry Y vn
Print Ssutw: Dragon FilE9 lre, (Japan)

1994

TheTuracofu Warrbr (Qin lot&, featnre fitm)

(*'ffi n

d: GhgXiaodong (Chiqe SirrTune)

&t arld TalentGroup (I{K)

l9e9

Yary ! ttn: Ge-ndet in Chi ns e Clnefis {Narr' heng atu iw$ docunrennry-. fi lm}

,(.54f#,)

* GtlsrJinpeng (Stanl€y Kwan)

Blidsh Filno In$fitute

1996
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